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Introduction 
 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2887, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that Chapter 36 

Yaseen is the Heart of the Holy Quran. Therefore, this chapter has been 

discussed so that one can understand and act upon its teachings.  

 

 

Implementing the lessons discussed will aid a Muslim to Achieve Noble 

Character. According to the Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 

2003, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, 

has advised that the heaviest thing in the Scales of Judgment Day will 

be Noble Character. It is one of qualities of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, which Allah, the Exalted, 

complimented in Chapter 68 Al Qalam, Verse 4 of the Holy Quran: 

 

 

“And indeed, you are of a great moral character.” 

 

 

Therefore, it is a duty on all Muslims to gain and act on the teachings of 

the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, in order to Achieve Noble Character. 

 



 

The Heart of the Quran 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verse 1 
 

 

 

“Yā, Seen.” 

 



 

“Yā, Seen.” 

 

 

Even though the actual meaning of these verses found within the Holy 

Quran are unknown using letters from the alphabet does indicate the 

importance of education and knowledge. 

 

 

A great distraction which prevents one from submitting to the obedience 

of Allah, the Exalted, is ignorance. It can be argued that it is the origin of 

every sin as the one who truly knows the consequences of sins would 

never commit them. This refers to true beneficial knowledge which is 

knowledge that is acted upon. In reality, all knowledge which is not acted 

on is not beneficial knowledge. The example of the one who behaves in 

this manner is described in the Holy Quran as a donkey which carries 

books of knowledge which do not benefit it. Chapter 62 Al Jumu’ah, 

verse 5: 

 

 

“…and then did not take it on (did not act upon knowledge) is like that of 

a donkey who carries volumes [of books]…” 

 

 

A person who acts on their knowledge rarely slips up and commits sins 

intentionally. In fact, when this occurs it is only caused by a moment of 

ignorance where a person forgets to act on their knowledge which 

results in them sinning.  

 

 



 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, once 

highlighted the seriousness of ignorance in a Hadith found in Jami At 

Tirmidhi, number 2322. He declared that everything in the material world 

is cursed except for the remembrance of Allah, the Exalted, whatever is 

connected to this remembrance, the scholar and the student of 

knowledge. This means that all the blessings in the material world will 

become a curse for the one who is ignorant as they will misuse them 

thereby committing sins.  

 

 

In fact, ignorance can be considered a person's worse enemy as it 

prevents them from protecting themself from harm and gaining benefit all 

of which can only be achieved through acting on knowledge. The 

ignorant commits sins without being aware of them. How can one avoid 

a sin if they do not know what is considered a sin? Ignorance causes 

one to neglect their obligatory duties. How can one fulfil their duties if 

they are unaware of what their duties are? 

  

 

It is therefore a duty on all muslims to gain enough knowledge to fulfil all 

their obligatory duties and avoid sins. This is confirmed in a Hadith found 

in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 224. 

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verses 2-6 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“By the wise Quran. 

Indeed you, [Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him], are 

from among the messengers. 

On a straight path. 

[This is] a revelation of the Exalted in Might, the Merciful. 



 

That you may warn a people whose forefathers were not warned, so they 

are unaware.” 



 

“By the wise Quran.” 

 

 

Wisdom allows one to apply their knowledge in the correct way so that they 

benefit themself and others in both worlds. The Holy Quran provides both 

knowledge and wisdom. 

 

 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised 

in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2645, that when Allah, the 

Exalted, desires to give someone good He provides them with Islamic 

knowledge.  

 

 

There is no doubt that every muslim irrespective of the strength of their 

faith desires good in both worlds. Even though many muslims incorrectly 

believe that this good which they desire lies in fame, wealth, authority, 

companionship and their career this Hadith makes it crystal clear that true 

lasting good lies in gaining and acting on Islamic knowledge. It is important 

to note a branch of religious knowledge is useful worldly knowledge 

whereby one earns lawful provision in order to fulfil their necessities and 

the necessities of their dependents. Even though the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, has pointed out where 

good lies yet it is a shame how many muslims do not place much value in 

this. They in most cases only strive to obtain the bare minimum of Islamic 

knowledge in order to fulfil their obligatory duties and fail to acquire and act 

on more such as the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him. Instead they dedicate their efforts on worldly things 

believing true good is found there. Many muslims fail to appreciate that the 

righteous predecessors had to journey for weeks on end just to learn a 



 

single verse or Hadith of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, whereas today one can study Islamic teachings 

without leaving their home. Yet, many fail to make use of this blessing 

given to the modern day muslims. Out of His infinite mercy Allah, the 

Exalted, through his Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him, has not only pointed out where true good lies but He has also 

placed this good at one's finger tips. Allah, the Exalted, has informed 

mankind of where an eternal buried treasure is located which can solve all 

the problems they may encounter in both worlds. But muslims will only 

obtain this good once they struggle to acquire and act on it.  



 

“By the wise Quran. Indeed you, [Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him], are from among the messengers.” 

 

 

The fact that the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, was reciting truthful historical accounts and beneficial lessons even 

though he was unlettered and had not studied the previous divine 

scriptures, which the non-Muslims of Mecca full well knew, was a clear sign 

of his Prophethood. 

 

 

This was supported by the fact that they themselves testified to his sincerity 

and honesty. In fact, during his childhood the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, was always under the protection of 

Allah, the Exalted. Allah, the Exalted, saved him from the evils that where 

widespread during the age of ignorance: the time before Islam. When the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, reached 

maturity he was the finest person among his people, the best of them in 

character and repute, the best of neighbours, the most prudent, the most 

honest in speech and most trustworthy. He was completely removed from 

immorality and other evil characteristics. Because of this he became known 

among the people of Mecca as Al Amin, the trustworthy. This has been 

discussed in Imam Ibn Kathir’s, The Life of the Prophet, Volume 1, Page 

180. 

 

 

The fact that the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, spent his entire life amongst the non-Muslims of Mecca was enough of 

a proof of his declaration of Prophethood. When the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, invited the non-Muslims of 



 

Mecca to embrace Islam he used his 40 years amongst them as proof that 

he was speaking the truth. This evidence was undeniable even by the non-

Muslims. This incident is recorded in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, 

number 4553. Only the arrogance of some prevented them from submitting 

to the truth. Chapter 10 Yunus, verse 16: 

 

 

“…for I had remained among you a lifetime before it. Then will you not 

reason?" 

 



 

“By the wise Quran. Indeed you, [Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him], are from among the messengers. On a 

straight path. [This is] a revelation of the Exalted in Might, the 

Merciful. That you may warn a people whose forefathers were not 

warned, so they are unaware.” 

 

 

One will only benefit from the knowledge, wisdom and warnings found 

within the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, so that they are guided to a straight 

path, when they sincerely obey and follow them. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim number 196, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that Islam is 

sincerity towards the Holy Quran and the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him. 

 

 

Sincerity towards the Holy Quran includes having deep respect and love for 

the words of Allah, the Exalted. This sincerity is proven when one fulfils the 

three aspects of the Holy Quran. The first is to recite it correctly and 

regularly. The second is to understand its teachings through a reliable 

source and teacher. The final aspect is to act on the teachings of the Holy 

Quran with the aim of pleasing Allah, the Exalted. The sincere muslim gives 

priority to acting on its teachings over acting on their desires which 

contradict the Holy Quran. Modelling one’s character on the Holy Quran is 

the sign of true sincerity towards the book of Allah, the Exalted. This is the 

tradition of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 



 

him, which is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 

1342.  

 

 

The next thing mentioned in the main Hadith under discussion is sincerity 

towards the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. 

This includes striving to acquire knowledge in order to act on his traditions. 

These traditions include the ones related to Allah, the Exalted, in the form 

of worship, and his blessed noble character towards the creation. Chapter 

68 Al Qalam, verse 4: 

 

 

"And indeed, you are of a great moral character." 

 

 

It includes to accept his commands and prohibitions at all times. This has 

been made a duty by Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 59 Al Hashr, verse 7: 

 

 

"...And whatever the Messenger has given you - take; and what he has 

forbidden you - refrain from..." 

 

 

Sincerity includes to give priority to his traditions over the actions of anyone 

else as all paths to Allah, the Exalted, are closed except the path of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Chapter 3 

Alee Imran, verse 31: 



 

 

 

"Say, [O Muḥammad], "If you should love Allah, then follow me, [so] Allah 

will love you and forgive you your sins..."  

 

 

One must love all those who supported him during his life and after his 

passing, whether they are from his Family or his Companions, may Allah 

be pleased with them all. Supporting those who walk on his path and teach 

his traditions is a duty on those who desire to be sincere to him. Sincerity 

also includes loving those who love him and disliking those who criticise 

him irrespective, of one’s relationship with these people. This is all 

summarised in a single Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 16. It 

advises that a person cannot have true faith until they love Allah, the 

Exalted, and the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, more than the entire creation. This love must be shown through 

actions not just words.   

 

 



 

“[This is] a revelation of the Exalted in Might...” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is the One who over powers all things, who in reality is 

the only One who possesses power and might. Anyone else who 

possesses strength only does so because Allah, the Exalted, granted it to 

them. There is no atom in this world or in the next that can escape the 

power and authority of Allah, the Exalted.  

 

 

As all power belongs to Allah, the Exalted, a muslim should therefore 

always remember that the strength to perform righteous deeds and refrain 

from sins comes from Allah, the Exalted, alone. This will remove any 

chance of pride creeping into their heart. An atom’s worth of which is 

enough to take a person to Hell. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in 

Sahih Muslim, number 266. 

  

 

Whoever desires for their faith to become mighty must obey the All Mighty, 

Allah, the Exalted. Only then will they be granted strong faith which will aid 

them to overcome all difficulties so that they leave this world while Allah, 

the Exalted, is pleased with them. True obedience only lies in following the 

footsteps of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him. This includes fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining 

from His prohibitions and facing destiny with patience. Chapter 3 Alee 

Imran, verse 31: 

 

 



 

“Say, [O Muhammad], "If you should love Allah, then follow me, [so] Allah 

will love you and forgive you your sins.” 

 

 

Truly Knowing Allah, the Exalted, is All Mighty should prevent a muslim 

from sinning. As they should know there is no way to escape the might of 

Allah, the Exalted. In addition, when a muslim engraves this divine name 

into their heart it prevents them from committing oppression and wronging 

others. They become fully aware that even if there is no person powerful 

enough to seek justice from them Allah, the Exalted, will certainly take them 

to account and punish them in both worlds. As confirmed in a Hadith found 

in Sahih Muslim, number 6579, oppression to others may cause the All 

Mighty, Allah, the Exalted, to hurl them into Hell on Judgment Day. 

 



 

“[This is] a revelation of…the Merciful.” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is the Most Merciful according to His infinite status. This 

attribute means that Allah, the Exalted, bestows countless favours on the 

creation and is always extremely kind to them. This same characteristic has 

been attributed to others such as the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him. Chapter 9 At Tawbah, verse 128: 

 

 

“There has certainly come to you a Messenger from among yourselves. 

Grievous to him is what you suffer; [he is] concerned over you [i.e., your 

guidance] and to the believers is kind and merciful.” 

 

 

When used in reference to the creation merciful means soft-hearted and 

compassionate. A muslim must adopt these qualities by looking at the 

creation through the eye of mercy and by treating them with mercy and 

compassion whether they are obedient or sinful. Many Hadiths such as the 

one found in Sahih Muslim, number 6030, indicate that the one who does 

not show mercy to others will not be shown mercy by Allah, the Exalted. So 

it is vital for muslims to show mercy to all through their actions such as 

financial and physical help and through their words such as supplicating for 

them. Islam in fact rewards a muslim who shows mercy to all living things 

such as animals. This has been confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu 

Dawud, number 2550. In addition, the mercy they show should not be 

selective or occasional instead they should strive to demonstrate mercy at 

all times with all of creation. 



 

“Indeed you, [Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him], are from among the messengers. On a straight path…That 

you may warn a people whose forefathers were not warned, so they 

are unaware.” 

 

 

These verses indicate the importance of implementing the teachings of 

Islam as reminders namely; glad tidings and warnings only benefit the 

person who acts on them. For example, those who ignore road hazard 

signs are often the ones who end up in dangerous situations. But those 

who act upon these hazards signs are protected from this danger. The 

glad tidings indicate the commands of Allah, the Exalted, which acted 

upon lead to the gardens of Paradise. And the warnings are the 

prohibitions of Allah, the Exalted, which acted upon protects one from 

divine punishment such as Hell. 

 



 

“By the wise Qur’ān. Indeed you, [Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him], are from among the messengers. On a 

straight path…That you may warn a people whose forefathers were 

not warned, so they are unaware.” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 4606, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned that any matter 

which is not based on Islam will be rejected.  

 

 

If muslims desire lasting success in both worldly and religious matters 

they must strictly adhere to the teachings of the Holy Quran and the 

traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him. Even though, certain actions which are not directly taken from these 

two sources of guidance can still be considered a righteous deed it is 

important to prioritize these two sources of guidance over all else. 

Because the fact is that the more one acts on things which are not taken 

from these two sources even if it is a righteous deed the less they will 

act on these two sources of guidance. An obvious example is how many 

muslims have adopted cultural practices into their lives which do not 

have a foundation in these two sources of guidance. Even if these 

cultural practices are not sins they have preoccupied muslims from 

learning and acting on these two sources of guidance as they feel 

satisfied with their behaviour. This leads to ignorance of the two sources 

of guidance which in turn will only lead to misguidance.  

 

 

This is why a muslim must learn and act on these two sources of 

guidance which have been established by the leaders of guidance and 

only then act on other voluntary righteous deeds if they have the time 

and energy to do so. But if they choose ignorance and made up 



 

practices even if they are not sins over learning and acting on these two 

sources of guidance they will not achieve success.  

 

 



 

“By the wise Qur’ān. Indeed you, [Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him], are from among the messengers. On a 

straight path…That you may warn a people whose forefathers were 

not warned, so they are unaware.” 

 

 

Muslims should not follow and adopt the customary practices of non-

muslims. The more muslims do this the less they will follow the teachings of 

the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him. This is quite evident in this day and age as 

many muslims have adopted the cultural practices of other nations which 

has caused them to become distant from the teachings of Islam. For 

example, one only needs to observe the modern muslim wedding to 

observe how many non-muslim cultural practices have been adopted by 

muslims. What makes this worse is that many muslims cannot differentiate 

between Islamic practices based on the Holy Quran and traditions of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, and the 

cultural practices of non-muslims. Because of this non-muslims cannot 

differentiate between them either which has caused great problems for 

Islam. For example, honour killings is a cultural practice which has nothing 

to do with Islam yet because of the ignorance of muslims and their habit of 

adopting non-muslim cultural practices Islam is blamed every time an 

honour killing occurs in society. The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, removed the social barriers in the form of casts and 

brotherhoods in order to unite people yet ignorant muslims have 

resurrected them by adopting the cultural practices of non-muslims. Simply 

put, the more cultural practices muslims adopt the less they will act on the 

Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him. 

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verses 7-11 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Already the word [i.e., decree] has come into effect upon most of them, so 

they do not believe. 

Indeed, We have put shackles on their necks, and they are to their chins, 

so they are with heads [kept] aloft. 

And We have put before them a barrier and behind them a barrier and 

covered them, so they do not see. 



 

And it is all the same for them whether you warn them or do not warn them 

- they will not believe. 

You can only warn one who follows the message and fears the Most 

Merciful unseen. So give him good tidings of forgiveness and noble 

reward.” 

 



 

“Already the word [i.e., decree] has come into effect upon most of 

them, so they do not believe. Indeed, We have put shackles on their 

necks, and they are to their chins, so they are with heads [kept] aloft.” 

 

 

Keeping one’s head high above others is an indication of pride, which is a 

root cause of rejecting the clear truth. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 265, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned that a person who 

possesses even an atom’s worth of pride in their heart will not enter 

Paradise. He clarified that pride is when a person rejects the truth and 

looks down on others.  

  

 

No amount of good deeds will benefit someone who possesses pride. This 

is quite obvious when one observes the Devil and how his countless years 

of worship did not benefit him when he became proud. In fact, the following 

verse clearly connects pride with disbelief so a muslim must avoid this evil 

characteristic at all costs. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 34: 

 

 

“And [mention] when We said to the angels, "Prostrate before Adam"; so 

they prostrated, except for Iblees. He refused and was arrogant and 

became of the disbelievers.” 

 



 

 

The proud is the one who rejects the truth when it is presented to them 

simply because it did not come from them and as it challenges their desires 

and mentality. The proud person also believes they are superior to others 

even though they are unaware of their own ultimate end and the ultimate 

end of others. This is plain ignorance. In reality, it is foolish to be proud of 

anything seeing as Allah, the Exalted, created and granted everything a 

person owns. Even the righteous deeds one performs are only due to the 

inspiration, knowledge and strength granted by Allah, the Exalted. 

Therefore, being proud of something which does not innately belong to 

them is plain foolishness. This is just like a person who becomes proud 

over a mansion they do not even own or live in.  

 

 

This is the reason why pride belongs to Allah, the Exalted, as He alone is 

the Creator and innate Owner of all things. The one who challenges Allah, 

the Exalted, in pride will be thrown into Hell. This has been confirmed in a 

Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 4090. 

 

 

A muslim should instead follow in the footsteps of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, and adopt humility. The 

humble truly recognise that all the good they possess and all the evil they 

are protected from comes from no one except Allah, the Exalted. 

Therefore, humility is more fitting for a person than pride. A person should 

not be fooled into believing humility leads to disgrace as no one has been 

more honoured than the humble servants of Allah, the Exalted. In fact, the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, has 

guaranteed an increase in status for the one who adopts humility for the 

sake of Allah, the Exalted, in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 

2029. 



 

“Already the word [i.e., decree] has come into effect upon most of 

them, so they do not believe…And We have put before them a barrier 

and behind them a barrier and covered them, so they do not see.” 

 

 

This occurs when one fails to use their perception and understanding 

correctly. 

 

 

It is important for muslims to develop the correct perception so that they 

can increase their obedience to Allah, the Exalted, which involves fulfilling 

His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and facing destiny with 

patience. This is what the righteous predecessors possessed and it 

encouraged them to avoid the excess luxuries of the material world and 

instead prepare for the hereafter. This is an important characteristic to 

possess and it can be explained with a worldly example. Two people are 

extremely thirsty and come across a cup of murky water. They both desire 

to drink it even though it is not pure and even if it means they have to argue 

over it. As their thirst grows the more focused on the cup of murky water 

they become to the point they lose focus on everything else. But if one of 

them shifted their focus and observed a river of pure water which was only 

a short distance ahead they would immediately lose focus on the cup of 

water to the point they would no longer care about it and no longer argue 

over it. And instead they would endure their thirst patiently knowing a river 

of pure water is close. The person who is unaware of the river would 

probably believe the other person is crazy after observing their change in 

attitude. This is the case of the two types of people in this world. One group 

greedily focuses on the material world. The other group has shifted their 

focus to the hereafter and the pure and eternal blessings therein. When 

one shifts their focus to the bliss of the hereafter worldly problems do not 

seem like such a big deal. Therefore, patience becomes easier to adopt. 



 

But if one keeps their focus on this world then it will seem like everything to 

them. They will argue, fight, love and hate for it. Just like the person in the 

example mentioned earlier who only focuses on the cup of murky water. 

 

  

This correct perception is only achieved through gaining and acting on 

Islamic knowledge found within the Holy Quran and the traditions of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him.  Chapter 41 

Fussilat, verse 53: 

 

 

“We will show them Our signs in the horizons and within themselves until it 

becomes clear to them that it is the truth…” 

 



 

“Already the word [i.e., decree] has come into effect upon most of 

them, so they do not believe…And We have put before them a barrier 

and behind them a barrier and covered them, so they do not see.” 

 

 

This occurs when one fails to use their perception and understanding 

correctly. 

 

 

It is important for a muslim to be observant in their daily life and avoid being 

too self-absorbed in their own worldly matters so that they become 

heedless over the things which are occurring around them and the things 

which have already occurred. This is an important quality to possess as it is 

an excellent way to strengthen one's faith which in turn helps one to remain 

obedient to Allah, the Exalted, at all times. For example, when a muslim 

observes a sick person they should not only aid them by whatever means 

they possess, even if it is only a supplication, but they should reflect on 

their own health and understand that they too will eventually lose their good 

health either by an illness, ageing or even death. This should inspire them 

to be grateful for their good health and show this through their actions by 

taking advantage of their good health in both worldly and religious matters 

which are pleasing to Allah, the Exalted.   

 

 

When they observe the death of a rich person they should not only feel sad 

for the deceased and their family but realise that one day which is unknown 

to them they will die also. They should understand that just like the rich 

person was abandoned by their wealth, fame and family at their grave so 

will they too be left only with their deeds in their grave. This will encourage 

them to prepare for their grave and the hereafter.  



 

 

 

This attitude can and should be applied to all things one observes. A 

muslim should learn a lesson from everything around them which has been 

advised in the Holy Quran. Chapter 3 Alee Imran, verse 191: 

 

 

“…and give thought to the creation of the heavens and the earth, [saying], 

"Our Lord, You did not create this aimlessly; exalted are You [above such a 

thing]; then protect us from the punishment of the Fire.”” 

 

 

Those who behave in this manner will strengthen their faith on a daily basis 

whereas those who are too self-absorbed in their worldly life will remain 

heedless which may lead them to their destruction.  

 
 
 

 



 

“Already the word [i.e., decree] has come into effect upon most of 

them, so they do not believe…And We have put before them a barrier 

and behind them a barrier and covered them, so they do not see.” 

 

 

This occurs when one fails to use their perception and understanding 

correctly. 

 

 

It is important for a muslim to understand a key truth namely, nothing in 

creation occurs without a wise reason even if people do not observe this 

wisdom immediately. A muslim should treat everything which occurs, 

whether they are in times of ease or difficulty, as a message in a bottle. 

They should not get too caught up in assessing and examining the bottle as 

it is merely a messenger which delivers the important message. This 

occurs when muslims either exult over the good things which occur thereby 

becoming heedless to the message within the good thing. Or they become 

grieved during difficulties thereby becoming too distracted to understand 

the message within the difficulty. They should instead concentrate on 

following the advice of the Holy Quran and approach each situation in a 

balanced way. Chapter 57 Al Hadid, verse 23: 

 

 

“In order that you not despair over what has eluded you and not exult [in 

pride] over what He has given you…” 

 

 



 

This verse does not prohibit being happy or sad in different situations as 

this is a part of human nature. But it advises a balanced approach whereby 

one avoids extreme emotions namely, exultant which is excessive 

happiness or grief which is excessive sadness. This balanced approach will 

allow one to focus their mind on the more important message inside the 

bottle meaning, inside the situation whether it is a situation of ease or 

difficulty. Through assessing, understanding and acting on the hidden 

message a muslim can improve their worldly and religious life for the better. 

Sometimes the message will be a wakeup call to turn back to Allah, the 

Exalted, before their time runs out. Sometimes it will be a way of raising 

their rank. Other times a way of erasing their sins and sometimes a 

reminder not to attach themself to the temporal material world and the 

things in it. Without this assessment one will merely journey through events 

without improving their worldly or religious life.  

 

 

 



 

“Already the word [i.e., decree] has come into effect upon most of 

them, so they do not believe…And We have put before them a barrier 

and behind them a barrier and covered them, so they do not see.” 

 

 

This occurs when one fails to use their perception and understanding 

correctly. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 4108, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that the material 

world compared to the hereafter is like a drop of water compared to an 

ocean. 

 

  

In reality, this parable was given in order for people to understand how 

small the material world is compared to the hereafter. But in reality they 

cannot be compared as the material world is temporal whereas the 

hereafter is eternal. Meaning, the limited cannot be compared to the 

unlimited. The material world can be split into four categories: fame, 

fortune, authority and one's social life, such as their family and friends. No 

matter what worldly blessing one obtains which falls within these groups it 

will always be imperfect, transient and death will cut a person off from the 

blessing. On the other hand, the blessings in the hereafter are lasting and 

perfect. So in this respect the material world is no more than a drop 

compared to an endless ocean. 

 

 



 

In addition, a person is not guaranteed to experience a long life in this 

world as the time of death is unknown. Whereas, everyone is guaranteed to 

experience death and reach the hereafter. So it is foolish to strive for a day, 

such as one's retirement, which they may never reach over striving for the 

hereafter which they are guaranteed to reach.  

 

 

This does not mean one should abandon the world as it is a bridge which 

must be crossed in order to reach the hereafter safely. Instead, a muslim 

should take from this material world enough to fulfill their necessities and 

the necessities of their dependents according to the teachings of Islam 

without waste, excessiveness or extravagance. And then dedicate the rest 

of their efforts in preparing for the eternal hereafter by fulfilling the 

commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His prohibitions and by 

facing destiny with patience according to the teachings of Islam. 

 

  

An intelligent person will not prioritize the drop of water over an endless 

ocean and an intelligent muslim would not prioritize the temporal material 

world over the eternal hereafter.  

 



 

“Already the word [i.e., decree] has come into effect upon most of 

them, so they do not believe…And it is all the same for them whether 

you warn them or do not warn them - they will not believe.” 

 

 

This occurs when one fails to use their senses correctly. 

 

 

Even though, the number of preachers has increased over time and 

accessing information has become easier yet the strength of muslims has 

only weakened. One of the reasons is that many muslims have adopted a 

mentality which has hindered them from learning and acting on Islamic 

knowledge namely, they believe merely listening to Islamic knowledge is 

good enough to succeed. This is a trap of the Devil and completely 

contradicts the attitude of the Companions, may Allah be pleased with 

them, and the righteous predecessors. They not only listened to religious 

knowledge but they fully intended and fulfilled this intention by acting on the 

knowledge they heard. Failing to act in this way has caused the faith of 

muslims to weaken. It is the reason why some muslims have spent 

decades attending religious gatherings and talks yet have not changed for 

the better at all. The danger of this attitude is that eventually people will fall 

lower by believing that they can simply declare Islam with their tongues 

without the need to listen or act on religious teachings. Muslims will be left 

with ignorance as their guide which will only lead them to destruction.  

 



 

“Already the word [i.e., decree] has come into effect upon most of 

them, so they do not believe…And it is all the same for them whether 

you warn them or do not warn them - they will not believe.” 

 

 

This occurs when one fails to use their senses correctly. 

 

 

Listening correctly to the word of Allah, the Exalted, is the only way one can 

correctly adhere to its teachings. It is important to understand the difference 

between hearing and listening. Hearing is simply acknowledging a sound 

with one’s mind even if they fail to make sense of the noise. For example, a 

person may hear someone shouting at them from a great distance but they 

will not be able to understand what they are saying. Whereas, listening 

involves hearing a sound and understanding it so that one’s behaviour 

changes. For example, a person giving a specific verbal instruction to 

another who responds appropriately after hearing and understanding the 

instructions. 

 

 

Muslims need to hear the word of Allah, the Exalted, and strive to 

understand it so that it affects their behaviour in a positive way. 

Unfortunately, many Muslims have failed to live up to this in respect to the 

Holy Quran as they are good at hearing the recitation of the Holy Quran but 

fail to correctly listen to it which involves understanding and acting on its 

teachings.  

 

 



 

To conclude, simply hearing the word of Allah, the Exalted, is not good 

enough to obtain success one must strive to instead truly listen to it.  

 

 



 

“Already the word [i.e., decree] has come into effect upon most of 

them, so they do not believe…And it is all the same for them whether 

you warn them or do not warn them - they will not believe.” 

 

 

These verses indicate the importance of implementing the teachings of 

Islam as reminders namely; glad tidings and warnings only benefit the 

person who acts on them. For example, those who ignore road hazard 

signs are often the ones who end up in dangerous situations. But those 

who act upon these hazards signs are protected from this danger. The glad 

tidings indicate the commands of Allah, the Exalted, which acted upon lead 

to the gardens of Paradise. And the warnings are the prohibitions of Allah, 

the Exalted, which acted upon protects one from divine punishment such 

as Hell. 

 



 

“And it is all the same for them whether you warn them or do not 

warn them - they will not believe.” 

 

 

It is important for muslims especially, in this day and age to understand 

the difference between those who discuss certain topics which may be 

considered controversial in order to genuinely benefit people through a 

positive change and those who simply discuss these issues in order to 

attract the attention of others. Those who desire a positive change in 

society will always show respect and good character towards others 

especially, to those they are challenging through their words. They never 

result to vulgar language or actions in order to declare their point of 

view. They instead study and understand the subject they are debating 

about without misinterpreting or falsifying information in order to support 

their point of view. Their criticism is always constructive and their 

genuine and sincere intention to improve the society is shown through 

their behaviour and words. These are the people who muslims should 

pay attention to as if they are correct it will improve society for everyone. 

But if their viewpoint is wrong they will accept the truth when it is made 

clear to them by others. But those who behave opposite to this correct 

attitude, whether they are found in the media or anywhere else, should 

simply be ignored as they do not desire to improve the lives of people. 

They are starved for attention and like an infant act out in order to attract 

some attention from others. Muslims should not circulate and pass on 

videos or other content which are linked to people like this as they are 

playing right into their hands and giving them the attention they so badly 

desire. Debating with these people is a complete waste of time because 

of their evil intention and behaviour. Muslims should instead place their 

efforts in other useful places which benefit them and others in both 

worlds. 



 

“And it is all the same for them whether you warn them or do not 

warn them - they will not believe.” 

 

 

It is important for muslims to understand an important point in respect to 

advising others. It is the duty of muslims to advise others towards good 

and forbid evil but a muslim should not behave as if they have been put 

in charge as controllers over others. This attitude only leads to anger 

and bitterness especially, when others do not follow their advice. It is 

best for muslims to discharge their duty by advising others but they 

should avoid stressing over the outcome of their advice meaning, 

whether the person acts on their advice or not. If Allah, the Exalted, 

advised the greatest teacher and guide of mankind namely, the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, not to stress 

over the outcome in many places of the Holy Quran how can a muslim 

claim or behave as if they have been put in charge of others. Chapter 88 

Al Ghashiyah, verses 21-22: 

 

 

“So remind, [O Muhammad]; you are only a reminder. You are not over 

them a controller.” 

 

 

The muslim who behaves as a controller will not only become bitter 

when people fail to follow their advice but it can lead them to giving up 

advising others which is a duty on all muslims according to their ability.  

 

 

In addition, this attitude will also cause muslims to neglect themself and 

their own duties as they are too busy concerning themself with the duties 

of others. Therefore, muslims should remain firm in commanding good 



 

and forbidding evil but refrain from observing and bothering about the 

outcome of their advice.  

 



 

“And it is all the same for them whether you warn them or do not 

warn them - they will not believe.” 

 

 

The Holy Quran teaches mankind that certain people are so drowned in 

the material world no advice will penetrate their veiled hearts. The Holy 

Quran describes how this group of people possesses hearts harder than 

rocks. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 74: 

 

 

“Then your hearts became hardened after that, being like stones or even 

harder…” 

 

 

At this point those who desire to spread the word of Islam should 

separate from this type of person and instead concentrate on others. But 

it is important to note, even in this case a muslim should always 

demonstrate good character towards the sinful as they can repent at 

anytime. Chapter 25 Al Furqan, verse  63: 

 

 

“…and when the ignorant address them [harshly], they say [words of] 

peace.” 

 

 

Similarly, in another verse of the Holy Quran Allah, the Exalted, advises 

that when a limit is reached it is best to separate and leave the stubborn 

and misguided people to their false beliefs. A day will undoubtedly come 



 

when Allah, the Exalted, will inform mankind who was rightly guided and 

who was lost in darkness. Chapter 28 Al Qasas, verse 55: 

 

 

“And when they hear ill speech, they turn away from it and say, "For us 

are our deeds, and for you are your deeds. Peace will be upon you; we 

seek not the ignorant."” 

 

 

Muslims should never get depressed and confused when their good 

advice does not affect others. In some cases, these people are drowned 

in sins to such an extent their heart becomes veiled. This veil prevents 

the good advice affecting them in a positive way. A Hadith found in 

Sunan Ibn Majah, number 4244, explains how a sin causes a black spot 

to be etched onto the spiritual heart. The more one sins the more their 

spiritual heart becomes engrossed by this darkness. Chapter 83 Al 

Mutaffifin, verse 14: 

 

 

“No! Rather, the stain has covered their hearts of that which they were 

earning.” 

 

 

This is similar to another verse where Allah, the Exalted, declares that 

their ears, eyes and hearts have been veiled from the truth and they 

therefore cannot be guided to the truth. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 7: 

 

 



 

“Allah has set a seal upon their hearts and upon their hearing, and over 

their vision is a veil…” 

 

 

The fault does not lie with the message of Islam but in the hearts of the 

misguided. Just like the fault lies in the eyes of a blind person and not 

the bright Sun. Unfortunately, this stubborn attitude has become a 

widespread problem within society. Some of these people believe in 

Islam yet have closed their hearts and minds to the teachings of the Holy 

Quran and Hadiths of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him. They refuse to accept any good advice which 

would benefit them in both worlds.  

 

 

Those who choose to spread the word of Islam should understand that 

there are two types of mind-sets people can adopt. The first is when 

someone makes their mind up beforehand about an issue and then 

searches and accepts only those things which support their 

predetermined belief. Whereas, the correct attitude is to live with an 

open mind by searching and accepting strong evidence regarding 

different issues. The first mentality will only cause problems from a 

personal level right up to a national level. Unfortunately, this is how 

some aspects of the media work. They predetermine the information 

they would like to publish, find bits of weak supporting evidence and 

then blow it out of proportion for the world to see. Those spreading the 

word of Islam should avoid the first type of people and instead 

concentrate on inviting the second group towards the truth.  

 



 

“Already the word [i.e., decree] has come into effect upon most of 

them, so they do not believe. Indeed, We have put shackles on their 

necks, and they are to their chins, so they are with heads [kept] aloft. 

And We have put before them a barrier and behind them a barrier and 

covered them, so they do not see. And it is all the same for them 

whether you warn them or do not warn them - they will not believe. 

You can only warn one who follows the message and fears the Most 

Merciful unseen…” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, guides those who sincerely try to obey Him. But those 

who persistently disobey Him are left to wander blindly in misguidance. 

Therefore, it is vital for Muslims to sincerely obey Allah, the Exalted, as 

persistent disobedience leads to corruption of the spiritual heart and one’s 

actions. 

 

 

This is similar to a person who is warned by a judge not to behave in an 

unlawful way but after the person persists on this behaviour the judge gives 

the order for them to be locked up in prison. Therefore, Allah, the Exalted, 

has not wronged them they have only wronged themselves. 

 

 

But it is important to note that as being abandoned in misguidance is a 

spiritual thing and therefore hidden to mankind, it is important for Muslims 

not to assume certain people have reached this point. Instead they should 

think positively about all people and therefore sincerely practically aid them 

in reforming their belief and behaviour.  

 



 

 

Allah, the Exalted, has created human beings with the best possible 

capabilities. He gave them knowledge and power to differentiate between 

good and evil and even placed in them an innate inclination to like what is 

good and to dislike and avoid what is evil. This has been indicated in a 

Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2389. Allah, the Exalted, has also 

granted mankind free will to choose between good and evil. This choice 

plays a role in enhancing or diminishing a person’s natural faculties of 

reason. Chapter 91 Ash Shams, verses 9-10: 

 

 

“He has succeeded who purifies it [the spiritual heart – the greatest faculty 

of reason]. And he has failed who instills it [with corruption].” 

 

 

When a person chooses a path of goodness their natural potential 

develops and Allah, the Exalted, grants them further support in their efforts. 

Chapter 29 Al Ankabut, verse 69: 

 

 

“And those who strive for Us - We will surely guide them to Our ways…” 

 

 

But if one follows their evil desires and chooses the evil path gradually their 

spiritual hearts will become engrossed with darkness and no good will 

remain therein. This has been indicated in a Hadith found in Jami At 

Tirmidhi, number 3334. If a person fails to repent then the main verse 

under discussion comes into effect. This person becomes so engrossed in 



 

evil that they find joy in their evil mentality and actions. They absolutely 

hate anything good.  

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 52, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that if one’s 

spiritual heart is sound the whole body will become sound but if their 

spiritual heart is corrupt then the whole body will become corrupt.  

 

 

First of all, this Hadith refutes the foolish belief where one claims to have a 

purified heart even though their speech and actions are bad. This is 

because what is inside will eventually manifest outwardly. 

 

 

The purification of the spiritual heart is only possible when one eliminates 

evil characteristics from themself and replaces them with good 

characteristics discussed in Islamic teachings. This is only possible when 

one learns and acts on Islamic teachings so that they can sincerely fulfill 

the commands of Allah, the Exalted, refrain from His prohibitions and face 

destiny with patience according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Behaving in this manner 

will lead to a purified spiritual heart. This purification will then reflect in the 

outward limbs of the body, such as one's tongue and eyes. Meaning, they 

will only use their organs in ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. This is in 

fact a sign showing the love Allah, the Exalted, has for His righteous 

servant according to a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 6502. 

 

 



 

It is important to note, that this purification will guide one through all worldly 

difficulties successfully so that they achieve both worldly and religious 

success.  

 



 

“You can only warn one who follows the message…So give him good 

tidings of forgiveness and noble reward.” 

 

 

This indicates that one must actualize their faith by sincerely obeying and 

following the two sources of guidance in order to gain success and peace 

in both worlds. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim number 196, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that Islam is 

sincerity towards the Holy Quran and the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him. 

 

 

Sincerity towards the Holy Quran includes having deep respect and love for 

the words of Allah, the Exalted. This sincerity is proven when one fulfils the 

three aspects of the Holy Quran. The first is to recite it correctly and 

regularly. The second is to understand its teachings through a reliable 

source and teacher. The final aspect is to act on the teachings of the Holy 

Quran with the aim of pleasing Allah, the Exalted. The sincere muslim gives 

priority to acting on its teachings over acting on their desires which 

contradict the Holy Quran. Modelling one’s character on the Holy Quran is 

the sign of true sincerity towards the book of Allah, the Exalted. This is the 

tradition of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, which is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 

1342.  

 

 



 

The next thing mentioned in the main Hadith under discussion is sincerity 

towards the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. 

This includes striving to acquire knowledge in order to act on his traditions. 

These traditions include the ones related to Allah, the Exalted, in the form 

of worship, and his blessed noble character towards the creation. Chapter 

68 Al Qalam, verse 4: 

 

 

"And indeed, you are of a great moral character." 

 

 

It includes to accept his commands and prohibitions at all times. This has 

been made a duty by Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 59 Al Hashr, verse 7: 

 

 

"...And whatever the Messenger has given you - take; and what he has 

forbidden you - refrain from..." 

 

 

Sincerity includes to give priority to his traditions over the actions of anyone 

else as all paths to Allah, the Exalted, are closed except the path of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Chapter 3 

Alee Imran, verse 31: 

 

 

"Say, [O Muḥammad], "If you should love Allah, then follow me, [so] Allah 

will love you and forgive you your sins..."  



 

 

 

One must love all those who supported him during his life and after his 

passing, whether they are from his Family or his Companions, may Allah 

be pleased with them all. Supporting those who walk on his path and teach 

his traditions is a duty on those who desire to be sincere to him. Sincerity 

also includes loving those who love him and disliking those who criticise 

him irrespective, of one’s relationship with these people. This is all 

summarised in a single Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 16. It 

advises that a person cannot have true faith until they love Allah, the 

Exalted, and the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, more than the entire creation. This love must be shown through 

actions not just words.   

 

 

 

 



 

“You can only warn one who follows the message…So give him good 

tidings of forgiveness and noble reward.” 

 

 

This indicates that one must actualize their faith by sincerely obeying and 

following the two sources of guidance in order to gain success and peace 

in both worlds. 

 

 

Disbelief can be a literal rejecting of Islam or through actions, which 

involves disobeying Allah, the Exalted, even though one believes in Him. 

This can be clearly understood by an example. If an unaware person is 

warned by another of an approaching lion and the unaware person takes 

practical steps to obtain safety they will be considered someone who 

believed in the warning given to them as they adapted their behaviour 

based on the warning. Whereas, if the unaware person does not practically 

change their behaviour after being warned, people will suspect that they do 

not believe in the warning given to them even if the unaware person 

verbally claims belief in the warning given to them. 

 

 

Some people claim that their belief and obedience to their God is in their 

hearts and they therefore do not need to demonstrate it practically. 

Unfortunately, this foolish mentality has infected many Muslims who believe 

they possess a pure faithful heart even though they fail to fulfil the 

obligatory duties of Islam. The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, has clearly declared in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn 

Majah, number 3984, that when one's heart is pure the body becomes pure 

which means their actions become correct. But if one's heart is corrupt the 

body becomes corrupt which means their actions will be corrupt and 



 

incorrect. Therefore, the one who does not obey Allah, the Exalted, by 

fulfilling their duties practically can never have a pure heart.  

 

 

In addition, demonstrating one's faith in Allah, the Exalted, practically is 

their proof and evidence which is required on Judgment Day in order to be 

granted Paradise. Not having this practical evidence is as silly as a student 

who hands back a blank exam paper to their teacher claiming their 

knowledge is in their mind so they therefore do not need to write it down by 

answering the exam questions. The same way this student would 

undoubtedly fail so will a person who reaches Judgment Day without the 

obedience of Allah, the Exalted, in the form of fulfilling His commands, 

refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience, even if 

they possess faith in their heart.  

 



 

“You can only warn one who…fears the Most Merciful unseen. So 

give him good tidings of forgiveness and noble reward.” 

 

 

This indicates that the one who fears their accountability meaning, the 

consequences of their actions, will be positively affected by the teachings 

of Islam. Ignorance prevents one from this fear. 

 

 

A great distraction which prevents one from submitting to the obedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, is ignorance. It can be argued that it is the origin of 

every sin as the one who truly knows the consequences of sins would 

never commit them. This refers to true beneficial knowledge which is 

knowledge that is acted upon. In reality, all knowledge which is not acted 

on is not beneficial knowledge. The example of the one who behaves in 

this manner is described in the Holy Quran as a donkey which carries 

books of knowledge which do not benefit it. Chapter 62 Al Jumu’ah, verse 

5: 

 

 

“…and then did not take it on (did not act upon knowledge) is like that of a 

donkey who carries volumes [of books]…” 

 

 

A person who acts on their knowledge rarely slips up and commits sins 

intentionally. In fact, when this occurs it is only caused by a moment of 

ignorance where a person forgets to act on their knowledge which results in 

them sinning.  



 

 

 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, once 

highlighted the seriousness of ignorance in a Hadith found in Jami At 

Tirmidhi, number 2322. He declared that everything in the material world is 

cursed except for the remembrance of Allah, the Exalted, whatever is 

connected to this remembrance, the scholar and the student of knowledge. 

This means that all the blessings in the material world will become a curse 

for the one who is ignorant as they will misuse them thereby committing 

sins.  

 

 

In fact, ignorance can be considered a person's worse enemy as it 

prevents them from protecting themself from harm and gaining benefit all of 

which can only be achieved through acting on knowledge. The ignorant 

commits sins without being aware of them. How can one avoid a sin if they 

do not know what is considered a sin? Ignorance causes one to neglect 

their obligatory duties. How can one fulfil their duties if they are unaware of 

what their duties are? 

  

 

It is therefore a duty on all muslims to gain enough knowledge to fulfil all 

their obligatory duties and avoid sins. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in 

Sunan Ibn Majah, number 224. 

 



 

“You can only warn one who…fears the Most Merciful unseen. So 

give him good tidings of forgiveness and noble reward.” 

 

 

This indicates that the one who fears their accountability meaning, the 

consequences of their actions, will be positively affected by the teachings 

of Islam. Ignorance prevents one from this fear. This leads to weakness of 

faith. 

 

 

A great obstacle to the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, is weakness of 

faith. It is a blameworthy characteristic which gives rise to other negative 

characteristics, such as failing to act on one's knowledge, fearing others, 

placing the obedience of people above the obedience to Allah, the Exalted, 

having hope in forgiveness without striving for it and other undesired 

characteristics. The greatest affliction of weakness of faith is that it allows 

one to commit sins, such as neglecting the obligatory duties. The root 

cause of weakness of faith is ignorance of Islam. 

 

 

One should strive to gain knowledge in order to strengthen their faith. With 

time they will eventually reach certainty of faith which is so strong that it 

safeguards a person through all tests and trials and ensures they fulfil their 

duties both religious and worldly. This knowledge is obtained when one 

studies the teachings of the Holy Quran and the Hadiths of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Specifically, those 

teachings which discuss the promises of reward for those who are obedient 

and the punishment for those who are disobedient to Allah, the Exalted. 

This creates fear of punishment and hope of reward in a muslim’s heart 



 

which acts like a pull and push mechanism towards the obedience of Allah, 

the Exalted.  

 

 

One can strengthen their faith by reflecting on the creations within the 

Heavens and the Earth. When done correctly this clearly indicates the 

Oneness of Allah, the Exalted, and His infinite power. Chapter 41 Fussilat, 

verse 53: 

 

 

“We will show them Our signs in the horizons and within themselves until it 

becomes clear to them that it is the truth…” 

 

 

For example, if a muslim ponders over the night and day and how perfectly 

in sync they are and the other things linked to them they will truly believe 

that this is not a random thing meaning, there is a force which ensures 

everything runs like clockwork. This is the infinite power of Allah, the 

Exalted. In addition, if one ponders over the perfect timing of the night and 

day they will realise it clearly indicates that there is only one God namely, 

Allah, the Exalted. If there were more than one God each god would desire 

the night and day to occur according to their own desires. This would lead 

to utter chaos as one God might desire the Sun to rise whereas the other 

God might desire the night to continue. The perfect uninterrupted system 

found within the universe proves there is only one God namely, Allah, the 

Exalted. Chapter 21 Al Anbiya, verse 22: 

 

 



 

“Had there been within them [i.e., the heavens and earth] gods besides 

Allah, they both would have been ruined…” 

 

 

Another thing which can strengthen one's faith is to persist in righteous 

deeds and abstain from all sins. As faith is belief supported by actions it 

weakens when sins are committed and strengthens when good deeds are 

performed. For example, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, once warned in a Hadith found in Sunan An Nasai, 

number 5662, that a muslim is not a believer when they drink alcohol.  

 



 

“You can only warn one who…fears the Most Merciful unseen. So 

give him good tidings of forgiveness and noble reward.” 

 

 

Piety/Fearing Allah, the Exalted, cannot be achieved without gaining and 

acting on Islamic knowledge so that one can fulfill the commands of Allah, 

the Exalted, refrain from His prohibitions and face destiny with patience 

according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him. Chapter 35 Fatir, verse 28: 

 

 

“…Only those fear Allah, from among His servants, who have 

knowledge…” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2451, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon, advised that a muslim cannot 

become pious until they avoid something which is not harmful to their 

religion out of caution that it will lead to something which is harmful. 

Therefore, an aspect of piety is to avoid things which are doubtful not just 

unlawful. This is because doubtful things takes a muslim one step closer to 

the unlawful and the closer one is to the unlawful the easier it is to fall into 

it. It is why a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 1205, advises that 

the one who avoids unlawful and doubtful things will protect their religion 

and honor. If one observes those who have become misguided in society, 

in most cases, this occurred gradually not in one sudden step. Meaning, 

the person first indulged in doubtful things before falling into the unlawful. 

This is the reason why Islam stresses the need to avoid unnecessary and 

vain things in one's life as they can lead them to the unlawful. For example, 

vain and useless speech which is not classified sinful by Islam often leads 



 

to evil speech, such as backbiting, lying and slander. If a person avoids the 

first step by not indulging in vain speech they will undoubtedly avoid evil 

speech. This process can be applied to all things which are vain, 

unnecessary and especially, doubtful.  

 

 

 



 

“You can only warn one who…fears the Most Merciful unseen. So 

give him good tidings of forgiveness and noble reward.” 

 

 

In a long Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 99, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, explained the meaning of 

Ihsan, which can be translated to mean excellence. This excellence refers 

to one’s conduct and behavior towards Allah, the Exalted, and the creation. 

Acting with excellence has been mentioned throughout the Holy Quran, 

such as chapter 10 Yunus, verse 26: 

 

 

“For them who have done excellent is the best [reward] - and extra…” 

 

 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, has 

explained this verse in Hadiths found in Sahih Muslim, numbers 449 and 

450. The word extra in this verse refers to when the inhabitants of Paradise 

will be blessed with the divine vision of Allah, the Exalted. This reward 

befits the muslim who acts with excellence. As excellence means to lead 

one’s life as if they can witness Allah, the Exalted, observing their outer and 

inner being at all times. A person who can observe a powerful authority 

watching them will never misbehave out of awe of them. In fact, the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, once advised 

someone to always behave as if they were constantly being observed by a 

righteous man they respected. This has been advised in a Hadith found in 

Imam Tabarani’s, Al Mu’jam Al Kabir, number 5539. 

 

 



 

Whoever acts in this manner will very rarely commit sins and always hasten 

towards good deeds. This attitude creates the fear of Allah, the Exalted, 

and acts as a shield from the fire of trials in this world and the fire of Hell in 

the hereafter. This vigilance will ensure one not only fulfills all their duties 

towards Allah, the Exalted, but it also encourages them to fulfill their 

responsibilities towards the creation. The peak of which is to sincerely treat 

others with kindness. This person will fulfill the Hadith found in Jami At 

Tirmidhi, number 251, which advises that a person cannot be a true 

believer until they love for others what they love for themself.  

 

 

This level of excellence ensures one acts with the right intention, which is 

the foundation of faith according to the Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, 

number 1. Success is guaranteed for the one who performs good deeds 

and demonstrates good behavior with the right intention namely, to please 

Allah, the Exalted. The more excellent a person acts the stronger their faith 

becomes until they become a muslim who is far from heedlessness and is 

always struggling to beautify their hereafter and worldly life according to the 

teachings of Islam. 

 

 

It is feared that the opposite of this reward will be given to those who turned 

away from Allah, the Exalted. As they lived without fearing the all-

encompassing gaze of Allah, the Exalted, they will be veiled from seeing 

Him in the hereafter. Chapter 83 Al Mutaffifin, verse 15: 

 

 

“No! Indeed, from their Lord, that Day, they will be partitioned.” 

 



 

 

Those who fail to reach the level of acting as if they witness Allah, the 

Exalted, must act on the second part of the advice given in the main Hadith 

quoted at the beginning. This person should sincerely believe that Allah, 

the Exalted, is constantly observing them. Even though this state is lower in 

rank than the one who acts as if they observe Allah, the Exalted, none the 

less, it is a great way of adopting true fear of Allah, the Exalted. As 

mentioned earlier this attitude will prevent one from committing sins and 

encourage them towards good deeds. As advised by the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, in Imam Tabarani’s, Al 

Mu’jam Al Kabir, number 7935, the one who strives to adopt this mentality 

will be granted shade on the Day of Judgment by Allah, the Exalted.  

 

 
The divine presence of Allah, the Exalted, is mentioned throughout the Holy 

Quran, such as Chapter 57 Al Hadid, verse 4: 

 

 

“…He is with you wherever you are. And Allah, of what you do, is Seeing.” 

 

 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, has 

advised to adopt the true awareness of the divine presence of Allah, the 

Exalted, in many Hadiths. For example, in one divine Hadith found in Sahih 

Bukhari, number 7405, Allah, the Exalted, declares that He is with whoever 

remembers Him. This is the reason why it has been reported in Hilyat Al 

Awliya, volume 1, pages 84 and 85, about the Commander of the Faithful, 

Ali Bin Abu Talib, may Allah be pleased with him, that he shied away from 

the glitter and pomp of the material world and only found solace in the 



 

lonely night. Meaning, he sought the companionship of Allah, the Exalted, 

rather than the companionship of people. 

 

 

Adopting the awareness of the divine presence of Allah, the Exalted, not 

only prevents sins and encourages good deeds but it also prevents 

loneliness and depression. A person is very rarely affected by mental 

health issues when they are constantly surrounded by a person who loves 

them and aids them. No one loves the creation more than Allah, the 

Exalted, and there is no doubt that He is the source of all aid. Therefore, 

acting with excellence benefits one’s faith, actions, emotional state and the 

wider society.       

 

 

A muslim must avoid becoming like those who treat Allah, the Exalted, as 

the most insignificant of those who observe them. This is a serious spiritual 

illness which leads to all types of sins and evil behavior towards Allah, the 

Exalted, and the creation.  

 



 

“You can only warn one who…fears the Most Merciful unseen. So 

give him good tidings of forgiveness and noble reward.” 

 

 

This can also mean the one who fears Allah, the Exalted, when they are in 

seclusion from others. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2347, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that his true friend 

is the one who obeys Allah, the Exalted, by fulfilling His commands, 

refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience 

according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, in public and in private. Doing so in private 

indicates a person’s sincerity to Allah, the Exalted, meaning, they only 

perform righteous deeds for His sake. This is the one who firmly 

remembers that no matter where they are the inner and outer aspects of 

their being is constantly being observed by Allah, the Exalted. If one 

persists on this belief they will adopt excellence of faith which is mentioned 

in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 99. It means they act, such as 

performing the prayer, as if they can observe Allah, the Exalted, watching 

them. This encourages righteous deeds and prevents sins. 



 

“You can only warn one who follows the message and fears the Most 

Merciful unseen. So give him good tidings of forgiveness…” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, conceals and covers the faults of His repentant servants 

without punishing them or holding it against them in anyway.  

 

 

A muslim should therefore never lose hope in the mercy of Allah, the 

Exalted, as this leads to unbelief. Chapter 12 Yusuf, verse 87: 

 

 

“…and despair not of relief from Allah. Indeed, no one despairs of relief 

from Allah except the disbelieving people." 

 

 

A muslim should understand that the forgiveness of Allah, the Exalted, is 

unlimited while their sins will always be limited. The limited can never 

overcome the unlimited. But it is important to note this applies to the one 

who repents sincerely not the person who continues sinning believing they 

will be forgiven. This is merely wishful thinking not true hope in the 

forgiveness of Allah, the Exalted. Sincere repentance involves feeling 

remorse, seeking forgiveness from Allah, the Exalted, and if necessary 

from people, sincerely promising to refrain from the same or similar sin 

again and making up for any rights which have been violated in respect to 

Allah, the Exalted, and people. 

 



 

 

Muslims should act on this blessed divine name by overlooking and 

forgiving the mistakes of others. It is logical to understand that if one 

desires the forgiveness of Allah, the Exalted, they should learn to forgive 

others. Chapter 24 An Nur, verse 22: 

 

 

“…and let them pardon and overlook. Would you not like that Allah should 

forgive you? And Allah is Forgiving and Merciful.” 

 

 



 

“You can only warn one who follows the message and fears the Most 

Merciful unseen. So give him good tidings of…noble reward.” 

 

 

It is important for muslims to strive in the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, 

by fulfilling His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing 

destiny with patience as Allah, the Exalted, has guaranteed a good life in 

both worlds for the one who behaves in this manner. Chapter 16 An Nahl, 

verse 97: 

 

 

“Whoever does righteousness, whether male or female, while he is a 

believer - We will surely cause him to live a good life, and We will surely 

give them their reward [in the Hereafter] according to the best of what they 

used to do.” 

 

 

This good life will protect a muslim from severe grief, depression and other 

extreme moods and mental disorders which can destroy a person's life. 

Even though, muslims will face difficulties which will sadden them but if 

they obey Allah, the Exalted, this sadness will never become extreme and 

effect their entire life on a long term basis. This is because a muslim who 

strives in the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, has an excellent reason to 

continue moving forward through their difficulty without giving up and 

turning to depression and even suicide. For example, they look forward to 

the countless reward which will be granted to the patient. Chapter 39 Az 

Zumar, verse 10: 

 

 



 

“…Indeed, the patient will be given their reward without account [i.e., limit].” 

 

 

Whereas, the muslim who does not strive in the obedience of Allah, the 

Exalted, and only claims the title of being a muslim with their tongue will not 

be granted this attitude and a good life. And whenever they face difficulties 

it will drive them to extreme moods and mental disorders which will destroy 

their entire life. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

“You can only warn one who follows the message and fears the Most 

Merciful unseen. So give him good tidings of…noble reward.” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2465, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that whoever 

prioritises the hereafter over this material world will be granted 

contentment, their affairs will be corrected for them and they will receive 

their destined provision in an easy way. 

  

 

This half of the Hadith means that whoever correctly fulfils their duties in 

respect to Allah, the Exalted, and to the creation, such as providing for their 

family in a lawful manner while avoiding the excess of this material world 

will be granted contentment. This is when one is pleased with what they 

possess without being greedy and actively striving to obtain more worldly 

things. In reality, the one who is content with what they possess is a truly 

rich person even if they possess little wealth as they become independent 

of things. Independence of anything makes one rich in respect to it.  

 

 

In addition, this attitude will allow one to comfortably deal with any worldly 

issues which may arise during their life. This is because the less one 

interacts with the material world and focuses on the hereafter the less 

worldly issues they will face. The less worldly issues a person faces the 

more comfortable their life will become. For example, the one who 

possesses one house will have fewer issues to deal with in respect to it, 

such as a broken cooker, than the one who possesses ten houses. Finally, 

this person will easily and pleasantly obtain their lawful provision. Not only 

this but Allah, the Exalted, will place such grace in their provision that it will 



 

cover all their responsibilities and necessities meaning, it will satisfy them 

and their dependents.  

 

 

But as mentioned in the other half of this Hadith the one who prioritises the 

material world over the hereafter meaning, by neglecting their duties or 

striving for the unnecessary and excess of this material world will find that 

their need, meaning greed, for worldly things is never satisfied which by 

definition makes them poor even if they possess much wealth. These 

people will go from one worldly issue to another throughout the day failing 

to achieve contentment as they have opened too many worldly doors. And 

they will receive their destined provision with difficulty and it will not give 

them satisfaction and never seem enough to fill their greed. This may even 

push them towards the unlawful which only leads to a loss in both worlds. 

 

 



 

“And it is all the same for them whether you warn them or do not warn 

them - they will not believe. You can only warn one who follows the 

message and fears the Most Merciful unseen. So give him good 

tidings of forgiveness and noble reward.” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2559, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that Paradise is 

surrounded by hardships and Hell is surrounded by desires.  

 

 

This means the path which leads to Paradise contains difficulties and 

hardships. In most cases, a person cannot obtain good in this world without 

going through some sort of difficulty, such as exerting one's energy, then 

how can one believe they can obtain Paradise without facing difficulties? If 

one turns the pages of history they will observe the righteous always faced 

difficulties but as they knew the path of Paradise contained difficulties they 

maintained their focus on the destination instead of the difficulties. In fact, 

the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, once 

declared that no one had been tested more than him in a Hadith found in 

Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2472. Therefore, muslims must realize a fact that 

facing some difficulties in this world is an extremely small price to pay to 

obtain the permanent bliss of Paradise. Therefore, they should remain 

patient through all difficulties while focusing on the destination. 

 

 

The path to Hell is full of desires. This indicates the importance of 

maintaining one's obedience to Allah, the Exalted, at all times by fulfilling 

His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with 

patience. Even though it is not unlawful to enjoy lawful pleasures in this 



 

world a muslim should minimize these as much as possible as these lawful 

desires often lead to unlawful desires. It is why a Hadith found in Jami At 

Tirmidhi, number 1205, advises that the one who behaves in such a 

manner will safe guard their faith and honor. A muslim should never obey 

their desires or the desires of others if it means they will disobey Allah, the 

Exalted, as the pleasure of fulfilling desires vanishes quickly whereas the 

regret and the potential punishment will last long.  

 

 

To conclude, a desire fulfilled will not make one feel better if they end up in 

Hell. And a difficulty one faces will not make them feel bad if they end up in 

Paradise.  

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verse 12 
 

 

 

“Indeed, it is We who bring the dead to life and record what they have put 

forth and what they left behind, and all things We have enumerated in a 

clear register.” 



 

“Indeed, it is We who bring the dead to life…” 

 

 

When Allah, the Exalted, created mankind from nothing, resurrecting them 

from dust and bones will be easier for Him. 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is Al Khaliq, which means the Creator, Al Baari which 

means the Maker and Al Musawwir which means the Fashioner.  

 

 

The Creator is the One who brings something into existence. In reality, 

there is no Creator except Allah, the Exalted, as He is the only One who 

creates without any aid from another. On other hand, an inventor only 

invents things through the aid of Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 37 As Saffat, 

verse 96: 

 

 

“While Allah created you and that which you do?" 

 

 

The Maker is the One who arranges all of the creation and prepares them 

for receiving the forms He has chosen for them which is linked to the next 

divine name mentioned earlier namely, the Fashioner.  

 



 

 

The Creator makes things manifest. The Maker chooses their shape, 

appearance, and time of creation. The Fashioner fashions the creation 

according to His divine will.  

 

 

After understanding these divine names a Muslim must trust Allah, the 

Exalted, in all situations. If Allah, the Exalted, created and manages the 

entire universe He is more than capable in sorting out a person's problems. 

In addition, these names indicate that Allah, the Exalted, is the One who 

creates and chooses all things. So a Muslim should not challenge the 

choice of Allah, the Exalted, as this leads to nothing except disappointment. 

It is therefore better to submit obediently and patiently await relief knowing 

that Allah, the Exalted, only decrees the best for His servants even if this 

wisdom is not obvious to them. As a Muslim is short sighted it is better to 

trust in the Creator whose wisdom has no limits. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, 

verse 216: 

 

 

“…But perhaps you hate a thing and it is good for you; and perhaps you 

love a thing and it is bad for you. And Allah knows, while you know not.”  

 



 

“Indeed, it is We who bring the dead to life…” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 7232, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that people will be 

resurrected on Judgment Day in the same state they died on Earth. 

 

  

This means that if a person dies on good they will be resurrected on good. 

But if they die on evil they will be raised in an evil way.  

 

 

A muslim should not live in heedlessness by believing just because they 

have faith in Islam it guarantees they will die and therefore be raised in a 

good state on Judgment Day. If they persist on the disobedience of Allah, 

the Exalted, and then die in this state without sincerely repenting then they 

will be raised in an evil way. It does not take a scholar to determine what 

will happen to this person on Judgment Day.  

 

 

From this Hadith one can understand that the way they will die will be in the 

same state they have lived. Meaning, if they lived in the obedience of Allah, 

the Exalted, by sincerely fulfilling His commands, refraining from His 

prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience according to the traditions 

of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, then 

they will die in a good state and therefore be raised in a good state which 

includes being raised with the righteous as they practically followed in their 



 

footsteps. This has been indicated in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, 

number 3688. 

 

 

A muslim should therefore not walk the path to Hell by disobeying Allah, the 

Exalted, and believe that they will somehow be raised with the pious and 

end up in Paradise.  

 



 

“Indeed, it is We who bring the dead to life…” 

 

 

The trumpet blast will lead to the death of the creation. This has been 

confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 7381. The 

important thing to learn is that this is a call which no one can or will 

reject responding to. It will lead to the resurrection and final judgment. 

Therefore, muslims should respond to the call of Allah, the Exalted, 

through the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, through sincere obedience by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the 

Exalted, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with 

patience according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him. Chapter 8 An Anfal, verse 24: 

 

  

“O you who have believed, respond to Allah and to the Messenger when 

he calls you to that which gives you life…” 

 

 

Whoever responds to this call in this world will find the final call easy to 

endure and respond to. Whereas, the one who lives heedless to the call 

of Allah, the Exalted, in this world will not find peace in it and they will be 

forced to answer the call of the trumpet which will be a great burden for 

them to endure and respond to. A person can only ignore the call of 

Allah, the Exalted, for so long as the final call will occur, sooner or later, 

and no one will be able to avoid or ignore it. If this is inevitable it makes 

sense that one respond to it now, today, instead of living in 

heedlessness. If one hears the trumpet blast while heedless no action or 

regret will benefit them and what comes after for this person will be even 

more terrifying.  

 



 

“Indeed, it is We who bring the dead to life and record what they have 

put forth and what they left behind…” 

 

 

When Allah, the Exalted, created mankind from nothing, resurrecting them 

from dust and bones will be easier for Him. 

 

 

Logically speaking, the Day of Judgement is something which must occur. 

If one observes the universe they will notice many examples of balance. 

For example, the Earth is at a perfect and balanced distance from the Sun. 

If the Earth was slightly closer or further away from the Sun it would not be 

inhabitable. Similarly, the water cycle, which involves the evaporation of 

water from the ocean into the atmosphere which is then condensed in order 

to produce rain, is perfectly balanced so that the creation can continue 

living on Earth. The ground was created in a balanced way so that the 

weak branches and shoots of seeds can penetrate through it in order to 

provide crops for the creation yet the same ground is tough enough to 

withstand heavy buildings being built on top of it. There are many such 

examples that not only clearly indicate a Creator but also balance. But 

there is one major thing in this world which is clearly unbalanced namely, 

the actions of mankind. One often observes oppressive and tyrannical 

people who escape punishment in this world. Conversely, there are 

countless people who are oppressed by others and face other difficulties 

yet do not receive their full reward for their patience. Many Muslims who 

sincerely obey Allah, the Exalted, often face many difficulties in this world 

and only receive a small share in reward whereas those who openly 

disobey Allah, the Exalted, enjoy the luxuries of this world and only face 

some problems. Just like Allah, the Exalted, has set up a balance in all His 

creations the reward and punishment of actions must also be balanced. But 



 

this obviously does not occur in this world so therefore it must occur in 

another time namely, the Day of Recompense i.e. the Day of Judgment.  

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, could reward and punish fully in this world. But one of 

the wisdoms behind not fully punishing in this world is that Allah, the 

Exalted, gives opportunity after opportunity to them so that they sincerely 

repent and correct their behaviour. He does not fully reward Muslims in this 

world as this world is not Paradise. In addition, believing in the unseen 

namely, the full reward waiting for a Muslim in the next world, is an 

important aspect of faith. In fact belief in the unseen is what makes faith 

special. Believing in something which can be perceived through the five 

senses, such as receiving full reward in this world, would not be so special.  

 

 

Having fear of full punishment and hope in receiving full reward in the 

hereafter will encourage one to abstain from sins and perform righteous 

deeds. 

 

 

In order for the Day of Recompense to commence this material world must 

end. This is because punishment and reward can only be given once 

everyone’s actions terminate. Therefore, the Day of Recompense cannot 

take place until the actions of people have been concluded. This indicates 

that the material world must end, sooner or later.  

 

 



 

When one reflects on this discussion it will strengthen their faith in the Day 

of Judgement thereby encouraging them to prepare for it by fulfilling the 

commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His prohibitions and by 

facing destiny with patience according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him.          



 

“Indeed, it is We who…record what they have put forth and what they 

left behind, and all things We have enumerated in a clear register.” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 6442, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that a person’s 

true wealth is what they send ahead to the hereafter whereas, what they 

leave behind is in reality the wealth of their inheritors. 

 

 

It is important for muslims to send as many blessings, such as their wealth, 

as they can to the hereafter by using them in ways which are pleasing to 

Allah, the Exalted. This includes spending on one's needs and the needs of 

their dependents without being wasteful, excessive or extravagant. This 

has been advised in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 4006. 

 

  

But if a muslim does not use their blessings correctly they will become a 

burden for them in both worlds. And if they hoard them and leave them 

behind for their inheritors then they will be held accountable for obtaining 

them even though others will enjoy them after they depart. This has been 

indicated in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2379. 

 

 

In addition, if their inheritors use the blessings correctly then they will obtain 

reward from Allah, the Exalted, while the one who collected it will be left 

empty handed on Judgment Day. Or their inheritor will misuse the 

blessings which will become a great regret for both the one who earned the 



 

blessing and their inheritor especially, if they did not teach their inheritor, 

such as their child, how to correctly use the blessings as this is a duty on 

them. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 

2928. 

 

  

Muslims should therefore fulfill their responsibilities towards Allah, the 

Exalted, and people and ensure they take the rest of their blessings with 

them to the hereafter by using them correctly as prescribed by Islam. 

Otherwise, they will be left empty handed and full of regrets on Judgment 

Day.  

 

 

 

 



 

“Indeed, it is We who…record what they have put forth and what they 

left behind, and all things We have enumerated in a clear register.” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 7420, the Holy prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned that the only 

wealth one truly possesses is connected to three things.  

 

 

The first is what a person spends of their wealth on obtaining and 

consuming food. A muslim should spend reasonably on food without 

excessiveness, waste or extravagance as this can be considered a sin. 

Chapter 7 Al A’raf, verse 31: 

 

 

“…and eat and drink, but be not excessive. Indeed, He likes not those who 

commit excess.” 

 

 

It is vital for muslims to only consume the lawful as one's supplication is 

rejected if they consume the unlawful according to a Hadith found in Sahih 

Muslim, number 2346. If one’s supplication is rejected how can the rest of 

their actions possibly be accepted by Allah, the Exalted? 

 

 



 

The next thing one spends their true wealth on is on their clothes. Again, a 

muslim should avoid extravagance and wasting as these people have been 

labeled the siblings of the Devil. Chapter 17 Al Isra, verse  27: 

 

 

“Indeed, the wasteful are brothers of the devils…” 

 

 

A muslim should be pleased with nice, clean and simple clothing as this is 

an aspect of faith according to a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 

4118. 

 

  

The final wealth a person truly owns is what they send ahead to the 

hereafter by spending in ways which are pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. 

This includes spending on one's necessities and the necessities of their 

dependents according to the teachings of Islam without waste, 

excessiveness or extravagance.  

 

 

To conclude, a muslim should remember that the first two things have 

already been guaranteed by Allah, the Exalted, as they are a part of their 

provision which cannot change and was allocated to them over fifty 

thousand years before the creation of the Heavens and the Earth. This is 

confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 6748. Therefore, they 

should focus their efforts on the last aspect. All other forms of obtaining and 

using wealth in reality, does not belong to a person and will be left behind 



 

for others to enjoy even though they will be held accountable for it on 

Judgment Day.  



 

“Indeed, it is We who…record what they have put forth and what they 

left behind, and all things We have enumerated in a clear register.” 

 

 

First of all, it is important to understand worldly legacies come and go. How 

many rich and powerful people have built massive empires only for them to 

be torn apart and forgotten shortly after their death? The few signs left 

behind from some of these legacies only endure in order to warn people 

not to follow in their footsteps. An example is the great empire of Pharaoh. 

Islam not only teaches muslims to send blessings ahead of them to the 

hereafter in the form of righteous deeds but it also teaches them to leave a 

lovely legacy behind from which people can benefit from. In fact, when a 

muslim passes away and leaves behind anything which is useful, such as 

an ongoing charity in the form of a water well they will be rewarded for it. 

This is confirmed in Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 4223. So a 

muslim should strive to perform righteous deeds and send forward as much 

good as possible but they should also try leaving a good legacy behind 

which will benefit them after they pass away.  

 

 

Unfortunately, many muslims are so concerned about their wealth and 

properties that they only end up leaving them behind which does not 

benefit them in the least. Each muslim should not be fooled into believing 

they have plenty of time for creating a legacy for themself as the moment of 

death is unknown and often pounces on people unexpectedly. Today is the 

day a muslim should truly reflect on the legacy they will leave behind. If this 

legacy is good and beneficial they should praise Allah, the Exalted, for 

granting them the strength to do so. But if it is something which will not 

benefit them then they should prepare something which will so that they not 

only send forward good to the hereafter but also leave good behind. It is 

hoped that the one who is surrounded by good in this way will be forgiven 



 

by Allah, the Exalted. So each muslim should ask themself what is their 

legacy? 

 



 

“Indeed, it is We who…record what they have put forth and what they 

left behind, and all things We have enumerated in a clear register.” 

 

 

The one who desires to send ahead good and leave good behind must use 

each blessing they were granted in ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. 

 

 

In reality, in most cases nothing in this material world in itself is good or 

bad, such as wealth. What makes a thing good or bad is the way it is used. 

It is important to understand that the very purpose of everything which was 

created by Allah, the Exalted, was for it to be used correctly according to 

the teachings of Islam. When something is not used correctly it in reality 

becomes useless. For example, wealth is useful in both worlds when it is 

used correctly such as being spent on the necessities of a person and their 

dependents. But it can become useless and even a curse for its bearer if it 

is not used correctly, such as being hoarded or spent on sinful things. 

Simply hoarding wealth causes wealth to lose value. How can paper and 

metal coins one tucks away be useful? In this respect, there is no 

difference between a blank piece of paper and a note of money. It is only 

useful when it is used correctly.  

 

 

So if a Muslim desires all their worldly possessions to become a blessing 

for them in both worlds all they have to do is use them correctly according 

to the teachings found in the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. But if they use 

them incorrectly then the same blessing will become a burden and curse 

for them in both worlds. It is as simple as that. 



 

“Indeed, it is We who…record what they have put forth and what they 

left behind, and all things We have enumerated in a clear register.” 

 

 

The one who desires to send ahead good and leave good behind must use 

each blessing they were granted in ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. 

One can adopt the correct attitude when they understand the purpose of 

these blessings. 

 

 

Every worldly blessing a Muslim possesses is only a means which should 

aid them in reaching the hereafter safely. It is not an end in itself. For 

example, wealth is a means one should use in order to obey Allah, the 

Exalted, by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, fulfilling their 

necessities and the necessities of their dependents. It is not an end or an 

ultimate goal in itself.  

 

 

This not only aids a Muslim in maintaining their focus on the hereafter but it 

also aids them whenever they lose worldly blessings. When a Muslim treats 

each worldly blessing, such as a child, as a means to please Allah, the 

Exalted, and reach the hereafter safely then losing it will not have such a 

detrimental impact on them. They may become sad, which is an acceptable 

emotion, but they will not become grieved which leads to impatience and 

other mental problems, such as depression. This is because they firmly 

believe the worldly blessing they possessed was only a means so losing it 

does not cause a loss in the ultimate goal namely, Paradise, the loss of 

which is disastrous. Therefore, still possessing and concentrating on the 

ultimate goal will prevent them from becoming grieved.  



 

 

 

In addition, they will understand that just like the thing they lost was only a 

means they firmly believe they will be provided with another means to 

reach and fulfil their ultimate goal by Allah, the Exalted. This will also 

prevent them from grieving. Whereas, the one who believes their worldly 

blessing is the end instead of a means will experience severe grief when 

losing it as their whole purpose and objective has been lost. This grief will 

lead to depression and other mental issues.  

 

 

To conclude, Muslims should treat each blessing they possess as a means 

to reach the hereafter safely not as an end in itself. This is how one can 

possess things without being possessed by them. This is how they can 

keep worldly things in their hands and not in their hearts.  

 

 



 

“Indeed, it is We who…record what they have put forth and what they 

left behind, and all things We have enumerated in a clear register.” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 6514, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned that two things 

abandon a deceased at their grave and only one thing remains with them. 

The two things which abandon them are their family and wealth and the 

only thing which remains with them are their deeds. 

 

 

Throughout history people have always concentrated the majority of their 

efforts to obtaining wealth and a happy family. Even though Islam does not 

prohibit these things as they may be required to fulfill one’s responsibilities 

for example, wealth is required to support one’s dependents. Islam only 

discourages muslims from striving for them beyond their needs and 

prioritizing them over more important duties, such as performing righteous 

deeds.  

 

 

One must strive to obtain the needed wealth to fulfill their responsibilities 

according to the teachings of Islam and obtain a family which will 

encourage them to prepare for the hereafter. These are both considered 

good deeds when utilized in such a manner. This is confirmed in a Hadith 

found in Sahih Bukhari, number 6373. This is the sign of an intelligent 

person who gives priority to the thing which will endure and support them in 

their moment of need namely, righteous deeds. On the other hand the one 

who allows their wealth and relatives to preoccupy them from fulfilling the 

commands of Allah, the Exalted, and refraining from His prohibitions are 

described as losers in the Holy Quran. Chapter 63 Al Munafiqun, verse 9: 



 

 

 

“O you who have believed, let not your wealth and your children divert you 

from the remembrance of Allah. And whoever does that - then those are 

the losers.” 

 

 

Some may incorrectly believe they are close to Allah, the Exalted, as He 

has bestowed them with great wealth and family. But Allah, the Exalted, 

clears their confusion by declaring that the one who is dearer and nearer to 

Him are those who believe and perform righteous deeds. Chapter 34 Saba, 

verse 37: 

 

 

“And it is not your wealth or your children that bring you nearer to Us in 

position, but it is [by being] one who has believed and done 

righteousness…” 

 

 

In another place of the Holy Quran Allah, the Exalted, warns mankind that 

their wealth and relatives will not benefit them in the hereafter unless they 

reach the hereafter with a sound heart. Chapter 26 Ash Shu’ara, verses 88-

89: 

 

 

“The Day when there will not benefit [anyone] wealth or children. But only 

one who comes to Allah with a sound heart." 



 

 

 

The definition of the sound heart is lengthy simply put one cannot obtain it 

until they sincerely fulfill the commands of Allah, the Exalted, refrain from 

His prohibitions and face destiny with patience according to the traditions of 

the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him.  

 

 

One’s wealth can only benefit them in the hereafter if they send it ahead of 

them by spending it on ongoing charity projects. This is confirmed by the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, in a Hadith 

found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 1376. The same Hadith informs mankind 

that a righteous child praying for the forgiveness of their deceased parent 

will be accepted also. Unfortunately, in this day and age many children are 

too busy seeking their inheritance to supplicate for their deceased parents.  

 

 

It important to understand that raising a righteous child who supplicates for 

their deceased parent is not possible to achieve if the parents do not 

perform righteous deeds themselves during their lives. Secondly, it is not 

the way of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, or his Companions, May Allah be pleased with them all, to abstain 

from performing righteous deeds and hope others will pray for them after 

they depart from this world. One should strive for righteous deeds while 

they are alive and then hope others will pray for them after they pass away.  

 

 

It is important to understand that only the wealth one sends forward will 

benefit them. This can be achieved by spending on fulfilling one's 



 

responsibilities, such as the education of their children. All wealth spent 

incorrectly will become a burden for the owner and may well lead to their 

punishment. Those who withhold the obligatory charity out of greed have 

been warned of dreadful punishments. For example, a Hadith found in 

Sahih Bukhari, number 1403, warns that a person who commits this grave 

sin on the Day of Judgement will encounter a huge poisonous snake which 

will wrap around them and bite them continuously. Chapter 3 Alee Imran, 

verse 180: 

 

 

“And let not those who [greedily] withhold what Allah has given them of His 

bounty ever think that it is better for them. Rather, it is worse for them. 

Their necks will be encircled by what they withheld on the Day of 

Resurrection…” 

 

 

A Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 1658, warns that on the Day 

of Judgment the gold and silver a person owned will be heated up in the 

flames of Hell and their bodies will be branded with it if they failed to donate 

the obligatory charity due on it. 

 

 

Any wealth left behind by the deceased will be left to others to enjoy while 

the deceased is held accountable for collecting it. It is important to note, if a 

person knowingly leaves wealth to someone who is not fit to possess it and 

thus misuses it then the deceased may well be held accountable for this 

also. Conversely, if one leaves wealth behind to someone who spends it 

correctly then the deceased will face much regret on the Day of Judgment 

when they observe the great reward given to the one who spent it correctly.  



 

 

 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, made it 

clear in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 7420, that in reality a 

person can only use their wealth in three ways. The first is the wealth which 

is spent on their food. The second is the wealth spent on their clothes and 

the final wealth is what they spend in ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. 

All other wealth is left behind for other people to enjoy while the deceased 

is held accountable for collecting it. 

 

  

Hoarding and incorrectly spending wealth inspires one to love the material 

world and dislike the hereafter as they dislike leaving their much loved 

wealth behind, which will occur when they die. The one who dislikes the 

hereafter will not adequately prepare for it. 

 

  

In addition, if one desires to adopt true piety then they must be ready to 

spend their wealth for the sake of Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 3 Alee Imran, 

verse 92: 

 

 

“Never will you attain the good [reward] until you spend [in the way of Allah] 

from that which you love…” 

 

 



 

In reality, wealth is a strange companion as it only benefits someone when 

it leaves them meaning, when it is spent in the correct way. 

 

  

A person would be labelled a fool if they went on a long trip without any 

provisions. Similarly, the one who does not send their wealth ahead in the 

form of provisions for their long journey to the hereafter is also foolish.  

 

 

There is no doubt that one of the greatest pains a person feels at the time 

of death is when they realise that they are leaving behind their hard earned 

wealth and journeying towards the hereafter empty handed. A muslim 

should avoid this outcome at all costs. 

 

 

Performing righteous deeds is the only way one prepares for their grave as 

no other things of comfort will be found there. It is in fact the means for 

preparing one's eternal home in the hereafter. Therefore, this preparation 

should take priority over preparing for the temporal material world.  

 

 

A person would be labelled a fool if they had two homes and dedicated the 

majority of their efforts on beautifying the home which they will spend less 

time in. Similarly, if a muslim dedicates more time and effort in beautifying 

their temporal home in this world over the eternal home of the hereafter 

they too are simply foolish. This is the attitude of some even though they 

admit and believe their stay in this world is short and for an unknown length 

whereas, their stay in the hereafter will be eternal. 



 

 

  

This attitude indicates a lack of certainty of faith and it is therefore vital for 

anyone who shares this mentality to seek and act on Islamic knowledge in 

order to strengthen their certainty of faith before they reach the hereafter 

bereft of all good. 

 

  

The one who prepares for their grave with sincere obedience to Allah, the 

Exalted, by fulfilling His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and by 

facing destiny with patience will find that their good deeds provide comfort 

for them whereas, the sins their accumulated will only make their stay in 

the dark grave worse. A muslim should therefore perform good deeds 

during their strength and ability before their time of weakness arrives. Each 

muslim should recognise the reality indicated in the main Hadith and act 

correctly with their possessions before they reach a time when their request 

to be given more time to perform righteous deeds will be denied.  Chapter 

63 Al Munafiqun, verses 10-11: 

 

 

“And spend [in the way of Allah] from what We have provided you before 

death approaches one of you and he says, "My Lord, if only You would 

delay me for a brief term so I would give charity and be of the righteous." 

But never will Allah delay a soul when its time has come…” 

 

 

They should reflect now on their deeds so that they can sincerely repent 

from sins and strive harder to perform righteous deeds before a day arrives 

when reflecting will not benefit them. Chapter 89 Al Fajr, verse 23: 



 

 

 

“And brought [within view], that Day, is Hell - that Day, man will remember, 

but how [i.e., what good] to him will be the remembrance?” 

 

 

Let each one ponder over those who passed away before them and their 

inability to perform more righteous deeds to comfort them in their moment 

of need. Make haste before this time arrives and prepare for the inevitable. 

Chapter 15 Al Hijr, verse 99: 

 

 

“And worship your Lord until there comes to you the certainty [i.e., death].” 

 



 

“Indeed, it is We who…record what they have put forth and what they 

left behind, and all things We have enumerated in a clear register.” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2674, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that the one who 

guides others to something good will receive the same reward as those 

who act on their advice. And those who guide others to sins will be held 

accountable as if they committed the sins.  

 

 

It is important for muslims to be careful when advising and guiding others. 

A muslim should only advise others in matters of good so that they gain 

reward from it and avoid advising others to disobey Allah, the Exalted. A 

person will not escape punishment on Judgment Day by simply claiming 

they are only inviting others towards sins even if they did not commit the 

sins themselves. Allah, the Exalted, will hold both the guide and the 

follower accountable for their actions. Muslims should therefore only advise 

others to do the things they would do themselves. If they dislike an action 

being recorded in their book of deeds they should not advise others to 

perform that action.  

 

 

Because of this Islamic principle muslims should ensure they gain the 

adequate knowledge before advising others as they can easily multiply 

their own sins if they incorrectly advise others. 

 

  



 

In addition, this principle is an extremely easy way for muslims to gain 

reward for actions they cannot perform themselves due to a lack of means, 

such as wealth. For example, a person who is not financially able to donate 

charity can encourage others to do so and this will result in them gaining 

the same reward as the one who gave charity.  

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verses 13-17 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“And present to them an example: the people of the city, when the 

messengers came to it. 

When We sent to them two but they denied them, so We strengthened 

[them] with a third, and they said, "Indeed, we are messengers to you." 

They said, "You are not but human beings like us, and the Most Merciful 

has not revealed a thing. You are only telling lies." 



 

They said, "Our Lord knows that we are messengers to you. 

And we are not responsible except for clear notification.”” 



 

“And present to them an example…” 

 

 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised 

in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2645, that when Allah, the 

Exalted, desires to give someone good He provides them with Islamic 

knowledge.  

 

 

There is no doubt that every muslim irrespective of the strength of their 

faith desires good in both worlds. Even though many muslims incorrectly 

believe that this good which they desire lies in fame, wealth, authority, 

companionship and their career this Hadith makes it crystal clear that true 

lasting good lies in gaining and acting on Islamic knowledge. It is important 

to note a branch of religious knowledge is useful worldly knowledge 

whereby one earns lawful provision in order to fulfil their necessities and 

the necessities of their dependents. Even though the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, has pointed out where 

good lies yet it is a shame how many muslims do not place much value in 

this. They in most cases only strive to obtain the bare minimum of Islamic 

knowledge in order to fulfil their obligatory duties and fail to acquire and act 

on more such as the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him. Instead they dedicate their efforts on worldly things 

believing true good is found there. Many muslims fail to appreciate that the 

righteous predecessors had to journey for weeks on end just to learn a 

single verse or Hadith of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, whereas today one can study Islamic teachings 

without leaving their home. Yet, many fail to make use of this blessing 

given to the modern day muslims. Out of His infinite mercy Allah, the 

Exalted, through his Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him, has not only pointed out where true good lies but He has also 



 

placed this good at one's finger tips. Allah, the Exalted, has informed 

mankind of where an eternal buried treasure is located which can solve all 

the problems they may encounter in both worlds. But muslims will only 

obtain this good once they struggle to acquire and act on it.  

 

 

 



 

“And present to them an example: the people of the city, when the 

messengers came to it.” 

 

 

Scholars have debated for many generations which city this was and who 

the Holy Messengers, peace be upon them, were.  

 

 

But the important thing to note, is that Muslims should never fall into 

arguments over this and similar issues to the point that it creates enmity 

between them. In addition, believing more than what has been stated will 

not affect their faith and obedience to Allah, the Exalted. Neither will this be 

questioned about on the Day of Judgement by Allah, the Exalted, otherwise 

the Muslim nation would have been informed of this. So spending countless 

hours arguing, debating and publishing books discussing this issue does 

not make sense. Muslims should instead concentrate more on the things 

which when clarified will increase their sincere obedience to Allah, the 

Exalted, in the form of fulfilling His commands, refraining from His 

prohibitions and facing destiny with patience according to the traditions of 

the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, and 

concentrate on those things which will be questioned about on Judgement 

Day, such as fulfilling the rights of people. Unfortunately, arguing and 

debating over these types of issues has distracted Muslims from 

concentrating on more important things and issues and this is one of the 

reasons why the general strength of the Muslim nation has declined over 

time. 

 

 

This issue is connected to a Hadith of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him, which is found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 



 

2518. It advises that a Muslim should leave a thing which creates doubt in 

them and act on the things which create no doubt in them. The vast 

majority of Muslims are aware of the obligatory duties and the majority of 

the unlawful things, such as drinking alcohol. So these things create no 

doubt within Muslims therefore they should act accordingly meaning, fulfil 

the obligatory duties and abstain from unlawful things.  

 

 

All other things which are not obligatory and create a doubt in society 

should therefore be avoided. Allah, the Exalted, will not question why 

someone did not perform a voluntary deed on Judgement Day. Instead, He 

will question why they performed a voluntary deed. Therefore, leaving the 

voluntary action will have no consequences in the hereafter whereas 

performing a voluntary deed will namely, punishment, reward or 

forgiveness. It is important for Muslims to act on this short but extremely 

important Hadith as it will solve and prevent many problems and debates. 

In fact, this is the advice given in another Hadith of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, which is found in Jami At 

Tirmidhi, number 1205. It advises that both the lawful and unlawful things in 

Islam have been made clear to mankind and all other matters of voluntary 

actions which create doubt should be left aside. This attitude will protect 

one’s religion and honour.  

 



 

“And present to them an example: the people of the city, when the 

messengers came to it. When We sent to them two but they denied 

them, so We strengthened [them] with a third, and they said, "Indeed, 

we are messengers to you.”…They said, "Our Lord knows that we are 

messengers to you.”” 

 

 

The purpose of sending Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, is for them to 

be sincerely obeyed and followed. In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim 

number 196, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, advised that Islam is sincerity towards the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him. This includes striving to acquire 

knowledge in order to act on his traditions. These traditions include the 

ones related to Allah, the Exalted, in the form of worship, and his blessed 

noble character towards the creation. Chapter 68 Al Qalam, verse 4: 

 

 

"And indeed, you are of a great moral character." 

 

 

It includes to accept his commands and prohibitions at all times. This has 

been made a duty by Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 59 Al Hashr, verse 7: 

 

 

"...And whatever the Messenger has given you - take; and what he has 

forbidden you - refrain from..." 

 



 

 

Sincerity includes to give priority to his traditions over the actions of anyone 

else as all paths to Allah, the Exalted, are closed except the path of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Chapter 3 

Alee Imran, verse 31: 

 

 

"Say, [O Muḥammad], "If you should love Allah, then follow me, [so] Allah 

will love you and forgive you your sins..."  

 

 

One must love all those who supported him during his life and after his 

passing, whether they are from his Family or his Companions, may Allah 

be pleased with them all. Supporting those who walk on his path and teach 

his traditions is a duty on those who desire to be sincere to him. Sincerity 

also includes loving those who love him and disliking those who criticise 

him irrespective, of one’s relationship with these people. This is all 

summarised in a single Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 16. It 

advises that a person cannot have true faith until they love Allah, the 

Exalted, and the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, more than the entire creation. This love must be shown through 

actions not just words.   



 

“And present to them an example: the people of the city, when the 

messengers came to it. When We sent to them two but they denied 

them…They said, "You are not but human beings like us…”” 

 

 

The non-muslims found it hard to accept that a Holy Prophet, peace be 

upon him, would be human instead of some other type of creature, such as 

an Angel. As a Holy Prophet, peace be upon them, is sent to humans it 

does not make sense to send them as anything else, such as Angels. The 

very function of a Holy Prophet, peace be upon them, is for the people to 

obtain a practical example of how they must behave in every aspect of their 

lives. An Angel does not experience what humans feel, such as fatigue, so 

the people would not be able to relate to their Angel Prophet, peace be 

upon him, and this would give them an excuse in front of Allah, the Exalted, 

on the Day of Judgement.  

 

 

In reality, is there anything strange about appointing a Holy Prophet, peace 

be upon them, in order to guide mankind? For if people are found drowned 

in misguidance and are oblivious to the truth, what then is truly strange: 

that their Creator and Lord should make arrangements to guide them or let 

them continue in misguidance and error? And if divine guidance is made 

available to human beings, does it not make sense that those who accept it 

and follow it, rather than those who reject it, deserve to be held in honour 

by Allah, the Exalted? The behaviour of those who express their 

astonishment at this is in fact astonishing. 

 



 

“And present to them an example: the people of the city, when the 

messengers came to it. When We sent to them two but they denied 

them…They said, "You are not but human beings like us…”” 

 

 

Their response indicated the pride they possessed. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 265, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned that a person who 

possesses even an atom’s worth of pride in their heart will not enter 

Paradise. He clarified that pride is when a person rejects the truth and 

looks down on others.  

  

 

No amount of good deeds will benefit someone who possesses pride. This 

is quite obvious when one observes the Devil and how his countless years 

of worship did not benefit him when he became proud. In fact, the following 

verse clearly connects pride with disbelief so a muslim must avoid this evil 

characteristic at all costs. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 34: 

 

 

“And [mention] when We said to the angels, "Prostrate before Adam"; so 

they prostrated, except for Iblees. He refused and was arrogant and 

became of the disbelievers.” 

 

 



 

The proud is the one who rejects the truth when it is presented to them 

simply because it did not come from them and as it challenges their desires 

and mentality. The proud person also believes they are superior to others 

even though they are unaware of their own ultimate end and the ultimate 

end of others. This is plain ignorance. In reality, it is foolish to be proud of 

anything seeing as Allah, the Exalted, created and granted everything a 

person owns. Even the righteous deeds one performs are only due to the 

inspiration, knowledge and strength granted by Allah, the Exalted. 

Therefore, being proud of something which does not innately belong to 

them is plain foolishness. This is just like a person who becomes proud 

over a mansion they do not even own or live in.  

 

 

This is the reason why pride belongs to Allah, the Exalted, as He alone is 

the Creator and innate Owner of all things. The one who challenges Allah, 

the Exalted, in pride will be thrown into Hell. This has been confirmed in a 

Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 4090. 

 

 

A muslim should instead follow in the footsteps of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, and adopt humility. The 

humble truly recognise that all the good they possess and all the evil they 

are protected from comes from no one except Allah, the Exalted. 

Therefore, humility is more fitting for a person than pride. A person should 

not be fooled into believing humility leads to disgrace as no one has been 

more honoured than the humble servants of Allah, the Exalted. In fact, the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, has 

guaranteed an increase in status for the one who adopts humility for the 

sake of Allah, the Exalted, in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 

2029.  

 



 

“And present to them an example: the people of the city, when the 

messengers came to it. When We sent to them two but they denied 

them…They said, "You are not but human beings like us, and the 

Most Merciful has not revealed a thing. You are only telling lies.”” 

 

 

Whenever one invites others towards Islam, commands good and forbids 

evil they will be challenging the heedless lifestyle of many others which will 

inspire them to resist the truth anyway they can. The major reason all the 

past nations rejected their Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, was due to 

this very reason. They could not abandon their lifestyles and characteristics 

and in defense of them were prepared to wage war against Allah, the 

Exalted, and their Holy Prophet, peace be upon him. When one takes up 

this important duty they must be prepared to face many hardships caused 

by others including their own relatives. The Holy Prophets, peace be upon 

them, are the most beloved to Allah, the Exalted, yet they encountered 

countless difficulties from their nations. One only needs to study the Holy 

Quran and the Hadiths of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, to observe this fact. For example, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, once declared in a Hadith 

found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2472, that no one in creation had been 

persecuted in the path of Allah, the Exalted, more than him.  

 

 

In cases like this one’s response to the bad attitude of others should be 

educated, respectful and gentle. An example of this is found in chapter 19 

Maryam, verses 46-47: 

 

 



 

“[His father] said, "Have you no desire for my gods, O Abraham? If you do 

not desist, I will surely stone you, so avoid me a prolonged time." 

[Abraham] said, "Peace [i.e., safety] will be upon you. I will ask forgiveness 

for you of my Lord. Indeed, He is ever gracious to me.” 

 

 

Here the kind and respectful response of the Holy Prophet Ibrahim, peace 

be upon him, to the harsh attitude of his elder is discussed.  

 

 

In most cases, a person must possess a character flaw if they claim to get 

along with everyone. Due to the differences within the members of society 

a person will never get along with everyone. They will always be one or 

more that disagree with their mentality, life style and advice. This diversity 

will lead to tension and occasionally problems. But if a person is liked by 

everyone then in most cases it shows they have adopted the mentality of 

the hypocrites by being two-faced. If the Holy Prophets, peace be upon 

them, were not loved by all how can a normal person achieve this status? 

This is the reason one should not believe in propaganda as the group that 

were mistreated the most in this way were the Holy Prophets, peace  be 

upon them. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, 

number 4023. 

 

 

For example, the Holy Prophet Mosa, peace be upon him, was once falsely 

accused of illegal relations by a shameless woman. She was enticed into 

slandering him by the enemy of Allah, the Exalted, Quraoon. When she 

accused the Holy Prophet Mosa, peace be upon him, publically during a 

religious gathering he interrogated her. When she observed his reaction 

she immediately retracted her accusation and admitted the truth. As a 



 

result Allah, the Exalted, destroyed Quraoon by commanding the Earth to 

swallow him and his great treasury. This incident has been recorded in 

Imam Dhahabi’s, The Major Sins, Pages 166-167. Chapter 28 Al Qasas, 

verse 81: 

 

 

“And We caused the earth to swallow him and his home…” 

 

 

The Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, were slandered on many 

occasions but they remained steadfast on their mission until they were 

granted victory by Allah, the Exalted. When Allah, the Exalted, decides to 

complete a task like aiding the one who spreads the true word of faith the 

entire creation combined cannot stop Him.  

 

 

Muslims must accept that they too will face hardships when spreading the 

word of Islam. Therefore, they must follow in the footsteps of the Holy 

Prophets, peace be upon them, by remaining steadfast in the face of 

difficulties. This was the attitude of the Companions, may Allah be pleased 

with them, and the righteous predecessors. If one desires to join them in 

the next world they must adopt this attitude also.  



 

“And present to them an example: the people of the city, when the 

messengers came to it. When We sent to them two but they denied 

them…They said, "You are not but human beings like us, and the 

Most Merciful has not revealed a thing. You are only telling lies.”” 

 

 

The non-muslims of Mecca uttered similar statements about the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. 

 

 

Their uttered statements like these in order to put off others from accepting 

Islam. This is obvious as the two greatest signs of Allah, the Exalted, were 

right in front of them, namely, the Holy Quran and the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, yet they were foolishly 

looking for other signs. The non-Muslims of Mecca spent their lives with the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, and full-well 

knew he was no liar. As they were masters of the Arabic language they full-

well knew that the Holy Quran was not the words of a man. 

 

 

For example, one of the non-Muslim leaders of Mecca, Walid Bin Mughira, 

once held a meeting with the other non-Muslim leaders of Mecca during the 

time of the Holy Pilgrimage. The Holy Pilgrimage did exist before the 

coming of Islam but the correct practices of the Holy Prophet Ibrahim, 

peace be upon him, had been completely changed. He advised the other 

leaders that soon many people would enter Mecca because of the Holy 

Pilgrimage and they will come across the message of Islam so they needed 

to unanimously agree on what to say about the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, in order to deter people from accepting 

Islam. Someone advised that they should label the Holy Prophet 



 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, a soothsayer. But Walid 

replied that it was obvious that the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, was not a soothsayer as he did not possess any of 

their crazy characteristics therefore people would not accept this. Another 

advised that they should tell people the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him, was crazy and was possessed by evil spirits. 

But Walid replied that it was obvious this was not true as these signs were 

not apparent in him. Finally, someone advised to label the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, a poet so that people 

would not pay attention to what he says. But again Walid replied that it was 

obvious that the Holy Quran or his speech were not poetry as the Arabs 

were masters of poetry. Walid advised everyone to claim that the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, was a sorcerer 

whose goals were to cause separation between people and their religion 

and divisions within families. After agreeing to this plan they dispersed and 

waited for people to flood into Mecca for the Holy Pilgrimage and warned 

them not to pay attention to the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, as they claimed he was a sorcerer. This has been 

discussed in Imam Ibn Kathir’s, the Life of the Prophet, Volume 1, Page 

362. 



 

“They said, "Our Lord knows that we are messengers to you. And we 

are not responsible except for clear notification."” 

 

 

It is important for muslims to understand an important point in respect to 

advising others. It is the duty of muslims to advise others towards good and 

forbid evil but a muslim should not behave as if they have been put in 

charge as controllers over others. This attitude only leads to anger and 

bitterness especially, when others do not follow their advice. It is best for 

muslims to discharge their duty by advising others but they should avoid 

stressing over the outcome of their advice meaning, whether the person 

acts on their advice or not. If Allah, the Exalted, advised the greatest 

teacher and guide of mankind namely, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, not to stress over the outcome in many 

places of the Holy Quran how can a muslim claim or behave as if they have 

been put in charge of others. Chapter 88 Al Ghashiyah, verses 21-22: 

 

 

“So remind, [O Muhammad]; you are only a reminder. You are not over 

them a controller.” 

 

 

The muslim who behaves as a controller will not only become bitter when 

people fail to follow their advice but it can lead them to giving up advising 

others which is a duty on all muslims according to their ability.  

 

 



 

In addition, this attitude will also cause muslims to neglect themself and 

their own duties as they are too busy concerning themself with the duties of 

others. Therefore, muslims should remain firm in commanding good and 

forbidding evil but refrain from observing and bothering about the outcome 

of their advice.  



 

“They said, "Our Lord knows that we are messengers to you. And we 

are not responsible except for clear notification."” 

 

 

As all people have not been created the same they are bound to disagree 

on certain things. In matters related to religion and those which differentiate 

between lawful and unlawful things a muslim must remain steadfast on the 

obedience of Allah, the Exalted, irrespective of who challenges or 

disagrees with them. But in matters where the choice is between to lawful 

worldly options a muslim is entitled to offer their opinion to others when 

they are requested to. But they should not waste their time nor stress if 

others disagree with their opinion. When one holds onto these 

disagreements over time they can cause enmity to build up between people 

which can lead to fractured and broken relationships. This can even result 

in the sin of severing ties with people. So in cases like this it is important for 

muslims to let things go and not harbour a negative feeling towards 

someone who disagrees with their opinion and choice. They should instead 

push themself to agree to disagree and move on from the situation without 

any ill feelings. The one who fails to do this will find themself always 

arguing and possessing enmity for others as they are bound to disagree 

with others on certain topics and issues due to a difference in their 

characteristics and mentality. Understanding and acting on this advice is a 

branch of finding peace in this world.  

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verses 18-19 
 

 

 

 

“They said, "Indeed, we consider you [the Holy Messengers, peace be 

upon them] a bad omen. If you do not desist, we will surely stone you, and 

there will surely touch you, from us, a painful punishment." 

They said, "Your omen is with yourselves. Is it because you were 

reminded? Rather, you are a transgressing people."” 

 



 

“They said, "Indeed, we consider you [the Holy Messengers, peace 

be upon them] a bad omen…”…They said, "Your omen [i.e., fate] is 

with yourselves.”…” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Imam Bukhari's, Adab Al Mufrad, number 909, the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned 

against paying attention to bad omens as behaving in this manner is like 

associating something to Allah, the Exalted, meaning, polytheism. 

Instead one should rely on Allah, the Exalted, to remove any evil from 

them. 

 

 

Paying attention to evil omens means that it affects one's behaviour and 

actions. Even though black magic and the evil eye is real it is important 

to understand that nothing in the universe from the fluttering of a leaf to 

the sun rising occurs without the choice and will of Allah, the Exalted. 

And if the entire creation tried to make something happen such as 

harming someone they would not be able to achieve it if Allah, the 

Exalted, did not allow it to occur. Similarly, if the entire creation desired 

to provide someone with benefit they would not be able to unless Allah, 

the Exalted, so willed. This has been advised in a Hadith found in Jami 

At Tirmidhi, number 2516. Therefore, a Muslim should remain steadfast 

by not bothering with evil omens or fearing witches and wizards as they 

cannot cause something which Allah, the Exalted, has not willed from 

occurring. Instead, one should remain steadfast on the obedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, by fulfilling His commands, refraining from His 

prohibitions, facing destiny with patience and continue with their lawful 

actions and choices and only seek protection from evil things according 

to the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings 

be upon him, while fully trusting in the support of Allah, the Exalted. 

They should not turn to people and things which contradict this as in the 

long run it will only lead to paranoia and trouble which in most cases is 

worse than their initial fear.  



 

“They said, "Indeed, we consider you [the Holy Messengers, peace 

be upon them] a bad omen. If you do not desist, we will surely 

stone you, and there will surely touch you, from us, a painful 

punishment."” 

 

 

Whenever one invites others towards Islam, commands good and 

forbids evil they will be challenging the heedless lifestyle of many others 

which will inspire them to resist the truth anyway they can. The major 

reason all the past nations rejected their Holy Prophets, peace be upon 

them, was due to this very reason. They could not abandon their 

lifestyles and characteristics and in defense of them were prepared to 

wage war against Allah, the Exalted, and their Holy Prophet, peace be 

upon him. When one takes up this important duty they must be prepared 

to face many hardships caused by others including their own relatives. 

The Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, are the most beloved to Allah, 

the Exalted, yet they encountered countless difficulties from their 

nations. One only needs to study the Holy Quran and the Hadiths of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, to observe 

this fact. For example, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, once declared in a Hadith found in Jami At 

Tirmidhi, number 2472, that no one in creation had been persecuted in 

the path of Allah, the Exalted, more than him.  

 

 

In cases like this one’s response to the bad attitude of others should be 

educated, respectful and gentle. An example of this is found in chapter 

19 Maryam, verses 46-47: 

 

 

“[His father] said, "Have you no desire for my gods, O Abraham? If you 

do not desist, I will surely stone you, so avoid me a prolonged time." 



 

[Abraham] said, "Peace [i.e., safety] will be upon you. I will ask 

forgiveness for you of my Lord. Indeed, He is ever gracious to me.” 

 

 

Here the kind and respectful response of the Holy Prophet Ibrahim, 

peace be upon him, to the harsh attitude of his elder is discussed.  

 

 

In most cases, a person must possess a character flaw if they claim to 

get along with everyone. Due to the differences within the members of 

society a person will never get along with everyone. They will always be 

one or more that disagree with their mentality, life style and advice. This 

diversity will lead to tension and occasionally problems. But if a person is 

liked by everyone then in most cases it shows they have adopted the 

mentality of the hypocrites by being two-faced. If the Holy Prophets, 

peace be upon them, were not loved by all how can a normal person 

achieve this status? This is the reason one should not believe in 

propaganda as the group that were mistreated the most in this way were 

the Holy Prophets, peace  be upon them. This is confirmed in a Hadith 

found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 4023. 

 

 

For example, the Holy Prophet Mosa, peace be upon him, was once 

falsely accused of illegal relations by a shameless woman. She was 

enticed into slandering him by the enemy of Allah, the Exalted, Quraoon. 

When she accused the Holy Prophet Mosa, peace be upon him, 

publically during a religious gathering he interrogated her. When she 

observed his reaction she immediately retracted her accusation and 

admitted the truth. As a result Allah, the Exalted, destroyed Quraoon by 

commanding the Earth to swallow him and his great treasury. This 

incident has been recorded in Imam Dhahabi’s, The Major Sins, Pages 

166-167. Chapter 28 Al Qasas, verse 81: 



 

 

 

“And We caused the earth to swallow him and his home…” 

 

 

The Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, were slandered on many 

occasions but they remained steadfast on their mission until they were 

granted victory by Allah, the Exalted. When Allah, the Exalted, decides 

to complete a task like aiding the one who spreads the true word of faith 

the entire creation combined cannot stop Him.  

 

 

Muslims must accept that they too will face hardships when spreading 

the word of Islam. Therefore, they must follow in the footsteps of the 

Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, by remaining steadfast in the face 

of difficulties. This was the attitude of the Companions, may Allah be 

pleased with them, and the righteous predecessors. If one desires to join 

them in the next world they must adopt this attitude also.  

 



 

“They said, "Indeed, we consider you [the Holy Messengers, peace 

be upon them] a bad omen. If you do not desist, we will surely 

stone you, and there will surely touch you, from us, a painful 

punishment."” 

 

 

Generally speaking, a muslim should always remember that there are 

two types of people. The first are rightly guided as their criticism of 

others is based on the criticism and advice found in the Holy Quran and 

the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him. This type will always be constructive and guide one to 

blessings and the pleasure of Allah, the Exalted, in both worlds. These 

people will also refrain from over or under praising others. Over praising 

others can cause them to become proud and arrogant. Under praising 

others can lead them to becoming lazy and put them off from doing 

good. This reaction is often observed in children. Praising according to 

the teachings of Islam will inspire others to strive harder in both worldly 

and religious matters and it will prevent them from becoming arrogant. 

Therefore, the praise and constructive criticism of this person should be 

accepted and acted upon even if it comes from a stranger. 

 

  

The second type of person criticises based on their own desires. This 

criticism is mostly unconstructive and only shows one's bad mood and 

attitude. These people often over and under praise others as they act 

based on their own desires. The negative effects of these two were 

mentioned earlier. Therefore, the criticism and praise of this person 

should be ignored in the majority of cases even if it comes from a loved 

one as it will only cause one to become unnecessarily sad in cases of 

criticism and arrogant in cases of praise. 

 

  



 

It is important to remember that a person who over praises others will 

often over criticise them too. The rule one should always follow is that 

they should only accept the criticism and praise based on the teachings 

of Islam. All other things should be ignored and not taken personally.  

 



 

“They said, "Indeed, we consider you [the Holy Messengers, peace 

be upon them] a bad omen. If you do not desist, we will surely 

stone you, and there will surely touch you, from us, a painful 

punishment." They said, "Your omen [i.e., fate] is with yourselves. 

Is it because you were reminded?...”” 

 

 

They only rejected the Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, sent to them 

as the religion they were calling the people to, submission to Allah, the 

Exalted, prevented them from fulfilling their misguided desires and as a 

result they resisted and opposed the Holy Prophets, peace be upon 

them. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2376, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned that craving for 

wealth and status is more destructive to one's faith than the destruction 

caused by two hungry wolves which are set free on a herd of sheep. 

 

 

This shows that hardly any of a muslim’s faith remains secure if they 

crave after wealth and fame in this world just as hardly any of the sheep 

will be saved from two hungry wolves. So this great similitude contains a 

severe warning against the evil of craving after excess wealth and social 

status in the world. 

 

 

The first type of craving for wealth is when one has extreme love for 

wealth and strives without fatigue to acquire it through lawful means. To 

behave in such a manner is not the sign of wise person as a muslim 

should firmly believe their provision is guaranteed to them and this 



 

allotment can never change. In fact, the provision of the creation was 

allocated over fifty thousand years before the creation of the Heavens 

and the Earth. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, 

number 6748. This person will undoubtedly neglect their duties as they 

are too preoccupied with obtaining wealth. A body which is too busy 

acquiring wealth will never prepare adequately for the hereafter. In fact, 

this person will dedicate so much effort to acquiring wealth that they may 

not even get a chance to enjoy it. Instead, they will depart this world and 

leave it behind for other people to enjoy even though they will be held 

accountable for it. This person may acquire wealth lawfully but they will 

still not find peace of mind as no matter how much they obtain they will 

only desire more. This person is needy and therefore, a real pauper 

even if they possess much wealth.  

 

 

The only craving which is beneficial is craving for accumulating true 

wealth namely, righteous deeds in order to prepare for one's day of 

return.  

 

 

The second type of craving for wealth is similar to the first type but in 

addition to it this type of person acquires wealth through unlawful means 

and fails to fulfil the rights of people, such as the obligatory charity. The 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, has 

warned against this in many Hadiths. For example, in a Hadith found in 

Sahih Muslim, number 6576, he warned that this attitude destroyed the 

past nations as they made unlawful things lawful, withheld the rights of 

others and killed others for the sake of excess wealth. This person 

strives for the wealth they are not entitled to which leads to countless 

major sins. When one adopts this attitude they become intensely greedy. 

As warned by the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him, in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 1961, the 

greedy person is far from Allah, the Exalted, far from Paradise, far from 

people and close to Hell. In fact, a Hadith found in Sunan An Nasai, 



 

number 3114, warns that extreme greed and true faith will never 

combine in the heart of a true muslim. 

 

 

If a muslim adopts this type of craving then the extreme danger of it is 

clear even to an uneducated muslim. It will destroy their faith until 

nothing except a little remains just like the main Hadith under discussion 

warns that this destruction to one’s faith is more severe than the 

destruction caused by two hungry wolves which are let loose on a herd 

of sheep. This muslim risks losing the little faith they possess at the 

moment of their death, which is the greatest loss. A person's craving for 

fame and status is arguably more destructive to one's faith than craving 

for excess wealth. A person will often spend their beloved wealth on 

obtaining fame and prestige.  

 

 

It is rare for someone to obtain status and fame and still remain firm on 

the correct path whereby they prioritise the hereafter over the material 

world. In fact, a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 6723, warns that 

a person who seeks status in society, such as leadership, will be left to 

deal with it themself but if someone receives it without asking for it they 

will be aided by Allah, the Exalted, in remaining obedient to Him. This is 

the reason the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, would not appoint a person who requested to be appointed in a 

position of authority or even showed desire for it. This is confirmed in a 

Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 6923. Another Hadith found in 

Sahih Bukhari, number 7148, warns that people will be keen to obtain 

status and authority but it will be a great regret for them on the Day of 

Judgment. This is a dangerous craving as it forces one to strive 

intensely to obtain it and then strive further in order to hold on to it even 

if it encourages them to commit oppression and other sins. 

  

 



 

The worse type of craving for status is when one obtains this through 

religion. The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, has warned in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2654, 

that this person will go to Hell.  

 

 

Therefore, it is safer for a muslim to avoid the craving for excess wealth 

and high social status as they are two things which can lead to the 

destruction of their faith by distracting them from preparing adequately 

for the hereafter. 

 

 

 

 



 

“They said, "Indeed, we consider you [the Holy Messengers, peace be 

upon them] a bad omen. If you do not desist, we will surely stone you, 

and there will surely touch you, from us, a painful punishment." They 

said, "Your omen [i.e., fate] is with yourselves. Is it because you were 

reminded? Rather, you are a transgressing people.”” 

 

 

They only rejected the Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, sent to them 

as the religion they were calling the people to, submission to Allah, the 

Exalted, prevented them from fulfilling their misguided desires and as a 

result they resisted and opposed the Holy Prophets, peace be upon them. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 2447, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned that oppression will 

become a darkness on the Day of Judgment. 

 

 

This is vital to avoid as those who find themselves plunged in darkness are 

unlikely to find their way to Paradise. Only those who will be provided a 

guiding light will be able to do this successfully.  

 

 

Oppression can take many forms. The first type is when one fails to fulfill 

the commands of Allah, the Exalted, and refrain from His prohibitions. Even 

though this has no effect on the infinite status of Allah, the Exalted, it will 

cause the person to become submerged into darkness in both worlds. 

According to a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 4244, whenever a 



 

person commits a sin a black spot is etched on their spiritual heart. The 

more they sin the more their heart will become encompassed by darkness. 

This will prevent them from accepting and following true guidance in this 

world which will ultimately lead to darkness in the next world. Chapter 83 Al 

Mutaffifin, verse 14: 

 

 

“No! Rather, the stain has covered their hearts of that which they were 

earning.” 

 

 

The next type of oppression is when one oppresses themself by not 

fulfilling the trust they have been granted by Allah, the Exalted, in the form 

of their body and other worldly blessings they possess. The greatest of 

which is one's faith. This must be protected and strengthened through 

gaining and acting on Islamic knowledge.  

 

 

The final type of oppression is when one mistreats others. Allah, the 

Exalted, will not forgive these sins until the oppressor’s victim forgives them 

first. As people are not so merciful this is unlikely to happen. Then justice 

will be established on Judgment Day where the oppressor’s righteous 

deeds will be given to their victim and if necessary the victim’s sins will be 

given to the oppressor. This may lead to the oppressor being hurled into 

Hell. This has been warned in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 

6579. One should therefore treat others how they wish to be treated by 

people. A muslim should avoid all forms of oppression if they desire a 

guiding light in this world and in the next.  

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verses 20-27 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

“And there came from the farthest end of the city a man, running. He said, 

"O my people, follow the messengers.” 

Follow those who do not ask of you [any] payment, and they are [rightly] 

guided. 

And why should I not worship He who created me and to whom you will be 

returned? 

Should I take other than Him [false] deities [while], if the Most Merciful 

intends for me some adversity, their intercession will not avail me at all, nor 

can they save me? 

Indeed, I would then be in manifest error. 

Indeed, I have believed in your Lord, so listen to me.” 

It was said, "Enter Paradise." He said, "I wish my people could know. 

Of how my Lord has forgiven me and placed me among the honored.”” 



 

“And there came from the farthest end of the city a man, running. He 

said, "O my people, follow the messengers.”…It was said, "Enter 

Paradise." He said, "I wish my people could know. Of how my Lord 

has forgiven me and placed me among the honored.”” 

 

 

The verses indicate that the man was martyred by his people which caused 

him to enter Paradise. The souls of the martyrs are like green birds that fly 

wherever they wish in Paradise. This has been confirmed in a Hadith found 

in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 2801. This explains how he entered Paradise 

before the Day of Judgement.  

 

 

These verses indicate the great sincerity the man possessed for his people 

as even after they harmed him and after he was experiencing the bliss of 

Paradise he still remembered his people and hoped for their guidance. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim number 196, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that Islam is 

sincerity towards the general public. This includes desiring the best for 

them at all times and showing this through one’s words and actions. It 

includes advising others to do good, forbidding them from evil, to be 

merciful and kind to others at all times. This can be summed up by a single 

Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 170. It warns that one cannot be a 

true believer until they love for others what they desire for themself.  

 

 



 

Being sincere to people is so important that according to the Hadith found 

in Sahih Bukhari, number 57, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, placed this duty next to establishing the obligatory 

prayer and donating the obligatory charity. From this Hadith alone one can 

understand its importance as it has been placed with two vital obligatory 

duties. 

 

 

It is a part of sincerity towards people that one is pleased when they are 

happy and sad whenever they are grieved as long as their attitude does not 

contradict the teachings of Islam. A high level of sincerity includes one 

going to extreme limits to make the lives of others better, even if this puts 

themself in difficulty. For example, one may sacrifice purchasing certain 

things in order to donate the wealth to the needy. Desiring and striving to 

always unite people on good is a part of sincerity towards others. Whereas, 

dividing others is a characteristic of the Devil. Chapter 17 Al Isra, verse 53: 

 

 

“…Satan certainly seeks to sow discord among them…” 

 

 

One way of uniting people is to veil the faults of others and advise them 

privately against sins. The one who acts in this way will have their sins 

veiled by Allah, the Exalted. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Jami At 

Tirmidhi, number 1426. Whenever possible one should advise and teach 

the aspects of religion and the important aspects of the world to others so 

that both their worldly and religious lives improve. A proof of one’s sincerity 

to others is that they support them in their absence for example, from the 

slander of others. Turning away from others and only worrying about 

oneself is not the attitude of a muslim. In fact, this is how most animals 



 

behave. Even if one cannot change the whole society they can still be 

sincere in helping those in their life, such as their relatives and friends. 

Simply put, one must treat others how they desire people to treat them. 

Chapter 28 Al Qasas, verse 77: 

 

 

“…And do good as Allah has done good to you…” 



 

“And there came from the farthest end of the city a man, running. He 

said, "O my people, follow the messengers…and they are [rightly] 

guided.”” 

 

 

The purpose of sending Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, is for them to 

be sincerely obeyed and followed. In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim 

number 196, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, advised that Islam is sincerity towards the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him. This includes striving to acquire 

knowledge in order to act on his traditions. These traditions include the 

ones related to Allah, the Exalted, in the form of worship, and his blessed 

noble character towards the creation. Chapter 68 Al Qalam, verse 4: 

 

 

"And indeed, you are of a great moral character." 

 

 

It includes to accept his commands and prohibitions at all times. This has 

been made a duty by Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 59 Al Hashr, verse 7: 

 

 

"...And whatever the Messenger has given you - take; and what he has 

forbidden you - refrain from..." 

 

 



 

Sincerity includes to give priority to his traditions over the actions of anyone 

else as all paths to Allah, the Exalted, are closed except the path of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Chapter 3 

Alee Imran, verse 31: 

 

 

"Say, [O Muḥammad], "If you should love Allah, then follow me, [so] Allah 

will love you and forgive you your sins..."  

 

 

One must love all those who supported him during his life and after his 

passing, whether they are from his Family or his Companions, may Allah 

be pleased with them all. Supporting those who walk on his path and teach 

his traditions is a duty on those who desire to be sincere to him. Sincerity 

also includes loving those who love him and disliking those who criticise 

him irrespective, of one’s relationship with these people. This is all 

summarised in a single Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 16. It 

advises that a person cannot have true faith until they love Allah, the 

Exalted, and the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, more than the entire creation. This love must be shown through 

actions not just words.   

 

  



 

“And there came from the farthest end of the city a man, running. He 

said, "O my people, follow the messengers. Follow those who do not 

ask of you [any] payment.”” 

 

 

Those who desire to spread the word of Islam should never gain 

knowledge in order to defeat others in debates nor to make others feel 

unintelligent nor should one seek fame when fulfilling this duty. Otherwise, 

the knowledge that was meant to bring one closer to Allah, the Exalted, 

only causes them to act like a hypocrite who pretends to benefit others 

while only desiring fame. Those who act in this way without sincerely 

repenting have been warned of Hell. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in 

Sunan Ibn Majah, number 253. 

 

  

Alcohol has been declared the mother of evil in a Hadith found in Sunan An 

Nasai, number 5669, as it opens the door to countless other sins. Similarly, 

the love for fame through spreading the word of Islam is the mother of evil 

for scholars. This attitude always leads to other sins such as, lying, 

backbiting, envy and hypocrisy. Because of their incorrect intention these 

people will never accept the truth from another as they fear the latter will 

gain more fame than them. This leads them to arguing against the truth by 

twisting the verses of the Holy Quran and the Hadiths of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, out of context. When one 

fails to adhere to the etiquettes of spreading the word of Islam Allah, the 

Exalted, removes the light of faith from their heart. Instead of their 

knowledge leading them towards light and the pleasure of Allah, the 

Exalted, it only leads them to darkness. The worse thing is that when the 

outside world observes these people they may well believe that this was 

the attitude of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, the Companions, may Allah be pleased with them all, and the 



 

righteous predecessors. Spreading this false belief to others will only lead 

to more difficulty for the person. This is one of the reasons why the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, once warned in a 

Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 256, that the worse parts of Hell 

will be reserved for those who used their knowledge of the Holy Quran for 

the sake of fame. 

 

 

Unfortunately, some people seek compensation for their deeds from others 

whereas the Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, and the righteous never 

demanded compensation from people. They only desired to please Allah, 

the Exalted, and hoped in reward from Him alone. Chapter 26 Ash Shu’ara, 

verse 164: 

 

 

“And I do not ask you for it any payment. My payment is only from the Lord 

of the worlds.” 

 

 

One must always aim to please Allah, the Exalted. This intention alone will 

determine whether they receive reward or not from Allah, the Exalted. This 

has been confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 1. 

 

 

In fact, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, 

once described the judgment of a person who dedicated his life to gaining 

and spreading knowledge in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 4923. 

As he desired compensation from people in the form of fame Allah, the 



 

Exalted, will declare that there is no reward for him in the hereafter 

because of his bad intention.  The man will then be hurled into Hell. 

 

 

Unfortunately, some not only intend for material benefit but 

also purposely offer advice which pleases people and withhold 

the advice which would displease them even though it is the 

truth. This is not considered spreading the word of Islam and 

will only lead to the wrath of Allah, the Exalted.  

 

 



 

“And there came from the farthest end of the city a man, running. He 

said, "O my people, follow the messengers. Follow those who do not 

ask of you [any] payment.”” 

 

 

Many people have come and gone who have stood up for some sort of 

cause whether it was to do with women's rights, human rights, the poor, or 

something else, yet only a small per cent of these people had a positive 

impact on society. The majority had no positive effect and instead became 

footnotes in history. One of the reasons for this is a lack of sincerity. If one 

turns the pages of history they will observe that those who acted with the 

correct intention meaning, to truly benefit society without any ulterior 

motives were granted success even if they were not muslims. Benefit to 

others is something Allah, the Exalted, loves and He therefore grants 

success to all those who sincerely strive for this end.  

 

 

Those who did not achieve a positive effect on society lacked this good 

intention as they desired something else, such as fame. In most cases their 

bad intention is quite evident as their words and actions clearly contradict 

each other. For example, some claim to stand up for the rights of women 

then happily take part in advertising campaigns which show women to be 

nothing except ornaments to be gawked at. If their actions supported their 

claims they would have instead taught the advertising companies that a 

woman's intelligence, good character and inner strength are what should 

be displayed to the world through their advertising campaigns.  

 

 

Many of these people who claim to stand up for different causes are in a 

position of political and social influence and they possess much wealth yet, 



 

their positive influence on society is minimal and very short lived. On the 

other hand, those who may not have possessed such influence changed 

the attitude of millions through their sincerity. They only desired to benefit 

society; they did not seek anything else. Because of their sincerity their 

positive influence and remembrance endured long after they departed this 

world whereas, those whose intention was corrupt were quickly forgotten 

even while they were still alive.  

 

 

So if one desires to succeed in the material world or more importantly in 

matters of faith they should strive to correct their intention. It is why the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that 

Allah, the Exalted, judges people based on their intention. This is confirmed 

in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 1.  

 

 

 



 

“And there came from the farthest end of the city a man, running. He 

said, "O my people, follow the messengers. Follow those who do not 

ask of you [any] payment.”” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 3154, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned that those who 

perform deeds for the sake of people, such as showing off, instead of doing 

them for the pleasure of Allah, the Exalted, will be told to gain their reward 

on Judgment Day from the people they acted for which in reality is not 

possible to do. 

 

  

It is important to understand that the foundation of all deeds and even Islam 

itself is one’s intention. It is the very thing which Allah, the Exalted, judges 

people on according to a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 1. A 

muslim should ensure they perform all religious and useful worldly actions 

for the sake of Allah, the Exalted, so that they gain reward from Him in both 

worlds. A sign of this correct mentality is that this person neither expects 

nor desires people to appreciate or show gratitude to them for the deeds 

they perform. If one desires this then it indicates their incorrect intention.  

 

 

In addition, acting with the correct intention prevents sadness and 

bitterness as the one who acts for the sake of people will eventually 

encounter ungrateful people who will make them annoyed and bitter as 

they feel they wasted their effort and time. Unfortunately, this is seen in 

parents and relatives as they often fulfill their duties towards their children 

and relatives for their sake instead of for the pleasure of Allah, the Exalted. 

But the one who acts for the sake of Allah, the exalted, will fulfill all their 



 

duties towards others such as their children and never become bitter or 

enraged when they fail to show gratitude towards them. This attitude leads 

to peace of mind and general happiness as they know Allah, the Exalted, is 

fully aware of their righteous deed and will reward them for it. This is the 

way all muslims must act otherwise they may well be left empty handed on 

the Day of Judgment.  

 

 

 

 



 

“And there came from the farthest end of the city a man, running. He 

said, "O my people, follow the messengers…And why should I not 

worship He who created me…”” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is Al Khaliq, which means the Creator, Al Baari which 

means the Maker and Al Musawwir which means the Fashioner.  

 

 

The Creator is the One who brings something into existence. In reality, 

there is no Creator except Allah, the Exalted, as He is the only One who 

creates without any aid from another. On other hand, an inventor only 

invents things through the aid of Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 37 As Saffat, 

verse 96: 

 

 

“While Allah created you and that which you do?" 

 

 

The Maker is the One who arranges all of the creation and prepares them 

for receiving the forms He has chosen for them which is linked to the next 

divine name mentioned earlier namely, the Fashioner.  

 

 

The Creator makes things manifest. The Maker chooses their shape, 

appearance, and time of creation. The Fashioner fashions the creation 

according to His divine will.  



 

 

 

After understanding these divine names a muslim must trust Allah, the 

Exalted, in all situations. If Allah, the Exalted, created and manages the 

entire universe He is more than capable in sorting out a person's problems. 

In addition, these names indicate that Allah, the Exalted, is the One who 

creates and chooses all things. So a muslim should not challenge the 

choice of Allah, the Exalted, as this leads to nothing except disappointment. 

It is therefore better to submit obediently and patiently await relief knowing 

that Allah, the Exalted, only decrees the best for His servants even if this 

wisdom is not obvious to them. As a muslim is short sighted it is better to 

trust in the Creator whose wisdom has no limits. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, 

verse 216: 

 

 

“…But perhaps you hate a thing and it is good for you; and perhaps you 

love a thing and it is bad for you. And Allah knows, while you know not.”  

 

 
 

 



 

“And there came from the farthest end of the city a man, running. He 

said, "O my people, follow the messengers…And why should I not 

worship He who created me…”” 

 

 

The Holy Quran clearly declared the purpose of mankind in chapter 51 Adh 

Dhariyat, verse 56:  

 

 

“And I did not create the jinn and mankind except to worship Me.” 

 

 

Before one can worship Allah, the Exalted, they must first recognise Him as 

it is not possible to obey someone without knowledge. In addition, people 

must first learn how to worship Allah, the Exalted, before they can fulfil this 

task. Therefore, worship is followed by knowledge. This is why in a Hadith 

found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 224, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, declared seeking useful knowledge a 

duty on all muslims. Without knowledge one will never be able to worship 

Allah, the Exalted, correctly. Few good deeds performed with knowledge 

are far superior to many good deeds performed incorrectly because of 

ignorance.  

 

 

As Allah, the Exalted, is the One who created mankind no one has the right 

to be served and worshipped except Him. If an employer easily dismisses 

their employee for abandoning the duty they have been hired for, how can 

it be correct to abandon serving and worshipping Allah, the Exalted, when 



 

He alone created and sustains the creation? All of mankind have been 

granted free will and the ability to obey and worship Allah, the Exalted. So 

each person must decide whether they desire to fulfil their purpose of 

creation thereby receiving eternal reward or reject it and face punishment in 

both worlds. The same way a device, such as a mobile phone, which does 

not fulfil its primary purpose is discarded people may well be discarded on 

the Day of Judgement into Hell for failing to fulfil their primary purpose of 

existence.  

 

 

It is important to note, that worship refers to the obedience of Allah, the 

Exalted. This involves fulfilling His commands, refraining from His 

prohibitions and facing destiny with patience according to the traditions of 

the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. This 

obedience must encompass every part of one’s life and body, such as their 

tongue. It includes a person’s duty towards Allah, the Exalted, such as 

offering the prayer and treating the creation with kindness.  

 

 

Those who obey Allah, the Exalted, will be given the best rewards while 

those who disobey Him will receive the worst punishment in this world and 

the next. In a divine Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2466, the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, narrates from 

Allah, the Exalted, who declares that if one busies themself in worshipping 

Him, through sincere obedience, He will fill their heart with richness and 

remove their poverty. But if they turn away from His worship and obedience 

Allah, the Exalted, will fill their life with problems and not remove their 

poverty.     

 

 



 

It is important to note, that Allah, the Exalted, does not need the creation in 

anyway whatsoever. As clearly mentioned in a Hadith found in Sahih 

Muslim, number 6572, people only benefit themselves with their good 

deeds as it raises their ranks. And they only harm themselves with their 

sins as they will be held accountable for them. The infinite status of Allah, 

the Exalted, does not change at all irrespective of if the entire creation 

worshipped Him or not. Allah, the Exalted, is the sole Creator and sole 

Provider. It is people who are completely and utterly in need of Him. 

Whoever understands this and sincerely obeys Allah, the Exalted, will fulfil 

the purpose of their creation and will therefore be given an eternal reward.  

 

 

 



 

“And there came from the farthest end of the city a man, running. 

He said, "O my people, follow the messengers…And why should I 

not worship He who created me and to whom you will be 

returned?”” 

 

 

The trumpet blast will lead to the death of the creation. This has been 

confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 7381. The 

important thing to learn is that this is a call which no one can or will 

reject responding to. It will lead to the resurrection and final judgment. 

Therefore, muslims should respond to the call of Allah, the Exalted, 

through the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, through sincere obedience by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the 

Exalted, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with 

patience according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him. Chapter 8 An Anfal, verse 24: 

 

  

“O you who have believed, respond to Allah and to the Messenger when 

he calls you to that which gives you life…” 

 

 

Whoever responds to this call in this world will find the final call easy to 

endure and respond to. Whereas, the one who lives heedless to the call 

of Allah, the Exalted, in this world will not find peace in it and they will be 

forced to answer the call of the trumpet which will be a great burden for 

them to endure and respond to. A person can only ignore the call of 

Allah, the Exalted, for so long as the final call will occur, sooner or later, 

and no one will be able to avoid or ignore it. If this is inevitable it makes 

sense that one respond to it now, today, instead of living in 

heedlessness. If one hears the trumpet blast while heedless no action or 



 

regret will benefit them and what comes after for this person will be even 

more terrifying. 

 



 

“And there came from the farthest end of the city a man, running. 

He said, "O my people, follow the messengers…And why should I 

not worship He who created me and to whom you will be 

returned?”” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 7232, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that people will 

be resurrected on Judgment Day in the same state they died on Earth. 

 

  

This means that if a person dies on good they will be resurrected on 

good. But if they die on evil they will be raised in an evil way.  

 

 

A muslim should not live in heedlessness by believing just because they 

have faith in Islam it guarantees they will die and therefore be raised in a 

good state on Judgment Day. If they persist on the disobedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, and then die in this state without sincerely repenting 

then they will be raised in an evil way. It does not take a scholar to 

determine what will happen to this person on Judgment Day.  

 

 

From this Hadith one can understand that the way they will die will be in 

the same state they have lived. Meaning, if they lived in the obedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, by sincerely fulfilling His commands, refraining from 

His prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience according to the 

traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, then they will die in a good state and therefore be raised in a good 

state which includes being raised with the righteous as they practically 



 

followed in their footsteps. This has been indicated in a Hadith found in 

Sahih Bukhari, number 3688. 

 

 

A muslim should therefore not walk the path to Hell by disobeying Allah, 

the Exalted, and believe that they will somehow be raised with the pious 

and end up in Paradise.  

 
 

 

 

  



 

“And there came from the farthest end of the city a man, running. He 

said, "O my people, follow the messengers…And why should I not 

worship He who created me and to whom you will be returned?”” 

 

 

One must prepare for their final return by using the blessings they have 

been granted in ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. 

 

 

In reality, in most cases nothing in this material world in itself is good or 

bad, such as wealth. What makes a thing good or bad is the way it is used. 

It is important to understand that the very purpose of everything which was 

created by Allah, the Exalted, was for it to be used correctly according to 

the teachings of Islam. When something is not used correctly it in reality 

becomes useless. For example, wealth is useful in both worlds when it is 

used correctly such as being spent on the necessities of a person and their 

dependents. But it can become useless and even a curse for its bearer if it 

is not used correctly, such as being hoarded or spent on sinful things. 

Simply hoarding wealth causes wealth to lose value. How can paper and 

metal coins one tucks away be useful? In this respect, there is no 

difference between a blank piece of paper and a note of money. It is only 

useful when it is used correctly.  

 

 

So if a Muslim desires all their worldly possessions to become a blessing 

for them in both worlds all they have to do is use them correctly according 

to the teachings found in the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. But if they use 

them incorrectly then the same blessing will become a burden and curse 

for them in both worlds. It is as simple as that.  



 

“And there came from the farthest end of the city a man, running. 

He said, "O my people, follow the messengers…And why should I 

not worship He who created me and to whom you will be 

returned?”” 

 

 

One must prepare for their final return by using the blessings they have 

been granted in ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. One can adopt the 

correct attitude when they understand the purpose of these blessings. 

 

 

Every worldly blessing a Muslim possesses is only a means which 

should aid them in reaching the hereafter safely. It is not an end in itself. 

For example, wealth is a means one should use in order to obey Allah, 

the Exalted, by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, fulfilling 

their necessities and the necessities of their dependents. It is not an end 

or an ultimate goal in itself.  

 

 

This not only aids a Muslim in maintaining their focus on the hereafter 

but it also aids them whenever they lose worldly blessings. When a 

Muslim treats each worldly blessing, such as a child, as a means to 

please Allah, the Exalted, and reach the hereafter safely then losing it 

will not have such a detrimental impact on them. They may become sad, 

which is an acceptable emotion, but they will not become grieved which 

leads to impatience and other mental problems, such as depression. 

This is because they firmly believe the worldly blessing they possessed 

was only a means so losing it does not cause a loss in the ultimate goal 

namely, Paradise, the loss of which is disastrous. Therefore, still 

possessing and concentrating on the ultimate goal will prevent them 

from becoming grieved.  

 



 

 

In addition, they will understand that just like the thing they lost was only 

a means they firmly believe they will be provided with another means to 

reach and fulfil their ultimate goal by Allah, the Exalted. This will also 

prevent them from grieving. Whereas, the one who believes their worldly 

blessing is the end instead of a means will experience severe grief when 

losing it as their whole purpose and objective has been lost. This grief 

will lead to depression and other mental issues.  

 

 

To conclude, Muslims should treat each blessing they possess as a 

means to reach the hereafter safely not as an end in itself. This is how 

one can possess things without being possessed by them. This is how 

they can keep worldly things in their hands and not in their hearts.  

 

 

 



 

“And there came from the farthest end of the city a man, running. 

He said, "O my people, follow the messengers…Should I take other 

than Him [false] deities [while], if the Most Merciful intends for me 

some adversity, their intercession will not avail me at all, nor can 

they save me?” Indeed, I would then be in manifest error.” 

 

 

An idol which is created by a person cannot be a God. In fact, the 

person who created it has a higher status than it. If one claims the spirit 

of their God enters the idol after its manufacture then this would mean 

their God is completely dependent on people to create a body for it. A 

true God is not dependent on another in fact, everyone else is 

dependent on it. In addition, the fact that an idol does not possess any 

senses proves that it cannot benefit itself or others. Therefore, it is not 

worthy of being worshipped as the very purpose of worship is to gain 

benefit from the one being worshipped. 

 

 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, 

indicated the infinite and absolute power and authority of Allah, the 

Exalted, in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2516. This Hadith 

advises that the entire creation cannot benefit a person if Allah, the 

Exalted, did not desire them to do so. Similarly, the entire creation 

together could not harm someone if Allah, the Exalted, did not desire 

them to. This means only what Allah, the Exalted, decides happens 

within the universe. It is important to note, that this advice does not 

indicate one should abandon using means, such as medicine, but it 

means that one can use the means as they have been created by none 

other than Allah, the Exalted, but they must understand that Allah, the 

Exalted, is the only One who decides the outcome of all things. For 

example, they are many sick people who take medicine and recover 

from their illness. But they are others who take medicine and do not 

recover. This indicates that another factor decides the end result 

namely, the will of Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 9 At Tawbah, verse 51: 



 

 

 

“Say, "Never will we be struck except by what Allah has decreed for 

us…” 

 

 

The one who understands this knows that anything that affected them 

could not have been avoided. And those things which missed them 

could never have been obtained. 

 

 

It is important to note, that whatever the end result even if it is against a 

person's desire they should remain patient and truly believe Allah, the 

Exalted, has chosen the best for them even if they do not observe the 

wisdom behind the outcome. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 216: 

 

 

“…But perhaps you hate a thing and it is good for you; and perhaps you 

love a thing and it is bad for you. And Allah knows, while you know not.” 

 

 

When one truly understands this truth they stop relying on the creation 

knowing they cannot innately harm or benefit them. Instead, they turn to 

Allah, the Exalted, seeking His support and protection through sincere 

obedience by fulfilling His commands, refraining from His prohibitions 

and by facing destiny with patience. This leads a muslim to trusting in 

Allah, the Exalted. It also encourages one to only fear Allah, the Exalted, 

as they know the creation cannot harm them without the will of Allah, the 

Exalted.  



 

 

 

Recognising that all things which occur within one’s life and the universe 

originate from Allah, the Exalted, is a part of understanding the Oneness 

of Allah, the Exalted. This is a topic which has no end and goes beyond 

only superficially believing that there is none worthy of worship except 

Allah, the Exalted. When this is fixed in one's heart then they only hope 

in Allah, the Exalted, knowing He is the only One who can help them. 

They will only submit and obey Allah, the Exalted, in all aspects of their 

life. In reality, a person only obeys another in order to receive protection 

from harm or gain some benefit. Only Allah, the Exalted, can grant this 

therefore only He deserves to be obeyed and worshipped. If anyone 

chooses the obedience of another over the obedience of Allah, the 

Exalted, this shows they believe that this other can bring them some sort 

of benefit or protect them from harm. This is a sign of the weakness of 

their faith. The source of all things which occur is Allah, the Exalted, so 

muslims should only obey Him. Chapter 35 Fatir, verse 2: 

 

 

“Whatever Allah grants to people of mercy - none can withhold it; and 

whatever He withholds - none can release it thereafter…” 

 

 

It is important to note, that obeying a person which encourages the 

obedience of Allah, the Exalted, in reality is obeying Allah, the Exalted. 

For example, obeying the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him. Chapter 4 An Nisa, verse 80: 

 

 

“He who obeys the Messenger has obeyed Allah…” 



 

“And there came from the farthest end of the city a man, running. 

He said, "O my people, follow the messengers…Indeed, I have 

believed in your Lord, so listen to me."” 

 

 

True belief involves sincerity. In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim number 

196, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, 

advised that Islam is sincerity towards Allah, the Exalted. 

 

 

Sincerity towards Allah, the Exalted, includes fulfilling all the duties given 

by Him in the form of commands and prohibitions, solely for His 

pleasure. As confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 1, all 

will be judged by their intention. So if one is not sincere towards Allah, 

the Exalted, when performing good deeds they will gain no reward in this 

world or in the next. In fact, according to a Hadith found in Jami At 

Tirmidhi, number 3154, those who performed insincere deeds will be told 

on Judgement Day to seek their reward from those who they acted for, 

which will not be possible. Chapter 98 Al Bayyinah, verse 5. 

 

 

"And they were not commanded except to worship Allah, [being] sincere 

to Him in religion....." 

 

 

If one is lax in fulfilling their duties towards Allah, the Exalted, it proves a 

lack of sincerity. Therefore, they should sincerely repent and struggle to 

fulfil them all. It is important to bear in mind Allah, the Exalted, never 

burdens one with duties they cannot perform or handle. Chapter 2 Al 

Baqarah, verse 286. 



 

 

 

"Allah does not charge a soul except [with that within] its capacity...." 

 

 

Being sincere towards Allah, the Exalted, means that one should always 

choose His pleasure over the pleasure of themself and others. A Muslim 

should always give priority to those actions which are for the sake of 

Allah, the Exalted, over all else. One should love others and dislike their 

sins for the sake of Allah, the Exalted, and not for the sake of their own 

desires. When they help others or refuse to take part in sins it should be 

for the sake of Allah, the Exalted. The one who adopts this mentality has 

perfected their faith. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu 

Dawud, number 4681. 

 

 



 

“And there came from the farthest end of the city a man, running. 

He said, "O my people, follow the messengers…Indeed, I have 

believed in your Lord, so listen to me."” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 2686, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned that failing to 

fulfill the important duty of commanding good and forbidding evil can be 

understood with the example of a boat with two levels full of people. The 

people on the lower level keep disturbing the people on the upper level 

whenever they desire to access water. So they decide to drill a hole in 

the lower level so that they can access water directly. If the people on 

the upper level fail to stop them they will all surely drown. 

 

 

It is important for muslims to never give up commanding good and 

forbidding evil according to their knowledge in a gentle way. A muslim 

should never believe that as long as they obey Allah, the Exalted, other 

misguided people will not be able to affect them in a negative way. A 

good apple will eventually get affected when placed with rotten apples. 

Similarly, the muslim who fails to command others to do good will 

eventually be effected by their negative behavior whether it is subtle or 

apparent. Even if the wider society has become heedless one should 

never give up advising their dependents such as their family as not only 

will their negative behavior affect them more but this is a duty on all 

muslims according to a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 

2928. Even if a muslim is ignored by others they should discharge their 

duty by persistently advising them in a gentle way which is supported by 

strong evidence and knowledge. Only in this way will they be protected 

from their negative effects and pardoned on the Day of Judgment. But if 

they only care about themself and ignore the actions of others it is 

feared that the negative effects of others may well lead to their eventual 

misguidance.  



 

“And there came from the farthest end of the city a man, running. 

He said, "O my people, follow the messengers…Indeed, I have 

believed in your Lord, so listen to me."” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 3267, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned that the one 

who contradicts their own advice when commanding good and 

forbidding evil will be punished in Hell.  

 

 

Instead of following in the footsteps of the righteous predecessors by 

advising only for the sake of Allah, the Exalted, many people advise for 

other reasons, such as to gain popularity and worldly things. For 

example, some scholars often strive to be in the spotlight of gatherings 

and events and are not pleased with a seat which is to one side as they 

desire a central seat. When their intention became like this Allah, the 

Exalted, removed the positive effect of their advice and thus they now 

have little positive influence over their listeners. They should have 

shown a practical example instead of saying one thing and doing 

another. This caused their advice to become ineffective.  

 

 

Muslims should strive to always act on their own advice before 

commanding others to do so as behaving in this manner is hated by 

Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 61 As Saf, verse 3: 

 

 

“Greatly hateful in the sight of Allah is that you say what you do not do.” 

 



 

 

This does not mean one must become perfect before advising others as 

this is not possible. Instead, they should correct their intention and prove 

this through their actions by striving to act on their own advice before 

advising others. Only with this attitude will they avoid the punishment 

mentioned in this Hadith. The failure in acting on this principle has 

caused the advice of muslims to become ineffective even though the 

number of advisers has dramatically increased over the years.  

  



 

“And there came from the farthest end of the city a man, running. 

He said, "O my people, follow the messengers…Indeed, I have 

believed in your Lord, so listen to me." It was said, "Enter 

Paradise." He said, "I wish my people could know. Of how my Lord 

has forgiven me…”” 

 

 

The verses indicate that the man was martyred by his people which 

caused him to enter Paradise. The souls of the martyrs are like green 

birds that fly wherever they wish in Paradise. This has been confirmed in 

a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 2801. This explains how he 

entered Paradise before the Day of Judgement.  

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, conceals and covers the faults of His repentant 

servants without punishing them or holding it against them in anyway.  

 

 

A muslim should therefore never lose hope in the mercy of Allah, the 

Exalted, as this leads to unbelief. Chapter 12 Yusuf, verse 87: 

 

 

“…and despair not of relief from Allah. Indeed, no one despairs of relief 

from Allah except the disbelieving people." 

 

 

A muslim should understand that the forgiveness of Allah, the Exalted, is 

unlimited while their sins will always be limited. The limited can never 

overcome the unlimited. But it is important to note this applies to the one 



 

who repents sincerely not the person who continues sinning believing 

they will be forgiven. This is merely wishful thinking not true hope in the 

forgiveness of Allah, the Exalted. Sincere repentance involves feeling 

remorse, seeking forgiveness from Allah, the Exalted, and if necessary 

from people, sincerely promising to refrain from the same or similar sin 

again and making up for any rights which have been violated in respect 

to Allah, the Exalted, and people. 

 

 

Muslims should act on this blessed divine name by overlooking and 

forgiving the mistakes of others. It is logical to understand that if one 

desires the forgiveness of Allah, the Exalted, they should learn to forgive 

others. Chapter 24 An Nur, verse 22: 

 

 

“…and let them pardon and overlook. Would you not like that Allah 

should forgive you? And Allah is Forgiving and Merciful.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

“And there came from the farthest end of the city a man, running. 

He said, "O my people, follow the messengers…Indeed, I have 

believed in your Lord, so listen to me." It was said, "Enter 

Paradise." He said, "I wish my people could know. Of how my Lord 

has…placed me among the honored."” 

 

 

The verses indicate that the man was martyred by his people which 

caused him to enter Paradise. The souls of the martyrs are like green 

birds that fly wherever they wish in Paradise. This has been confirmed in 

a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 2801. This explains how he 

entered Paradise before the Day of Judgement.  

 

 

Every muslim openly declares that they desire the companionship of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, the other 

Holy Prophets, peace be upon him them, and the Companions, may 

Allah be pleased with them, in the hereafter. They often quote the Hadith 

found in Sahih Bukhari, number 3688, which advises that a person will 

be with those they love in the hereafter. And because of this they openly 

declare their love for these righteous servants of Allah, the Exalted. But 

it is strange how they desire this outcome and claim love for the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, yet they barely 

know him as they are too busy to study his life, character and teachings. 

This is foolish as how can one truly love someone they do not even 

know?  

 

 

In addition, when these people are asked for proof of their love for the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, on 

Judgment Day what will they say? What will they present? The proof of 

this declaration is studying and acting on the life, character and 



 

teachings of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him. A declaration without this evidence will not be accepted by 

Allah, the Exalted. This is quite obvious as no one understood Islam 

better than the Companions, may Allah be pleased with them, did and 

this was not their attitude. They declared love for the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, and supported their 

claim through actions by following in his footsteps. This is why they will 

be with him in the hereafter.  

 

 

Those who believe love is in the heart and does not require it to be 

shown through actions is as foolish as the student who hands back a 

blank exam paper to their teacher claiming that knowledge is in their 

mind so they do not need to practically write it down on paper and then 

still expects to pass. 

 

 

The one who behaves in such a manner does not love the righteous 

servants of Allah, the Exalted, only their own desires and they have 

undoubtedly been fooled by the Devil. 

 

 

Finally, it is important to note that members of other religions also claim 

love for their Holy Prophets, peace be upon them. But as they failed to 

follow in their footsteps and act on their teachings they will certainly not 

be with them on Judgment Day. This is quite obvious if one ponders 

over this fact for a moment.  

 

 

 



 

“And there came from the farthest end of the city a man, running. 

He said, "O my people, follow the messengers…Indeed, I have 

believed in your Lord, so listen to me." It was said, "Enter 

Paradise." He said, "I wish my people could know. Of how my Lord 

has…placed me among the honored."” 

 

 

The verses indicate that the man was martyred by his people which 

caused him to enter Paradise. The souls of the martyrs are like green 

birds that fly wherever they wish in Paradise. This has been confirmed in 

a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 2801. This explains how he 

entered Paradise before the Day of Judgement.  

 

 

It is important to note, that one will only enter Paradise through the 

mercy of Allah, the Exalted. This has been confirmed in a Hadith found 

in Sahih Bukhari, number 5673. This is because every righteous deed is 

only possible through the mercy of Allah, the Exalted, in the form of 

knowledge, inspiration, strength and opportunity to do the deed. This 

understanding prevents one from adopting pride which is vital to avoid 

as only an atom’s worth of pride is needed to take a person to Hell. This 

has been warned in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 267.  

 

 

In addition, a muslim must understand that this mercy of Allah, the 

Exalted, in the form of righteous deeds is in reality a light which one 

must gather in this world if they desire to obtain a guiding light in the 

hereafter. If a muslim lives in heedlessness and refrains from gathering 

this light in the world by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, 

refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience then 

how can they expect to receive this guiding light in the hereafter?  

 



 

 

All muslims desire to inhabit Paradise with the greatest servants of Allah, 

the Exalted, such as the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings 

be upon him. But it is important to understand that simply wishing for this 

without action will not make it come true otherwise the Companions, 

may Allah be pleased with them, would have done this. Simply put, the 

more one strives in learning and acting on the traditions of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, the closer they 

will be to him in the hereafter.  

 

 

The greatest blessing of Paradise is physically observing Allah, the 

Exalted, which is discussed in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 

7436. If a muslim desires to obtain this unimaginable blessing they must 

practically strive to achieve the level of excellence mentioned in a Hadith 

found in Sahih Muslim, number 99. This is when one performs actions, 

such as the prayer, as if they can observe Allah, the Exalted, 

overlooking them. This attitude ensures one's persistent and sincere 

obedience to Allah, the Exalted. It is hoped that the one who strives for 

this level of faith will receive the blessing of physically observing Allah, 

the Exalted, in the hereafter. 

 

 



 

“And there came from the farthest end of the city a man, running. He 

said, "O my people, follow the messengers…Indeed, I have believed in 

your Lord, so listen to me." It was said, "Enter Paradise." He said, "I 

wish my people could know. Of how my Lord has forgiven me and 

placed me among the honored."” 

 

 

The verses indicate that the man was martyred by his people which caused 

him to enter Paradise. The souls of the martyrs are like green birds that fly 

wherever they wish in Paradise. This has been confirmed in a Hadith found 

in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 2801. This explains how he entered Paradise 

before the Day of Judgement.  

 

 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, once 

advised in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 13, that a person 

cannot become a true believer until they love for others what they love for 

themself. 

 

 

This does not mean a muslim will lose their faith if they fail to adopt this 

characteristic. It means that a muslim’s faith will not be complete until they 

act on this advice. This Hadith also indicates that a muslim will not perfect 

their faith until they also dislike for others what they dislike for themself. 

This is supported by another Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 6586. 

It advises that the muslim nation is like one body. If one part of the body is 

in pain the rest of the body shares the pain. This mutual feeling includes 

loving and hating for others what one loves and hates for themself.  

 



 

 

A muslim can only achieve this status when their heart is free from evil 

traits, such as envy. These evil traits will always cause one to desire better 

for themself. So in reality, this Hadith is an indication that one should purify 

their heart by adopting good characteristics, such as being forgiving, and 

eliminate evil traits, such as envy. This is only possible through learning 

and acting on the teachings of the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him.  

 

 

It is important for muslims to understand that desiring good for others will 

cause them to lose out on good things. The treasury of Allah, the Exalted, 

has no limits so there is no need to adopt a selfish and greedy mentality.  

 

 

Desiring good for others includes striving to aid others in anyway one can, 

such as financial or emotional support, in the same way a person would 

desire others to aid them in their moment of need. Therefore, this love must 

be shown through actions not just words. Even when a muslim forbids evil 

and offers advice which contradicts the desire of others they should do so 

gently just like they would want others to advise them kindly.  

 

 

As mentioned earlier, the main Hadith under discussion indicates the 

importance of eliminating all bad characteristics which contradict mutual 

love and care, such as envy. Envy is when a person desires to possess a 

specific blessing which is only obtainable when it is taken away from 

someone else. This attitude is a direct challenge to the distribution of 

blessings chosen by Allah, the Exalted. This is why it is a major sin and 



 

leads to the destruction of the envier’s good deeds. This has been warned 

in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 4903. If a Muslim must 

desire the lawful things others possess they should wish and supplicate to 

Allah, the Exalted, to grant them the same or similar thing without the other 

person losing the blessing. This type of jealousy is lawful and is 

praiseworthy in aspects of religion. This has been advised in a Hadith 

found in Sahih Muslim, number 1896. The Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, advised that muslims should only be 

jealous of a wealthy person who uses their wealth correctly. And be jealous 

of a knowledgeable person who uses their knowledge to benefit themself 

and others.  

 

 

A Muslim should not only love for others to obtain lawful worldly blessings 

but also for them to gain religious blessings in both worlds. In fact, when 

one wishes this for others it encourages them to strive harder in the 

obedience of Allah, the Exalted, by fulfilling His commands, refraining from 

His prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience. This type of healthy 

competition is welcomed in Islam.  Chapter 83 Al Mutaffifin, verse 26:  

 

 

“…So for this let the competitors compete.”  

 

 

This encouragement will also inspire a muslim to assess themself in order 

to find and eliminate any faults in their character. When these two elements 

combine meaning, striving in sincere obedience to Allah, the Exalted, and 

purifying one's character, it leads to success in both worlds.  

 



 

 

A Muslim must therefore not only claim to love for others what they desire 

for themself verbally but show it through their actions. It is hoped that the 

one who is concerned for others in this way will receive the concern of 

Allah, the Exalted, in both worlds. This has been indicated in a Hadith 

found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 1930.  

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verses 28-29 
 

 

 

 

“And We did not send down upon his people after him any soldiers from the 

heaven, nor would We have done so. 

It was not but one shout, and immediately they were extinguished.” 



 

“And We did not send down upon his people after him any soldiers 

from the heaven, nor would We have done so. It was not but one 

shout, and immediately they were extinguished.” 

 

 

Islam teaches muslims that they should never compromise on their faith in 

order to gain something from the material world. Chapter 4 An Nisa, verse 

135: 

 

 

“O you who have believed, be persistently standing firm in justice, 

witnesses for Allah, even if it be against yourselves or parents and 

relatives...” 

 

 

As the material world is temporary whatever one gains from it will 

eventually fade away and they will be held accountable for their actions and 

attitude in the hereafter. On the other hand, faith is the precious jewel 

which guides a muslim through all difficulties in this world and in the 

hereafter safely. Therefore, it is plain foolishness to compromise the thing 

which is more beneficial and lasting for the sake of a temporary thing.  

 

 

Many people especially women, will encounter moments in their lives 

where they will have to choose whether to compromise on their faith. For 

example, in some cases a muslim woman may believe that if she removed 

her scarf and dressed a certain way she would be more respected at work 

and may even climb the corporate ladder more quickly. Similarly, in the 



 

corporate world it is considered important to mingle with colleagues after 

work hours. So a muslim might find themself being invited to a pub or club 

after work.  

 

 

In times like this it is important to remember that ultimate victory and 

success will only be granted to those who remain steadfast on the 

teachings of Islam. Those who act in this way will be granted worldly and 

religious success. But more importantly their worldly success will not 

become a burden for them. In fact, it will become a means for Allah, the 

Exalted, to increase their rank and remembrance amongst mankind. 

Examples of this are the rightly guided Caliphs of Islam. They did not 

compromise on their faith and instead remained steadfast throughout their 

lives and in return Allah, the Exalted, granted them a worldly and religious 

empire. 

 

 

All other forms of success are very temporal and sooner or later they 

become a difficulty for its bearer. One only needs to observe the many 

celebrities who compromised on their ideals and belief in order to obtain 

fame and fortune only for these things to become a cause of their sadness, 

anxiety, depression, substance abuse and even suicide.  

 

 

Reflect on these two paths for a moment and then decide which one should 

be preferred and chosen.  

 



 

“And We did not send down upon his people after him any soldiers 

from the heaven, nor would We have done so. It was not but one 

shout, and immediately they were extinguished.” 

 

 

It is important to learn that no matter how much physical or social strength 

a person has a day will certainly come when they face the consequences of 

their actions. In most cases, this occurs during their life where the actions 

of a person leads them to trouble, such as prison and eventually they will 

face the consequences of their actions in the hereafter as well. This applies 

to all people not just leaders.  

 

 

A muslim should therefore never mistreat others, such as their relatives. 

They should learn a lesson from the tyrannical leaders of history who were 

greater in strength than them yet, a day certainly came when their strength 

did not benefit them and they faced the consequences of their evil deeds. 

Social influence and strength are fickle things as they quickly pass from 

person to person thereby, never remaining with anyone for long. Therefore, 

a muslim who possesses such strength should use it in a way which is 

pleasing to Allah, the Exalted, by benefiting themself and others. But if they 

abuse their authority then they will eventually face a punishment which no 

one can protect them from.  

 

 

In addition, it is important not to abuse one’s authority as it may cause them 

to be hurled into Hell on Judgment Day. Every oppressor will have to give 

their righteous deeds to their victims and if necessary take the sins of their 

victims until justice is established. This will cause many oppressors to be 



 

thrown into Hell. This has been confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih 

Muslim, number 6579. 

 

     

To conclude, a muslim should never forget to hold themself accountable for 

their deeds. Those who do will avoid disobeying Allah, the Exalted, and 

harming others. But those who do not judge themselves will continue 

disobeying Allah, the Exalted, and harming others heedlessly not knowing 

that in actual fact they are only harming themselves. But when they realize 

this fact it will be too late for them to escape punishment.  

 

 

 



 

“And We did not send down upon his people after him any soldiers 

from the heaven, nor would We have done so. It was not but one 

shout, and immediately they were extinguished.” 

 

 

It is important for muslims to understand a simple yet profound lesson 

namely, they will never succeed in this world or the next in worldly or 

religious matters through the disobedience of Allah, the Exalted. Since the 

dawn of time to this age and till the end of time no person has ever 

achieved true success nor will they ever through the disobedience of Allah, 

the Exalted. This is quite obvious when one turns the pages of history. 

Therefore, when a muslim is in a situation which they desire to achieve a 

positive and successful outcome from they should never choose to disobey 

Allah, the Exalted, irrespective of how tempting or easy it may seem to be. 

Even if one is advised by their close friends and relatives to do so as there 

is no obedience to the creation if it means disobedience to the Creator. And 

in truth they will never be able to protect them from Allah, the Exalted, and 

His punishment in either this world or the next. The same way Allah, the 

Exalted, grants success to those who obey Him He removes a successful 

outcome from those who disobey Him even if this removal takes time to 

witness. A muslim should not be fooled as this will occur sooner or later. 

The Holy Quran has made it extremely clear that an evil plan or action only 

encompasses the doer even if this punishment is delayed. Chapter 35 

Fatir, verse 43: 

 

 

“…but the evil plot does not encompass except its own people…” 

 

 



 

Therefore, no matter how difficult the situation and choice muslims should 

always choose the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, in both worldly and 

religious matters as this alone will lead to true success in both worlds even 

if this success is not obvious immediately.  

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verses 30-32 
 

 

 

 

 

“How regretful for the servants. There did not come to them any messenger 

except that they used to ridicule him. 

Have they not considered how many generations We destroyed before 

them - that they to them will not return? 

And indeed, all of them will yet be brought present before Us.” 



 

“How regretful for the servants…” 

 

 

It is important for muslims to understand that whenever they face any type 

of worldly failure or regrets they should remind themselves of the regrets in 

the hereafter some people will have, such as the one mentioned in chapter 

89 Al Fajr, verse 24: 

 

 

“He will say, "Oh, I wish I had sent ahead [some good] for my life."” 

 

 

In this world one's regret will always be followed by another chance or 

other options which they can pursue in order to gain success once again. 

But the regret and failure of the hereafter is something which cannot be 

rectified meaning, there are no second chances in the next world. No one 

will have the opportunity to return to Earth in order to act differently.  

 

 

Therefore, every muslim should be more concerned with the failures they 

may encounter in the hereafter over the failures and regrets of this world. 

This does not mean one should not strive to achieve lawful success in this 

world. It means they should always prioritise gaining success in the 

hereafter over gaining success in this world. This is an important mentality 

muslims should adopt before they reach a day where reflecting on their 

failures and regrets will not help them in the slightest. Chapter 89 Al Fajr, 

verse 23: 

 



 

 

“And brought [within view], that Day, is Hell - that Day, man will remember, 

but how [i.e., what good] to him will be the remembrance?” 

 



 

“How regretful for the servants. There did not come to them any 

messenger except that they used to ridicule him.” 

 

 

The purpose of sending Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, is for them to 

be sincerely obeyed and followed. In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim 

number 196, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, advised that Islam is sincerity towards the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him. This includes striving to acquire 

knowledge in order to act on his traditions. These traditions include the 

ones related to Allah, the Exalted, in the form of worship, and his blessed 

noble character towards the creation. Chapter 68 Al Qalam, verse 4: 

 

 

"And indeed, you are of a great moral character." 

 

 

It includes to accept his commands and prohibitions at all times. This has 

been made a duty by Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 59 Al Hashr, verse 7: 

 

 

"...And whatever the Messenger has given you - take; and what he has 

forbidden you - refrain from..." 

 

 

Sincerity includes to give priority to his traditions over the actions of anyone 

else as all paths to Allah, the Exalted, are closed except the path of the 



 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Chapter 3 

Alee Imran, verse 31: 

 

 

"Say, [O Muḥammad], "If you should love Allah, then follow me, [so] Allah 

will love you and forgive you your sins..."  

 

 

One must love all those who supported him during his life and after his 

passing, whether they are from his Family or his Companions, may Allah 

be pleased with them all. Supporting those who walk on his path and teach 

his traditions is a duty on those who desire to be sincere to him. Sincerity 

also includes loving those who love him and disliking those who criticise 

him irrespective, of one’s relationship with these people. This is all 

summarised in a single Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 16. It 

advises that a person cannot have true faith until they love Allah, the 

Exalted, and the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, more than the entire creation. This love must be shown through 

actions not just words.   

 



 

“How regretful for the servants. There did not come to them any 

messenger except that they used to ridicule him.” 

 

 

The Holy Quran teaches mankind that certain people are so drowned in the 

material world no advice will penetrate their veiled hearts. The Holy Quran 

describes how this group of people possesses hearts harder than rocks. 

Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 74: 

 

 

“Then your hearts became hardened after that, being like stones or even 

harder…” 

 

 

At this point those who desire to spread the word of Islam should separate 

from this type of person and instead concentrate on others. But it is 

important to note, even in this case a muslim should always demonstrate 

good character towards the sinful as they can repent at anytime. Chapter 

25 Al Furqan, verse  63: 

 

 

“…and when the ignorant address them [harshly], they say [words of] 

peace.” 

 

 

Similarly, in another verse of the Holy Quran Allah, the Exalted, advises 

that when a limit is reached it is best to separate and leave the stubborn 



 

and misguided people to their false beliefs. A day will undoubtedly come 

when Allah, the Exalted, will inform mankind who was rightly guided and 

who was lost in darkness. Chapter 28 Al Qasas, verse 55: 

 

 

“And when they hear ill speech, they turn away from it and say, "For us are 

our deeds, and for you are your deeds. Peace will be upon you; we seek 

not the ignorant."” 

 

 

Muslims should never get depressed and confused when their good advice 

does not affect others. In some cases, these people are drowned in sins to 

such an extent their heart becomes veiled. This veil prevents the good 

advice affecting them in a positive way. A Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, 

number 4244, explains how a sin causes a black spot to be etched onto the 

spiritual heart. The more one sins the more their spiritual heart becomes 

engrossed by this darkness. Chapter 83 Al Mutaffifin, verse 14: 

 

 

“No! Rather, the stain has covered their hearts of that which they were 

earning.” 

 

 

This is similar to another verse where Allah, the Exalted, declares that their 

ears, eyes and hearts have been veiled from the truth and they therefore 

cannot be guided to the truth. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 7: 

 



 

 

“Allah has set a seal upon their hearts and upon their hearing, and over 

their vision is a veil…” 

 

 

The fault does not lie with the message of Islam but in the hearts of the 

misguided. Just like the fault lies in the eyes of a blind person and not the 

bright Sun. Unfortunately, this stubborn attitude has become a widespread 

problem within society. Some of these people believe in Islam yet have 

closed their hearts and minds to the teachings of the Holy Quran and 

Hadiths of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him. They refuse to accept any good advice which would benefit them in 

both worlds.  

 

 

Those who choose to spread the word of Islam should understand that 

there are two types of mind-sets people can adopt. The first is when 

someone makes their mind up beforehand about an issue and then 

searches and accepts only those things which support their predetermined 

belief. Whereas, the correct attitude is to live with an open mind by 

searching and accepting strong evidence regarding different issues. The 

first mentality will only cause problems from a personal level right up to a 

national level. Unfortunately, this is how some aspects of the media work. 

They predetermine the information they would like to publish, find bits of 

weak supporting evidence and then blow it out of proportion for the world to 

see. Those spreading the word of Islam should avoid the first type of 

people and instead concentrate on inviting the second group towards the 

truth.  

 



 

“How regretful for the servants…Have they not considered how many 

generations We destroyed before them - that they to them will not 

return?” 

 

 

It is important for a muslim to be observant in their daily life and avoid being 

too self-absorbed in their own worldly matters so that they become 

heedless over the things which are occurring around them and the things 

which have already occurred. This is an important quality to possess as it is 

an excellent way to strengthen one's faith which in turn helps one to remain 

obedient to Allah, the Exalted, at all times. For example, when a muslim 

observes a sick person they should not only aid them by whatever means 

they possess, even if it is only a supplication, but they should reflect on 

their own health and understand that they too will eventually lose their good 

health either by an illness, ageing or even death. This should inspire them 

to be grateful for their good health and show this through their actions by 

taking advantage of their good health in both worldly and religious matters 

which are pleasing to Allah, the Exalted.   

 

 

When they observe the death of a rich person they should not only feel sad 

for the deceased and their family but realise that one day which is unknown 

to them they will die also. They should understand that just like the rich 

person was abandoned by their wealth, fame and family at their grave so 

will they too be left only with their deeds in their grave. This will encourage 

them to prepare for their grave and the hereafter.  

 

 



 

This attitude can and should be applied to all things one observes. A 

muslim should learn a lesson from everything around them which has been 

advised in the Holy Quran. Chapter 3 Alee Imran, verse 191: 

 

 

“…and give thought to the creation of the heavens and the earth, [saying], 

"Our Lord, You did not create this aimlessly; exalted are You [above such a 

thing]; then protect us from the punishment of the Fire.”” 

 

 

Those who behave in this manner will strengthen their faith on a daily basis 

whereas those who are too self-absorbed in their worldly life will remain 

heedless which may lead them to their destruction.  

 

 



 

“How regretful for the servants…Have they not considered how many 

generations We destroyed before them - that they to them will not 

return?” 

 

 

Islam teaches muslims that they should never compromise on their faith in 

order to gain something from the material world. Chapter 4 An Nisa, verse 

135: 

 

 

“O you who have believed, be persistently standing firm in justice, 

witnesses for Allah, even if it be against yourselves or parents and 

relatives...” 

 

 

As the material world is temporary whatever one gains from it will 

eventually fade away and they will be held accountable for their actions and 

attitude in the hereafter. On the other hand, faith is the precious jewel 

which guides a muslim through all difficulties in this world and in the 

hereafter safely. Therefore, it is plain foolishness to compromise the thing 

which is more beneficial and lasting for the sake of a temporary thing.  

 

 

Many people especially women, will encounter moments in their lives 

where they will have to choose whether to compromise on their faith. For 

example, in some cases a muslim woman may believe that if she removed 

her scarf and dressed a certain way she would be more respected at work 

and may even climb the corporate ladder more quickly. Similarly, in the 



 

corporate world it is considered important to mingle with colleagues after 

work hours. So a muslim might find themself being invited to a pub or club 

after work.  

 

 

In times like this it is important to remember that ultimate victory and 

success will only be granted to those who remain steadfast on the 

teachings of Islam. Those who act in this way will be granted worldly and 

religious success. But more importantly their worldly success will not 

become a burden for them. In fact, it will become a means for Allah, the 

Exalted, to increase their rank and remembrance amongst mankind. 

Examples of this are the rightly guided Caliphs of Islam. They did not 

compromise on their faith and instead remained steadfast throughout their 

lives and in return Allah, the Exalted, granted them a worldly and religious 

empire. 

 

 

All other forms of success are very temporal and sooner or later they 

become a difficulty for its bearer. One only needs to observe the many 

celebrities who compromised on their ideals and belief in order to obtain 

fame and fortune only for these things to become a cause of their sadness, 

anxiety, depression, substance abuse and even suicide.  

 

 

Reflect on these two paths for a moment and then decide which one should 

be preferred and chosen.  

 



 

“How regretful for the servants…Have they not considered how many 

generations We destroyed before them - that they to them will not 

return?” 

 

 

It is important to learn that no matter how much physical or social strength 

a person has a day will certainly come when they face the consequences of 

their actions. In most cases, this occurs during their life where the actions 

of a person leads them to trouble, such as prison and eventually they will 

face the consequences of their actions in the hereafter as well. This applies 

to all people not just leaders.  

 

 

A muslim should therefore never mistreat others, such as their relatives. 

They should learn a lesson from the tyrannical leaders of history who were 

greater in strength than them yet, a day certainly came when their strength 

did not benefit them and they faced the consequences of their evil deeds. 

Social influence and strength are fickle things as they quickly pass from 

person to person thereby, never remaining with anyone for long. Therefore, 

a muslim who possesses such strength should use it in a way which is 

pleasing to Allah, the Exalted, by benefiting themself and others. But if they 

abuse their authority then they will eventually face a punishment which no 

one can protect them from.  

 

 

In addition, it is important not to abuse one’s authority as it may cause them 

to be hurled into Hell on Judgment Day. Every oppressor will have to give 

their righteous deeds to their victims and if necessary take the sins of their 

victims until justice is established. This will cause many oppressors to be 



 

thrown into Hell. This has been confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih 

Muslim, number 6579. 

 

     

To conclude, a muslim should never forget to hold themself accountable for 

their deeds. Those who do will avoid disobeying Allah, the Exalted, and 

harming others. But those who do not judge themselves will continue 

disobeying Allah, the Exalted, and harming others heedlessly not knowing 

that in actual fact they are only harming themselves. But when they realize 

this fact it will be too late for them to escape punishment.  

 



 

“How regretful for the servants…Have they not considered how many 

generations We destroyed before them - that they to them will not 

return?” 

 

 

It is important for muslims to understand a simple yet profound lesson 

namely, they will never succeed in this world or the next in worldly or 

religious matters through the disobedience of Allah, the Exalted. Since the 

dawn of time to this age and till the end of time no person has ever 

achieved true success nor will they ever through the disobedience of Allah, 

the Exalted. This is quite obvious when one turns the pages of history. 

Therefore, when a muslim is in a situation which they desire to achieve a 

positive and successful outcome from they should never choose to disobey 

Allah, the Exalted, irrespective of how tempting or easy it may seem to be. 

Even if one is advised by their close friends and relatives to do so as there 

is no obedience to the creation if it means disobedience to the Creator. And 

in truth they will never be able to protect them from Allah, the Exalted, and 

His punishment in either this world or the next. The same way Allah, the 

Exalted, grants success to those who obey Him He removes a successful 

outcome from those who disobey Him even if this removal takes time to 

witness. A muslim should not be fooled as this will occur sooner or later. 

The Holy Quran has made it extremely clear that an evil plan or action only 

encompasses the doer even if this punishment is delayed. Chapter 35 

Fatir, verse 43: 

 

 

“…but the evil plot does not encompass except its own people…” 

 

 



 

Therefore, no matter how difficult the situation and choice muslims should 

always choose the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, in both worldly and 

religious matters as this alone will lead to true success in both worlds even 

if this success is not obvious immediately.  

 



 

“How regretful for the servants…Have they not considered how 

many generations We destroyed before them - that they to them will 

not return? And indeed, all of them will yet be brought present 

before Us.” 

 

 

The trumpet blast will lead to the death of the creation. This has been 

confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 7381. The 

important thing to learn is that this is a call which no one can or will 

reject responding to. It will lead to the resurrection and final judgment. 

Therefore, muslims should respond to the call of Allah, the Exalted, 

through the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, through sincere obedience by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the 

Exalted, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with 

patience according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him. Chapter 8 An Anfal, verse 24: 

 

  

“O you who have believed, respond to Allah and to the Messenger when 

he calls you to that which gives you life…” 

 

 

Whoever responds to this call in this world will find the final call easy to 

endure and respond to. Whereas, the one who lives heedless to the call 

of Allah, the Exalted, in this world will not find peace in it and they will be 

forced to answer the call of the trumpet which will be a great burden for 

them to endure and respond to. A person can only ignore the call of 

Allah, the Exalted, for so long as the final call will occur, sooner or later, 

and no one will be able to avoid or ignore it. If this is inevitable it makes 

sense that one respond to it now, today, instead of living in 

heedlessness. If one hears the trumpet blast while heedless no action or 



 

regret will benefit them and what comes after for this person will be even 

more terrifying.  

 



 

“How regretful for the servants…Have they not considered how 

many generations We destroyed before them - that they to them will 

not return? And indeed, all of them will yet be brought present 

before Us.” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 7232, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that people will 

be resurrected on Judgment Day in the same state they died on Earth. 

 

  

This means that if a person dies on good they will be resurrected on 

good. But if they die on evil they will be raised in an evil way.  

 

 

A muslim should not live in heedlessness by believing just because they 

have faith in Islam it guarantees they will die and therefore be raised in a 

good state on Judgment Day. If they persist on the disobedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, and then die in this state without sincerely repenting 

then they will be raised in an evil way. It does not take a scholar to 

determine what will happen to this person on Judgment Day.  

 

 

From this Hadith one can understand that the way they will die will be in 

the same state they have lived. Meaning, if they lived in the obedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, by sincerely fulfilling His commands, refraining from 

His prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience according to the 

traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, then they will die in a good state and therefore be raised in a good 

state which includes being raised with the righteous as they practically 



 

followed in their footsteps. This has been indicated in a Hadith found in 

Sahih Bukhari, number 3688. 

 

 

A muslim should therefore not walk the path to Hell by disobeying Allah, 

the Exalted, and believe that they will somehow be raised with the pious 

and end up in Paradise.  

 



 

“How regretful for the servants…Have they not considered how many 

generations We destroyed before them - that they to them will not 

return? And indeed, all of them will yet be brought present before 

Us.” 

 

 

One must prepare for their final return by using the blessings they have 

been granted in ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. 

 

 

In reality, in most cases nothing in this material world in itself is good or 

bad, such as wealth. What makes a thing good or bad is the way it is used. 

It is important to understand that the very purpose of everything which was 

created by Allah, the Exalted, was for it to be used correctly according to 

the teachings of Islam. When something is not used correctly it in reality 

becomes useless. For example, wealth is useful in both worlds when it is 

used correctly such as being spent on the necessities of a person and their 

dependents. But it can become useless and even a curse for its bearer if it 

is not used correctly, such as being hoarded or spent on sinful things. 

Simply hoarding wealth causes wealth to lose value. How can paper and 

metal coins one tucks away be useful? In this respect, there is no 

difference between a blank piece of paper and a note of money. It is only 

useful when it is used correctly.  

 

 

So if a Muslim desires all their worldly possessions to become a blessing 

for them in both worlds all they have to do is use them correctly according 

to the teachings found in the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. But if they use 



 

them incorrectly then the same blessing will become a burden and curse 

for them in both worlds. It is as simple as that.  



 

“How regretful for the servants…Have they not considered how many 

generations We destroyed before them - that they to them will not 

return? And indeed, all of them will yet be brought present before 

Us.” 

 

 

One must prepare for their final return by using the blessings they have 

been granted in ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. One can adopt the 

correct attitude when they understand the purpose of these blessings. 

 

 

Every worldly blessing a Muslim possesses is only a means which should 

aid them in reaching the hereafter safely. It is not an end in itself. For 

example, wealth is a means one should use in order to obey Allah, the 

Exalted, by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, fulfilling their 

necessities and the necessities of their dependents. It is not an end or an 

ultimate goal in itself.  

 

 

This not only aids a Muslim in maintaining their focus on the hereafter but it 

also aids them whenever they lose worldly blessings. When a Muslim treats 

each worldly blessing, such as a child, as a means to please Allah, the 

Exalted, and reach the hereafter safely then losing it will not have such a 

detrimental impact on them. They may become sad, which is an acceptable 

emotion, but they will not become grieved which leads to impatience and 

other mental problems, such as depression. This is because they firmly 

believe the worldly blessing they possessed was only a means so losing it 

does not cause a loss in the ultimate goal namely, Paradise, the loss of 

which is disastrous. Therefore, still possessing and concentrating on the 

ultimate goal will prevent them from becoming grieved.  



 

 

 

In addition, they will understand that just like the thing they lost was only a 

means they firmly believe they will be provided with another means to 

reach and fulfil their ultimate goal by Allah, the Exalted. This will also 

prevent them from grieving. Whereas, the one who believes their worldly 

blessing is the end instead of a means will experience severe grief when 

losing it as their whole purpose and objective has been lost. This grief will 

lead to depression and other mental issues.  

 

 

To conclude, Muslims should treat each blessing they possess as a means 

to reach the hereafter safely not as an end in itself. This is how one can 

possess things without being possessed by them. This is how they can 

keep worldly things in their hands and not in their hearts.  

 

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verses 33-36 
 

 

 

 

 

 

“And a sign for them is the dead earth. We have brought it to life and 

brought forth from it grain, and from it they eat. 

And We placed therein gardens of palm trees and grapevines and caused 

to burst forth therefrom some springs. 

That they may eat of His fruit. And their hands have not produced it, so will 

they not be grateful? 

Exalted is He who created all pairs - from what the earth grows and from 

themselves and from that which they do not know.” 



 

“And a sign for them is the dead earth. We have brought it to life and 

brought forth from it grain, and from it they eat.” 

 

 

The same way Allah, the Exalted, gives life to a barren land through rain, 

He will give life to the dead on the Day of Resurrection. 

 

 

Logically speaking, the Day of Judgement is something which must occur. 

If one observes the universe they will notice many examples of balance. 

For example, the Earth is at a perfect and balanced distance from the Sun. 

If the Earth was slightly closer or further away from the Sun it would not be 

inhabitable. Similarly, the water cycle, which involves the evaporation of 

water from the ocean into the atmosphere which is then condensed in order 

to produce rain, is perfectly balanced so that the creation can continue 

living on Earth. The ground was created in a balanced way so that the 

weak branches and shoots of seeds can penetrate through it in order to 

provide crops for the creation yet the same ground is tough enough to 

withstand heavy buildings being built on top of it. There are many such 

examples that not only clearly indicate a Creator but also balance. But 

there is one major thing in this world which is clearly unbalanced namely, 

the actions of mankind. One often observes oppressive and tyrannical 

people who escape punishment in this world. Conversely, there are 

countless people who are oppressed by others and face other difficulties 

yet do not receive their full reward for their patience. Many Muslims who 

sincerely obey Allah, the Exalted, often face many difficulties in this world 

and only receive a small share in reward whereas those who openly 

disobey Allah, the Exalted, enjoy the luxuries of this world and only face 

some problems. Just like Allah, the Exalted, has set up a balance in all His 

creations the reward and punishment of actions must also be balanced. But 



 

this obviously does not occur in this world so therefore it must occur in 

another time namely, the Day of Recompense i.e. the Day of Judgment.  

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, could reward and punish fully in this world. But one of 

the wisdoms behind not fully punishing in this world is that Allah, the 

Exalted, gives opportunity after opportunity to them so that they sincerely 

repent and correct their behaviour. He does not fully reward Muslims in this 

world as this world is not Paradise. In addition, believing in the unseen 

namely, the full reward waiting for a Muslim in the next world, is an 

important aspect of faith. In fact belief in the unseen is what makes faith 

special. Believing in something which can be perceived through the five 

senses, such as receiving full reward in this world, would not be so special.  

 

 

Having fear of full punishment and hope in receiving full reward in the 

hereafter will encourage one to abstain from sins and perform righteous 

deeds. 

 

 

In order for the Day of Recompense to commence this material world must 

end. This is because punishment and reward can only be given once 

everyone’s actions terminate. Therefore, the Day of Recompense cannot 

take place until the actions of people have been concluded. This indicates 

that the material world must end, sooner or later.  

 

 



 

When one reflects on this discussion it will strengthen their faith in the Day 

of Judgement thereby encouraging them to prepare for it by fulfilling the 

commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His prohibitions and by 

facing destiny with patience according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him.          

 



 

“And a sign for them is the dead earth. We have brought it to life and 

brought forth from it grain, and from it they eat. And We placed 

therein gardens of palm trees and grapevines and caused to burst 

forth therefrom some springs. That they may eat of His fruit. And their 

hands have not produced it, so will they not be grateful?” Exalted is 

He who created all pairs - from what the earth grows and from 

themselves and from that which they do not know.” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is the Creator and Allocator of provision to the entire 

creation which they need to preserve their physical and spiritual 

constitutions. In fact, according to a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 

6748, the provision of the entire creation was allocated over fifty thousand 

years before the creation of the Heavens and the Earth.  

 

 

The one who understands this divine name will rely on Allah, the Exalted, 

to provide for them as He has planned for them before they were created. 

They will prove this reliance by striving to gain lawful provision as 

commanded by Allah, the Exalted, while refraining from anything which is 

unlawful and doubtful. 

 

  

It is important to note that as people require physical provision in the form 

of food and drink. Similarly, the soul of a muslim requires provision also. 

This provision strengthens it and leads it to eternal bliss. This provision is in 

the form of sincere obedience to Allah, the Exalted, which involves fulfilling 

His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with 

patience. The foundation of all this is gaining and acting on Islamic 

knowledge. Therefore, muslims should strive to gain this important 



 

provision of the soul as well as provision for their physical body. Two 

elements should be remembered in this respect. Do not exert unlawful and 

unnecessary efforts in gaining one’s guaranteed provision. And do not 

misuse or waste the provision one gains. 

 

  

A muslim, should act on this divine name by fulfilling their duty by providing 

for their dependents according to the teachings of Islam. This includes 

providing them with both physical and spiritual provision through education. 

A muslim should also do the same for the needy according to their capacity 

without fearing poverty for themself. They should remember the Hadith 

found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 4893, which advises that Allah, the 

Exalted, will fulfil the needs of the muslim who takes care of the needs of 

others.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

“And a sign for them is the dead earth. We have brought it to life and 

brought forth from it grain, and from it they eat. And We placed 

therein gardens of palm trees and grapevines and caused to burst 

forth therefrom some springs. That they may eat of His fruit. And their 

hands have not produced it, so will they not be grateful?” Exalted is 

He who created all pairs - from what the earth grows and from 

themselves and from that which they do not know.” 

 

 

A muslim must ensure they fulfill all three aspects of gratitude so that they 

avoid becoming a denier of Allah, the Exalted, as the one who is ungrateful 

in reality, scorns the One who granted them the blessings. Chapter 2 Al 

Baqarah, verse 152: 

 

 

“…And be grateful to Me and do not deny Me.” 

 

 

The three aspects of gratitude are to internally acknowledge Allah, the 

Exalted, as the sole Creator and Provider of all blessings. An aspect of this 

is to correct one’s intention so that they only perform actions to please 

Allah, the Exalted. The next aspect is to praise Allah, the Exalted, via the 

tongue. And the final and highest aspect is to practically show gratitude 

through one's actions by using each blessing as prescribed by Islam in 

order to please Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 14 Ibrahim, verse 7: 

 

 



 

“And [remember] when your Lord proclaimed, 'If you are grateful, I will 

surely increase you [in favor]; but if you deny, indeed, My punishment is 

severe.'"” 

 

 

As true gratitude leads to an increase in blessings muslims should fear that 

showing ingratitude may cause the blessings they possess to either be 

taken away from them or for their blessings to be used against them by 

becoming a burden and a curse for them in both worlds. It is important to 

note, even if a muslim becomes truly grateful they will still face tests and 

difficulties as they are guaranteed. But if they behave in the correct way 

they will be guided through every situation so that they obtain peace of 

mind and body in this world and a great reward in the hereafter. This is 

similar to the patient who is operated on but feels no pain as they have 

been anesthetized.  

 

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verses 37-40 
 

 

 

 

 

 

“And a sign for them is the night. We remove from it the [light of] day, so 

they are [left] in darkness. 

And the sun runs [on course] toward its stopping point. That is the 

determination of the Exalted in Might, the Knowing. 

And the moon - We have determined for it phases, until it returns 

[appearing] like the old date stalk. 

It is not allowable [i.e., possible] for the sun to reach the moon, nor does 

the night overtake the day, but each, in an orbit, is swimming.” 

 



 

“And a sign for them is the night. We remove from it the [light of] day, 

so they are [left] in darkness. And the sun runs [on course] toward its 

stopping point. That is the determination of the Exalted in Might, the 

Knowing. And the moon - We have determined for it phases, until it 

returns [appearing] like the old date stalk. It is not allowable [i.e., 

possible] for the sun to reach the moon, nor does the night overtake 

the day, but each, in an orbit, is swimming.” 

 

 

One can strengthen their faith by reflecting on the creations within the 

Heavens and the Earth. When done correctly this clearly indicates the 

Oneness of Allah, the Exalted, and His infinite power. Chapter 41 Fussilat, 

verse 53: 

 

 

“We will show them Our signs in the horizons and within themselves until it 

becomes clear to them that it is the truth…” 

 

 

For example, if a muslim ponders over the night and day and how perfectly 

in sync they are and the other things linked to them they will truly believe 

that this is not a random thing meaning, there is a force which ensures 

everything runs like clockwork. This is the infinite power of Allah, the 

Exalted. In addition, if one ponders over the perfect timing of the night and 

day they will realise it clearly indicates that there is only one God namely, 

Allah, the Exalted. If there were more than one God each god would desire 

the night and day to occur according to their own desires. This would lead 

to utter chaos as one God might desire the Sun to rise whereas the other 

God might desire the night to continue. The perfect uninterrupted system 



 

found within the universe proves there is only one God namely, Allah, the 

Exalted. Chapter 21 Al Anbiya, verse 22: 

 

 

“Had there been within them [i.e., the heavens and earth] gods besides 

Allah, they both would have been ruined…” 

 



 

“…That is the determination of the Exalted in Might…” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is the One who over powers all things, who in reality is 

the only One who possesses power and might. Anyone else who 

possesses strength only does so because Allah, the Exalted, granted it to 

them. There is no atom in this world or in the next that can escape the 

power and authority of Allah, the Exalted.  

 

 

As all power belongs to Allah, the Exalted, a muslim should therefore 

always remember that the strength to perform righteous deeds and refrain 

from sins comes from Allah, the Exalted, alone. This will remove any 

chance of pride creeping into their heart. An atom’s worth of which is 

enough to take a person to Hell. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in 

Sahih Muslim, number 266. 

  

 

Whoever desires for their faith to become mighty must obey the All Mighty, 

Allah, the Exalted. Only then will they be granted strong faith which will aid 

them to overcome all difficulties so that they leave this world while Allah, 

the Exalted, is pleased with them. True obedience only lies in following the 

footsteps of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him. This includes fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining 

from His prohibitions and facing destiny with patience. Chapter 3 Alee 

Imran, verse 31: 

 

 



 

“Say, [O Muhammad], "If you should love Allah, then follow me, [so] Allah 

will love you and forgive you your sins.” 

 

 

Truly Knowing Allah, the Exalted, is All Mighty should prevent a muslim 

from sinning. As they should know there is no way to escape the might of 

Allah, the Exalted. In addition, when a muslim engraves this divine name 

into their heart it prevents them from committing oppression and wronging 

others. They become fully aware that even if there is no person powerful 

enough to seek justice from them Allah, the Exalted, will certainly take them 

to account and punish them in both worlds. As confirmed in a Hadith found 

in Sahih Muslim, number 6579, oppression to others may cause the All 

Mighty, Allah, the Exalted, to hurl them into Hell on Judgment Day. 

 



 

“…That is the determination of…the Knowing.” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is All Knowing as nothing escapes His knowledge 

whether in the Heavens or the Earth whether visible or not. The knowledge 

of Allah, the Exalted, has no limit, it has no beginning and no end and it is 

innate meaning, no one gave it to Him. Every creation which possesses 

knowledge has been granted it by none other than Allah, the Exalted. The 

knowledge of the creation is limited and has a beginning. Allah, the 

Exalted, is fully aware of one's outer and inner beings at all time.  

 

 

The muslim who understands this divine name will refrain from sins both 

outward and inward rightfully believing Allah, the Exalted, knows all this 

and will hold them accountable for their actions. In addition, they will not 

stress about worldly issues understanding that Allah, the Exalted, is fully 

aware of them and will respond to them at the right time.  

 

 

A muslim should act on this divine name by striving to gain and act on 

useful knowledge both worldly and religious which is the path of piety. This 

is the true inheritor of the Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, which has 

been indicated in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 223. 

 

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verses 41-44 
 

 

 

 

 

 

“And a sign for them is that We carried their forefathers in a laden ship. 

And We created for them from the likes of it that which they ride. 

And if We should will, We could drown them; then no one responding to a 

cry would there be for them, nor would they be saved. 

Except as a mercy from Us and provision for a time.” 



 

“And a sign for them is that We carried their forefathers in a laden 

ship. And We created for them from the likes of it that which they 

ride.” 

 

 

Water has been created with such balance that sea life can thrive within it 

while huge ships can sail on top of it. If water was more or less denser then 

this balance would not be possible. This perfect balance indicates a wise 

Creator namely, Allah, the Exalted. 

 

 

In addition, in most countries the major part of trading occurs via ships. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 2072, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that no one has 

eaten anything better than from the earnings of their own hands.  

 

 

It is important for Muslims not to confuse laziness for trusting in Allah, the 

Exalted. Unfortunately, many Muslims turn away from working a lawful 

occupation, go on social benefits and inhabit the Mosques claiming to trust 

in Allah, the Exalted, to provide for them. This is not trusting in Allah, the 

Exalted, at all. It is only laziness which contradicts the teachings of Islam. 

True trust in Allah, the Exalted, in respect to gaining wealth is to use the 

means Allah, the Exalted, provided a person, such as their physical 

strength, in order to obtain lawful wealth according to the teachings of Islam 

and then trust that Allah, the Exalted, will provide lawful wealth to them 



 

through these means. The aim of trusting in Allah, the Exalted, is not to 

cause one to give up using the means He has created as this would make 

them useless and Allah, the Exalted, does not create useless things. The 

purpose of trusting in Allah, the Exalted, is to prevent one from earning 

wealth through doubtful or unlawful means. As a Muslim should firmly 

believe their provision which includes wealth was allocated to them over 

fifty thousand years before the creation of the Heavens and the Earth. This 

is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 6748. This 

allocation cannot change under any circumstances. A Muslim’s duty is to 

strive in obtaining this through lawful means which is the tradition of the 

Holy Prophets, peace be upon him. This has been indicated in a Hadith 

found in Sahih Bukhari, number 2072. Using the means provided by Allah,  

the Exalted, is an aspect of trusting in Allah, the Exalted, as He created 

them for this very purpose. A Muslim should therefore not be lazy while 

claiming trust in Allah, the Exalted, by going on social benefits when they 

have the means to earn lawful wealth through their own efforts and the 

means created and provided to them by Allah, the Exalted.  



 

“And if We should will, We could drown them; then no one 

responding to a cry would there be for them, nor would they be 

saved.”  

 

 

It is important for muslims to understand a simple yet profound lesson 

namely, they will never succeed in this world or the next in worldly or 

religious matters through the disobedience of Allah, the Exalted. Since the 

dawn of time to this age and till the end of time no person has ever 

achieved true success nor will they ever through the disobedience of Allah, 

the Exalted. This is quite obvious when one turns the pages of history. 

Therefore, when a muslim is in a situation which they desire to achieve a 

positive and successful outcome from they should never choose to disobey 

Allah, the Exalted, irrespective of how tempting or easy it may seem to be. 

Even if one is advised by their close friends and relatives to do so as there 

is no obedience to the creation if it means disobedience to the Creator. And 

in truth they will never be able to protect them from Allah, the Exalted, and 

His punishment in either this world or the next. The same way Allah, the 

Exalted, grants success to those who obey Him He removes a successful 

outcome from those who disobey Him even if this removal takes time to 

witness. A muslim should not be fooled as this will occur sooner or later. 

The Holy Quran has made it extremely clear that an evil plan or action only 

encompasses the doer even if this punishment is delayed. Chapter 35 

Fatir, verse 43: 

 

 

“…but the evil plot does not encompass except its own people…” 

 

 



 

Therefore, no matter how difficult the situation and choice muslims should 

always choose the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, in both worldly and 

religious matters as this alone will lead to true success in both worlds even 

if this success is not obvious immediately.  

 



 

“And if We should will, We could drown them; then no one 

responding to a cry would there be for them, nor would they be 

saved.”  

 

 

It is important to learn that no matter how much physical or social strength 

a person has a day will certainly come when they face the consequences of 

their actions. In most cases, this occurs during their life where the actions 

of a person leads them to trouble, such as prison and eventually they will 

face the consequences of their actions in the hereafter as well. This applies 

to all people not just leaders.  

 

 

A muslim should therefore never mistreat others, such as their relatives. 

They should learn a lesson from the tyrannical leaders of history who were 

greater in strength than them yet, a day certainly came when their strength 

did not benefit them and they faced the consequences of their evil deeds. 

Social influence and strength are fickle things as they quickly pass from 

person to person thereby, never remaining with anyone for long. Therefore, 

a muslim who possesses such strength should use it in a way which is 

pleasing to Allah, the Exalted, by benefiting themself and others. But if they 

abuse their authority then they will eventually face a punishment which no 

one can protect them from.  

 

 

In addition, it is important not to abuse one’s authority as it may cause them 

to be hurled into Hell on Judgment Day. Every oppressor will have to give 

their righteous deeds to their victims and if necessary take the sins of their 

victims until justice is established. This will cause many oppressors to be 



 

thrown into Hell. This has been confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih 

Muslim, number 6579. 

 

     

To conclude, a muslim should never forget to hold themself accountable for 

their deeds. Those who do will avoid disobeying Allah, the Exalted, and 

harming others. But those who do not judge themselves will continue 

disobeying Allah, the Exalted, and harming others heedlessly not knowing 

that in actual fact they are only harming themselves. But when they realize 

this fact it will be too late for them to escape punishment.  



 

“And if We should will, We could drown them; then no one 

responding to a cry would there be for them, nor would they be 

saved.”  

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is the One who dominates over all things outwardly 

through infinite power and authority and inwardly through infinite knowledge 

and awareness.  

 

 

The muslim who understands the outer and inner domination Allah, the 

Exalted, has over His creation will refrain from all acts of disobedience. 

They will not oppress others knowing they cannot escape the dominating 

force of Allah, the Exalted, even if they escape the force of worldly people, 

such as the police.  

 

 

A muslim should act on this divine name by dominating over their inner evil 

and vain desires through the strength provided by Allah, the Exalted, which 

is only gained through His sincere obedience. This involves fulfilling the 

commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His prohibitions and by 

facing destiny with patience. They should use this strength to remove all 

things which prevents them connecting to Allah, the Exalted.  

 

 

The One who dominates all things is the only One who can provide a 

muslim the strength to overcome all difficulties they may face in both 

worlds. He is the only One who can provide them the strength to perform 



 

righteous deeds and abstain from sins. These three elements combined 

are required for a muslim to gain eternal success and they will be granted 

to the muslim who sincerely obeys the Dominator, Allah, the Exalted.  

 



 

“And if We should will, We could drown them; then no one 

responding to a cry would there be for them, nor would they be saved. 

Except as a mercy from Us…” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, does not hasten the punishment for the one who 

deserves it out of leniency. Instead He gives them an opportunity to 

sincerely repent and rectify their behaviour. The muslim who understands 

this will never give up hope in the mercy of Allah, the Exalted, but will not 

also cross the limits and adopt wishful thinking by believing Allah, the 

Exalted, will never punish them. They understand that punishment is only 

delayed not abandoned unless they sincerely repent. So this divine name 

creates hope and fear in a muslim. A muslim should use this delay in order 

to repent and hasten towards good deeds.  

 

 

A muslim should act on this divine attribute by being lenient with people 

especially, when they demonstrate bad character. They should show 

leniency towards others just as they desire Allah, the Exalted, to be lenient 

with them in their moments of heedlessness. But at the same time they 

should not be lenient with their own bad characteristics knowing that 

punishment for sins is delayed not permanently abandoned until they 

sincerely repent. They should also remain steadfast in leniency by replying 

evil with good according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him. Chapter 41 Fussilat, verse 34: 

 

 

“And not equal are the good deed and the bad. Repel [evil] by that [deed] 

which is better; and thereupon, the one whom between you and him is 

enmity [will become] as though he was a devoted friend.”



 

“And if We should will, We could drown them; then no one 

responding to a cry would there be for them, nor would they be saved. 

Except as a mercy from Us and provision for a time.” 

 

 

Death is something which is certain to occur but the time is unknown so it 

therefore makes sense that a muslim who believes in the hereafter 

prioritises preparing for it over preparing for things which might not occur, 

such as marriage, children or their retirement. It is strange how many 

muslims have adopted the opposite mentality even though they testify that 

the world is temporary and uncertain whereas the hereafter is permanent 

and they are certain to reach it. No matter how one behaves they will be 

judged regarding their deeds. A muslim should not be fooled into believing 

that they can and will prepare for the hereafter in the future as this attitude 

only causes them to delay further until their death occurs and they leave 

this world with regrets that will not aid them.  

 

 

So the important thing is not that people will die as this is unavoidable but 

the key is acting in such a way that one is fully prepared for it. The only way 

to prepare for it correctly is by acting on the teachings of Islam namely, 

fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His 

prohibitions and facing destiny with patience. This is only possible when 

one prioritises preparing for the hereafter over preparing for things which 

might not occur.  



 

“And if We should will, We could drown them; then no one 

responding to a cry would there be for them, nor would they be saved. 

Except as a mercy from Us and provision for a time.” 

 

 

It is strange that even though people believe they can die at any moment 

yet the vast majority behave as if they will live a long life. Some dedicate 

their efforts to this material world to such a degree that even if they were 

guaranteed a long life they could not exert any more effort for the sake of 

the material world. Unfortunately, muslims delay preparing for the hereafter 

believing they can do it in the future. They often keep delaying this 

preparation until they suddenly encounter death unprepared. 

 

 

It is important for muslims to understand that no matter how long they live 

life goes by in a flash. So they should take every opportunity they have in 

order to prepare for the eternal hereafter. This does not mean they should 

abandon the world completely. It means they should prioritize preparing for 

the hereafter by only taking what they need from the material world in order 

to fulfil their necessities and responsibilities according to the commands of 

Allah, the Exalted. This attitude will allow them to enjoy the lawful pleasures 

of this world and prepare adequately for the next one also. A muslim only 

fails preparing for the hereafter correctly because of their pursuit of the 

excess of this material world, not by striving to fulfil their necessities and 

responsibilities. 

 

  

A muslim should remember the Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 

7424, which warns that only a person’s deeds will accompany them in their 

grave while their family and wealth abandons them at this crucial moment. 



 

Therefore, a muslim should give priority to the thing which will aid them in 

their moment of need. 

 

  

Muslims should not delay preparing for the hereafter otherwise they may 

well encounter death suddenly while unprepared as death does not come 

at a particular age or time. If they fail to prepare they will be left with 

nothing but regrets at a time when regrets will not benefit them. Chapter 89 

Al Fajr, verse 23: 

 

 

“And brought [within view], that Day, is Hell - that Day, man will remember, 

but how [i.e., what good] to him will be the remembrance?” 

 

 



 

“And if We should will, We could drown them; then no one 

responding to a cry would there be for them, nor would they be saved. 

Except as a mercy from Us and provision for a time.” 

 

 

When people, irrespective of their faith, go on holiday they only pack the 

things they need and maybe a little extra but they try to avoid over packing. 

Even the amount of money they take with them they limit in respect to their 

stay abroad. When they arrive they often stay in a hotel which usually has 

the main necessities of living with a few extras. If they believe they will 

never return to the same destination in the future they will never buy a 

house as they will claim they stay is short and they will not return. They do 

not get a job during their holiday claiming that they stay is short so they do 

not need to earn more money. They do not get married nor have children 

claiming the holiday destination is not their homeland where they would get 

married and have children. Generally speaking, this is the attitude and 

mind-set of holiday makers.  

 

 

It is strange how muslims truly believe they will depart from this world soon 

meaning, they stay in the world is temporary just like being on holiday, and 

they believe their stay in the hereafter will be permanent yet, they do not 

adequately prepare for it. If they truly realised the short time they have, 

similarly to a holiday, they would not dedicate too much effort on their 

homes and instead be content with a simple home just like the traveller 

who is content with a simple hotel. So in reality, this world is like the holiday 

destination in the example yet, muslims do not treat it like one. Instead, 

they dedicate the majority of their efforts in beautifying their world while 

neglecting the eternal hereafter. It is sometimes hard to believe some 

muslims actually believe in the permanent hereafter when one observes 

the amount of effort they dedicate to the temporal world. Muslims should 



 

therefore strive in preparing for the hereafter by fulfilling the commands of 

Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny 

with patience while being pleased with obtaining and utilising the 

necessities of this world. It is why the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, advised muslims to live in this world as travellers in 

a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 6416. They should not take this 

world as a permanent home and instead treat it like a holiday destination.  

 

 



 

“And if We should will, We could drown them; then no one 

responding to a cry would there be for them, nor would they be saved. 

Except as a mercy from Us and provision for a time.” 

 

 

A great obstacle to the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, is having false 

hope for a long life. It is an extremely blameworthy characteristic as it is the 

main cause for a muslim giving priority to amassing the material world over 

preparing for the hereafter. One only needs to assess their average 24 

hour day and observe how much time they dedicate to the material world 

and how much time they dedicate to the hereafter in order to realise this 

truth. In fact, having false hope for a long life is one of the strongest 

weapons the Devil uses in order to misguide people. When a person 

believes they will live long they delay preparing for the hereafter falsely 

believing they can prepare for it in the near future. In most cases, this near 

future never comes and a person passes away without adequately 

preparing for the hereafter.  

 

 

In addition, false hope for a long life causes one to delay sincere 

repentance and changing one's character for the better as they believe 

they have much time left to do this. It encourages a person to hoard the 

things of this material world, such as wealth, as it convinces them they will 

need these things during their long life on Earth. The Devil scares people 

into thinking they must hoard wealth for their old age as they may find no 

one to support them when they become physically weaker and therefore 

can no longer work for themself. They forget that the same way Allah, the 

Exalted, took care of their provision when they were younger He will 

provide for them in old age too. In fact, the provision of the creation was 

allocated over fifty thousand years before the creation of the Heavens and 

the Earth. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 



 

6748. It is strange how a person will dedicate 40 years of their life saving 

for their retirement which very rarely lasts longer than 20 years but fails to 

prepare in the same way for the eternal hereafter.  

 

 

Islam does not teach muslims to not prepare anything for the world. There 

is no harm in saving for the near future as long as priority is given to the 

hereafter. Even though, people admit they may die at any time yet, some 

behave as if they will live forever in this world. Even to the point that if they 

were given a promise of eternal life on Earth they would not be able to 

strive harder in order to accumulate more of the material world due to the 

restrictions of the day and night. How many people have passed away 

earlier than expected? And how many learn a lesson from this and change 

their behaviour? 

 

 

In reality, one of the greatest pains a person will feel at the time of death or 

any other stage of the hereafter is regret for delaying their preparation for 

the hereafter. Chapter 63 Al Munafiqun, verses 10-11: 

 

 

“And spend [in the way of Allah] from what We have provided you before 

death approaches one of you and he says, "My Lord, if only You would 

delay me for a brief term so I would give charity and be of the righteous." 

But never will Allah delay a soul when its time has come. And Allah is 

Aware of what you do.” 

 

 



 

A person would be labelled a fool if they dedicated more time and wealth 

on a house which they were only going to live in for a short while compared 

to a house they were planning to live in for a very long time. This is the 

example of giving priority to the temporal world over the eternal hereafter. 

 

 

Muslims should work for both the world and the hereafter but know that 

death does not come to a person at a time, situation or age known to them 

but it is certain to come. Therefore, preparing for it and what it leads to 

should take priority over preparing for a future in this world which is not 

certain to occur.  

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verse 45 
 

 

 

 

“But when it is said to them, "Beware of what is before you and what is 

behind you; perhaps you will receive mercy.” 

 



 

“But when it is said to them, "Beware of what is before you and what 

is behind you; perhaps you will receive mercy.”” 

 

 

This could be referring to adopting the correct perception and 

understanding in respect to this world and the next so that one behaves in 

the correct way thereby obtaining peace and success in both worlds. 

 

 

It is important for muslims to develop the correct perception so that they 

can increase their obedience to Allah, the Exalted, which involves fulfilling 

His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and facing destiny with 

patience. This is what the righteous predecessors possessed and it 

encouraged them to avoid the excess luxuries of the material world and 

instead prepare for the hereafter. This is an important characteristic to 

possess and it can be explained with a worldly example. Two people are 

extremely thirsty and come across a cup of murky water. They both desire 

to drink it even though it is not pure and even if it means they have to argue 

over it. As their thirst grows the more focused on the cup of murky water 

they become to the point they lose focus on everything else. But if one of 

them shifted their focus and observed a river of pure water which was only 

a short distance ahead they would immediately lose focus on the cup of 

water to the point they would no longer care about it and no longer argue 

over it. And instead they would endure their thirst patiently knowing a river 

of pure water is close. The person who is unaware of the river would 

probably believe the other person is crazy after observing their change in 

attitude. This is the case of the two types of people in this world. One group 

greedily focuses on the material world. The other group has shifted their 

focus to the hereafter and the pure and eternal blessings therein. When 

one shifts their focus to the bliss of the hereafter worldly problems do not 

seem like such a big deal. Therefore, patience becomes easier to adopt. 



 

But if one keeps their focus on this world then it will seem like everything to 

them. They will argue, fight, love and hate for it. Just like the person in the 

example mentioned earlier who only focuses on the cup of murky water. 

 

  

This correct perception is only achieved through gaining and acting on 

Islamic knowledge found within the Holy Quran and the traditions of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him.  Chapter 41 

Fussilat, verse 53: 

 

 

“We will show them Our signs in the horizons and within themselves until it 

becomes clear to them that it is the truth…” 

 

 



 

“But when it is said to them, "Beware of what is before you and what 

is behind you; perhaps you will receive mercy.”” 

 

 

This could be referring to adopting the correct perception and 

understanding in respect to this world and the next so that one behaves in 

the correct way thereby obtaining peace and success in both worlds. 

 

 

It is important for a muslim to be observant in their daily life and avoid being 

too self-absorbed in their own worldly matters so that they become 

heedless over the things which are occurring around them and the things 

which have already occurred. This is an important quality to possess as it is 

an excellent way to strengthen one's faith which in turn helps one to remain 

obedient to Allah, the Exalted, at all times. For example, when a muslim 

observes a sick person they should not only aid them by whatever means 

they possess, even if it is only a supplication, but they should reflect on 

their own health and understand that they too will eventually lose their good 

health either by an illness, ageing or even death. This should inspire them 

to be grateful for their good health and show this through their actions by 

taking advantage of their good health in both worldly and religious matters 

which are pleasing to Allah, the Exalted.   

 

 

When they observe the death of a rich person they should not only feel sad 

for the deceased and their family but realise that one day which is unknown 

to them they will die also. They should understand that just like the rich 

person was abandoned by their wealth, fame and family at their grave so 

will they too be left only with their deeds in their grave. This will encourage 

them to prepare for their grave and the hereafter.  



 

 

 

This attitude can and should be applied to all things one observes. A 

muslim should learn a lesson from everything around them which has been 

advised in the Holy Quran. Chapter 3 Alee Imran, verse 191: 

 

 

“…and give thought to the creation of the heavens and the earth, [saying], 

"Our Lord, You did not create this aimlessly; exalted are You [above such a 

thing]; then protect us from the punishment of the Fire.”” 

 

 

Those who behave in this manner will strengthen their faith on a daily basis 

whereas those who are too self-absorbed in their worldly life will remain 

heedless which may lead them to their destruction.  

 
 



 

“But when it is said to them, "Beware of what is before you and what 

is behind you; perhaps you will receive mercy.”” 

 

 

This could be referring to adopting the correct perception and 

understanding in respect to this world and the next so that one behaves in 

the correct way thereby obtaining peace and success in both worlds. 

 

 

It is important for a muslim to understand a key truth namely, nothing in 

creation occurs without a wise reason even if people do not observe this 

wisdom immediately. A muslim should treat everything which occurs, 

whether they are in times of ease or difficulty, as a message in a bottle. 

They should not get too caught up in assessing and examining the bottle as 

it is merely a messenger which delivers the important message. This 

occurs when muslims either exult over the good things which occur thereby 

becoming heedless to the message within the good thing. Or they become 

grieved during difficulties thereby becoming too distracted to understand 

the message within the difficulty. They should instead concentrate on 

following the advice of the Holy Quran and approach each situation in a 

balanced way. Chapter 57 Al Hadid, verse 23: 

 

 

“In order that you not despair over what has eluded you and not exult [in 

pride] over what He has given you…” 

 

 



 

This verse does not prohibit being happy or sad in different situations as 

this is a part of human nature. But it advises a balanced approach whereby 

one avoids extreme emotions namely, exultant which is excessive 

happiness or grief which is excessive sadness. This balanced approach will 

allow one to focus their mind on the more important message inside the 

bottle meaning, inside the situation whether it is a situation of ease or 

difficulty. Through assessing, understanding and acting on the hidden 

message a muslim can improve their worldly and religious life for the better. 

Sometimes the message will be a wakeup call to turn back to Allah, the 

Exalted, before their time runs out. Sometimes it will be a way of raising 

their rank. Other times a way of erasing their sins and sometimes a 

reminder not to attach themself to the temporal material world and the 

things in it. Without this assessment one will merely journey through events 

without improving their worldly or religious life.  

 

 



 

“But when it is said to them, "Beware of what is before you and what 

is behind you; perhaps you will receive mercy.”” 

 

 

This could be referring to adopting the correct perception and 

understanding in respect to this world and the next so that one behaves in 

the correct way thereby obtaining peace and success in both worlds. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 4108, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that the material 

world compared to the hereafter is like a drop of water compared to an 

ocean. 

 

  

In reality, this parable was given in order for people to understand how 

small the material world is compared to the hereafter. But in reality they 

cannot be compared as the material world is temporal whereas the 

hereafter is eternal. Meaning, the limited cannot be compared to the 

unlimited. The material world can be split into four categories: fame, 

fortune, authority and one's social life, such as their family and friends. No 

matter what worldly blessing one obtains which falls within these groups it 

will always be imperfect, transient and death will cut a person off from the 

blessing. On the other hand, the blessings in the hereafter are lasting and 

perfect. So in this respect the material world is no more than a drop 

compared to an endless ocean. 

 

 



 

In addition, a person is not guaranteed to experience a long life in this 

world as the time of death is unknown. Whereas, everyone is guaranteed to 

experience death and reach the hereafter. So it is foolish to strive for a day, 

such as one's retirement, which they may never reach over striving for the 

hereafter which they are guaranteed to reach.  

 

 

This does not mean one should abandon the world as it is a bridge which 

must be crossed in order to reach the hereafter safely. Instead, a muslim 

should take from this material world enough to fulfill their necessities and 

the necessities of their dependents according to the teachings of Islam 

without waste, excessiveness or extravagance. And then dedicate the rest 

of their efforts in preparing for the eternal hereafter by fulfilling the 

commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His prohibitions and by 

facing destiny with patience according to the teachings of Islam. 

 

  

An intelligent person will not prioritize the drop of water over an endless 

ocean and an intelligent muslim would not prioritize the temporal material 

world over the eternal hereafter.  



 

“But when it is said to them, "Beware of what is before you and what 

is behind you; perhaps you will receive mercy.”” 

 

 

This could be referring to adopting the correct perception and 

understanding in respect to this world and the next so that one behaves in 

the correct way thereby obtaining peace and success in both worlds. 

 

 

A great obstacle to the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, is having false 

hope for a long life. It is an extremely blameworthy characteristic as it is the 

main cause for a muslim giving priority to amassing the material world over 

preparing for the hereafter. One only needs to assess their average 24 

hour day and observe how much time they dedicate to the material world 

and how much time they dedicate to the hereafter in order to realise this 

truth. In fact, having false hope for a long life is one of the strongest 

weapons the Devil uses in order to misguide people. When a person 

believes they will live long they delay preparing for the hereafter falsely 

believing they can prepare for it in the near future. In most cases, this near 

future never comes and a person passes away without adequately 

preparing for the hereafter.  

 

 

In addition, false hope for a long life causes one to delay sincere 

repentance and changing one's character for the better as they believe 

they have much time left to do this. It encourages a person to hoard the 

things of this material world, such as wealth, as it convinces them they will 

need these things during their long life on Earth. The Devil scares people 

into thinking they must hoard wealth for their old age as they may find no 

one to support them when they become physically weaker and therefore 



 

can no longer work for themself. They forget that the same way Allah, the 

Exalted, took care of their provision when they were younger He will 

provide for them in old age too. In fact, the provision of the creation was 

allocated over fifty thousand years before the creation of the Heavens and 

the Earth. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 

6748. It is strange how a person will dedicate 40 years of their life saving 

for their retirement which very rarely lasts longer than 20 years but fails to 

prepare in the same way for the eternal hereafter.  

 

 

Islam does not teach muslims to not prepare anything for the world. There 

is no harm in saving for the near future as long as priority is given to the 

hereafter. Even though, people admit they may die at any time yet, some 

behave as if they will live forever in this world. Even to the point that if they 

were given a promise of eternal life on Earth they would not be able to 

strive harder in order to accumulate more of the material world due to the 

restrictions of the day and night. How many people have passed away 

earlier than expected? And how many learn a lesson from this and change 

their behaviour? 

 

 

In reality, one of the greatest pains a person will feel at the time of death or 

any other stage of the hereafter is regret for delaying their preparation for 

the hereafter. Chapter 63 Al Munafiqun, verses 10-11: 

 

 

“And spend [in the way of Allah] from what We have provided you before 

death approaches one of you and he says, "My Lord, if only You would 

delay me for a brief term so I would give charity and be of the righteous." 



 

But never will Allah delay a soul when its time has come. And Allah is 

Aware of what you do.” 

 

 

A person would be labelled a fool if they dedicated more time and wealth 

on a house which they were only going to live in for a short while compared 

to a house they were planning to live in for a very long time. This is the 

example of giving priority to the temporal world over the eternal hereafter. 

 

 

Muslims should work for both the world and the hereafter but know that 

death does not come to a person at a time, situation or age known to them 

but it is certain to come. Therefore, preparing for it and what it leads to 

should take priority over preparing for a future in this world which is not 

certain to occur.  

 

 

 



 

“But when it is said to them, "Beware of what is before you and what 

is behind you; perhaps you will receive mercy.”” 

 

 

This could be referring to adopting the correct perception and 

understanding in respect to this world and the next so that one behaves in 

the correct way thereby obtaining peace and success in both worlds. 

 

 

In reality, in most cases nothing in this material world in itself is good or 

bad, such as wealth. What makes a thing good or bad is the way it is used. 

It is important to understand that the very purpose of everything which was 

created by Allah, the Exalted, was for it to be used correctly according to 

the teachings of Islam. When something is not used correctly it in reality 

becomes useless. For example, wealth is useful in both worlds when it is 

used correctly such as being spent on the necessities of a person and their 

dependents. But it can become useless and even a curse for its bearer if it 

is not used correctly, such as being hoarded or spent on sinful things. 

Simply hoarding wealth causes wealth to lose value. How can paper and 

metal coins one tucks away be useful? In this respect, there is no 

difference between a blank piece of paper and a note of money. It is only 

useful when it is used correctly.  

 

 

So if a Muslim desires all their worldly possessions to become a blessing 

for them in both worlds all they have to do is use them correctly according 

to the teachings found in the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. But if they use 

them incorrectly then the same blessing will become a burden and curse 

for them in both worlds. It is as simple as that.  



 

“But when it is said to them, "Beware of what is before you and what 

is behind you; perhaps you will receive mercy.”” 

 

 

This could be referring to adopting the correct perception and 

understanding in respect to this world and the next so that one behaves in 

the correct way thereby obtaining peace and success in both worlds. One 

can adopt the correct attitude when they understand the purpose of these 

blessings. 

 

 

Every worldly blessing a Muslim possesses is only a means which should 

aid them in reaching the hereafter safely. It is not an end in itself. For 

example, wealth is a means one should use in order to obey Allah, the 

Exalted, by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, fulfilling their 

necessities and the necessities of their dependents. It is not an end or an 

ultimate goal in itself.  

 

 

This not only aids a Muslim in maintaining their focus on the hereafter but it 

also aids them whenever they lose worldly blessings. When a Muslim treats 

each worldly blessing, such as a child, as a means to please Allah, the 

Exalted, and reach the hereafter safely then losing it will not have such a 

detrimental impact on them. They may become sad, which is an acceptable 

emotion, but they will not become grieved which leads to impatience and 

other mental problems, such as depression. This is because they firmly 

believe the worldly blessing they possessed was only a means so losing it 

does not cause a loss in the ultimate goal namely, Paradise, the loss of 

which is disastrous. Therefore, still possessing and concentrating on the 

ultimate goal will prevent them from becoming grieved.  



 

 

 

In addition, they will understand that just like the thing they lost was only a 

means they firmly believe they will be provided with another means to 

reach and fulfil their ultimate goal by Allah, the Exalted. This will also 

prevent them from grieving. Whereas, the one who believes their worldly 

blessing is the end instead of a means will experience severe grief when 

losing it as their whole purpose and objective has been lost. This grief will 

lead to depression and other mental issues.  

 

 

To conclude, Muslims should treat each blessing they possess as a means 

to reach the hereafter safely not as an end in itself. This is how one can 

possess things without being possessed by them. This is how they can 

keep worldly things in their hands and not in their hearts.  

 

 

 



 

“But when it is said to them, "Beware of what is before you and what 

is behind you; perhaps you will receive mercy.”” 

 

 

This could be referring to adopting the correct perception and 

understanding in respect to this world and the next so that one behaves in 

the correct way thereby obtaining peace and success in both worlds. 

 

 

It is important for muslims to strive in the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, 

by fulfilling His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing 

destiny with patience as Allah, the Exalted, has guaranteed a good life in 

both worlds for the one who behaves in this manner. Chapter 16 An Nahl, 

verse 97: 

 

 

“Whoever does righteousness, whether male or female, while he is a 

believer - We will surely cause him to live a good life, and We will surely 

give them their reward [in the Hereafter] according to the best of what they 

used to do.” 

 

 

This good life will protect a muslim from severe grief, depression and other 

extreme moods and mental disorders which can destroy a person's life. 

Even though, muslims will face difficulties which will sadden them but if 

they obey Allah, the Exalted, this sadness will never become extreme and 

effect their entire life on a long term basis. This is because a muslim who 

strives in the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, has an excellent reason to 



 

continue moving forward through their difficulty without giving up and 

turning to depression and even suicide. For example, they look forward to 

the countless reward which will be granted to the patient. Chapter 39 Az 

Zumar, verse 10: 

 

 

“…Indeed, the patient will be given their reward without account [i.e., limit].” 

 

 

Whereas, the muslim who does not strive in the obedience of Allah, the 

Exalted, and only claims the title of being a muslim with their tongue will not 

be granted this attitude and a good life. And whenever they face difficulties 

it will drive them to extreme moods and mental disorders which will destroy 

their entire life. 

 

 

 

  



 

“But when it is said to them, "Beware of what is before you and what 

is behind you; perhaps you will receive mercy.”” 

 

 

This could be referring to adopting the correct perception and 

understanding in respect to this world and the next so that one behaves in 

the correct way thereby obtaining peace and success in both worlds. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2465, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that whoever 

prioritises the hereafter over this material world will be granted 

contentment, their affairs will be corrected for them and they will receive 

their destined provision in an easy way. 

  

 

This half of the Hadith means that whoever correctly fulfils their duties in 

respect to Allah, the Exalted, and to the creation, such as providing for their 

family in a lawful manner while avoiding the excess of this material world 

will be granted contentment. This is when one is pleased with what they 

possess without being greedy and actively striving to obtain more worldly 

things. In reality, the one who is content with what they possess is a truly 

rich person even if they possess little wealth as they become independent 

of things. Independence of anything makes one rich in respect to it.  

 

 

In addition, this attitude will allow one to comfortably deal with any worldly 

issues which may arise during their life. This is because the less one 



 

interacts with the material world and focuses on the hereafter the less 

worldly issues they will face. The less worldly issues a person faces the 

more comfortable their life will become. For example, the one who 

possesses one house will have fewer issues to deal with in respect to it, 

such as a broken cooker, than the one who possesses ten houses. Finally, 

this person will easily and pleasantly obtain their lawful provision. Not only 

this but Allah, the Exalted, will place such grace in their provision that it will 

cover all their responsibilities and necessities meaning, it will satisfy them 

and their dependents.  

 

 

But as mentioned in the other half of this Hadith the one who prioritises the 

material world over the hereafter meaning, by neglecting their duties or 

striving for the unnecessary and excess of this material world will find that 

their need, meaning greed, for worldly things is never satisfied which by 

definition makes them poor even if they possess much wealth. These 

people will go from one worldly issue to another throughout the day failing 

to achieve contentment as they have opened too many worldly doors. And 

they will receive their destined provision with difficulty and it will not give 

them satisfaction and never seem enough to fill their greed. This may even 

push them towards the unlawful which only leads to a loss in both worlds. 

 



 

“But when it is said to them, "Beware of what is before you and what 

is behind you; perhaps you will receive mercy.”” 

 

 

This could be referring to adopting the correct perception and 

understanding in respect to this world and the next so that one behaves in 

the correct way thereby obtaining peace and success in both worlds. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2460, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that a grave is 

either a garden of Paradise or a pit of Hell. This Hadith further explains that 

when a successful believer is placed in their grave it widens and becomes 

comfortable for them whereas, the grave of a sinful person becomes 

extremely constricted and harmful for them.  

 

 

It is important to note, that in reality each person takes the garden of 

Paradise or pit of Hell with them when they depart this world namely, their 

deeds. If a muslim obeys Allah, the Exalted, by fulfilling His commands, 

refraining from His prohibitions and faces destiny with patience according 

to the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him, then it will ensure they prepare the deeds required to make their 

grave a garden of Paradise. But if they disobey Allah, the Exalted, then 

their sins will create the pit of Hell they will rest in until the Day of 

Judgment.  

 

 



 

Therefore, muslims must act today and not delay in this preparation as the 

time of death is unknown and often comes suddenly. Delaying to a 

tomorrow one may not see is foolish and it only leads to regrets. The same 

way a person spends much energy and time beautifying their home in this 

world they must strive harder in beautifying their grave as the journey there 

is inevitable and the stay there long. And if one suffers in their grave then 

what follows will only be worse. This has been warned in a Hadith found in 

Sunan Ibn Majah, number 4267. 

 



 

“But when it is said to them, "Beware of what is before you and what 

is behind you; perhaps you will receive mercy.”” 

 

 

This could be referring to adopting the correct perception and 

understanding in respect to this world and the next so that one behaves in 

the correct way thereby obtaining peace and success in both worlds. 

 

 

The trumpet blast will lead to the death of the creation. This has been 

confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 7381. The important 

thing to learn is that this is a call which no one can or will reject responding 

to. It will lead to the resurrection and final judgment. Therefore, muslims 

should respond to the call of Allah, the Exalted, through the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, through sincere obedience 

by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His 

prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience according to the traditions 

of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. 

Chapter 8 An Anfal, verse 24: 

 

  

“O you who have believed, respond to Allah and to the Messenger when he 

calls you to that which gives you life…” 

 

 

Whoever responds to this call in this world will find the final call easy to 

endure and respond to. Whereas, the one who lives heedless to the call of 

Allah, the Exalted, in this world will not find peace in it and they will be 



 

forced to answer the call of the trumpet which will be a great burden for 

them to endure and respond to. A person can only ignore the call of Allah, 

the Exalted, for so long as the final call will occur, sooner or later, and no 

one will be able to avoid or ignore it. If this is inevitable it makes sense that 

one respond to it now, today, instead of living in heedlessness. If one hears 

the trumpet blast while heedless no action or regret will benefit them and 

what comes after for this person will be even more terrifying.  

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verse 46 
 

 

 

“And no sign comes to them from the signs of their Lord except that they 

are from it turning away.” 



 

“And no sign comes to them from the signs of their Lord except that 

they are from it turning away.” 

 

 

It is important for a muslim to be observant in their daily life and avoid being 

too self-absorbed in their own worldly matters so that they become 

heedless over the things which are occurring around them and the things 

which have already occurred. This is an important quality to possess as it is 

an excellent way to strengthen one's faith which in turn helps one to remain 

obedient to Allah, the Exalted, at all times. For example, when a muslim 

observes a sick person they should not only aid them by whatever means 

they possess, even if it is only a supplication, but they should reflect on 

their own health and understand that they too will eventually lose their good 

health either by an illness, ageing or even death. This should inspire them 

to be grateful for their good health and show this through their actions by 

taking advantage of their good health in both worldly and religious matters 

which are pleasing to Allah, the Exalted.   

 

 

When they observe the death of a rich person they should not only feel sad 

for the deceased and their family but realise that one day which is unknown 

to them they will die also. They should understand that just like the rich 

person was abandoned by their wealth, fame and family at their grave so 

will they too be left only with their deeds in their grave. This will encourage 

them to prepare for their grave and the hereafter.  

 

 

This attitude can and should be applied to all things one observes. A 

muslim should learn a lesson from everything around them which has been 

advised in the Holy Quran. Chapter 3 Alee Imran, verse 191: 



 

 

 

“…and give thought to the creation of the heavens and the earth, [saying], 

"Our Lord, You did not create this aimlessly; exalted are You [above such a 

thing]; then protect us from the punishment of the Fire.”” 

 

 

Those who behave in this manner will strengthen their faith on a daily basis 

whereas those who are too self-absorbed in their worldly life will remain 

heedless which may lead them to their destruction.  

 

 

 



 

“And no sign comes to them from the signs of their Lord except that 

they are from it turning away.” 

 

 

It is important for a muslim to understand a key truth namely, nothing in 

creation occurs without a wise reason even if people do not observe this 

wisdom immediately. A muslim should treat everything which occurs, 

whether they are in times of ease or difficulty, as a message in a bottle. 

They should not get too caught up in assessing and examining the bottle as 

it is merely a messenger which delivers the important message. This 

occurs when muslims either exult over the good things which occur thereby 

becoming heedless to the message within the good thing. Or they become 

grieved during difficulties thereby becoming too distracted to understand 

the message within the difficulty. They should instead concentrate on 

following the advice of the Holy Quran and approach each situation in a 

balanced way. Chapter 57 Al Hadid, verse 23: 

 

 

“In order that you not despair over what has eluded you and not exult [in 

pride] over what He has given you…” 

 

 

This verse does not prohibit being happy or sad in different situations as 

this is a part of human nature. But it advises a balanced approach whereby 

one avoids extreme emotions namely, exultant which is excessive 

happiness or grief which is excessive sadness. This balanced approach will 

allow one to focus their mind on the more important message inside the 

bottle meaning, inside the situation whether it is a situation of ease or 

difficulty. Through assessing, understanding and acting on the hidden 

message a muslim can improve their worldly and religious life for the better. 



 

Sometimes the message will be a wakeup call to turn back to Allah, the 

Exalted, before their time runs out. Sometimes it will be a way of raising 

their rank. Other times a way of erasing their sins and sometimes a 

reminder not to attach themself to the temporal material world and the 

things in it. Without this assessment one will merely journey through events 

without improving their worldly or religious life.  

 

 



 

“And no sign comes to them from the signs of their Lord except that 

they are from it turning away.” 

 

 

A major cause of this is ignorance. 

 

 

A great distraction which prevents one from submitting to the obedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, is ignorance. It can be argued that it is the origin of 

every sin as the one who truly knows the consequences of sins would 

never commit them. This refers to true beneficial knowledge which is 

knowledge that is acted upon. In reality, all knowledge which is not acted 

on is not beneficial knowledge. The example of the one who behaves in 

this manner is described in the Holy Quran as a donkey which carries 

books of knowledge which do not benefit it. Chapter 62 Al Jumu’ah, verse 

5: 

 

 

“…and then did not take it on (did not act upon knowledge) is like that of a 

donkey who carries volumes [of books]…” 

 

 

A person who acts on their knowledge rarely slips up and commits sins 

intentionally. In fact, when this occurs it is only caused by a moment of 

ignorance where a person forgets to act on their knowledge which results in 

them sinning.  

 



 

 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, once 

highlighted the seriousness of ignorance in a Hadith found in Jami At 

Tirmidhi, number 2322. He declared that everything in the material world is 

cursed except for the remembrance of Allah, the Exalted, whatever is 

connected to this remembrance, the scholar and the student of knowledge. 

This means that all the blessings in the material world will become a curse 

for the one who is ignorant as they will misuse them thereby committing 

sins.  

 

 

In fact, ignorance can be considered a person's worse enemy as it 

prevents them from protecting themself from harm and gaining benefit all of 

which can only be achieved through acting on knowledge. The ignorant 

commits sins without being aware of them. How can one avoid a sin if they 

do not know what is considered a sin? Ignorance causes one to neglect 

their obligatory duties. How can one fulfil their duties if they are unaware of 

what their duties are? 

  

 

It is therefore a duty on all muslims to gain enough knowledge to fulfil all 

their obligatory duties and avoid sins. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in 

Sunan Ibn Majah, number 224. 

 



 

“And no sign comes to them from the signs of their Lord except that 

they are from it turning away.” 

 

 

A major cause of this is ignorance. This leads to weakness of faith. 

 

 

A great obstacle to the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, is weakness of 

faith. It is a blameworthy characteristic which gives rise to other negative 

characteristics, such as failing to act on one's knowledge, fearing others, 

placing the obedience of people above the obedience to Allah, the Exalted, 

having hope in forgiveness without striving for it and other undesired 

characteristics. The greatest affliction of weakness of faith is that it allows 

one to commit sins, such as neglecting the obligatory duties. The root 

cause of weakness of faith is ignorance of Islam. 

 

 

One should strive to gain knowledge in order to strengthen their faith. With 

time they will eventually reach certainty of faith which is so strong that it 

safeguards a person through all tests and trials and ensures they fulfil their 

duties both religious and worldly. This knowledge is obtained when one 

studies the teachings of the Holy Quran and the Hadiths of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Specifically, those 

teachings which discuss the promises of reward for those who are obedient 

and the punishment for those who are disobedient to Allah, the Exalted. 

This creates fear of punishment and hope of reward in a muslim’s heart 

which acts like a pull and push mechanism towards the obedience of Allah, 

the Exalted.  

 



 

 

One can strengthen their faith by reflecting on the creations within the 

Heavens and the Earth. When done correctly this clearly indicates the 

Oneness of Allah, the Exalted, and His infinite power. Chapter 41 Fussilat, 

verse 53: 

 

 

“We will show them Our signs in the horizons and within themselves until it 

becomes clear to them that it is the truth…” 

 

 

For example, if a muslim ponders over the night and day and how perfectly 

in sync they are and the other things linked to them they will truly believe 

that this is not a random thing meaning, there is a force which ensures 

everything runs like clockwork. This is the infinite power of Allah, the 

Exalted. In addition, if one ponders over the perfect timing of the night and 

day they will realise it clearly indicates that there is only one God namely, 

Allah, the Exalted. If there were more than one God each god would desire 

the night and day to occur according to their own desires. This would lead 

to utter chaos as one God might desire the Sun to rise whereas the other 

God might desire the night to continue. The perfect uninterrupted system 

found within the universe proves there is only one God namely, Allah, the 

Exalted. Chapter 21 Al Anbiya, verse 22: 

 

 

“Had there been within them [i.e., the heavens and earth] gods besides 

Allah, they both would have been ruined…” 

 



 

 

Another thing which can strengthen one's faith is to persist in righteous 

deeds and abstain from all sins. As faith is belief supported by actions it 

weakens when sins are committed and strengthens when good deeds are 

performed. For example, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, once warned in a Hadith found in Sunan An Nasai, 

number 5662, that a muslim is not a believer when they drink alcohol.  



 

“And no sign comes to them from the signs of their Lord except that 

they are from it turning away.” 

 

 

In this age, the two greatest signs of Allah, the Exalted, are the Holy Quran 

and the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. A 

muslim should not strive against them by disobeying them.  

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim number 196, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that Islam is 

sincerity towards the Holy Quran and the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him. 

 

 

Sincerity towards the Holy Quran includes having deep respect and love for 

the words of Allah, the Exalted. This sincerity is proven when one fulfils the 

three aspects of the Holy Quran. The first is to recite it correctly and 

regularly. The second is to understand its teachings through a reliable 

source and teacher. The final aspect is to act on the teachings of the Holy 

Quran with the aim of pleasing Allah, the Exalted. The sincere muslim gives 

priority to acting on its teachings over acting on their desires which 

contradict the Holy Quran. Modelling one’s character on the Holy Quran is 

the sign of true sincerity towards the book of Allah, the Exalted. This is the 

tradition of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, which is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 

1342.  

 

 



 

The next thing mentioned in the main Hadith under discussion is sincerity 

towards the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. 

This includes striving to acquire knowledge in order to act on his traditions. 

These traditions include the ones related to Allah, the Exalted, in the form 

of worship, and his blessed noble character towards the creation. Chapter 

68 Al Qalam, verse 4: 

 

 

"And indeed, you are of a great moral character." 

 

 

It includes to accept his commands and prohibitions at all times. This has 

been made a duty by Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 59 Al Hashr, verse 7: 

 

 

"...And whatever the Messenger has given you - take; and what he has 

forbidden you - refrain from..." 

 

 

Sincerity includes to give priority to his traditions over the actions of anyone 

else as all paths to Allah, the Exalted, are closed except the path of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Chapter 3 

Alee Imran, verse 31: 

 

 

"Say, [O Muḥammad], "If you should love Allah, then follow me, [so] Allah 

will love you and forgive you your sins..."  



 

 

 

One must love all those who supported him during his life and after his 

passing, whether they are from his Family or his Companions, may Allah 

be pleased with them all. Supporting those who walk on his path and teach 

his traditions is a duty on those who desire to be sincere to him. Sincerity 

also includes loving those who love him and disliking those who criticise 

him irrespective, of one’s relationship with these people. This is all 

summarised in a single Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 16. It 

advises that a person cannot have true faith until they love Allah, the 

Exalted, and the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, more than the entire creation. This love must be shown through 

actions not just words. 

 

   



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verse 47 
 

 

 

“And when it is said to them, "Spend from that which Allah has provided for 

you," those who disbelieve say to those who believe, "Should we feed one 

whom, if Allah had willed, He would have fed? You are not but in clear 

error."” 



 

“And when it is said to them, "Spend from that which Allah has 

provided for you," those who disbelieve say to those who believe, 

"Should we feed one whom, if Allah had willed, He would have fed? 

You are not but in clear error."” 

 

 

In reality, Allah, the Exalted, provides for the creation even though 

outwardly it may seem people have a hand in this. If Allah, the Exalted, did 

not provide people with worldly blessings, did not inspire them to be 

generous and did not promise a noble reward for generosity then no one 

could give to anyone else. Allah, the Exalted, organised a system to ensure 

people obtained reward by showing kindness to others. If Allah, the 

Exalted, provided everyone directly then people would lose out in obtaining 

this reward. A fact the ignorant people mentioned in this verse overlooked 

out of their intense greed. 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is the Creator and Allocator of provision to the entire 

creation which they need to preserve their physical and spiritual 

constitutions. In fact, according to a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 

6748, the provision of the entire creation was allocated over fifty thousand 

years before the creation of the Heavens and the Earth.  

 

 

The one who understands this divine name will rely on Allah, the Exalted, 

to provide for them as He has planned for them before they were created. 

They will prove this reliance by striving to gain lawful provision as 

commanded by Allah, the Exalted, while refraining from anything which is 

unlawful and doubtful. 



 

 

  

It is important to note that as people require physical provision in the form 

of food and drink. Similarly, the soul of a muslim requires provision also. 

This provision strengthens it and leads it to eternal bliss. This provision is in 

the form of sincere obedience to Allah, the Exalted, which involves fulfilling 

His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with 

patience. The foundation of all this is gaining and acting on Islamic 

knowledge. Therefore, muslims should strive to gain this important 

provision of the soul as well as provision for their physical body. Two 

elements should be remembered in this respect. Do not exert unlawful and 

unnecessary efforts in gaining one’s guaranteed provision. And do not 

misuse or waste the provision one gains. 

 

  

A muslim, should act on this divine name by fulfilling their duty by providing 

for their dependents according to the teachings of Islam. This includes 

providing them with both physical and spiritual provision through education. 

A muslim should also do the same for the needy according to their capacity 

without fearing poverty for themself. They should remember the Hadith 

found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 4893, which advises that Allah, the 

Exalted, will fulfil the needs of the muslim who takes care of the needs of 

others.  

 

 

 



 

“And when it is said to them, "Spend from that which Allah has 

provided for you," those who disbelieve say to those who believe, 

"Should we feed one whom, if Allah had willed, He would have fed? 

You are not but in clear error."” 

 

 

In reality, Allah, the Exalted, provides for the creation even though 

outwardly it may seem people have a hand in this. If Allah, the Exalted, did 

not provide people with worldly blessings, did not inspire them to be 

generous and did not promise a noble reward for generosity then no one 

could give to anyone else. Allah, the Exalted, organised a system to ensure 

people obtained reward by showing kindness to others. If Allah, the 

Exalted, provided everyone directly then people would lose out in obtaining 

this reward. A fact the ignorant people mentioned in this verse overlooked 

out of their intense greed. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 2376, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, indicated that the one who 

spends in ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted, will be rewarded according 

to what they give. And he warned not to hoard otherwise Allah, the Exalted, 

will withhold His blessings.  

 

 

It is important to note, that one must only obtain and spend lawful wealth as 

any righteous deed which has a foundation in the unlawful will be rejected 

by Allah, the Exalted, irrespective of one's intention. This has been warned 

in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 2342.  

 



 

 

In addition, this spending is not only through charity but includes spending 

on one's own necessities and the necessities of their dependents according 

to the teachings of Islam without waste, excessiveness or extravagance. 

This is in fact a righteous deed according to a Hadith found in Sahih 

Bukhari, number 4006. A muslim should spend in a balanced way whereby 

they help others without becoming needy themself. Chapter 17 Al Isra, 

verse 29: 

 

 

“And do not make your hand [as] chained to your neck or extend it 

completely and [thereby] become blamed and insolvent.”  

 

 

A muslim should donate regularly according to their means even if it is a 

little as Allah, the Exalted, observes one’s quality meaning, their sincerity, 

not the quantity of a deed. Regularly donating a little is far better and more 

beloved to Allah, the Exalted, than donating a larger amount once in a 

while. This has been advised in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 

6465. 

 

  

It is important to note, as mentioned in the main Hadith under discussion 

when one gives according to their means Allah, the Exalted, will reward 

them according to His infinite status. But the one who holds back will find a 

similar response from Allah, the Exalted. If a muslim hoards their wealth 

they will leave it behind for others to enjoy while they are held accountable 

for it. If they misuse their wealth it will become a curse and burden for them 

in this world and a punishment in the next.  



 

“And when it is said to them, "Spend from that which Allah has 

provided for you," those who disbelieve say to those who believe, 

"Should we feed one whom, if Allah had willed, He would have fed? 

You are not but in clear error."” 

 

 

In reality, Allah, the Exalted, provides for the creation even though 

outwardly it may seem people have a hand in this. If Allah, the Exalted, did 

not provide people with worldly blessings, did not inspire them to be 

generous and did not promise a noble reward for generosity then no one 

could give to anyone else. Allah, the Exalted, organised a system to ensure 

people obtained reward by showing kindness to others. If Allah, the 

Exalted, provided everyone directly then people would lose out in obtaining 

this reward. A fact the ignorant people mentioned in this verse overlooked 

out of their intense greed. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 2336, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that every day two 

Angels supplicate to Allah, the Exalted. The first asks Allah, the Exalted, to 

compensate the one who spends for His sake. The second asks Allah, the 

Exalted, to destroy the one who withholds. 

 

  

The aim of this Hadith is to encourage one to become generous and avoid 

being stingy. It is important to note that spending for the sake of Allah, the 

Exalted, does not only involve the obligatory charity but it also includes 

spending on one's own necessities and the necessities of their family as 

this has been commanded by Islam. Anyone who fails to spend on these 

elements deserves for their wealth to be destroyed as they have failed to 



 

fulfil its purpose which in reality makes wealth useless. It is important to 

note, spending for the sake of Allah, the Exalted, never leads to an overall 

loss as a person is compensated one way or another. In fact the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, has guaranteed 

that charity does not decrease one's wealth in a Hadith found in Jami At 

Tirmidhi, number 2029. Chapter 34 Saba, verse 39: 

 

 

“…But whatever thing you spend [in His cause] - He will compensate it…” 

 

 

A muslim should remember a generous person is close to Allah, the 

Exalted, close to Paradise, close to people and far from Hell. Whereas, the 

stingy person is far from Allah, the Exalted, far from Paradise, far from 

people and close to Hell. This has been confirmed in a Hadith found in 

Jami At Tirmidhi, number 1961.  

 

 

Finally, it is important to note that this Hadith applies to all blessings one 

possesses, such as their good health, not just wealth. So if one fails to 

dedicate and expend their blessings in the correct way as commanded by 

Allah, the Exalted, the supplication against their blessing by the Angel 

maybe accepted by Allah, the Exalted. Therefore, it is vital for muslims to 

correctly use each blessing according to the teachings of Islam so that they 

receive more which in reality is true gratitude. Otherwise, they may well 

lose the blessing forever. Chapter 14 Ibrahim, verse 7: 

 

 



 

“And [remember] when your Lord proclaimed, 'If you are grateful, I will 

surely increase you [in favor]…” 

 
 

 

 



 

“And when it is said to them, "Spend from that which Allah has 

provided for you," those who disbelieve say to those who believe, 

"Should we feed one whom, if Allah had willed, He would have fed? 

You are not but in clear error."” 

 

 

In reality, Allah, the Exalted, provides for the creation even though 

outwardly it may seem people have a hand in this. If Allah, the Exalted, did 

not provide people with worldly blessings, did not inspire them to be 

generous and did not promise a noble reward for generosity then no one 

could give to anyone else. Allah, the Exalted, organised a system to ensure 

people obtained reward by showing kindness to others. If Allah, the 

Exalted, provided everyone directly then people would lose out in obtaining 

this reward. A fact the ignorant people mentioned in this verse overlooked 

out of their intense greed. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 2511, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned muslims against 

greed. This can lead one to withholding the obligatory charity which only 

leads to destruction in both worlds. For example, a Hadith found in Sahih 

Bukhari, number 1403, warns that the person who does not donate their 

obligatory charity will encounter a large poisonous snake which will 

continuously bite them on the Day of Judgement. Chapter 3 Alee Imran, 

verse 180: 

 

 

“And let not those who [greedily] withhold what Allah has given them of His 

bounty ever think that it is better for them. Rather, it is worse for them. 



 

Their necks will be encircled by what they withheld on the Day of 

Resurrection…” 

 

 

If one’s greed prevents them from donating voluntary charity it may not be 

unlawful but it is highly undesirable as this contradicts the characteristic of 

a true believer. Put simply, the stingy person is far from Allah, the Exalted, 

far from Paradise, far from people and close to Hell. This has been warned 

in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 1961. 



 

“And when it is said to them, "Spend from that which Allah has 

provided for you," those who disbelieve say to those who believe, 

"Should we feed one whom, if Allah had willed, He would have fed? 

You are not but in clear error."” 

 

 

In reality, Allah, the Exalted, provides for the creation even though 

outwardly it may seem people have a hand in this. If Allah, the Exalted, did 

not provide people with worldly blessings, did not inspire them to be 

generous and did not promise a noble reward for generosity then no one 

could give to anyone else. Allah, the Exalted, organised a system to ensure 

people obtained reward by showing kindness to others. If Allah, the 

Exalted, provided everyone directly then people would lose out in obtaining 

this reward. A fact the ignorant people mentioned in this verse overlooked 

out of their intense greed. 

 

 

In addition, spending in ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted, includes using 

the blessings one has been granted in ways pleasing to Him. 

 

 

In reality, in most cases nothing in this material world in itself is good or 

bad, such as wealth. What makes a thing good or bad is the way it is used. 

It is important to understand that the very purpose of everything which was 

created by Allah, the Exalted, was for it to be used correctly according to 

the teachings of Islam. When something is not used correctly it in reality 

becomes useless. For example, wealth is useful in both worlds when it is 

used correctly such as being spent on the necessities of a person and their 

dependents. But it can become useless and even a curse for its bearer if it 

is not used correctly, such as being hoarded or spent on sinful things. 



 

Simply hoarding wealth causes wealth to lose value. How can paper and 

metal coins one tucks away be useful? In this respect, there is no 

difference between a blank piece of paper and a note of money. It is only 

useful when it is used correctly.  

 

 

So if a Muslim desires all their worldly possessions to become a blessing 

for them in both worlds all they have to do is use them correctly according 

to the teachings found in the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. But if they use 

them incorrectly then the same blessing will become a burden and curse 

for them in both worlds. It is as simple as that.  



 

“And when it is said to them, "Spend from that which Allah has 

provided for you," those who disbelieve say to those who believe, 

"Should we feed one whom, if Allah had willed, He would have fed? 

You are not but in clear error."” 

 

 

In reality, Allah, the Exalted, provides for the creation even though 

outwardly it may seem people have a hand in this. If Allah, the Exalted, did 

not provide people with worldly blessings, did not inspire them to be 

generous and did not promise a noble reward for generosity then no one 

could give to anyone else. Allah, the Exalted, organised a system to ensure 

people obtained reward by showing kindness to others. If Allah, the 

Exalted, provided everyone directly then people would lose out in obtaining 

this reward. A fact the ignorant people mentioned in this verse overlooked 

out of their intense greed. 

 

 

In addition, spending in ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted, includes using 

the blessings one has been granted in ways pleasing to Him. One can 

adopt the correct attitude when they understand the purpose of these 

blessings. 

 

 

Every worldly blessing a Muslim possesses is only a means which should 

aid them in reaching the hereafter safely. It is not an end in itself. For 

example, wealth is a means one should use in order to obey Allah, the 

Exalted, by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, fulfilling their 

necessities and the necessities of their dependents. It is not an end or an 

ultimate goal in itself.  



 

 

 

This not only aids a Muslim in maintaining their focus on the hereafter but it 

also aids them whenever they lose worldly blessings. When a Muslim treats 

each worldly blessing, such as a child, as a means to please Allah, the 

Exalted, and reach the hereafter safely then losing it will not have such a 

detrimental impact on them. They may become sad, which is an acceptable 

emotion, but they will not become grieved which leads to impatience and 

other mental problems, such as depression. This is because they firmly 

believe the worldly blessing they possessed was only a means so losing it 

does not cause a loss in the ultimate goal namely, Paradise, the loss of 

which is disastrous. Therefore, still possessing and concentrating on the 

ultimate goal will prevent them from becoming grieved.  

 

 

In addition, they will understand that just like the thing they lost was only a 

means they firmly believe they will be provided with another means to 

reach and fulfil their ultimate goal by Allah, the Exalted. This will also 

prevent them from grieving. Whereas, the one who believes their worldly 

blessing is the end instead of a means will experience severe grief when 

losing it as their whole purpose and objective has been lost. This grief will 

lead to depression and other mental issues.  

 

 

To conclude, Muslims should treat each blessing they possess as a means 

to reach the hereafter safely not as an end in itself. This is how one can 

possess things without being possessed by them. This is how they can 

keep worldly things in their hands and not in their hearts.  

 



 

“And when it is said to them, "Spend from that which Allah has 

provided for you," those who disbelieve say to those who believe, 

"Should we feed one whom, if Allah had willed, He would have fed? 

You are not but in clear error."” 

 

 

In reality, Allah, the Exalted, provides for the creation even though 

outwardly it may seem people have a hand in this. If Allah, the Exalted, did 

not provide people with worldly blessings, did not inspire them to be 

generous and did not promise a noble reward for generosity then no one 

could give to anyone else. Allah, the Exalted, organised a system to ensure 

people obtained reward by showing kindness to others. If Allah, the 

Exalted, provided everyone directly then people would lose out in obtaining 

this reward. A fact the ignorant people mentioned in this verse overlooked 

out of their intense greed. 

 

 

In addition, this verse also warns against bad companionship. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 5534, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, described the difference 

between a good and bad companion. The good companion is like a person 

who sells perfume. Their companion will either obtain some perfume or at 

least be affected by the pleasant smell. Whereas, a bad companion is like a 

blacksmith, if their companion does not burn their clothes they will certainly 

be affected by the smoke. 

 

  



 

Muslims must understand that the people they accompany will have an 

effect on them whether this affect is positive or negative, obvious or subtle. 

It is not possible to accompany someone and not be affected by it. A Hadith 

found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 4833, confirms that a person is on 

their companion’s religion. Meaning, a person adopts the characteristics of 

their companion. It is therefore important for muslims to always accompany 

the righteous as they will undoubtedly affect them in a positive way 

meaning, they will inspire them to obey Allah, the Exalted, by fulfilling His 

commands, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with 

patience. Whereas, bad companions will either inspire one to disobey 

Allah, the Exalted, or they will encourage a muslim to concentrate on the 

material world over preparing for the hereafter. This attitude will become a 

great regret for them on Judgment Day even if the things they strive for are 

lawful but beyond their needs.  

 

 

Finally, as a person will end up with those they love in the hereafter 

according to the Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 3688, a muslim 

must practically show they love for the righteous by accompanying them in 

this world. But if they accompany bad or heedless people then it proves 

and indicates they love for them and their ultimate destination in the 

hereafter. Chapter 43 Az Zukhruf, verse 67: 

 

 

“Close friends, that Day, will be enemies to each other, except for the 

righteous.” 

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verses 48-54 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“And they say, "When is this promise, if you should be truthful?" 



 

They do not await except one blast which will seize them while they are 

disputing. 

And they will not be able [to give] any instruction, nor to their people can 

they return. 

And the Horn will be blown; and at once from the graves to their Lord they 

will hasten. 

They will say, "O woe to us! Who has raised us up from our sleeping 

place?" [The reply will be], "This is what the Most Merciful had promised, 

and the messengers told the truth." 

It will not be but one blast, and at once they are all brought present before 

Us. 

So today [i.e., the Day of Judgement] no soul will be wronged at all, and 

you will not be recompensed except for what you used to do.” 

 

 

 

 



 

“And they say, "When is this promise, if you should be truthful?" 

They do not await except one blast which will seize them while they 

are disputing.” 

 

 

This knowledge was not disclosed to mankind in order to prevent them 

from laziness and to stimulate fear. This should encourage a muslim to 

practically prepare for it with every moment they are granted. This 

involves using the blessings one has been granted in ways pleasing to 

Allah, the Exalted. 

 

 

In reality, in most cases nothing in this material world in itself is good or 

bad, such as wealth. What makes a thing good or bad is the way it is 

used. It is important to understand that the very purpose of everything 

which was created by Allah, the Exalted, was for it to be used correctly 

according to the teachings of Islam. When something is not used 

correctly it in reality becomes useless. For example, wealth is useful in 

both worlds when it is used correctly such as being spent on the 

necessities of a person and their dependents. But it can become useless 

and even a curse for its bearer if it is not used correctly, such as being 

hoarded or spent on sinful things. Simply hoarding wealth causes wealth 

to lose value. How can paper and metal coins one tucks away be 

useful? In this respect, there is no difference between a blank piece of 

paper and a note of money. It is only useful when it is used correctly.  

 

 

So if a Muslim desires all their worldly possessions to become a blessing 

for them in both worlds all they have to do is use them correctly 

according to the teachings found in the Holy Quran and the traditions of 

the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. But if 



 

they use them incorrectly then the same blessing will become a burden 

and curse for them in both worlds. It is as simple as that.  

 



 

“And they say, "When is this promise, if you should be truthful?" 

They do not await except one blast which will seize them while they 

are disputing.” 

 

 

This knowledge was not disclosed to mankind in order to prevent them 

from laziness and to stimulate fear. This should encourage a muslim to 

practically prepare for it with every moment they are granted. This involves 

using the blessings one has been granted in ways pleasing to Allah, the 

Exalted. One can adopt the correct attitude when they understand the 

purpose of these blessings. 

 

 

Every worldly blessing a Muslim possesses is only a means which should 

aid them in reaching the hereafter safely. It is not an end in itself. For 

example, wealth is a means one should use in order to obey Allah, the 

Exalted, by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, fulfilling their 

necessities and the necessities of their dependents. It is not an end or an 

ultimate goal in itself.  

 

 

This not only aids a Muslim in maintaining their focus on the hereafter but it 

also aids them whenever they lose worldly blessings. When a Muslim treats 

each worldly blessing, such as a child, as a means to please Allah, the 

Exalted, and reach the hereafter safely then losing it will not have such a 

detrimental impact on them. They may become sad, which is an acceptable 

emotion, but they will not become grieved which leads to impatience and 

other mental problems, such as depression. This is because they firmly 

believe the worldly blessing they possessed was only a means so losing it 

does not cause a loss in the ultimate goal namely, Paradise, the loss of 



 

which is disastrous. Therefore, still possessing and concentrating on the 

ultimate goal will prevent them from becoming grieved.  

 

 

In addition, they will understand that just like the thing they lost was only a 

means they firmly believe they will be provided with another means to 

reach and fulfil their ultimate goal by Allah, the Exalted. This will also 

prevent them from grieving. Whereas, the one who believes their worldly 

blessing is the end instead of a means will experience severe grief when 

losing it as their whole purpose and objective has been lost. This grief will 

lead to depression and other mental issues.  

 

 

To conclude, Muslims should treat each blessing they possess as a means 

to reach the hereafter safely not as an end in itself. This is how one can 

possess things without being possessed by them. This is how they can 

keep worldly things in their hands and not in their hearts.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

“They do not await except one blast which will seize them while they 

are disputing. And they will not be able [to give] any instruction, nor 

to their people can they return.” 

 

 

It is important for muslims to understand that whenever they face any type 

of worldly failure or regrets they should remind themselves of the regrets in 

the hereafter some people will have, such as the one mentioned in chapter 

89 Al Fajr, verse 24: 

 

 

“He will say, "Oh, I wish I had sent ahead [some good] for my life."” 

 

 

In this world one's regret will always be followed by another chance or 

other options which they can pursue in order to gain success once again. 

But the regret and failure of the hereafter is something which cannot be 

rectified meaning, there are no second chances in the next world. No one 

will have the opportunity to return to Earth in order to act differently.  

 

 

Therefore, every muslim should be more concerned with the failures they 

may encounter in the hereafter over the failures and regrets of this world. 

This does not mean one should not strive to achieve lawful success in this 

world. It means they should always prioritise gaining success in the 

hereafter over gaining success in this world. This is an important mentality 

muslims should adopt before they reach a day where reflecting on their 



 

failures and regrets will not help them in the slightest. Chapter 89 Al Fajr, 

verse 23: 

 

 

“And brought [within view], that Day, is Hell - that Day, man will remember, 

but how [i.e., what good] to him will be the remembrance?” 

 

 

 

 



 

“They do not await except one blast which will seize them while they 

are disputing. And they will not be able [to give] any instruction, nor 

to their people can they return.” 

 

 

Death is something which is certain to occur but the time is unknown so it 

therefore makes sense that a muslim who believes in the hereafter 

prioritises preparing for it over preparing for things which might not occur, 

such as marriage, children or their retirement. It is strange how many 

muslims have adopted the opposite mentality even though they testify that 

the world is temporary and uncertain whereas the hereafter is permanent 

and they are certain to reach it. No matter how one behaves they will be 

judged regarding their deeds. A muslim should not be fooled into believing 

that they can and will prepare for the hereafter in the future as this attitude 

only causes them to delay further until their death occurs and they leave 

this world with regrets that will not aid them.  

 

 

So the important thing is not that people will die as this is unavoidable but 

the key is acting in such a way that one is fully prepared for it. The only way 

to prepare for it correctly is by acting on the teachings of Islam namely, 

fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His 

prohibitions and facing destiny with patience. This is only possible when 

one prioritises preparing for the hereafter over preparing for things which 

might not occur.  

 

 

 



 

“They do not await except one blast which will seize them while they 

are disputing. And they will not be able [to give] any instruction, nor 

to their people can they return.” 

 

 

It is strange that even though people believe they can die at any moment 

yet the vast majority behave as if they will live a long life. Some dedicate 

their efforts to this material world to such a degree that even if they were 

guaranteed a long life they could not exert any more effort for the sake of 

the material world. Unfortunately, muslims delay preparing for the hereafter 

believing they can do it in the future. They often keep delaying this 

preparation until they suddenly encounter death unprepared. 

 

 

It is important for muslims to understand that no matter how long they live 

life goes by in a flash. So they should take every opportunity they have in 

order to prepare for the eternal hereafter. This does not mean they should 

abandon the world completely. It means they should prioritize preparing for 

the hereafter by only taking what they need from the material world in order 

to fulfil their necessities and responsibilities according to the commands of 

Allah, the Exalted. This attitude will allow them to enjoy the lawful pleasures 

of this world and prepare adequately for the next one also. A muslim only 

fails preparing for the hereafter correctly because of their pursuit of the 

excess of this material world, not by striving to fulfil their necessities and 

responsibilities. 

 

  

A muslim should remember the Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 

7424, which warns that only a person’s deeds will accompany them in their 

grave while their family and wealth abandons them at this crucial moment. 



 

Therefore, a muslim should give priority to the thing which will aid them in 

their moment of need. 

 

  

Muslims should not delay preparing for the hereafter otherwise they may 

well encounter death suddenly while unprepared as death does not come 

at a particular age or time. If they fail to prepare they will be left with 

nothing but regrets at a time when regrets will not benefit them. Chapter 89 

Al Fajr, verse 23: 

 

 

“And brought [within view], that Day, is Hell - that Day, man will remember, 

but how [i.e., what good] to him will be the remembrance?” 

 

 

 

 



 

“They do not await except one blast which will seize them while they 

are disputing. And they will not be able [to give] any instruction, nor 

to their people can they return.” 

 

 

When people, irrespective of their faith, go on holiday they only pack the 

things they need and maybe a little extra but they try to avoid over packing. 

Even the amount of money they take with them they limit in respect to their 

stay abroad. When they arrive they often stay in a hotel which usually has 

the main necessities of living with a few extras. If they believe they will 

never return to the same destination in the future they will never buy a 

house as they will claim they stay is short and they will not return. They do 

not get a job during their holiday claiming that they stay is short so they do 

not need to earn more money. They do not get married nor have children 

claiming the holiday destination is not their homeland where they would get 

married and have children. Generally speaking, this is the attitude and 

mind-set of holiday makers.  

 

 

It is strange how muslims truly believe they will depart from this world soon 

meaning, they stay in the world is temporary just like being on holiday, and 

they believe their stay in the hereafter will be permanent yet, they do not 

adequately prepare for it. If they truly realised the short time they have, 

similarly to a holiday, they would not dedicate too much effort on their 

homes and instead be content with a simple home just like the traveller 

who is content with a simple hotel. So in reality, this world is like the holiday 

destination in the example yet, muslims do not treat it like one. Instead, 

they dedicate the majority of their efforts in beautifying their world while 

neglecting the eternal hereafter. It is sometimes hard to believe some 

muslims actually believe in the permanent hereafter when one observes 

the amount of effort they dedicate to the temporal world. Muslims should 



 

therefore strive in preparing for the hereafter by fulfilling the commands of 

Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny 

with patience while being pleased with obtaining and utilising the 

necessities of this world. It is why the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, advised muslims to live in this world as travellers in 

a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 6416. They should not take this 

world as a permanent home and instead treat it like a holiday destination.  

 

 



 

“They do not await except one blast which will seize them while they 

are disputing. And they will not be able [to give] any instruction, nor 

to their people can they return.” 

 

 

A great obstacle to the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, is having false 

hope for a long life. It is an extremely blameworthy characteristic as it is the 

main cause for a muslim giving priority to amassing the material world over 

preparing for the hereafter. One only needs to assess their average 24 

hour day and observe how much time they dedicate to the material world 

and how much time they dedicate to the hereafter in order to realise this 

truth. In fact, having false hope for a long life is one of the strongest 

weapons the Devil uses in order to misguide people. When a person 

believes they will live long they delay preparing for the hereafter falsely 

believing they can prepare for it in the near future. In most cases, this near 

future never comes and a person passes away without adequately 

preparing for the hereafter.  

 

 

In addition, false hope for a long life causes one to delay sincere 

repentance and changing one's character for the better as they believe 

they have much time left to do this. It encourages a person to hoard the 

things of this material world, such as wealth, as it convinces them they will 

need these things during their long life on Earth. The Devil scares people 

into thinking they must hoard wealth for their old age as they may find no 

one to support them when they become physically weaker and therefore 

can no longer work for themself. They forget that the same way Allah, the 

Exalted, took care of their provision when they were younger He will 

provide for them in old age too. In fact, the provision of the creation was 

allocated over fifty thousand years before the creation of the Heavens and 

the Earth. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 



 

6748. It is strange how a person will dedicate 40 years of their life saving 

for their retirement which very rarely lasts longer than 20 years but fails to 

prepare in the same way for the eternal hereafter.  

 

 

Islam does not teach muslims to not prepare anything for the world. There 

is no harm in saving for the near future as long as priority is given to the 

hereafter. Even though, people admit they may die at any time yet, some 

behave as if they will live forever in this world. Even to the point that if they 

were given a promise of eternal life on Earth they would not be able to 

strive harder in order to accumulate more of the material world due to the 

restrictions of the day and night. How many people have passed away 

earlier than expected? And how many learn a lesson from this and change 

their behaviour? 

 

 

In reality, one of the greatest pains a person will feel at the time of death or 

any other stage of the hereafter is regret for delaying their preparation for 

the hereafter. Chapter 63 Al Munafiqun, verses 10-11: 

 

 

“And spend [in the way of Allah] from what We have provided you before 

death approaches one of you and he says, "My Lord, if only You would 

delay me for a brief term so I would give charity and be of the righteous." 

But never will Allah delay a soul when its time has come. And Allah is 

Aware of what you do.” 

 

 



 

A person would be labelled a fool if they dedicated more time and wealth 

on a house which they were only going to live in for a short while compared 

to a house they were planning to live in for a very long time. This is the 

example of giving priority to the temporal world over the eternal hereafter. 

 

 

Muslims should work for both the world and the hereafter but know that 

death does not come to a person at a time, situation or age known to them 

but it is certain to come. Therefore, preparing for it and what it leads to 

should take priority over preparing for a future in this world which is not 

certain to occur.  

 



 

“They do not await except one blast which will seize them while they 

are disputing…And the Horn will be blown; and at once from the 

graves to their Lord they will hasten.” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2460, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that a grave is 

either a garden of Paradise or a pit of Hell. This Hadith further explains that 

when a successful believer is placed in their grave it widens and becomes 

comfortable for them whereas, the grave of a sinful person becomes 

extremely constricted and harmful for them.  

 

 

It is important to note, that in reality each person takes the garden of 

Paradise or pit of Hell with them when they depart this world namely, their 

deeds. If a muslim obeys Allah, the Exalted, by fulfilling His commands, 

refraining from His prohibitions and faces destiny with patience according 

to the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him, then it will ensure they prepare the deeds required to make their 

grave a garden of Paradise. But if they disobey Allah, the Exalted, then 

their sins will create the pit of Hell they will rest in until the Day of 

Judgment.  

 

 

Therefore, muslims must act today and not delay in this preparation as the 

time of death is unknown and often comes suddenly. Delaying to a 

tomorrow one may not see is foolish and it only leads to regrets. The same 

way a person spends much energy and time beautifying their home in this 

world they must strive harder in beautifying their grave as the journey there 

is inevitable and the stay there long. And if one suffers in their grave then 



 

what follows will only be worse. This has been warned in a Hadith found in 

Sunan Ibn Majah, number 4267. 

 



 

“They do not await except one blast which will seize them while 

they are disputing…And the Horn will be blown; and at once from 

the graves to their Lord they will hasten. They will say, "O woe to 

us! Who has raised us up from our sleeping place?" [The reply will 

be], "This is what the Most Merciful had promised, and the 

messengers told the truth." It will not be but one blast, and at once 

they are all brought present before Us.” 

 

 

The trumpet blast will lead to the death of the creation. This has been 

confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 7381. The 

important thing to learn is that this is a call which no one can or will 

reject responding to. It will lead to the resurrection and final judgment. 

Therefore, muslims should respond to the call of Allah, the Exalted, 

through the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, through sincere obedience by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the 

Exalted, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with 

patience according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him. Chapter 8 An Anfal, verse 24: 

 

  

“O you who have believed, respond to Allah and to the Messenger when 

he calls you to that which gives you life…” 

 

 

Whoever responds to this call in this world will find the final call easy to 

endure and respond to. Whereas, the one who lives heedless to the call 

of Allah, the Exalted, in this world will not find peace in it and they will be 

forced to answer the call of the trumpet which will be a great burden for 

them to endure and respond to. A person can only ignore the call of 

Allah, the Exalted, for so long as the final call will occur, sooner or later, 

and no one will be able to avoid or ignore it. If this is inevitable it makes 



 

sense that one respond to it now, today, instead of living in 

heedlessness. If one hears the trumpet blast while heedless no action or 

regret will benefit them and what comes after for this person will be even 

more terrifying.  



 

“They do not await except one blast which will seize them while 

they are disputing…And the Horn will be blown; and at once from 

the graves to their Lord they will hasten. They will say, "O woe to 

us! Who has raised us up from our sleeping place?" [The reply will 

be], "This is what the Most Merciful had promised, and the 

messengers told the truth." It will not be but one blast, and at once 

they are all brought present before Us.” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 7232, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that people will 

be resurrected on Judgment Day in the same state they died on Earth. 

 

  

This means that if a person dies on good they will be resurrected on 

good. But if they die on evil they will be raised in an evil way.  

 

 

A muslim should not live in heedlessness by believing just because they 

have faith in Islam it guarantees they will die and therefore be raised in a 

good state on Judgment Day. If they persist on the disobedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, and then die in this state without sincerely repenting 

then they will be raised in an evil way. It does not take a scholar to 

determine what will happen to this person on Judgment Day.  

 

 

From this Hadith one can understand that the way they will die will be in 

the same state they have lived. Meaning, if they lived in the obedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, by sincerely fulfilling His commands, refraining from 

His prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience according to the 

traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 



 

him, then they will die in a good state and therefore be raised in a good 

state which includes being raised with the righteous as they practically 

followed in their footsteps. This has been indicated in a Hadith found in 

Sahih Bukhari, number 3688. 

 

 

A muslim should therefore not walk the path to Hell by disobeying Allah, 

the Exalted, and believe that they will somehow be raised with the pious 

and end up in Paradise.  

 



 

“They do not await except one blast which will seize them while 

they are disputing…And the Horn will be blown; and at once from 

the graves to their Lord they will hasten. They will say, "O woe to 

us! Who has raised us up from our sleeping place?" [The reply will 

be], "This is what the Most Merciful had promised, and the 

messengers told the truth." It will not be but one blast, and at once 

they are all brought present before Us.” 

 

 

Logically speaking, the Day of Judgement is something which must 

occur. If one observes the universe they will notice many examples of 

balance. For example, the Earth is at a perfect and balanced distance 

from the Sun. If the Earth was slightly closer or further away from the 

Sun it would not be inhabitable. Similarly, the water cycle, which involves 

the evaporation of water from the ocean into the atmosphere which is 

then condensed in order to produce rain, is perfectly balanced so that 

the creation can continue living on Earth. The ground was created in a 

balanced way so that the weak branches and shoots of seeds can 

penetrate through it in order to provide crops for the creation yet the 

same ground is tough enough to withstand heavy buildings being built 

on top of it. There are many such examples that not only clearly indicate 

a Creator but also balance. But there is one major thing in this world 

which is clearly unbalanced namely, the actions of mankind. One often 

observes oppressive and tyrannical people who escape punishment in 

this world. Conversely, there are countless people who are oppressed 

by others and face other difficulties yet do not receive their full reward for 

their patience. Many Muslims who sincerely obey Allah, the Exalted, 

often face many difficulties in this world and only receive a small share in 

reward whereas those who openly disobey Allah, the Exalted, enjoy the 

luxuries of this world and only face some problems. Just like Allah, the 

Exalted, has set up a balance in all His creations the reward and 

punishment of actions must also be balanced. But this obviously does 

not occur in this world so therefore it must occur in another time namely, 

the Day of Recompense i.e. the Day of Judgment.  

 



 

 

Allah, the Exalted, could reward and punish fully in this world. But one of 

the wisdoms behind not fully punishing in this world is that Allah, the 

Exalted, gives opportunity after opportunity to them so that they 

sincerely repent and correct their behaviour. He does not fully reward 

Muslims in this world as this world is not Paradise. In addition, believing 

in the unseen namely, the full reward waiting for a Muslim in the next 

world, is an important aspect of faith. In fact belief in the unseen is what 

makes faith special. Believing in something which can be perceived 

through the five senses, such as receiving full reward in this world, 

would not be so special.  

 

 

Having fear of full punishment and hope in receiving full reward in the 

hereafter will encourage one to abstain from sins and perform righteous 

deeds. 

 

 

In order for the Day of Recompense to commence this material world 

must end. This is because punishment and reward can only be given 

once everyone’s actions terminate. Therefore, the Day of Recompense 

cannot take place until the actions of people have been concluded. This 

indicates that the material world must end, sooner or later.  

 

 

When one reflects on this discussion it will strengthen their faith in the 

Day of Judgement thereby encouraging them to prepare for it by fulfilling 

the commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His prohibitions and 

by facing destiny with patience according to the traditions of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him.          

 



 

“They do not await except one blast which will seize them while 

they are disputing…And the Horn will be blown; and at once from 

the graves to their Lord they will hasten. They will say, "O woe to 

us! Who has raised us up from our sleeping place?" [The reply will 

be], "This is what the Most Merciful had promised, and the 

messengers told the truth." It will not be but one blast, and at once 

they are all brought present before Us.” 

 

 

The truth brought by the Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, will only 

benefit one in this world and on the Day of Judgement when they 

sincerely obey and follow them. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim number 196, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that Islam is 

sincerity towards the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him. This includes striving to acquire knowledge in order to act on 

his traditions. These traditions include the ones related to Allah, the 

Exalted, in the form of worship, and his blessed noble character towards 

the creation. Chapter 68 Al Qalam, verse 4: 

 

 

"And indeed, you are of a great moral character." 

 

 

It includes to accept his commands and prohibitions at all times. This 

has been made a duty by Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 59 Al Hashr, verse 

7: 

 



 

 

"...And whatever the Messenger has given you - take; and what he has 

forbidden you - refrain from..." 

 

 

Sincerity includes to give priority to his traditions over the actions of 

anyone else as all paths to Allah, the Exalted, are closed except the path 

of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. 

Chapter 3 Alee Imran, verse 31: 

 

 

"Say, [O Muḥammad], "If you should love Allah, then follow me, [so] 

Allah will love you and forgive you your sins..."  

 

 

One must love all those who supported him during his life and after his 

passing, whether they are from his Family or his Companions, may Allah 

be pleased with them all. Supporting those who walk on his path and 

teach his traditions is a duty on those who desire to be sincere to him. 

Sincerity also includes loving those who love him and disliking those 

who criticise him irrespective, of one’s relationship with these people. 

This is all summarised in a single Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 

16. It advises that a person cannot have true faith until they love Allah, 

the Exalted, and the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him, more than the entire creation. This love must be shown 

through actions not just words.   



 

“It will not be but one blast, and at once they are all brought 

present before Us. So today [i.e., the Day of Judgement] no soul 

will be wronged at all, and you will not be recompensed except for 

what you used to do.” 

 

 

It is important for muslims to regularly assess their own deeds as no one 

except Allah, the Exalted, is better aware of them than themselves. 

When one honestly judges their own deeds it will inspire them to 

sincerely repent from their sins and encourage them towards righteous 

deeds. But the one who fails to regularly assess their deeds will lead a 

life of heedlessness whereby they commit sins without sincerely 

repenting. This person will find the weighing of their deeds on the Day of 

Judgment extremely difficult. In fact, it may well cause them to be hurled 

into Hell.  

 

 

A clever business owner will always regularly assess their accounts. 

This will ensure their business heads in the right direction and ensures 

they complete all the necessary accounts such as a tax return correctly. 

But the foolish business owner will not regularly take accounts of their 

business. This will lead to a loss in profits and a failure in correctly 

preparing for their accounts. Those who fail to file their accounts 

correctly with the government face penalties which only makes their lives 

more difficult. But the key thing to note is that the penalty of failing to 

correctly assess and prepare one's deeds for the Scales of Judgment 

Day does not involve a monetary fine. Its penalty is more severe and 

truly unbearable. Chapter 99 Az Zalzalah, verses 7-8: 

 

 

“So whoever does an atom's weight of good will see it. And whoever 

does an atom's weight of evil will see it.” 



 

“It will not be but one blast, and at once they are all brought 

present before Us. So today [i.e., the Day of Judgement] no soul 

will be wronged at all, and you will not be recompensed except for 

what you used to do.” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is the One who judges the actions of His creation and 

justly chooses the outcome of all things. The muslim who understands 

that Allah, the Exalted, only acts with justice will always be pleased with 

His choices and will therefore show patience in difficulty and gratitude in 

pleasing situations. The one who is content with the rulings of the Just 

will find peace in this world and in the next.  

 

 

A muslim must act on this divine name by always acting with justice with 

themself and in matters concerning others. This includes fulfilling the 

rights of Allah, the Exalted, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, oneself and others according to the teachings of 

Islam even if it contradicts one's desires or the desires of others. 

Chapter 4 An Nisa, verse 135: 

 

 

“O you who have believed, be persistently standing firm in justice, 

witnesses for Allah, even if it be against yourselves or parents and 

relatives. Whether one is rich or poor, Allah is more worthy of both. So 

follow not [personal] inclination, lest you not be just…” 

 

 

The one who achieves this will become a complete balanced believer. 

This is the character of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him.



 

“It will not be but one blast, and at once they are all brought 

present before Us. So today [i.e., the Day of Judgement] no soul 

will be wronged at all, and you will not be recompensed except for 

what you used to do.” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 103, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned that whoever 

has their deeds scrutinized by Allah, the Exalted, on Judgment Day will 

be punished.  

 

 

It is important for muslims to understand that even though enjoying the 

lawful pleasures of this material world are not prohibited they often lead 

to the unlawful. For example, vain speech is usually the first step before 

sinful speech. In addition, the more one indulges in unnecessary lawful 

things the longer their accountability will be on Judgment Day. One 

should bear in mind that Judgment Day will be a difficult day. For 

example, the Sun will be brought within two miles of the creation. This 

has been confirmed in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2421. 

Even though, a muslim may be forgiven and saved by Allah, the Exalted, 

but none the less, the longer their accountability the greater stress they 

will endure. Seeing as Judgment Day will be fifty thousand years long, 

according to the Holy Quran, it does not make sense to enjoy a few 

decades of lawful pleasures if it means one will face a difficult 

accountability on a day which will last so long. Chapter 70 Al Ma’arij, 

verse 4: 

 

 

“…during a Day the extent of which is fifty thousand years.” 

 



 

 

It is therefore best to lead a simple life in order to minimize one's 

accountability on the Day of Judgment. It is one of the reasons why the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised in 

a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 4118, that simplicity is a 

part of faith.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

“It will not be but one blast, and at once they are all brought present 

before Us. So today [i.e., the Day of Judgement] no soul will be 

wronged at all, and you will not be recompensed except for what you 

used to do.” 

 

 

These verses are connected to chapter 47 Muhammad, verse 7: 

 

 

“O you who have believed, if you support Allah, He will support you and 

plant firmly your feet.” 

 

 

This verse means that if one aids Islam then Allah, the Exalted, will help 

them in both worlds. It is strange how countless people desire the help of 

Allah, the Exalted, yet do not fulfil the first part of this verse through the 

sincere obedience of Allah, the Exalted, by fulfilling His commands, 

refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience. The 

excuse most people give is that they do not have time to perform righteous 

deeds. They desire the help of Allah, the Exalted, yet will not make time to 

do the things which please Him. Does this make sense? Those who do not 

fulfil the obligatory duties and then expect the aid of Allah, the Exalted, in 

their moment of need are quite foolish. And those who do fulfil the 

obligatory duties yet refuse to go beyond them will find that the aid they 

receive is limited. How one behaves is how they are treated. The more time 

and energy dedicated to Allah, the Exalted, the more support they will 

receive. It really is that simple.  

 

 



 

A muslim needs to understand that the majority of the obligatory duties, 

such as the five daily prayers, only takes a small amount of time in one's 

day. A muslim cannot expect to barely dedicate an hour a day to offering 

the obligatory prayers and then neglect Allah, the Exalted, for the rest of 

the day and still expect His continuous support through all difficulties. A 

person would dislike a friend who treated them in such a manner. How then 

can one treat Allah, the Exalted, the Lord of the worlds, like this then?  

 

 

Some only dedicate extra time to pleasing Allah, the Exalted, when they 

encounter a worldly problem then demand Him to fix it as if they done 

Allah, the Exalted, a favour by performing voluntary good deeds. This 

foolish mentality clearly contradicts servanthood to Allah, the Exalted. It is 

amazing how this type of person finds time to do all their other leisurely 

activities, such as spending time with family and friends, watching TV and 

attending social functions yet finds no time to dedicate to pleasing Allah, 

the Exalted. They cannot seem to find time to recite and adopt the 

teachings of the Holy Quran. They do not seem to find time to study and 

act on the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings 

be upon him. These people somehow find wealth to spend on their 

unnecessary luxuries yet seem to find no wealth to donate in voluntary 

charity.  

 

 

It is important to understand that a muslim will be treated according to how 

they behave. Meaning, if a Muslim dedicates extra time to please Allah, the 

Exalted, then they will find the support they need to journey through all 

difficulties safely. But if they fail to fulfil the obligatory duties or only fulfil 

them without dedicating any other time to pleasing Allah, the Exalted, then 

they will find a similar response from Allah, the Exalted. Put simply, the 



 

more one gives the more they shall receive. If one does not give much they 

should not expect much in return.  



 

“It will not be but one blast, and at once they are all brought present 

before Us. So today [i.e., the Day of Judgement] no soul will be 

wronged at all, and you will not be recompensed except for what you 

used to do.” 

 

 

Disbelief can be a literal rejecting of Islam or through actions, which 

involves disobeying Allah, the Exalted, even though one believes in Him. 

This can be clearly understood by an example. If an unaware person is 

warned by another of an approaching lion and the unaware person takes 

practical steps to obtain safety they will be considered someone who 

believed in the warning given to them as they adapted their behaviour 

based on the warning. Whereas, if the unaware person does not practically 

change their behaviour after being warned, people will suspect that they do 

not believe in the warning given to them even if the unaware person 

verbally claims belief in the warning given to them. 

 

 

Some people claim that their belief and obedience to their God is in their 

hearts and they therefore do not need to demonstrate it practically. 

Unfortunately, this foolish mentality has infected many Muslims who believe 

they possess a pure faithful heart even though they fail to fulfil the 

obligatory duties of Islam. The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, has clearly declared in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn 

Majah, number 3984, that when one's heart is pure the body becomes pure 

which means their actions become correct. But if one's heart is corrupt the 

body becomes corrupt which means their actions will be corrupt and 

incorrect. Therefore, the one who does not obey Allah, the Exalted, by 

fulfilling their duties practically can never have a pure heart.  

 



 

 

In addition, demonstrating one's faith in Allah, the Exalted, practically is 

their proof and evidence which is required on Judgment Day in order to be 

granted Paradise. Not having this practical evidence is as silly as a student 

who hands back a blank exam paper to their teacher claiming their 

knowledge is in their mind so they therefore do not need to write it down by 

answering the exam questions. The same way this student would 

undoubtedly fail so will a person who reaches Judgment Day without the 

obedience of Allah, the Exalted, in the form of fulfilling His commands, 

refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience, even if 

they possess faith in their heart.  



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verses 55-58 
 

 

 

 

 

 

“Indeed the companions of Paradise, that Day, will be amused in [joyful] 

occupation. 

They and their spouses - in shade, reclining on adorned couches. 

For them therein is fruit, and for them is whatever they request [or wish]. 

[And] "Peace," a word from a Merciful Lord.” 



 

“Indeed the companions of Paradise, that Day, will be amused in 

[joyful] occupation. They and their spouses - in shade, reclining on 

adorned couches.” 

 

 

A muslim must choose a spouse which encourages them to sincerely obey 

Allah, the Exalted, so that they experience the bliss of Paradise together. 

This choice must be based on the teachings of Islam. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 5090, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that a person is 

married for four reasons: their wealth, lineage, beauty or for their piety. He 

concluded by warning that a person should marry for the sake of piety 

otherwise they will be a loser. 

 

 

It is important to understand that the first three things mentioned in this 

Hadith are very transient and imperfect. They may give someone 

temporary happiness but ultimately these things will become a burden for 

them as they are linked to the material world and not to the thing which 

grants ultimate and permanent success namely, faith. One only needs to 

observe the rich and famous in order to understand that wealth does not 

bring happiness. In fact, the rich are the most unsatisfied and unhappy 

people on Earth. Marrying someone for the sake of their lineage is foolish 

as it does not guarantee the person will make a good spouse. In fact, if the 

marriage does not work out it destroys the family bond the two families 

possessed before the marriage. Marrying only for the sake of beauty 

meaning, love is not wise as this is a fickle emotion which changes with the 



 

passing of time and with one’s mood. How many couples supposedly 

drowned in love ended up hating each other?  

 

 

But it is important to note, that this Hadith does not mean one should find a 

spouse who is poor as it is important to get married to someone who can 

financially support a family. Neither does it mean one should not be 

attracted to their spouse as this is an important aspect of a healthy 

marriage. But this Hadith means that these things should not be the main 

or ultimate reason someone gets married. The main and ultimate quality a 

muslim should look for in a spouse is piety. This is when a muslim fulfills 

the commands of Allah, the Exalted, refrains from His prohibitions and 

faces destiny with patience. Put simply, the one who fears Allah, the 

Exalted, will treat their spouse well in both times of happiness and difficulty. 

On the other hand, those who are irreligious will mistreat their spouse 

whenever they are upset. This is one of the main reasons why domestic 

violence has increased amongst muslims in recent years.  

 

 

Finally, if a muslim desires to get married they should firstly obtain the 

knowledge associated with it, such as the rights they owe their spouse, the 

rights they are owed from their spouse and how to correctly deal with one's 

spouse in different situations. Unfortunately, ignorance of this leads to 

many arguments and divorces as people demand things which their spouse 

is not obliged to fulfill. Knowledge is the foundation of a healthy and 

successful marriage.  

 

 

 
 



 

“Indeed the companions of Paradise, that Day, will be amused in 

[joyful] occupation. They and their spouses - in shade, reclining on 

adorned couches. For them therein is fruit, and for them is whatever 

they request [or wish]. [And] "Peace," a word from a Merciful Lord.” 

 

 

It is important to understand that even though people strive in this material 

world in order to achieve peace of mind it is not possible to achieve in this 

world as it has not been placed in the material world. Chapter 13 Ar Ra’d, 

verse 28: 

 

 

“…Unquestionably, by the remembrance of Allah hearts are assured." 

 

 

Even though this fact eludes many it is quite obvious that the more one 

strives in this material world the more doors they open to the material 

world. Fulfilling one worldly task leads to ten others. So a person moves 

from one preoccupation to another with the no end in sight until they depart 

this world. The only way to obtain some peace in this world is through the 

obedience of Allah, the Exalted, by fulfilling His commands, refraining from 

His prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience. This muslim will be 

granted peace of mind by Allah, the Exalted. But even then it is important to 

understand that true lasting peace of mind is only found in the hereafter. 

This is because no matter how good someone’s life is even if they reach a 

point where they have no worldly or religious responsibilities as they have 

discharged them all and they have no other things to deal with even then, 

the reality of death, the grave and Judgment Day will prevent them from 

obtaining true lasting peace. Therefore, a muslim should understand this 

reality as it helps one to remain patient when dealing with life and what it 



 

brings and it encourages a muslim to strive in preparation for the hereafter 

so that they can achieve true lasting peace by obtaining the gardens of 

refuge and an eternal resting place.  



 

“Indeed the companions of Paradise, that Day, will be amused in 

[joyful] occupation. They and their spouses - in shade, reclining on 

adorned couches. For them therein is fruit, and for them is whatever 

they request [or wish]. [And] "Peace," a word from a Merciful Lord.” 

 

 

If Muslims desire to obtain peace in the next world they must spread it in 

this world. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 12, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised a good quality 

found within Islam. Namely, to spread the Islamic greeting of peace to 

people one knows and to those they do not know.  

 

 

It is important to act on this good characteristic as nowadays muslims often 

only spread the Islamic greeting of peace to those they know. It is important 

to spread it to all as this leads to love between people and strengthens 

Islam. In fact, this characteristic leads to Paradise according to a Hadith 

found in Sahih Muslim, number 194. 

 

  

A muslim should never forget that they will receive a minimum of ten 

rewards for every greeting of peace they extend to others even if others fail 

to reply to them. This has been advised in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu 

Dawud, number 5195. 

 



 

 

Finally, a muslim should fulfill the Islamic greeting of peace correctly by 

demonstrating this peace in their other speech and actions towards others 

by keeping their verbal and physical harm away from the self and 

possessions of others. This is in fact, the definition of a true muslim and 

believer according to a Hadith found in Sunan An Nasai, number 4998. 

 



 

“Indeed the companions of Paradise, that Day, will be amused in 

[joyful] occupation. They and their spouses - in shade, reclining on 

adorned couches. For them therein is fruit, and for them is whatever 

they request [or wish]. [And] "Peace," a word from a Merciful Lord.” 

 

 

It is important to note, that one will only enter Paradise through the mercy 

of Allah, the Exalted. This has been confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih 

Bukhari, number 5673. This is because every righteous deed is only 

possible through the mercy of Allah, the Exalted, in the form of knowledge, 

inspiration, strength and opportunity to do the deed. This understanding 

prevents one from adopting pride which is vital to avoid as only an atom’s 

worth of pride is needed to take a person to Hell. This has been warned in 

a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 267.  

 

 

In addition, a muslim must understand that this mercy of Allah, the Exalted, 

in the form of righteous deeds is in reality a light which one must gather in 

this world if they desire to obtain a guiding light in the hereafter. If a muslim 

lives in heedlessness and refrains from gathering this light in the world by 

fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His 

prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience then how can they expect 

to receive this guiding light in the hereafter?  

 

 

All muslims desire to inhabit Paradise with the greatest servants of Allah, 

the Exalted, such as the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him. But it is important to understand that simply wishing for this 

without action will not make it come true otherwise the Companions, may 

Allah be pleased with them, would have done this. Simply put, the more 



 

one strives in learning and acting on the traditions of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, the closer they will be to 

him in the hereafter.  

 

 

The greatest blessing of Paradise is physically observing Allah, the 

Exalted, which is discussed in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 

7436. If a muslim desires to obtain this unimaginable blessing they must 

practically strive to achieve the level of excellence mentioned in a Hadith 

found in Sahih Muslim, number 99. This is when one performs actions, 

such as the prayer, as if they can observe Allah, the Exalted, overlooking 

them. This attitude ensures one's persistent and sincere obedience to 

Allah, the Exalted. It is hoped that the one who strives for this level of faith 

will receive the blessing of physically observing Allah, the Exalted, in the 

hereafter. 

 

 

 



 

“[And] "Peace," a word from a Merciful Lord.” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is the Most Merciful according to His infinite status. This 

attribute means that Allah, the Exalted, bestows countless favours on the 

creation and is always extremely kind to them. This same characteristic has 

been attributed to others such as the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him. Chapter 9 At Tawbah, verse 128: 

 

 

“There has certainly come to you a Messenger from among yourselves. 

Grievous to him is what you suffer; [he is] concerned over you [i.e., your 

guidance] and to the believers is kind and merciful.” 

 

 

When used in reference to the creation merciful means soft-hearted and 

compassionate. A muslim must adopt these qualities by looking at the 

creation through the eye of mercy and by treating them with mercy and 

compassion whether they are obedient or sinful. Many Hadiths such as the 

one found in Sahih Muslim, number 6030, indicate that the one who does 

not show mercy to others will not be shown mercy by Allah, the Exalted. So 

it is vital for muslims to show mercy to all through their actions such as 

financial and physical help and through their words such as supplicating for 

them. Islam in fact rewards a muslim who shows mercy to all living things 

such as animals. This has been confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu 

Dawud, number 2550. In addition, the mercy they show should not be 

selective or occasional instead they should strive to demonstrate mercy at 

all times with all of creation. 

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verses 59-64 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“[Then He will say], "But stand apart today, you criminals. 

Did I not enjoin upon you, O children of Adam, that you not worship Satan - 

[for] indeed, he is to you a clear enemy. 



 

And that you worship [only] Me? This is a straight path. 

And he [the Devil] had already led astray from among you much of 

creation, so did you not use reason? 

This is the Hellfire which you were promised. 

[Enter to] burn therein today for what you used to deny.” 



 

“[Then He will say], "But stand apart [from the believers] today, you 

criminals.”” 

 

 

Every muslim openly declares that they desire the companionship of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, the other 

Holy Prophets, peace be upon him them, and the Companions, may Allah 

be pleased with them, in the hereafter. They often quote the Hadith found 

in Sahih Bukhari, number 3688, which advises that a person will be with 

those they love in the hereafter. And because of this they openly declare 

their love for these righteous servants of Allah, the Exalted. But it is strange 

how they desire this outcome and claim love for the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, yet they barely know him 

as they are too busy to study his life, character and teachings. This is 

foolish as how can one truly love someone they do not even know?  

 

 

In addition, when these people are asked for proof of their love for the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, on Judgment Day 

what will they say? What will they present? The proof of this declaration is 

studying and acting on the life, character and teachings of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. A declaration without this 

evidence will not be accepted by Allah, the Exalted. This is quite obvious as 

no one understood Islam better than the Companions, may Allah be 

pleased with them, did and this was not their attitude. They declared love 

for the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, and 

supported their claim through actions by following in his footsteps. This is 

why they will be with him in the hereafter.  

 

 



 

Those who believe love is in the heart and does not require it to be shown 

through actions is as foolish as the student who hands back a blank exam 

paper to their teacher claiming that knowledge is in their mind so they do 

not need to practically write it down on paper and then still expects to pass. 

 

 

The one who behaves in such a manner does not love the righteous 

servants of Allah, the Exalted, only their own desires and they have 

undoubtedly been fooled by the Devil. 

 

 

Finally, it is important to note that members of other religions also claim 

love for their Holy Prophets, peace be upon them. But as they failed to 

follow in their footsteps and act on their teachings they will certainly not be 

with them on Judgment Day. This is quite obvious if one ponders over this 

fact for a moment.  

 

 

 

 



 

“[Then He will say], "But stand apart [from the believers] today, you 

criminals.”” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 2447, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned that oppression will 

become a darkness on the Day of Judgment. 

 

 

This is vital to avoid as those who find themselves plunged in darkness are 

unlikely to find their way to Paradise. Only those who will be provided a 

guiding light will be able to do this successfully.  

 

 

Oppression can take many forms. The first type is when one fails to fulfill 

the commands of Allah, the Exalted, and refrain from His prohibitions. Even 

though this has no effect on the infinite status of Allah, the Exalted, it will 

cause the person to become submerged into darkness in both worlds. 

According to a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 4244, whenever a 

person commits a sin a black spot is etched on their spiritual heart. The 

more they sin the more their heart will become encompassed by darkness. 

This will prevent them from accepting and following true guidance in this 

world which will ultimately lead to darkness in the next world. Chapter 83 Al 

Mutaffifin, verse 14: 

 

 

“No! Rather, the stain has covered their hearts of that which they were 

earning.” 



 

 

 

The next type of oppression is when one oppresses themself by not 

fulfilling the trust they have been granted by Allah, the Exalted, in the form 

of their body and other worldly blessings they possess. The greatest of 

which is one's faith. This must be protected and strengthened through 

gaining and acting on Islamic knowledge.  

 

 

The final type of oppression is when one mistreats others. Allah, the 

Exalted, will not forgive these sins until the oppressor’s victim forgives them 

first. As people are not so merciful this is unlikely to happen. Then justice 

will be established on Judgment Day where the oppressor’s righteous 

deeds will be given to their victim and if necessary the victim’s sins will be 

given to the oppressor. This may lead to the oppressor being hurled into 

Hell. This has been warned in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 

6579. One should therefore treat others how they wish to be treated by 

people. A muslim should avoid all forms of oppression if they desire a 

guiding light in this world and in the next.  



 

“Did I not enjoin upon you, O children of Adam, that you not worship 

Satan - [for] indeed, he is to you a clear enemy…And he had already 

led astray from among you much of creation, so did you not use 

reason?” 

 

 

Obeying the Devil has been equated to worshipping him, as this is the 

essence of disobeying Allah, the Exalted. A muslim must gain and act on 

Islamic knowledge in order to avoid this behaviour. 

 

 

These verses are connected to chapter 29 Al Ankabut, verse 38: 

 

 

“…And Satan had made pleasing to them their deeds and averted them 

from the path…” 

 

 

As mentioned in this verse the Devil fools people into committing sins and 

making wrong decisions by beautifying the incorrect choice for them. This 

occurs in situations when a person must make a choice between two or 

more options. It also occurs when the choice is between the lawful and 

unlawful and even between two lawful options. If the Devil cannot guide 

someone to a sin then he attempts to guide them to the inferior option, 

even if it is lawful, hoping it will lead to some sort of a sin, such as a person 

complaining about life and destiny. The Devil beautifies a choice by 

causing one to focus on its apparent benefit to such a degree that they lose 

focus on the bigger picture and the consequences of the choice. An adult 



 

then behaves like a child who makes choices without reflecting over the 

consequences of their actions. This is one of the main reasons why people 

commit sins. In reality, if one truly reflected on the punishment of sins they 

would never commit them.  

 

 

Something which helps in situations like this is to mentally take a step back 

and assess the options by comparing their long-term benefits and harms. 

Only when the lawful benefits of something outweighs the harm should a 

person proceed. The other thing which helps is to deeply reflect on the 

consequences of the potential options. Some choices might be lawful but if 

one goes ahead with them it may make their life difficult in the long run. For 

example, sometimes people rush into marriage with someone they 

apparently love. They base their decision solely on their feelings instead of 

reflecting on other more important aspects, for example, if their potential 

future spouse will make a good life partner or a good parent and if they will 

help them in their obedience to Allah, the Exalted. Many marriages have 

ended in divorce because the couple did not reflect on the long term 

implications of a potential marriage. Many people often claim their spouse 

was very different before they got married but in most cases they have not 

changed at all. The truth is that before marriage they did not spend so 

much time with them so they did not observe certain characteristics which 

became obvious after marriage.  

 

 

Some often rush into action and later have regrets as their choice caused 

them more trouble and in many cases the issue was not a big deal in the 

first place. This type of action can only be avoided when one reflects on the 

situation and observes the bigger picture meaning, the wider and long-term 

implications and consequences of taking a step forward. 

  



 

 

One should not only assess if something is lawful or unlawful before 

making a decision. Even though, this is the most important thing to 

consider yet, it is not the only thing. As many lawful incorrect choices, 

which are beautified by the Devil, can lead to trouble further on in life.  

 

 

To sum up, before making any choice a person must take a step back and 

reflect deeply over its lawfulness and its potential long-term benefits and 

harms under the guidance of the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Whoever acts like 

this will rarely make a wrong choice they later regret.  

 

 

 



 

“Did I not enjoin upon you, O children of Adam, that you not worship 

Satan - [for] indeed, he is to you a clear enemy…And he had already 

led astray from among you much of creation, so did you not use 

reason?” 

 

 

Obeying the Devil has been equated to worshipping him, as this is the 

essence of disobeying Allah, the Exalted. A muslim must gain and act on 

Islamic knowledge in order to avoid this behaviour. 

 

 

The Devil tries to convince muslims to always observe those who are 

worse than them in behaviour in order to justify their lack of striving in the 

obedience of Allah, the Exalted, and improving their character and 

behaviour for the better. For example, a muslim who offers their obligatory 

prayers once in a while will observe someone who does not pray at all in 

order to make themself feel better. A thief will look at a murderer and 

convince themself stealing is not so bad. The examples are endless. It is 

very strange how these muslims so easily observe those who appear 

worse than them in order to justify their lack of effort in obeying Allah, the 

Exalted, but these same people will not observe those who are in a worse 

off position than them when they face difficulties. For example, the person 

who suffers from back pain will not observe the one who is physically 

disabled so that it prevents them from complaining. This attitude has 

specifically been advised by the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2513. 

 

  

In addition, if observing those who appear worse in their behaviour does 

not save one from punishment in a worldly court, such as a thief being 



 

pardoned by a judge because there are many murderers in the world, how 

can one imagine this excuse will hold up in the court of Allah, the Exalted?  

 

 

Muslims should therefore avoid this trap of the Devil by observing those 

who appear better than them so that they are inspired to improve their 

character and behaviour progressively for the pleasure of Allah, the 

Exalted. This is what Allah, the Exalted, demands meaning, He does not 

demand perfection.  

 

 

 



 

“Did I not enjoin upon you, O children of Adam, that you not worship 

Satan - [for] indeed, he is to you a clear enemy…And he had already 

led astray from among you much of creation, so did you not use 

reason?” 

 

 

Obeying the Devil has been equated to worshipping him, as this is the 

essence of disobeying Allah, the Exalted. A muslim must gain and act on 

Islamic knowledge in order to avoid this behaviour. 

 

 

It is important to understand that no matter how much religious knowledge 

one obtains or how much worship and righteous deeds they perform they 

will never be safe from the attacks and traps of the Devil. This is because 

the Devil attacks each person according to how much knowledge they 

possess and how much righteous deeds they perform. For example, he will 

try to convince the muslim who is strict in offering their obligatory prayers 

not to offer them in congregation at the Mosque or by convincing them to 

delay their obligatory prayers beyond their starting times as he knows he 

will not be able to convince them to completely abandon the obligatory 

prayers. Whereas, in respect to the muslim who is struggling to establish 

their obligatory prayers he will attempt to convince them that they are too 

difficult to establish therefore they should only offer them when they are 

completely free. He tries to convince those who perform many voluntary 

righteous deeds not to gain and act on Islamic knowledge in order to 

improve their character so that they continue to destroy their good deeds 

through bad characteristics such as, lying and backing.  

 

 



 

The Devil aims to prevent a person from a reaching a higher level if he 

cannot convince them to fall in rank through disobedience to Allah, the 

Exalted. Therefore, muslims should always be on guard against his attacks 

and traps by persistently striving to increase in rank, improve their 

character and avoid acts of disobedience which is all achieved by gaining 

and acting on Islamic knowledge.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

“Did I not enjoin upon you, O children of Adam, that you not worship 

Satan - [for] indeed, he is to you a clear enemy…And he had already 

led astray from among you much of creation, so did you not use 

reason?” 

 

 

Obeying the Devil has been equated to worshipping him, as this is the 

essence of disobeying Allah, the Exalted. A muslim must gain and act on 

Islamic knowledge in order to avoid this behaviour. 

 

 

A Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 3294, advises that whichever 

path the second rightly guided Caliph of Islam, Umar Bin Khataab, may 

Allah be pleased with him, took the Devil would take a different path, 

meaning, out of fear of him. One of the reasons why the Devil acted in this 

way was because he had little influence over Umar Bin Khataab, may Allah 

be pleased with him. The Devil cannot physically force someone to commit 

sins. He instead encourages them to do so through whisperings. But in 

order for them to be effective he requires a person to possess some sort of 

worldly desire. Then through his whisperings he encourages the growth of 

this worldly desire until it drives the person to act on it thereby committing a 

sin. The reason the Devil had little effect on Umar Bin Khataab, may Allah 

be pleased with him, was because he had removed worldly desires from 

his heart. His only desires were connected to pleasing Allah, the Exalted. 

Therefore, if muslims desire to minimise the effect the Devil has on them 

they should remove unnecessary desires from their heart. This only occurs 

when one refrains from indulging in the excess and unnecessary aspects of 

this material world. The more they do this the more these worldly desires 

will leave their heart until they reach a point where they only desire to 

please Allah, the Exalted, in all their actions. The Devil will flee from this 

person as he knows he will have little effect on them. But the more one 



 

indulges in the unnecessary aspects of this material world the more worldly 

desires they will possess and therefore, the more influence the Devil will 

have over them.  

 

 

 



 

“Did I not enjoin upon you, O children of Adam, that you not worship 

Satan - [for] indeed, he is to you a clear enemy…And he had already 

led astray from among you much of creation, so did you not use 

reason?” 

 

 

Obeying anything while disobeying Allah, the Exalted, is the same as taking 

that thing as an object of worship. 

 

 

First of all, it is important to understand, that the major thing which 

separates a human from an animal is the fact that people live by a higher 

moral code. If people abandoned this and simply acted on their desires 

then they would be no difference between them and animals. In fact, 

people would be worse as they possess the higher level of thinking yet, still 

choose to live like animals.  

 

 

Secondly, whether people want to admit it or not in reality, every person is 

a servant of something or someone. Some are servants of others, such as 

Hollywood executives and do whatever they command them to do even if it 

challenges modesty and shame. Others are servants of their relatives and 

friends and do whatever it takes to please them. Others are the worse by 

being servants of their own desires as this is the attitude of animals who 

generally act to please themself. The best and highest form of servanthood 

is being a servant of Allah, the Exalted. This is quite evident if one turns the 

pages of history which clearly shows that those who were the servants of 

Allah, the Exalted, such as the Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, were 

granted the highest honour and respect in this world and will be granted 

this in the next. Centuries and millennia have passed yet their names are 



 

remembered as the pillars and beacons of history. Whereas those who 

became servants of others especially, their own desires were eventually 

disgraced in this world even if they achieved some worldly status and they 

became mere footnotes in history. The media barely remembers those who 

pass away for more than a few days before moving onto the next person to 

report on. During their lives these people eventually become sad, lonely, 

depressed and even suicidal as selling their souls and decency to their 

worldly masters did not grant them the contentment they were looking for. 

One does not need to be a scholar to understand this obvious truth. So if 

people must be servants they should be the servants of Allah, the Exalted, 

as lasting honour, greatness and true success lies only in this.  

 

 



 

“Did I not enjoin upon you, O children of Adam, that you not worship 

Satan - [for] indeed, he is to you a clear enemy…And he had already 

led astray from among you much of creation, so did you not use 

reason?” 

 

 

Obeying anything while disobeying Allah, the Exalted, is the same as taking 

that thing as an object of worship. 

 

 

Disbelief can be a literal rejecting of Islam or through actions, which 

involves disobeying Allah, the Exalted, even though one believes in Him. 

This can be clearly understood by an example. If an unaware person is 

warned by another of an approaching lion and the unaware person takes 

practical steps to obtain safety they will be considered someone who 

believed in the warning given to them as they adapted their behaviour 

based on the warning. Whereas, if the unaware person does not practically 

change their behaviour after being warned, people will suspect that they do 

not believe in the warning given to them even if the unaware person 

verbally claims belief in the warning given to them. 

 

 

Some people claim that their belief and obedience to their God is in their 

hearts and they therefore do not need to demonstrate it practically. 

Unfortunately, this foolish mentality has infected many Muslims who believe 

they possess a pure faithful heart even though they fail to fulfil the 

obligatory duties of Islam. The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, has clearly declared in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn 

Majah, number 3984, that when one's heart is pure the body becomes pure 

which means their actions become correct. But if one's heart is corrupt the 



 

body becomes corrupt which means their actions will be corrupt and 

incorrect. Therefore, the one who does not obey Allah, the Exalted, by 

fulfilling their duties practically can never have a pure heart.  

 

 

In addition, demonstrating one's faith in Allah, the Exalted, practically is 

their proof and evidence which is required on Judgment Day in order to be 

granted Paradise. Not having this practical evidence is as silly as a student 

who hands back a blank exam paper to their teacher claiming their 

knowledge is in their mind so they therefore do not need to write it down by 

answering the exam questions. The same way this student would 

undoubtedly fail so will a person who reaches Judgment Day without the 

obedience of Allah, the Exalted, in the form of fulfilling His commands, 

refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience, even if 

they possess faith in their heart.  

 



 

“Did I not enjoin upon you, O children of Adam, that you not worship 

Satan - [for] indeed, he is to you a clear enemy…And he had already 

led astray from among you much of creation, so did you not use 

reason?” 

 

 

It is important for a muslim to be observant in their daily life and avoid being 

too self-absorbed in their own worldly matters so that they become 

heedless over the things which are occurring around them and the things 

which have already occurred. This is an important quality to possess as it is 

an excellent way to strengthen one's faith which in turn helps one to remain 

obedient to Allah, the Exalted, at all times. For example, when a muslim 

observes a sick person they should not only aid them by whatever means 

they possess, even if it is only a supplication, but they should reflect on 

their own health and understand that they too will eventually lose their good 

health either by an illness, ageing or even death. This should inspire them 

to be grateful for their good health and show this through their actions by 

taking advantage of their good health in both worldly and religious matters 

which are pleasing to Allah, the Exalted.   

 

 

When they observe the death of a rich person they should not only feel sad 

for the deceased and their family but realise that one day which is unknown 

to them they will die also. They should understand that just like the rich 

person was abandoned by their wealth, fame and family at their grave so 

will they too be left only with their deeds in their grave. This will encourage 

them to prepare for their grave and the hereafter.  

 

 



 

This attitude can and should be applied to all things one observes. A 

muslim should learn a lesson from everything around them which has been 

advised in the Holy Quran. Chapter 3 Alee Imran, verse 191: 

 

 

“…and give thought to the creation of the heavens and the earth, [saying], 

"Our Lord, You did not create this aimlessly; exalted are You [above such a 

thing]; then protect us from the punishment of the Fire.”” 

 

 

Those who behave in this manner will strengthen their faith on a daily basis 

whereas those who are too self-absorbed in their worldly life will remain 

heedless which may lead them to their destruction.  

 
 
 
 



 

“Did I not enjoin upon you, O children of Adam…that you worship 

[only] Me? This is a straight path.” 

 

 

The Holy Quran clearly declared the purpose of mankind in chapter 51 Adh 

Dhariyat, verse 56:  

 

 

“And I did not create the jinn and mankind except to worship Me.” 

 

 

Before one can worship Allah, the Exalted, they must first recognise Him as 

it is not possible to obey someone without knowledge. In addition, people 

must first learn how to worship Allah, the Exalted, before they can fulfil this 

task. Therefore, worship is followed by knowledge. This is why in a Hadith 

found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 224, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, declared seeking useful knowledge a 

duty on all muslims. Without knowledge one will never be able to worship 

Allah, the Exalted, correctly. Few good deeds performed with knowledge 

are far superior to many good deeds performed incorrectly because of 

ignorance.  

 

 

As Allah, the Exalted, is the One who created mankind no one has the right 

to be served and worshipped except Him. If an employer easily dismisses 

their employee for abandoning the duty they have been hired for, how can 

it be correct to abandon serving and worshipping Allah, the Exalted, when 

He alone created and sustains the creation? All of mankind have been 



 

granted free will and the ability to obey and worship Allah, the Exalted. So 

each person must decide whether they desire to fulfil their purpose of 

creation thereby receiving eternal reward or reject it and face punishment in 

both worlds. The same way a device, such as a mobile phone, which does 

not fulfil its primary purpose is discarded people may well be discarded on 

the Day of Judgement into Hell for failing to fulfil their primary purpose of 

existence.  

 

 

It is important to note, that worship refers to the obedience of Allah, the 

Exalted. This involves fulfilling His commands, refraining from His 

prohibitions and facing destiny with patience according to the traditions of 

the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. This 

obedience must encompass every part of one’s life and body, such as their 

tongue. It includes a person’s duty towards Allah, the Exalted, such as 

offering the prayer and treating the creation with kindness.  

 

 

Those who obey Allah, the Exalted, will be given the best rewards while 

those who disobey Him will receive the worst punishment in this world and 

the next. In a divine Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2466, the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, narrates from 

Allah, the Exalted, who declares that if one busies themself in worshipping 

Him, through sincere obedience, He will fill their heart with richness and 

remove their poverty. But if they turn away from His worship and obedience 

Allah, the Exalted, will fill their life with problems and not remove their 

poverty.     

 

 



 

It is important to note, that Allah, the Exalted, does not need the creation in 

anyway whatsoever. As clearly mentioned in a Hadith found in Sahih 

Muslim, number 6572, people only benefit themselves with their good 

deeds as it raises their ranks. And they only harm themselves with their 

sins as they will be held accountable for them. The infinite status of Allah, 

the Exalted, does not change at all irrespective of if the entire creation 

worshipped Him or not. Allah, the Exalted, is the sole Creator and sole 

Provider. It is people who are completely and utterly in need of Him. 

Whoever understands this and sincerely obeys Allah, the Exalted, will fulfil 

the purpose of their creation and will therefore be given an eternal reward.  

 

 



 

“Did I not enjoin upon you, O children of Adam…that you worship 

[only] Me? This is a straight path.” 

 

 

True worship involves sincerity. In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim number 

196, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, 

advised that Islam is sincerity towards Allah, the Exalted. 

 

 

Sincerity towards Allah, the Exalted, includes fulfilling all the duties given by 

Him in the form of commands and prohibitions, solely for His pleasure. As 

confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 1, all will be judged 

by their intention. So if one is not sincere towards Allah, the Exalted, when 

performing good deeds they will gain no reward in this world or in the next. 

In fact, according to a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 3154, 

those who performed insincere deeds will be told on Judgement Day to 

seek their reward from those who they acted for, which will not be possible. 

Chapter 98 Al Bayyinah, verse 5. 

 

 

"And they were not commanded except to worship Allah, [being] sincere to 

Him in religion....." 

 

 

If one is lax in fulfilling their duties towards Allah, the Exalted, it proves a 

lack of sincerity. Therefore, they should sincerely repent and struggle to 

fulfil them all. It is important to bear in mind Allah, the Exalted, never 



 

burdens one with duties they cannot perform or handle. Chapter 2 Al 

Baqarah, verse 286. 

 

 

"Allah does not charge a soul except [with that within] its capacity...." 

 

 

Being sincere towards Allah, the Exalted, means that one should always 

choose His pleasure over the pleasure of themself and others. A Muslim 

should always give priority to those actions which are for the sake of Allah, 

the Exalted, over all else. One should love others and dislike their sins for 

the sake of Allah, the Exalted, and not for the sake of their own desires. 

When they help others or refuse to take part in sins it should be for the 

sake of Allah, the Exalted. The one who adopts this mentality has perfected 

their faith. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, 

number 4681. 

 

 



 

“Did I not enjoin upon you, O children of Adam, that you not worship 

Satan - [for] indeed, he is to you a clear enemy. And that you worship 

[only] Me? This is a straight path…This is the Hellfire which you were 

promised. [Enter to] burn therein today for what you used to deny.” 

 

 

The thing to remember is that in reality each person who will end up in Hell 

takes the fire, which they will encounter in Hell, with them from this world in 

the form of their sins. When a muslim engraves this reality into their mind 

they will observe each sin, major or minor, as a piece of unbearable fire. 

The same way a person avoids fire in this world they should avoid sins as 

in reality sins are like hidden fire which will be shown to them in the 

hereafter.  

 

 

In addition, a muslim should not live in heedlessness and believe they can 

simply claim love for Allah, the Exalted, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, and the Companions, may Allah be 

pleased with them, without supporting this verbal declaration with actions. If 

this was true then the Companions, may Allah be pleased with them, would 

not have strived so hard in the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, and they 

undoubtedly understood Islam and Judgment Day better than the people 

after them. Simply put, a declaration of love without actions will not save 

one from Hell. In fact, it has been made clear that some muslims will enter 

Hell on Judgment Day. The muslim who abandons acting on Islamic 

teachings should understand that their attitude may cause them to lose 

their faith before their death so that they enter Judgment Day as a non-

muslim, which is the greatest loss.  

 

 



 

The same way one would not enter a battle without armour and a shield a 

muslim should not enter Judgment Day without the armour and shield of 

righteous deeds. Otherwise, the same way the soldier who has no 

protection will most likely be harmed so will a muslim who reaches 

Judgment Day without the protection provided by the obedience of Allah, 

the Exalted, which involves fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, 

refraining from His prohibitions and facing destiny with patience. A muslim 

should remember that the luxuries and pleasures of the material world they 

enjoyed will not make them feel better if they end up in Hell. In fact, it will 

only make them feel worse.  

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verse 65 
 

 

 

“That Day, We will seal over their mouths, and their hands will speak to Us, 

and their feet will testify about what they used to earn.” 



 

“That Day, We will seal over their mouths, and their hands will speak 

to Us, and their feet will testify about what they used to earn.” 

 

 

If one desires the worldly blessings they have been granted to aid them in 

this world and testify on their behalf in the next, they must use them in 

ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. 

 

 

In reality, in most cases nothing in this material world in itself is good or 

bad, such as wealth. What makes a thing good or bad is the way it is used. 

It is important to understand that the very purpose of everything which was 

created by Allah, the Exalted, was for it to be used correctly according to 

the teachings of Islam. When something is not used correctly it in reality 

becomes useless. For example, wealth is useful in both worlds when it is 

used correctly such as being spent on the necessities of a person and their 

dependents. But it can become useless and even a curse for its bearer if it 

is not used correctly, such as being hoarded or spent on sinful things. 

Simply hoarding wealth causes wealth to lose value. How can paper and 

metal coins one tucks away be useful? In this respect, there is no 

difference between a blank piece of paper and a note of money. It is only 

useful when it is used correctly.  

 

 

So if a Muslim desires all their worldly possessions to become a blessing 

for them in both worlds all they have to do is use them correctly according 

to the teachings found in the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. But if they use 

them incorrectly then the same blessing will become a burden and curse 

for them in both worlds. It is as simple as that.  



 

“That Day, We will seal over their mouths, and their hands will speak 

to Us, and their feet will testify about what they used to earn.” 

 

 

If one desires the worldly blessings they have been granted to aid them in 

this world and testify on their behalf in the next, they must use them in 

ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. One can adopt the correct attitude 

when they understand the purpose of these blessings. 

 

 

Every worldly blessing a Muslim possesses is only a means which should 

aid them in reaching the hereafter safely. It is not an end in itself. For 

example, wealth is a means one should use in order to obey Allah, the 

Exalted, by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, fulfilling their 

necessities and the necessities of their dependents. It is not an end or an 

ultimate goal in itself.  

 

 

This not only aids a Muslim in maintaining their focus on the hereafter but it 

also aids them whenever they lose worldly blessings. When a Muslim treats 

each worldly blessing, such as a child, as a means to please Allah, the 

Exalted, and reach the hereafter safely then losing it will not have such a 

detrimental impact on them. They may become sad, which is an acceptable 

emotion, but they will not become grieved which leads to impatience and 

other mental problems, such as depression. This is because they firmly 

believe the worldly blessing they possessed was only a means so losing it 

does not cause a loss in the ultimate goal namely, Paradise, the loss of 

which is disastrous. Therefore, still possessing and concentrating on the 

ultimate goal will prevent them from becoming grieved.  



 

 

 

In addition, they will understand that just like the thing they lost was only a 

means they firmly believe they will be provided with another means to 

reach and fulfil their ultimate goal by Allah, the Exalted. This will also 

prevent them from grieving. Whereas, the one who believes their worldly 

blessing is the end instead of a means will experience severe grief when 

losing it as their whole purpose and objective has been lost. This grief will 

lead to depression and other mental issues.  

 

 

To conclude, Muslims should treat each blessing they possess as a means 

to reach the hereafter safely not as an end in itself. This is how one can 

possess things without being possessed by them. This is how they can 

keep worldly things in their hands and not in their hearts.  

 



 

“That Day, We will seal over their mouths, and their hands will speak 

to Us, and their feet will testify about what they used to earn.” 

 

 

If one desires the worldly blessings they have been granted to aid them in 

this world and testify on their behalf in the next, they must use them in 

ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 103, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned that whoever has 

their deeds scrutinized by Allah, the Exalted, on Judgment Day will be 

punished.  

 

 

It is important for muslims to understand that even though enjoying the 

lawful pleasures of this material world are not prohibited they often lead to 

the unlawful. For example, vain speech is usually the first step before sinful 

speech. In addition, the more one indulges in unnecessary lawful things the 

longer their accountability will be on Judgment Day. One should bear in 

mind that Judgment Day will be a difficult day. For example, the Sun will be 

brought within two miles of the creation. This has been confirmed in a 

Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2421. Even though, a muslim 

may be forgiven and saved by Allah, the Exalted, but none the less, the 

longer their accountability the greater stress they will endure. Seeing as 

Judgment Day will be fifty thousand years long, according to the Holy 

Quran, it does not make sense to enjoy a few decades of lawful pleasures 

if it means one will face a difficult accountability on a day which will last so 

long. Chapter 70 Al Ma’arij, verse 4: 



 

 

 

“…during a Day the extent of which is fifty thousand years.” 

 

 

It is therefore best to lead a simple life in order to minimize one's 

accountability on the Day of Judgment. It is one of the reasons why the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised in a 

Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 4118, that simplicity is a part of 

faith.  

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verses 66-68 
 

 

 

 

 

“And if We willed, We could have obliterated their eyes, and they would 

race to [find] the path, and how could they see? 

And if We willed, We could have deformed them, [paralyzing them] in their 

places so they would not be able to proceed, nor could they return. 

And he to whom We grant long life We reverse in creation; so will they not 

understand?” 



 

“And if We willed, We could have obliterated their eyes, and they 

would race to [find] the path, and how could they see?” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, has granted perception and understanding so that one 

uses them in this world correctly. 

 

 

It is important for muslims to develop the correct perception so that they 

can increase their obedience to Allah, the Exalted, which involves fulfilling 

His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and facing destiny with 

patience. This is what the righteous predecessors possessed and it 

encouraged them to avoid the excess luxuries of the material world and 

instead prepare for the hereafter. This is an important characteristic to 

possess and it can be explained with a worldly example. Two people are 

extremely thirsty and come across a cup of murky water. They both desire 

to drink it even though it is not pure and even if it means they have to argue 

over it. As their thirst grows the more focused on the cup of murky water 

they become to the point they lose focus on everything else. But if one of 

them shifted their focus and observed a river of pure water which was only 

a short distance ahead they would immediately lose focus on the cup of 

water to the point they would no longer care about it and no longer argue 

over it. And instead they would endure their thirst patiently knowing a river 

of pure water is close. The person who is unaware of the river would 

probably believe the other person is crazy after observing their change in 

attitude. This is the case of the two types of people in this world. One group 

greedily focuses on the material world. The other group has shifted their 

focus to the hereafter and the pure and eternal blessings therein. When 

one shifts their focus to the bliss of the hereafter worldly problems do not 

seem like such a big deal. Therefore, patience becomes easier to adopt. 

But if one keeps their focus on this world then it will seem like everything to 



 

them. They will argue, fight, love and hate for it. Just like the person in the 

example mentioned earlier who only focuses on the cup of murky water. 

 

  

This correct perception is only achieved through gaining and acting on 

Islamic knowledge found within the Holy Quran and the traditions of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him.  Chapter 41 

Fussilat, verse 53: 

 

 

“We will show them Our signs in the horizons and within themselves until it 

becomes clear to them that it is the truth…” 

 
 

 

 

 



 

“And if We willed, We could have obliterated their eyes, and they 

would race to [find] the path, and how could they see?” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, has granted perception and understanding so that one 

uses them in this world correctly. 

 

 

It is important for a muslim to be observant in their daily life and avoid being 

too self-absorbed in their own worldly matters so that they become 

heedless over the things which are occurring around them and the things 

which have already occurred. This is an important quality to possess as it is 

an excellent way to strengthen one's faith which in turn helps one to remain 

obedient to Allah, the Exalted, at all times. For example, when a muslim 

observes a sick person they should not only aid them by whatever means 

they possess, even if it is only a supplication, but they should reflect on 

their own health and understand that they too will eventually lose their good 

health either by an illness, ageing or even death. This should inspire them 

to be grateful for their good health and show this through their actions by 

taking advantage of their good health in both worldly and religious matters 

which are pleasing to Allah, the Exalted.   

 

 

When they observe the death of a rich person they should not only feel sad 

for the deceased and their family but realise that one day which is unknown 

to them they will die also. They should understand that just like the rich 

person was abandoned by their wealth, fame and family at their grave so 

will they too be left only with their deeds in their grave. This will encourage 

them to prepare for their grave and the hereafter.  



 

 

 

This attitude can and should be applied to all things one observes. A 

muslim should learn a lesson from everything around them which has been 

advised in the Holy Quran. Chapter 3 Alee Imran, verse 191: 

 

 

“…and give thought to the creation of the heavens and the earth, [saying], 

"Our Lord, You did not create this aimlessly; exalted are You [above such a 

thing]; then protect us from the punishment of the Fire.”” 

 

 

Those who behave in this manner will strengthen their faith on a daily basis 

whereas those who are too self-absorbed in their worldly life will remain 

heedless which may lead them to their destruction.  

 
 
 

 

 

 



 

“And if We willed, We could have obliterated their eyes, and they 

would race to [find] the path, and how could they see?” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, has granted perception and understanding so that one 

uses them in this world correctly. 

 

 

It is important for a muslim to understand a key truth namely, nothing in 

creation occurs without a wise reason even if people do not observe this 

wisdom immediately. A muslim should treat everything which occurs, 

whether they are in times of ease or difficulty, as a message in a bottle. 

They should not get too caught up in assessing and examining the bottle as 

it is merely a messenger which delivers the important message. This 

occurs when muslims either exult over the good things which occur thereby 

becoming heedless to the message within the good thing. Or they become 

grieved during difficulties thereby becoming too distracted to understand 

the message within the difficulty. They should instead concentrate on 

following the advice of the Holy Quran and approach each situation in a 

balanced way. Chapter 57 Al Hadid, verse 23: 

 

 

“In order that you not despair over what has eluded you and not exult [in 

pride] over what He has given you…” 

 

 

This verse does not prohibit being happy or sad in different situations as 

this is a part of human nature. But it advises a balanced approach whereby 



 

one avoids extreme emotions namely, exultant which is excessive 

happiness or grief which is excessive sadness. This balanced approach will 

allow one to focus their mind on the more important message inside the 

bottle meaning, inside the situation whether it is a situation of ease or 

difficulty. Through assessing, understanding and acting on the hidden 

message a muslim can improve their worldly and religious life for the better. 

Sometimes the message will be a wakeup call to turn back to Allah, the 

Exalted, before their time runs out. Sometimes it will be a way of raising 

their rank. Other times a way of erasing their sins and sometimes a 

reminder not to attach themself to the temporal material world and the 

things in it. Without this assessment one will merely journey through events 

without improving their worldly or religious life.  

 

 

 



 

“And if We willed, We could have deformed them, [paralyzing them] in 

their places so they would not be able to proceed, nor could they 

return.” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, has granted worldly blessings so that one uses them in 

the correct way.  

 

 

In reality, in most cases nothing in this material world in itself is good or 

bad, such as wealth. What makes a thing good or bad is the way it is used. 

It is important to understand that the very purpose of everything which was 

created by Allah, the Exalted, was for it to be used correctly according to 

the teachings of Islam. When something is not used correctly it in reality 

becomes useless. For example, wealth is useful in both worlds when it is 

used correctly such as being spent on the necessities of a person and their 

dependents. But it can become useless and even a curse for its bearer if it 

is not used correctly, such as being hoarded or spent on sinful things. 

Simply hoarding wealth causes wealth to lose value. How can paper and 

metal coins one tucks away be useful? In this respect, there is no 

difference between a blank piece of paper and a note of money. It is only 

useful when it is used correctly.  

 

 

So if a Muslim desires all their worldly possessions to become a blessing 

for them in both worlds all they have to do is use them correctly according 

to the teachings found in the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. But if they use 

them incorrectly then the same blessing will become a burden and curse 

for them in both worlds. It is as simple as that.  



 

“And if We willed, We could have deformed them, [paralyzing them] in 

their places so they would not be able to proceed, nor could they 

return.” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, has granted worldly blessings so that one uses them in 

the correct way. One can adopt the correct attitude when they understand 

the purpose of these blessings. 

 

 

Every worldly blessing a Muslim possesses is only a means which should 

aid them in reaching the hereafter safely. It is not an end in itself. For 

example, wealth is a means one should use in order to obey Allah, the 

Exalted, by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, fulfilling their 

necessities and the necessities of their dependents. It is not an end or an 

ultimate goal in itself.  

 

 

This not only aids a Muslim in maintaining their focus on the hereafter but it 

also aids them whenever they lose worldly blessings. When a Muslim treats 

each worldly blessing, such as a child, as a means to please Allah, the 

Exalted, and reach the hereafter safely then losing it will not have such a 

detrimental impact on them. They may become sad, which is an acceptable 

emotion, but they will not become grieved which leads to impatience and 

other mental problems, such as depression. This is because they firmly 

believe the worldly blessing they possessed was only a means so losing it 

does not cause a loss in the ultimate goal namely, Paradise, the loss of 

which is disastrous. Therefore, still possessing and concentrating on the 

ultimate goal will prevent them from becoming grieved.  



 

 

 

In addition, they will understand that just like the thing they lost was only a 

means they firmly believe they will be provided with another means to 

reach and fulfil their ultimate goal by Allah, the Exalted. This will also 

prevent them from grieving. Whereas, the one who believes their worldly 

blessing is the end instead of a means will experience severe grief when 

losing it as their whole purpose and objective has been lost. This grief will 

lead to depression and other mental issues.  

 

 

To conclude, Muslims should treat each blessing they possess as a means 

to reach the hereafter safely not as an end in itself. This is how one can 

possess things without being possessed by them. This is how they can 

keep worldly things in their hands and not in their hearts.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

“And he to whom We grant long life We reverse in creation; so will 

they not understand?” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2306, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised muslims to hasten 

in performing righteous deeds before seven things occur.  

 

 

One of the things mentioned in this Hadith which prevents righteous actions 

is a debilitating sickness. This is a warning to make use of one's good 

health before they encounter sickness. One should observe those who 

have lost their good health either through sickness or through ageing and 

therefore make use of the good health they possess by striving to gain 

success in lawful worldly matters as well as religious matters while giving 

priority to religion over the world. For example, a muslim should use their 

good health to journey to the Mosques regularly in order to offer their 

obligatory prayers with congregation before a time comes when they desire 

to do this but do not possess the physical strength to do so. The amazing 

thing about utilizing one's good health correctly is that when a muslim 

eventually loses it Allah, the Exalted, will continue to grant them the same 

reward they used to receive when doing good deeds during their time of 

good health. This has been advised in a Hadith found in Imam Bukhari's, 

Adab Al Mufrad, number 500. But those who live in heedlessness fail to 

utilise their good health and therefore receive no reward during their good 

health or when they fall Ill. 

 

  

This is connected to the next thing mentioned in the main Hadith under 

discussion namely, senility. A muslim should make use of their youth and 



 

strong intelligence before they reach senility. This includes gaining and 

acting on knowledge and using one's mental strength to obey Allah, the 

Exalted, by fulfilling His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and by 

facing destiny with patience. It is important to behave in this manner before 

senility occurs as even the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings 

be upon him, sought refuge from senility in a Hadith found in Sahih 

Bukhari, number 6390.  

 

  

 

 



 

“And he to whom We grant long life We reverse in creation; so will 

they not understand?” 

 

 

This reversal of strength and one’s senses is an indication and warning of 

their death. Being heedless to this warning prevents one from preparing 

adequately for death and the Day of Judgement. 

 

 

Death is something which is certain to occur but the time is unknown so it 

therefore makes sense that a muslim who believes in the hereafter 

prioritises preparing for it over preparing for things which might not occur, 

such as marriage, children or their retirement. It is strange how many 

muslims have adopted the opposite mentality even though they testify that 

the world is temporary and uncertain whereas the hereafter is permanent 

and they are certain to reach it. No matter how one behaves they will be 

judged regarding their deeds. A muslim should not be fooled into believing 

that they can and will prepare for the hereafter in the future as this attitude 

only causes them to delay further until their death occurs and they leave 

this world with regrets that will not aid them.  

 

 

So the important thing is not that people will die as this is unavoidable but 

the key is acting in such a way that one is fully prepared for it. The only way 

to prepare for it correctly is by acting on the teachings of Islam namely, 

fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His 

prohibitions and facing destiny with patience. This is only possible when 

one prioritises preparing for the hereafter over preparing for things which 

might not occur. 



 

“And he to whom We grant long life We reverse in creation; so will 

they not understand?” 

 

 

This reversal of strength and one’s senses is an indication and warning of 

their death. Being heedless to this warning prevents one from preparing 

adequately for death and the Day of Judgement. 

 

 

It is strange that even though people believe they can die at any moment 

yet the vast majority behave as if they will live a long life. Some dedicate 

their efforts to this material world to such a degree that even if they were 

guaranteed a long life they could not exert any more effort for the sake of 

the material world. Unfortunately, muslims delay preparing for the hereafter 

believing they can do it in the future. They often keep delaying this 

preparation until they suddenly encounter death unprepared. 

 

 

It is important for muslims to understand that no matter how long they live 

life goes by in a flash. So they should take every opportunity they have in 

order to prepare for the eternal hereafter. This does not mean they should 

abandon the world completely. It means they should prioritize preparing for 

the hereafter by only taking what they need from the material world in order 

to fulfil their necessities and responsibilities according to the commands of 

Allah, the Exalted. This attitude will allow them to enjoy the lawful pleasures 

of this world and prepare adequately for the next one also. A muslim only 

fails preparing for the hereafter correctly because of their pursuit of the 

excess of this material world, not by striving to fulfil their necessities and 

responsibilities. 



 

 

  

A muslim should remember the Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 

7424, which warns that only a person’s deeds will accompany them in their 

grave while their family and wealth abandons them at this crucial moment. 

Therefore, a muslim should give priority to the thing which will aid them in 

their moment of need. 

 

  

Muslims should not delay preparing for the hereafter otherwise they may 

well encounter death suddenly while unprepared as death does not come 

at a particular age or time. If they fail to prepare they will be left with 

nothing but regrets at a time when regrets will not benefit them. Chapter 89 

Al Fajr, verse 23: 

 

 

“And brought [within view], that Day, is Hell - that Day, man will remember, 

but how [i.e., what good] to him will be the remembrance?” 

 

 



 

“And he to whom We grant long life We reverse in creation; so will 

they not understand?” 

 

 

This reversal of strength and one’s senses is an indication and warning of 

their death. Being heedless to this warning prevents one from preparing 

adequately for death and the Day of Judgement. 

 

 

A great obstacle to the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, is having false 

hope for a long life. It is an extremely blameworthy characteristic as it is the 

main cause for a muslim giving priority to amassing the material world over 

preparing for the hereafter. One only needs to assess their average 24 

hour day and observe how much time they dedicate to the material world 

and how much time they dedicate to the hereafter in order to realise this 

truth. In fact, having false hope for a long life is one of the strongest 

weapons the Devil uses in order to misguide people. When a person 

believes they will live long they delay preparing for the hereafter falsely 

believing they can prepare for it in the near future. In most cases, this near 

future never comes and a person passes away without adequately 

preparing for the hereafter.  

 

 

In addition, false hope for a long life causes one to delay sincere 

repentance and changing one's character for the better as they believe 

they have much time left to do this. It encourages a person to hoard the 

things of this material world, such as wealth, as it convinces them they will 

need these things during their long life on Earth. The Devil scares people 

into thinking they must hoard wealth for their old age as they may find no 

one to support them when they become physically weaker and therefore 



 

can no longer work for themself. They forget that the same way Allah, the 

Exalted, took care of their provision when they were younger He will 

provide for them in old age too. In fact, the provision of the creation was 

allocated over fifty thousand years before the creation of the Heavens and 

the Earth. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 

6748. It is strange how a person will dedicate 40 years of their life saving 

for their retirement which very rarely lasts longer than 20 years but fails to 

prepare in the same way for the eternal hereafter.  

 

 

Islam does not teach muslims to not prepare anything for the world. There 

is no harm in saving for the near future as long as priority is given to the 

hereafter. Even though, people admit they may die at any time yet, some 

behave as if they will live forever in this world. Even to the point that if they 

were given a promise of eternal life on Earth they would not be able to 

strive harder in order to accumulate more of the material world due to the 

restrictions of the day and night. How many people have passed away 

earlier than expected? And how many learn a lesson from this and change 

their behaviour? 

 

 

In reality, one of the greatest pains a person will feel at the time of death or 

any other stage of the hereafter is regret for delaying their preparation for 

the hereafter. Chapter 63 Al Munafiqun, verses 10-11: 

 

 

“And spend [in the way of Allah] from what We have provided you before 

death approaches one of you and he says, "My Lord, if only You would 

delay me for a brief term so I would give charity and be of the righteous." 



 

But never will Allah delay a soul when its time has come. And Allah is 

Aware of what you do.” 

 

 

A person would be labelled a fool if they dedicated more time and wealth 

on a house which they were only going to live in for a short while compared 

to a house they were planning to live in for a very long time. This is the 

example of giving priority to the temporal world over the eternal hereafter. 

 

 

Muslims should work for both the world and the hereafter but know that 

death does not come to a person at a time, situation or age known to them 

but it is certain to come. Therefore, preparing for it and what it leads to 

should take priority over preparing for a future in this world which is not 

certain to occur.  

 

 

 

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verses 69-70 
 

 

 

 

“And We did not give him [Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him] knowledge of poetry, nor is it befitting for him. It is not but a 

message and a clear Quran. 

To warn whoever is alive [of heart] and justify the word [i.e., decree] against 

the disbelievers.” 

 



 

“And We did not give him [i.e., Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him] knowledge of poetry, nor is it befitting for 

him…” 

 

 

It is not befitting for him as the knowledge of most poetry is vain speech. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2501, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, declared that whoever is 

silent is saved.  

 

 

This means the one who is silent from vain or evil speech and only speaks 

good words will be saved by Allah, the Exalted, in both worlds. This is 

important to understand as the main reason people will enter Hell is 

because of their speech. This has been warned in a Hadith found in Jami 

At Tirmidhi, number 2616. In fact, it only takes a single evil word to cause a 

person to plunge into Hell on Judgement Day which has been confirmed in 

a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2314. 

 

 

Speech can be of three types. The first is evil speech which should be 

avoided at all costs. The second is vain speech which only causes one to 

waste time which will lead to a great regret on Judgment Day. In addition, 

the first step of sinful speech is often vain speech. So it is safer to avoid 

this type of speech. The final type is good speech which should always be 



 

adopted. Based on these aspects two thirds of speech should be removed 

from one's life. 

 

  

In addition, the one who speaks too much will only reflect on their actions 

and the hereafter a little as this requires silence. This will prevent one from 

assessing their deeds which inspires one to perform more righteous deeds 

and sincerely repent from their sins. This person will then be prevented 

from changing for the better.  

 

 

Finally, those who speak too much often discuss worldly things and things 

which are entertaining and fun. This will cause them to adopt a mentality 

whereby they dislike discussing or listening to serious issues like death and 

the hereafter. This will prevent them from preparing adequately for the 

hereafter which will lead to a great regret and a potential punishment.  

 

 

All of this can be avoided if one simply remains silent from sinful and vain 

speech and instead only speaks good words. Therefore, the one who is 

silent in this way will be saved from trouble in this world and from 

punishment in the next world.  

 
 



 

“And We did not give him [Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings 

be upon him] knowledge of poetry, nor is it befitting for him. It is not 

but a message and a clear Quran.” 

 

 

The non-Muslims of Mecca spent their lives with the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, and full-well knew he was 

no liar or poet. As they were masters of the Arabic language they full-well 

knew that the Holy Quran was not the words of a man. 

 

 

For example, one of the non-Muslim leaders of Mecca, Walid Bin Mughira, 

once held a meeting with the other non-Muslim leaders of Mecca during the 

time of the Holy Pilgrimage. The Holy Pilgrimage did exist before the 

coming of Islam but the correct practices of the Holy Prophet Ibrahim, 

peace be upon him, had been completely changed. He advised the other 

leaders that soon many people would enter Mecca because of the Holy 

Pilgrimage and they will come across the message of Islam so they needed 

to unanimously agree on what to say about the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, in order to deter people from accepting 

Islam. Someone advised that they should label the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, a soothsayer. But Walid 

replied that it was obvious that the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, was not a soothsayer as he did not possess any of 

their crazy characteristics therefore people would not accept this. Another 

advised that they should tell people the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him, was crazy and was possessed by evil spirits. 

But Walid replied that it was obvious this was not true as these signs were 

not apparent in him. Finally, someone advised to label the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, a poet so that people 

would not pay attention to what he says. But again Walid replied that it was 



 

obvious that the Holy Quran or his speech were not poetry as the Arabs 

were masters of poetry. Walid advised everyone to claim that the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, was a sorcerer 

whose goals were to cause separation between people and their religion 

and divisions within families. After agreeing to this plan they dispersed and 

waited for people to flood into Mecca for the Holy Pilgrimage and warned 

them not to pay attention to the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, as they claimed he was a sorcerer. This has been 

discussed in Imam Ibn Kathir’s, the Life of the Prophet, Volume 1, Page 

362. 

 

 

The fact that the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, was reciting truthful historical accounts and beneficial lessons even 

though he was unlettered and had not studied the previous divine 

scriptures, which the non-Muslims of Mecca full well knew, was a clear sign 

of his Prophethood. 

 

 

This was supported by the fact that they themselves testified to his sincerity 

and honesty. In fact, during his childhood the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, was always under the protection of 

Allah, the Exalted. Allah, the Exalted, saved him from the evils that where 

widespread during the age of ignorance: the time before Islam. When the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, reached 

maturity he was the finest person among his people, the best of them in 

character and repute, the best of neighbours, the most prudent, the most 

honest in speech and most trustworthy. He was completely removed from 

immorality and other evil characteristics. Because of this he became known 

among the people of Mecca as Al Amin, the trustworthy. This has been 



 

discussed in Imam Ibn Kathir’s, The Life of the Prophet, Volume 1, Page 

180. 

 

 

The fact that the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, spent his entire life amongst the non-Muslims of Mecca was enough of 

a proof of his declaration of Prophethood. When the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, invited the non-Muslims of 

Mecca to embrace Islam he used his 40 years amongst them as proof that 

he was speaking the truth. This evidence was undeniable even by the non-

Muslims. This incident is recorded in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, 

number 4553. Only the arrogance of some prevented them from submitting 

to the truth. Chapter 10 Yunus, verse 16: 

 

 

“…for I had remained among you a lifetime before it. Then will you not 

reason?" 

 

 

The Holy Quran possesses an uncountable amount of qualities which 

separates it from any other worldly book. This aspect of the Holy Quran is 

so intense that it cannot even be explained or discussed over countless 

lifetimes. But a few of these qualities will be mentioned here. First of all, in 

the Holy Quran, Allah, the Exalted, has given an open challenge to the 

entire universe (not just people) and not only a challenge to those who 

were present when this divine revelation was revealed but to all of creation 

till the end of time. The challenge being if the people believed the Holy 

Quran was not a divine revelation from Allah, the Exalted, then they should 

produce a chapter that can rival a chapter of the Holy Quran. Chapter 2 Al 

Baqarah, verse 23: 



 

 

 

“And if you are in some doubt, concerning what We sent down upon Our 

special devotee, then bring one chapter like it, and call upon all your 

helpers beside Allah, if you are truthful.”  

 

 

There is no book on the entire planet that can and has given this type of 

open challenge. But over 1400 years ago the Holy Quran gave this 

challenge to the entire universe and to this day this challenge has not been 

won by the non-Muslims nor will it ever be God willing. 

 

 

Another quality of the Holy Quran is that it stated the outcome of future 

events. But the more amazing thing about these statements is that the 

outcomes seemed impossible at the time. For example chapter 48 Al Fath, 

verse 28: 

 

 

“It is He Who sent His Messenger with guidance and the religion of truth 

that he may make it prevail over all other religions And Sufficient is Allah as 

witness.” 

 

 

When this verse was revealed the entire city of Mecca was Islam so when 

the people of Mecca heard this verse, unfortunately for them, they believed 

that Islam was too feeble and would therefore not survive long and certainly 



 

would not spread beyond the borders of Mecca let alone the entire world. 

But within a some years Allah, the Exalted, fulfilled this promise.  

 

 

Another example of how the Holy Quran prophesied a future event which 

was unimaginable at the time is found in chapter 30 Ar Rum, verses 2-5: 

 

 

“The Romans have been subdued. In the nearby land and after their 

subjugation they will soon overcome. In a few years. The command is of 

Allah only before and after. And on that day the believers shall rejoice.  

With the help of Allah, He helps whom He pleases. And He is the Might, 

and Merciful.” 

 

 

These verses of the Holy Quran were revealed during a time where the 

Romans (Christians) were at war with the Persians (Fire worshippers). This 

war has been confirmed by many authentic historic books. At this particular 

time the Persians were on the verge of winning the war. At one point Rome 

itself was surrounded by the Persians. But Allah, the Exalted, stated that 

the Romans would eventually reign victorious. The non-Muslims of Mecca 

who themselves were idol worshippers favoured the Persians and agreed 

with the majority that it was impossible for the Romans to win. But Allah, 

the Exalted, as always proved these verses true and allowed the Romans 

victory. 

 

 



 

A final example which appeals to the scientists of the world is seen in 

chapter 21 Al Anbiya, verse 33: 

 

 

“And it is He Who created the night and the day and the sun and the moon. 

Each one is floating in a circumference.” 

 

 

For centuries scientists have fought over theories on how exactly the solar 

system is arranged e.g. whether the sun remains still and the Earth rotates 

around or vice versa. Only relatively recently it has been proven by 

scientists from all different faiths and backgrounds that each object; sun, 

moon and the Earth all rotate on their own axes and rotate around each 

other in a set orbit. But Allah, the Exalted, declared this over 1400 years 

ago. All the science related verses of the Holy Quran are slowly being 

proven by scientists today. This is a huge piece of evidence that proves 

that the Holy Quran are the words of the One and only true God, Allah, the 

Exalted, who has created this universe and everything in it, because only a 

Creator can truly explain his creations.  

 

 

Even though many commands of the Holy Quran may not be understood 

by people does not mean they are incorrect. Certain verses of the Holy 

Quran whose wisdom was hidden to man became apparent when society 

reached a certain level of development. As the whole Holy Quran is a book 

of wisdom and guidance it must be accepted irrespective if one 

understands its commands or not. This situation is just like a child who is 

suffering from a cold and desires ice cream but is not given it by their 

parent. The child will continue to cry without understanding the wisdom 

behind but those that possess knowledge will agree with the parent even 



 

though outwardly it appears as if the decision of the parent is wronging the 

child.  

 

 

When studying the Holy Quran one will realize that it contains different 

levels of superiority through both obvious and subtle meanings that it 

discusses. Chapter 11 Hud, verse 1: 

 

 

“…[This is] a Book whose verses are perfected and then presented in detail 

from [one who is] Wise and Aware.” 

 

 

The expressions in it are unparalleled and its meanings are explained in a 

simple straight forward way. Its verses are extremely eloquent and no other 

text can surpass it. The Holy Quran also mentioned the stories of the 

previous nations in detail even though the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him, was not educated in history. It commanded 

every type of good and forbade every type of evil, those that affect an 

individual and those that affect an entire society so that peace and security 

can spread throughout homes and society. The Holy Quran is free from 

exaggerations, lies or falsehood unlike poems and stories. All the verses, 

whether short or long, in the Holy Quran are beneficial. Even when the 

same story is repeated in the Holy Quran different important lessons can 

be learned from it. Unlike all other books the Holy Quran does not become 

boring when it is repeatedly recited and a seeker of truth never gets fed up 

of studying it. The Holy Quran not only provides warnings and promises but 

supports them with unshakeable and clear proofs. When the Holy Quran 

discusses anything which can seem abstract, such as adopting patience, it 

always provides an easy and practical way of implementing it. It 



 

encourages one to fulfil the purpose of their creation and prepare for the 

eternal hereafter in a simple yet profound way. It makes the straight path 

clear and appealing to the one who desires true success in both worlds. 

The knowledge within it is timeless and can be applied to every society and 

age. It is a healing for every emotional, economical and physical difficulty 

when it is understood and applied correctly. It is the cure for every problem 

an individual or an entire society can ever encounter. One only needs to 

turn the pages of history to observe the societies which implemented the 

teachings of the Holy Quran correctly in order to understand its all 

encompassing benefits. Centuries have passed yet not even a single letter 

has been edited in the Holy Quran as Allah, the Exalted, promised to 

safeguard it. No other book in history possesses this quality. Chapter 15 Al 

Hijr, verse 9: 

 

 

“Indeed, it is We who sent down the message [i.e., the Quran], and indeed, 

We will be its guardian.” 

 

 

This is undoubtedly the greatest and timeless miracle of Allah, the Exalted, 

granted to His final Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him. But the only one who will benefit from it is the one who seeks the 

truth whereas the seekers of their desires will only find it difficult to hear 

and follow. Chapter 17 Al Isra, verse 82: 

 

 

“And We send down of the Quran that which is healing and mercy for the 

believers, but it does not increase the wrongdoers except in loss.” 



 

“And We did not give him [Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings 

be upon him] knowledge of poetry, nor is it befitting for him. It is not 

but a message and a clear Quran.” 

 

 

This verse also encourages one to seek and act on useful knowledge. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 6853, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that whoever 

follows a path seeking knowledge Allah, the Exalted, will make the path to 

Paradise easy for them.  

 

 

This indicates both a physical path someone takes seeking knowledge, 

such as attending lectures and classes, and a path whereby someone 

seeks knowledge without a physical journey. It encompasses all forms of 

knowledge, such as listening, reading, studying and writing about 

knowledge. The path to Paradise has many obstacles preventing a muslim 

from reaching it. Only the one who possesses knowledge of them and how 

to overcome them will reach Paradise safely. In addition, it easily 

understood that a person cannot reach a city in this world without 

knowledge of its location and the route which leads to it. Similarly, Paradise 

cannot be obtained without knowing these things about it, such as the path 

leading to it.  

 

 



 

But the important thing to note is that a muslim’s intention to seek and act 

on knowledge must be to please Allah, the Exalted. Whoever seeks 

religious knowledge for a worldly reason, such as showing off, will end up 

in Hell if they fail to sincerely repent. This has been warned in a Hadith 

found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 253.  

 

 

In addition, a muslim must strive to act on their knowledge as knowledge 

without action is of no value or benefit. This is like the one who possesses 

knowledge of a path to safety but does not take it and instead remains in 

an area full of dangers. This is why knowledge can be split into two 

categories. The first is when one acts on their knowledge, which leads to 

piety and an increase in the obedience of Allah, the Exalted. The second is 

when one fails to act on their knowledge. This type will not increase one’s 

obedience to Allah, the Exalted, in fact, it will only increase them in 

arrogance believing they are superior to others even though they are like 

donkeys which carry books that do not benefit it. Chapter 62 Al Jumu’ah, 

verse 5: 

 

 

“…and then did not take it on (did not act on their knowledge) is like that of 

a donkey who carries volumes [of books]…” 

 

 



 

“…It is not but a message and a clear Quran. To warn whoever is 

alive…” 

 

 

One will only benefit from the warnings of the Holy Quran when they fulfil 

its rights. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Imam Munzari's, Awareness and Apprehension, 

number 30, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, advised that the Holy Quran will intercede on Judgment Day. Those 

who follow it during their lives on Earth will be led to Paradise on Judgment 

Day. But those who neglect it during their lives on Earth will find that it 

pushes them into Hell on Judgment Day. 

 

  

The Holy Quran is a book of guidance. It is not merely a book of recitation. 

Muslims must therefore strive to fulfill all aspects of the Holy Quran to 

ensure that it guides them to success in both worlds. The first aspect is 

reciting it correctly and regularly. The second aspect is to understand it. 

And the final aspect is to act on its teachings according to the traditions of 

the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Those 

who behave in such a manner are the ones who are given glad tidings of 

right guidance through every difficulty in this world and its intercession on 

the Day of Judgment. But as warned by this Hadith the Holy Quran is only 

guidance and a mercy for those who correctly act on its aspects according 

to the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him. But those who misinterpret it and instead act according to their 

desires in order to gain worldly things, such as fame, will be deprived of this 

right guidance and its intercession on Judgment Day. In fact, their complete 



 

loss in both worlds will only increase until they sincerely repent. Chapter 17 

Al Isra, verse 82: 

 

 

“And We send down of the Quran that which is healing and mercy for the 

believers, but it does not increase the wrongdoers except in loss.” 

 

 

Finally, it is important to understand that even though the Holy Quran is a 

cure for worldly problems a muslim should not only use it for this purpose. 

Meaning, they should not only recite it in order to fix their worldly problems 

thereby, treating the Holy Quran like a tool which is removed during a 

difficulty and then placed back in a toolbox. The main function of the Holy 

Quran is to guide one to the hereafter safely. Neglecting this main function 

and only using it to fix one's worldly problems is not correct as it contradicts 

the behaviour of a true muslim. It is like the one who purchases a car with 

many different accessories yet, it possesses no engine. There is no doubt 

that this person is simply foolish.  

 

 



 

“…It is not but a message and a clear Quran. To warn whoever is 

alive…” 

 

 

This could be referring to the one who prefers ignorance over knowledge. 

 

 

A great distraction which prevents one from submitting to the obedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, is ignorance. It can be argued that it is the origin of 

every sin as the one who truly knows the consequences of sins would 

never commit them. This refers to true beneficial knowledge which is 

knowledge that is acted upon. In reality, all knowledge which is not acted 

on is not beneficial knowledge. The example of the one who behaves in 

this manner is described in the Holy Quran as a donkey which carries 

books of knowledge which do not benefit it. Chapter 62 Al Jumu’ah, verse 

5: 

 

 

“…and then did not take it on (did not act upon knowledge) is like that of a 

donkey who carries volumes [of books]…” 

 

 

A person who acts on their knowledge rarely slips up and commits sins 

intentionally. In fact, when this occurs it is only caused by a moment of 

ignorance where a person forgets to act on their knowledge which results in 

them sinning.  

 



 

 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, once 

highlighted the seriousness of ignorance in a Hadith found in Jami At 

Tirmidhi, number 2322. He declared that everything in the material world is 

cursed except for the remembrance of Allah, the Exalted, whatever is 

connected to this remembrance, the scholar and the student of knowledge. 

This means that all the blessings in the material world will become a curse 

for the one who is ignorant as they will misuse them thereby committing 

sins.  

 

 

In fact, ignorance can be considered a person's worse enemy as it 

prevents them from protecting themself from harm and gaining benefit all of 

which can only be achieved through acting on knowledge. The ignorant 

commits sins without being aware of them. How can one avoid a sin if they 

do not know what is considered a sin? Ignorance causes one to neglect 

their obligatory duties. How can one fulfil their duties if they are unaware of 

what their duties are? 

  

 

It is therefore a duty on all muslims to gain enough knowledge to fulfil all 

their obligatory duties and avoid sins. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in 

Sunan Ibn Majah, number 224. 

 

 



 

“…It is not but a message and a clear Quran. To warn whoever is 

alive…” 

 

 

This could be referring to one’s spiritual heart. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 52, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that if one’s 

spiritual heart is sound the whole body will become sound but if their 

spiritual heart is corrupt then the whole body will become corrupt.  

 

 

First of all, this Hadith refutes the foolish belief where one claims to have a 

purified heart even though their speech and actions are bad. This is 

because what is inside will eventually manifest outwardly. 

 

 

The purification of the spiritual heart is only possible when one eliminates 

evil characteristics from themself and replaces them with good 

characteristics discussed in Islamic teachings. This is only possible when 

one learns and acts on Islamic teachings so that they can sincerely fulfill 

the commands of Allah, the Exalted, refrain from His prohibitions and face 

destiny with patience according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Behaving in this manner 

will lead to a purified spiritual heart. This purification will then reflect in the 

outward limbs of the body, such as one's tongue and eyes. Meaning, they 

will only use their organs in ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. This is in 



 

fact a sign showing the love Allah, the Exalted, has for His righteous 

servant according to a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 6502. 

 

 

It is important to note, that this purification will guide one through all worldly 

difficulties successfully so that they achieve both worldly and religious 

success.  

 



 

“…It is not but a message and a clear Quran. To warn whoever is 

alive…” 

 

 

This refers to anyone who does not desire to follow a specific code of 

conduct in life and instead desires to live according to their desires, like an 

animal. 

 

 

The Holy Quran teaches mankind that certain people are so drowned in the 

material world no advice will penetrate their veiled hearts. The Holy Quran 

describes how this group of people possesses hearts harder than rocks. 

Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 74: 

 

 

“Then your hearts became hardened after that, being like stones or even 

harder…” 

 

 

At this point those who desire to spread the word of Islam should separate 

from this type of person and instead concentrate on others. But it is 

important to note, even in this case a muslim should always demonstrate 

good character towards the sinful as they can repent at anytime. Chapter 

25 Al Furqan, verse  63: 

 

 



 

“…and when the ignorant address them [harshly], they say [words of] 

peace.” 

 

 

Similarly, in another verse of the Holy Quran Allah, the Exalted, advises 

that when a limit is reached it is best to separate and leave the stubborn 

and misguided people to their false beliefs. A day will undoubtedly come 

when Allah, the Exalted, will inform mankind who was rightly guided and 

who was lost in darkness. Chapter 28 Al Qasas, verse 55: 

 

 

“And when they hear ill speech, they turn away from it and say, "For us are 

our deeds, and for you are your deeds. Peace will be upon you; we seek 

not the ignorant."” 

 

 

Muslims should never get depressed and confused when their good advice 

does not affect others. In some cases, these people are drowned in sins to 

such an extent their heart becomes veiled. This veil prevents the good 

advice affecting them in a positive way. A Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, 

number 4244, explains how a sin causes a black spot to be etched onto the 

spiritual heart. The more one sins the more their spiritual heart becomes 

engrossed by this darkness. Chapter 83 Al Mutaffifin, verse 14: 

 

 

“No! Rather, the stain has covered their hearts of that which they were 

earning.” 

 



 

 

This is similar to another verse where Allah, the Exalted, declares that their 

ears, eyes and hearts have been veiled from the truth and they therefore 

cannot be guided to the truth. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 7: 

 

 

“Allah has set a seal upon their hearts and upon their hearing, and over 

their vision is a veil…” 

 

 

The fault does not lie with the message of Islam but in the hearts of the 

misguided. Just like the fault lies in the eyes of a blind person and not the 

bright Sun. Unfortunately, this stubborn attitude has become a widespread 

problem within society. Some of these people believe in Islam yet have 

closed their hearts and minds to the teachings of the Holy Quran and 

Hadiths of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him. They refuse to accept any good advice which would benefit them in 

both worlds.  

 

 

Those who choose to spread the word of Islam should understand that 

there are two types of mind-sets people can adopt. The first is when 

someone makes their mind up beforehand about an issue and then 

searches and accepts only those things which support their predetermined 

belief. Whereas, the correct attitude is to live with an open mind by 

searching and accepting strong evidence regarding different issues. The 

first mentality will only cause problems from a personal level right up to a 

national level. Unfortunately, this is how some aspects of the media work. 

They predetermine the information they would like to publish, find bits of 



 

weak supporting evidence and then blow it out of proportion for the world to 

see. Those spreading the word of Islam should avoid the first type of 

people and instead concentrate on inviting the second group towards the 

truth.  

 

 

 



 

“…It is not but a message and a clear Quran. To warn whoever is 

alive…” 

 

 

This refers to anyone who does not desire to follow a specific code of 

conduct in life and instead desires to live according to their desires, like an 

animal. 

 

 

It is important for muslims especially, in this day and age to understand the 

difference between those who discuss certain topics which may be 

considered controversial in order to genuinely benefit people through a 

positive change and those who simply discuss these issues in order to 

attract the attention of others. Those who desire a positive change in 

society will always show respect and good character towards others 

especially, to those they are challenging through their words. They never 

result to vulgar language or actions in order to declare their point of view. 

They instead study and understand the subject they are debating about 

without misinterpreting or falsifying information in order to support their 

point of view. Their criticism is always constructive and their genuine and 

sincere intention to improve the society is shown through their behaviour 

and words. These are the people who muslims should pay attention to as if 

they are correct it will improve society for everyone. But if their viewpoint is 

wrong they will accept the truth when it is made clear to them by others. 

But those who behave opposite to this correct attitude, whether they are 

found in the media or anywhere else, should simply be ignored as they do 

not desire to improve the lives of people. They are starved for attention and 

like an infant act out in order to attract some attention from others. Muslims 

should not circulate and pass on videos or other content which are linked to 

people like this as they are playing right into their hands and giving them 

the attention they so badly desire. Debating with these people is a 



 

complete waste of time because of their evil intention and behaviour. 

Muslims should instead place their efforts in other useful places which 

benefit them and others in both worlds. 

 

 



 

“…It is not but a message and a clear Quran. To warn whoever is 

alive…” 

 

 

This refers to anyone who does not desire to follow a specific code of 

conduct in life and instead desires to live according to their desires, like an 

animal. 

 

 

First of all, it is important to understand, that the major thing which 

separates a human from an animal is the fact that people live by a higher 

moral code. If people abandoned this and simply acted on their desires 

then they would be no difference between them and animals. In fact, 

people would be worse as they possess the higher level of thinking yet, still 

choose to live like animals.  

 

 

Secondly, whether people want to admit it or not in reality, every person is 

a servant of something or someone. Some are servants of others, such as 

Hollywood executives and do whatever they command them to do even if it 

challenges modesty and shame. Others are servants of their relatives and 

friends and do whatever it takes to please them. Others are the worse by 

being servants of their own desires as this is the attitude of animals who 

generally act to please themself. The best and highest form of servanthood 

is being a servant of Allah, the Exalted. This is quite evident if one turns the 

pages of history which clearly shows that those who were the servants of 

Allah, the Exalted, such as the Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, were 

granted the highest honour and respect in this world and will be granted 

this in the next. Centuries and millennia have passed yet their names are 

remembered as the pillars and beacons of history. Whereas those who 



 

became servants of others especially, their own desires were eventually 

disgraced in this world even if they achieved some worldly status and they 

became mere footnotes in history. The media barely remembers those who 

pass away for more than a few days before moving onto the next person to 

report on. During their lives these people eventually become sad, lonely, 

depressed and even suicidal as selling their souls and decency to their 

worldly masters did not grant them the contentment they were looking for. 

One does not need to be a scholar to understand this obvious truth. So if 

people must be servants they should be the servants of Allah, the Exalted, 

as lasting honour, greatness and true success lies only in this.  

 



 

“…It is not but a message and a clear Quran. To warn whoever is 

alive…” 

 

 

This refers to anyone who does not desire to follow a specific code of 

conduct in life and instead desires to live according to their desires, like an 

animal. 

 

 

Those who disbelieve or avoid acting on their faith in Islam do so out of 

love for the material world and the things within it. They believe that 

believing or acting on their faith will prevent them from enjoying worldly 

blessings meaning, for them faith is something that restricts their desires 

and therefore they turn away from it either literally or practically. Instead 

they turn towards the material world and strive to fulfill their desires without 

restrictions believing that true peace lies in this. They look down at those 

who accept and actualize their faith by controlling their actions and using 

their worldly blessings in ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. They believe 

that these pious Muslims are lowly slaves who been restricted from 

enjoying themselves whereas they, the disbelievers and the misguided, are 

free. But in actual fact this could not be further from the truth as the real 

slaves are those who fail to accept and submit to Allah, the Exalted, and 

the superior ones are those who have done this as they become free of 

slavery to the world. This can be understood by an example. A good parent 

will restrict the type of food their child eats meaning, they will only let them 

eat junk and unhealthy food once in a while and instead force them to 

follow a healthy diet. This child therefore believes that their parent has 

placed undesirable restrictions on them and that they have become slaves 

to their parent and their healthy diet. On the other hand another child has 

been given permission from their parent to eat whatever they desire, 

whenever they desire and how much they desire. So this child believes that 



 

they are completely free of all restrictions. When these children come 

together the child who has been given complete freedom criticizes and 

looks down on the child who has been restricted by their parent. The latter 

child will also feel sorry for themself when they observe the other child has 

been given free reign to behave however they wish. Outwardly it appears 

the child who has been granted freed has obtained happiness whereas the 

other child is too tied up with restrictions to enjoy life. But years down the 

line the truth will become manifest. The child who had no restrictions grows 

up to become extremely unhealthy e.g. obesity, diabetes, high blood 

pressure, etc. As a result of this they even become mentally unhealthy as 

they lose confidence in their body and the way they look. Because of this 

they become a slave of medications, diseases, mental and social problems. 

All these things restrict their happiness and life. Whereas, the child who 

was restricted by their parent grows up healthy in mind and body. As a 

result they become confident in their body and ability, which aids them to 

succeed in life. They become free of any slavery to medications, diseases, 

mental and social problems as they grew up with the correct balance and 

guidance. So the child who had no restrictions grew up becoming a slave to 

many things, whereas the child who had restrictions grew up independent 

of all restrictions.  

 

 

To conclude, the real slave is the one who becomes a slave to all other 

things except Allah, the Exalted, such as social media, society, fashion and 

culture, and this leads to mental, physical and social problems, whereas 

the real free person is the one who submits only to Allah, the Exalted, 

thereby achieving peace of mind and body.    



 

“…It is not but a message and a clear Quran. To warn whoever is 

alive…” 

 

 

It is important to understand that the prohibitions and commands of Allah, 

the Exalted, do not exist to make people's life harder. They only exist in 

order to  benefit people in both this world and in the next even if these 

benefits are not apparent to people. For example, the negative effects of 

alcohol, which science has proven, was not always apparent such as its 

negative effect on the organs of the body. It only became unlawful in Islam 

to protect people from this and other harms. In addition, It is an aspect of 

faith to accept something without understanding its wisdoms. If all the 

wisdoms of the commands and prohibitions were made apparent then it 

would not allow muslims to possess complete faith. Allah, the Exalted, does 

not benefit from these commands and prohibitions only people do.  

 



 

“…It is not but a message and a clear Quran. To warn whoever is alive 

and justify the word [i.e., decree] against the disbelievers.” 

 

 

Meaning, as the clear proof of the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, have come no one 

is left with any excuse not to sincerely obey and follow them. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim number 196, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that Islam is 

sincerity towards the Holy Quran and the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him. 

 

 

Sincerity towards the Holy Quran includes having deep respect and love for 

the words of Allah, the Exalted. This sincerity is proven when one fulfils the 

three aspects of the Holy Quran. The first is to recite it correctly and 

regularly. The second is to understand its teachings through a reliable 

source and teacher. The final aspect is to act on the teachings of the Holy 

Quran with the aim of pleasing Allah, the Exalted. The sincere muslim gives 

priority to acting on its teachings over acting on their desires which 

contradict the Holy Quran. Modelling one’s character on the Holy Quran is 

the sign of true sincerity towards the book of Allah, the Exalted. This is the 

tradition of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, which is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 

1342.  

 

 



 

The next thing mentioned in the main Hadith under discussion is sincerity 

towards the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. 

This includes striving to acquire knowledge in order to act on his traditions. 

These traditions include the ones related to Allah, the Exalted, in the form 

of worship, and his blessed noble character towards the creation. Chapter 

68 Al Qalam, verse 4: 

 

 

"And indeed, you are of a great moral character." 

 

 

It includes to accept his commands and prohibitions at all times. This has 

been made a duty by Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 59 Al Hashr, verse 7: 

 

 

"...And whatever the Messenger has given you - take; and what he has 

forbidden you - refrain from..." 

 

 

Sincerity includes to give priority to his traditions over the actions of anyone 

else as all paths to Allah, the Exalted, are closed except the path of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Chapter 3 

Alee Imran, verse 31: 

 

 

"Say, [O Muḥammad], "If you should love Allah, then follow me, [so] Allah 

will love you and forgive you your sins..."  



 

 

 

One must love all those who supported him during his life and after his 

passing, whether they are from his Family or his Companions, may Allah 

be pleased with them all. Supporting those who walk on his path and teach 

his traditions is a duty on those who desire to be sincere to him. Sincerity 

also includes loving those who love him and disliking those who criticise 

him irrespective, of one’s relationship with these people. This is all 

summarised in a single Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 16. It 

advises that a person cannot have true faith until they love Allah, the 

Exalted, and the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, more than the entire creation. This love must be shown through 

actions not just words.   



 

“…It is not but a message and a clear Quran. To warn whoever is alive 

and justify the word [i.e., decree] against the disbelievers.” 

 

 

Meaning, as the clear proof of the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, have come no one 

is left with any excuse not to sincerely obey and follow them. 

 

 

Disbelief can be a literal rejecting of Islam or through actions, which 

involves disobeying Allah, the Exalted, even though one believes in Him. 

This can be clearly understood by an example. If an unaware person is 

warned by another of an approaching lion and the unaware person takes 

practical steps to obtain safety they will be considered someone who 

believed in the warning given to them as they adapted their behaviour 

based on the warning. Whereas, if the unaware person does not practically 

change their behaviour after being warned, people will suspect that they do 

not believe in the warning given to them even if the unaware person 

verbally claims belief in the warning given to them. 

 

 

Some people claim that their belief and obedience to their God is in their 

hearts and they therefore do not need to demonstrate it practically. 

Unfortunately, this foolish mentality has infected many Muslims who believe 

they possess a pure faithful heart even though they fail to fulfil the 

obligatory duties of Islam. The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, has clearly declared in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn 

Majah, number 3984, that when one's heart is pure the body becomes pure 

which means their actions become correct. But if one's heart is corrupt the 

body becomes corrupt which means their actions will be corrupt and 



 

incorrect. Therefore, the one who does not obey Allah, the Exalted, by 

fulfilling their duties practically can never have a pure heart.  

 

 

In addition, demonstrating one's faith in Allah, the Exalted, practically is 

their proof and evidence which is required on Judgment Day in order to be 

granted Paradise. Not having this practical evidence is as silly as a student 

who hands back a blank exam paper to their teacher claiming their 

knowledge is in their mind so they therefore do not need to write it down by 

answering the exam questions. The same way this student would 

undoubtedly fail so will a person who reaches Judgment Day without the 

obedience of Allah, the Exalted, in the form of fulfilling His commands, 

refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience, even if 

they possess faith in their heart.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

“…It is not but a message and a clear Quran. To warn whoever is alive 

and justify the word [i.e., decree] against the disbelievers.” 

 

 

Meaning, as the clear proof of the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, have come no one 

is left with any excuse not to sincerely obey and follow them. 

 

 

In this respect, these verses are connected to chapter 14 Ibrahim, verse 

22: 

 

 

“And Satan will say when the matter has been concluded, "Indeed, Allah 

had promised you the promise of truth. And I promised you, but I betrayed 

you. But I had no authority over you except that I invited you, and you 

responded to me. So do not blame me; but blame yourselves…” 

 

 

This is when people on Judgment Day will try to blame the Devil for their 

sins in order to shift their burden of punishment to him. But this verse 

makes it clear that this is a futile and foolish excuse as the Devil only 

inspires people to commit sins meaning, he cannot physically force 

someone to disobey Allah, the Exalted. Each person makes a choice to 

obey or disobey Allah, the Exalted, and will therefore face the 

consequences of their choice. Unfortunately, some do not understand this 

important point. They often commit sins and either blame others by 

declaring they were convinced to act in this way or they declare as others 

are committing sins openly it somehow gives them a license to act in the 



 

same way. The same way a worldly judge in a court of law will never 

accept these excuses neither will Allah, the Exalted, on Judgment Day. It is 

important for muslims not to make culture or fashion the standards for their 

behaviour as this will misguide them and they will be left with no valid 

excuses on Judgment Day. Instead, they should adhere to the teachings of 

Islam which simply outlines how a person must behave in all situations. It is 

time muslims abandon childish excuses and sincerely obey Allah, the 

Exalted, by fulfilling His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and by 

facing destiny with patience according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, before they reach a day 

when their excuses will not be accepted by Allah, the Exalted. If Allah, the 

Exalted, will reject the excuses of those who blame the Devil when he is 

their open enemy and promised to misguide them how will Allah, the 

Exalted, accept any other excuse for disobeying Him?  

 

 

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verses 71-73 
 

 

 

 

 

“Do they not see that We have created for them from what Our hands have 

made, grazing livestock, and [then] they are their owners? 

And We have tamed them for them, so some of them they ride, and some 

of them they eat. 

And for them therein are [other] benefits and drinks, so will they not be 

grateful?” 

 



 

“Do they not see that We have created for them from what Our hands 

have made, grazing livestock, and [then] they are their owners? And 

We have tamed them for them, so some of them they ride, and some 

of them they eat. And for them therein are [other] benefits and drinks, 

so will they not be grateful?” 

 

 

The fact that some animals, through training, can be tamed and others 

cannot indicates there is a higher power which decides this outcome. No 

force or chemical reaction can explain this outcome and therefore indicates 

a higher power at work. 

 

 

In addition, Allah, the Exalted, is the Creator and Allocator of provision to 

the entire creation which they need to preserve their physical and spiritual 

constitutions. In fact, according to a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 

6748, the provision of the entire creation was allocated over fifty thousand 

years before the creation of the Heavens and the Earth.  

 

 

The one who understands this divine name will rely on Allah, the Exalted, 

to provide for them as He has planned for them before they were created. 

They will prove this reliance by striving to gain lawful provision as 

commanded by Allah, the Exalted, while refraining from anything which is 

unlawful and doubtful. 

 

  



 

It is important to note that as people require physical provision in the form 

of food and drink. Similarly, the soul of a muslim requires provision also. 

This provision strengthens it and leads it to eternal bliss. This provision is in 

the form of sincere obedience to Allah, the Exalted, which involves fulfilling 

His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with 

patience. The foundation of all this is gaining and acting on Islamic 

knowledge. Therefore, muslims should strive to gain this important 

provision of the soul as well as provision for their physical body. Two 

elements should be remembered in this respect. Do not exert unlawful and 

unnecessary efforts in gaining one’s guaranteed provision. And do not 

misuse or waste the provision one gains. 

 

  

A muslim, should act on this divine name by fulfilling their duty by providing 

for their dependents according to the teachings of Islam. This includes 

providing them with both physical and spiritual provision through education. 

A muslim should also do the same for the needy according to their capacity 

without fearing poverty for themself. They should remember the Hadith 

found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 4893, which advises that Allah, the 

Exalted, will fulfil the needs of the muslim who takes care of the needs of 

others.  

 

 

 

 

  



 

“Do they not see that We have created for them from what Our hands 

have made, grazing livestock, and [then] they are their owners? And 

We have tamed them for them, so some of them they ride, and some 

of them they eat. And for them therein are [other] benefits and drinks, 

so will they not be grateful?” 

 

 

This perfect system whereby the blood, excretion and milk are separated 

without any cross contamination indicates a Wise Creator. This perfect 

system could not have occurred through evolution as this process is 

imperfect. 

 

 

In addition, a muslim must ensure they fulfill all three aspects of gratitude 

so that they avoid becoming a denier of Allah, the Exalted, as the one who 

is ungrateful in reality, scorns the One who granted them the blessings. 

Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 152: 

 

 

“…And be grateful to Me and do not deny Me.” 

 

 

The three aspects of gratitude are to internally acknowledge Allah, the 

Exalted, as the sole Creator and Provider of all blessings. An aspect of this 

is to correct one’s intention so that they only perform actions to please 

Allah, the Exalted. The next aspect is to praise Allah, the Exalted, via the 

tongue. And the final and highest aspect is to practically show gratitude 



 

through one's actions by using each blessing as prescribed by Islam in 

order to please Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 14 Ibrahim, verse 7: 

 

 

“And [remember] when your Lord proclaimed, 'If you are grateful, I will 

surely increase you [in favor]; but if you deny, indeed, My punishment is 

severe.'"” 

 

 

As true gratitude leads to an increase in blessings muslims should fear that 

showing ingratitude may cause the blessings they possess to either be 

taken away from them or for their blessings to be used against them by 

becoming a burden and a curse for them in both worlds. It is important to 

note, even if a muslim becomes truly grateful they will still face tests and 

difficulties as they are guaranteed. But if they behave in the correct way 

they will be guided through every situation so that they obtain peace of 

mind and body in this world and a great reward in the hereafter.  

 

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verses 74-75 
 

 

 

 

“But they have taken besides Allah [false] deities that perhaps they would 

be helped. 

They are not able to help them, and they [themselves] are for them soldiers 

in attendance [protecting the deities].” 



 

“But they have taken besides Allah [false] deities that perhaps they 

would be helped. They are not able to help them…” 

 

 

It is important for muslims to understand a simple yet profound lesson 

namely, they will never succeed in this world or the next in worldly or 

religious matters through the disobedience of Allah, the Exalted. Since the 

dawn of time to this age and till the end of time no person has ever 

achieved true success nor will they ever through the disobedience of Allah, 

the Exalted. This is quite obvious when one turns the pages of history. 

Therefore, when a muslim is in a situation which they desire to achieve a 

positive and successful outcome from they should never choose to disobey 

Allah, the Exalted, irrespective of how tempting or easy it may seem to be. 

Even if one is advised by their close friends and relatives to do so as there 

is no obedience to the creation if it means disobedience to the Creator. And 

in truth they will never be able to protect them from Allah, the Exalted, and 

His punishment in either this world or the next. The same way Allah, the 

Exalted, grants success to those who obey Him He removes a successful 

outcome from those who disobey Him even if this removal takes time to 

witness. A muslim should not be fooled as this will occur sooner or later. 

The Holy Quran has made it extremely clear that an evil plan or action only 

encompasses the doer even if this punishment is delayed. Chapter 35 

Fatir, verse 43: 

 

 

“…but the evil plot does not encompass except its own people…” 

 

 

Therefore, no matter how difficult the situation and choice muslims should 

always choose the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, in both worldly and 



 

religious matters as this alone will lead to true success in both worlds even 

if this success is not obvious immediately.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

“But they have taken besides Allah [false] deities that perhaps they 

would be helped. They are not able to help them, and they 

[themselves] are for them soldiers in attendance.” 

 

 

In respect to the non-Muslims of Mecca who were idol worshipers, an idol 

which is created by a person cannot be a God. In fact, the person who 

created it has a higher status than it. If one claims the spirit of their God 

enters the idol after its manufacture then this would mean their God is 

completely dependent on people to create a body for it. A true God is not 

dependent on another in fact, everyone else is dependent on it. In addition, 

the fact that an idol does not possess any senses proves that it cannot 

benefit itself or others. Therefore, it is not worthy of being worshipped as 

the very purpose of worship is to gain benefit from the one being 

worshipped. 

 

 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, indicated 

the infinite and absolute power and authority of Allah, the Exalted, in a 

Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2516. This Hadith advises that 

the entire creation cannot benefit a person if Allah, the Exalted, did not 

desire them to do so. Similarly, the entire creation together could not harm 

someone if Allah, the Exalted, did not desire them to. This means only what 

Allah, the Exalted, decides happens within the universe. It is important to 

note, that this advice does not indicate one should abandon using means, 

such as medicine, but it means that one can use the means as they have 

been created by none other than Allah, the Exalted, but they must 

understand that Allah, the Exalted, is the only One who decides the 

outcome of all things. For example, they are many sick people who take 

medicine and recover from their illness. But they are others who take 

medicine and do not recover. This indicates that another factor decides the 



 

end result namely, the will of Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 9 At Tawbah, 

verse 51: 

 

 

“Say, "Never will we be struck except by what Allah has decreed for us…” 

 

 

The one who understands this knows that anything that affected them 

could not have been avoided. And those things which missed them could 

never have been obtained. 

 

 

It is important to note, that whatever the end result even if it is against a 

person's desire they should remain patient and truly believe Allah, the 

Exalted, has chosen the best for them even if they do not observe the 

wisdom behind the outcome. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 216: 

 

 

“…But perhaps you hate a thing and it is good for you; and perhaps you 

love a thing and it is bad for you. And Allah knows, while you know not.” 

 

 

When one truly understands this truth they stop relying on the creation 

knowing they cannot innately harm or benefit them. Instead, they turn to 

Allah, the Exalted, seeking His support and protection through sincere 

obedience by fulfilling His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and 

by facing destiny with patience. This leads a muslim to trusting in Allah, the 



 

Exalted. It also encourages one to only fear Allah, the Exalted, as they 

know the creation cannot harm them without the will of Allah, the Exalted.  

 

 

Recognising that all things which occur within one’s life and the universe 

originate from Allah, the Exalted, is a part of understanding the Oneness of 

Allah, the Exalted. This is a topic which has no end and goes beyond only 

superficially believing that there is none worthy of worship except Allah, the 

Exalted. When this is fixed in one's heart then they only hope in Allah, the 

Exalted, knowing He is the only One who can help them. They will only 

submit and obey Allah, the Exalted, in all aspects of their life. In reality, a 

person only obeys another in order to receive protection from harm or gain 

some benefit. Only Allah, the Exalted, can grant this therefore only He 

deserves to be obeyed and worshipped. If anyone chooses the obedience 

of another over the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, this shows they believe 

that this other can bring them some sort of benefit or protect them from 

harm. This is a sign of the weakness of their faith. The source of all things 

which occur is Allah, the Exalted, so muslims should only obey Him. 

Chapter 35 Fatir, verse 2: 

 

 

“Whatever Allah grants to people of mercy - none can withhold it; and 

whatever He withholds - none can release it thereafter…” 

 

 

It is important to note, that obeying a person which encourages the 

obedience of Allah, the Exalted, in reality is obeying Allah, the Exalted. For 

example, obeying the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him. Chapter 4 An Nisa, verse 80: 



 

 

 

“He who obeys the Messenger has obeyed Allah…” 

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verse 76 
 

 

 

“So let not their speech grieve you [Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him]. Indeed, We know what they conceal and what they 

declare.” 



 

“So let not their speech grieve you [Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him]…” 

 

 

A muslim should always remember that there are two types of people. The 

first are rightly guided as their criticism of others is based on the criticism 

and advice found in the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. This type will always be 

constructive and guide one to blessings and the pleasure of Allah, the 

Exalted, in both worlds. These people will also refrain from over or under 

praising others. Over praising others can cause them to become proud and 

arrogant. Under praising others can lead them to becoming lazy and put 

them off from doing good. This reaction is often observed in children. 

Praising according to the teachings of Islam will inspire others to strive 

harder in both worldly and religious matters and it will prevent them from 

becoming arrogant. Therefore, the praise and constructive criticism of this 

person should be accepted and acted upon even if it comes from a 

stranger. 

 

  

The second type of person criticises based on their own desires. This 

criticism is mostly unconstructive and only shows one's bad mood and 

attitude. These people often over and under praise others as they act 

based on their own desires. The negative effects of these two were 

mentioned earlier. Therefore, the criticism and praise of this person should 

be ignored in the majority of cases even if it comes from a loved one as it 

will only cause one to become unnecessarily sad in cases of criticism and 

arrogant in cases of praise. 

 

  



 

It is important to remember that a person who over praises others will often 

over criticise them too. The rule one should always follow is that they 

should only accept the criticism and praise based on the teachings of 

Islam. All other things should be ignored and not taken personally.  

 



 

“So let not their speech grieve you [Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him]…” 

 

 

It is important to understand that generally when one chooses a path which 

is different from the path of others, such as their relatives and friends, they 

will face criticism and resistance from them. In fact, the majority of criticism 

comes from a person’s relatives. For example, when a muslim decides to 

concentrate more on acting on the teachings of Islam and if it is something 

their family have not pursued themselves then they will face criticism from 

them. They will be labelled foolish and extreme by those who they believed 

would support them on their path. It is important for muslims to remain 

steadfast on the lawful path they choose and trust in the help of Allah, the 

Exalted, through sincere obedience by fulfilling His commands, refraining 

from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience, in order to 

overcome these difficulties. 

 

  

This is a common reaction from people for when a person chooses a 

different path in life from others it makes them feel as if their path is bad or 

evil and this is the reason the person has chosen a different path. Even 

though the person does not believe this but only chooses a different path 

believing it is better for them yet they will still face criticism. It is the same 

reason all the Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, were criticised by their 

people as they chose and passively invited others to a different better path.  

 

 

To conclude, as long as one's path in life is lawful they should remain 

steadfast and not be deterred by the criticism of others. But this does not 

mean they should not try to improve their situation and character. It means 



 

they should not be deterred from pursuing their lawful choice according to 

the teachings of Islam. 

 

 



 

“So let not their speech grieve you [Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him]…” 

 

 

Whenever one invites others towards Islam, commands good and forbids 

evil they will be challenging the heedless lifestyle of many others which will 

inspire them to resist the truth anyway they can. The major reason all the 

past nations rejected their Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, was due to 

this very reason. They could not abandon their lifestyles and characteristics 

and in defense of them were prepared to wage war against Allah, the 

Exalted, and their Holy Prophet, peace be upon him. When one takes up 

this important duty they must be prepared to face many hardships caused 

by others including their own relatives. The Holy Prophets, peace be upon 

them, are the most beloved to Allah, the Exalted, yet they encountered 

countless difficulties from their nations. One only needs to study the Holy 

Quran and the Hadiths of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, to observe this fact. For example, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, once declared in a Hadith 

found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2472, that no one in creation had been 

persecuted in the path of Allah, the Exalted, more than him.  

 

 

In cases like this one’s response to the bad attitude of others should be 

educated, respectful and gentle. An example of this is found in chapter 19 

Maryam, verses 46-47: 

 

 

“[His father] said, "Have you no desire for my gods, O Abraham? If you do 

not desist, I will surely stone you, so avoid me a prolonged time." 



 

[Abraham] said, "Peace [i.e., safety] will be upon you. I will ask forgiveness 

for you of my Lord. Indeed, He is ever gracious to me.” 

 

 

Here the kind and respectful response of the Holy Prophet Ibrahim, peace 

be upon him, to the harsh attitude of his elder is discussed.  

 

 

In most cases, a person must possess a character flaw if they claim to get 

along with everyone. Due to the differences within the members of society 

a person will never get along with everyone. They will always be one or 

more that disagree with their mentality, life style and advice. This diversity 

will lead to tension and occasionally problems. But if a person is liked by 

everyone then in most cases it shows they have adopted the mentality of 

the hypocrites by being two-faced. If the Holy Prophets, peace be upon 

them, were not loved by all how can a normal person achieve this status? 

This is the reason one should not believe in propaganda as the group that 

were mistreated the most in this way were the Holy Prophets, peace  be 

upon them. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, 

number 4023. 

 

 

For example, the Holy Prophet Mosa, peace be upon him, was once falsely 

accused of illegal relations by a shameless woman. She was enticed into 

slandering him by the enemy of Allah, the Exalted, Quraoon. When she 

accused the Holy Prophet Mosa, peace be upon him, publically during a 

religious gathering he interrogated her. When she observed his reaction 

she immediately retracted her accusation and admitted the truth. As a 

result Allah, the Exalted, destroyed Quraoon by commanding the Earth to 

swallow him and his great treasury. This incident has been recorded in 



 

Imam Dhahabi’s, The Major Sins, Pages 166-167. Chapter 28 Al Qasas, 

verse 81: 

 

 

“And We caused the earth to swallow him and his home…” 

 

 

The Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, were slandered on many 

occasions but they remained steadfast on their mission until they were 

granted victory by Allah, the Exalted. When Allah, the Exalted, decides to 

complete a task like aiding the one who spreads the true word of faith the 

entire creation combined cannot stop Him.  

 

 

Muslims must accept that they too will face hardships when spreading the 

word of Islam. Therefore, they must follow in the footsteps of the Holy 

Prophets, peace be upon them, by remaining steadfast in the face of 

difficulties. This was the attitude of the Companions, may Allah be pleased 

with them, and the righteous predecessors. If one desires to join them in 

the next world they must adopt this attitude also.  



 

“So let not their speech grieve you. Indeed, We know what they 

conceal…” 

 

 

This includes one’s hidden intention. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 3154, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned that those who 

perform deeds for the sake of people, such as showing off, instead of doing 

them for the pleasure of Allah, the Exalted, will be told to gain their reward 

on Judgment Day from the people they acted for which in reality is not 

possible to do. 

 

  

It is important to understand that the foundation of all deeds and even Islam 

itself is one’s intention. It is the very thing which Allah, the Exalted, judges 

people on according to a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 1. A 

muslim should ensure they perform all religious and useful worldly actions 

for the sake of Allah, the Exalted, so that they gain reward from Him in both 

worlds. A sign of this correct mentality is that this person neither expects 

nor desires people to appreciate or show gratitude to them for the deeds 

they perform. If one desires this then it indicates their incorrect intention.  

 

 

In addition, acting with the correct intention prevents sadness and 

bitterness as the one who acts for the sake of people will eventually 

encounter ungrateful people who will make them annoyed and bitter as 



 

they feel they wasted their effort and time. Unfortunately, this is seen in 

parents and relatives as they often fulfill their duties towards their children 

and relatives for their sake instead of for the pleasure of Allah, the Exalted. 

But the one who acts for the sake of Allah, the exalted, will fulfill all their 

duties towards others such as their children and never become bitter or 

enraged when they fail to show gratitude towards them. This attitude leads 

to peace of mind and general happiness as they know Allah, the Exalted, is 

fully aware of their righteous deed and will reward them for it. This is the 

way all muslims must act otherwise they may well be left empty handed on 

the Day of Judgment.  

 



 

“So let not their speech grieve you. Indeed, We know what 

they…declare.” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2501, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, declared that whoever is 

silent is saved.  

 

 

This means the one who is silent from vain or evil speech and only speaks 

good words will be saved by Allah, the Exalted, in both worlds. This is 

important to understand as the main reason people will enter Hell is 

because of their speech. This has been warned in a Hadith found in Jami 

At Tirmidhi, number 2616. In fact, it only takes a single evil word to cause a 

person to plunge into Hell on Judgement Day which has been confirmed in 

a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2314. 

 

 

Speech can be of three types. The first is evil speech which should be 

avoided at all costs. The second is vain speech which only causes one to 

waste time which will lead to a great regret on Judgment Day. In addition, 

the first step of sinful speech is often vain speech. So it is safer to avoid 

this type of speech. The final type is good speech which should always be 

adopted. Based on these aspects two thirds of speech should be removed 

from one's life. 

 

  



 

In addition, the one who speaks too much will only reflect on their actions 

and the hereafter a little as this requires silence. This will prevent one from 

assessing their deeds which inspires one to perform more righteous deeds 

and sincerely repent from their sins. This person will then be prevented 

from changing for the better.  

 

 

Finally, those who speak too much often discuss worldly things and things 

which are entertaining and fun. This will cause them to adopt a mentality 

whereby they dislike discussing or listening to serious issues like death and 

the hereafter. This will prevent them from preparing adequately for the 

hereafter which will lead to a great regret and a potential punishment.  

 

 

All of this can be avoided if one simply remains silent from sinful and vain 

speech and instead only speaks good words. Therefore, the one who is 

silent in this way will be saved from trouble in this world and from 

punishment in the next world.  

 
 



 

“So let not their speech grieve you. Indeed, We know what 

they…declare.” 

 

 

This verse is connected to chapter 4 An Nisa, verse 114:  

 

 

“No good is there in much of their private conversation, except for those 

who enjoin charity or that which is right or conciliation between people. And 

whoever does that seeking means to the approval of Allah - then We are 

going to give him a great reward.” 

 

 

In this verse Allah, the exalted, explains how people should conduct 

themselves when conversing with others so that they derive benefit for 

themselves and others. The first is that when muslims gather they should 

discuss how to benefit others which encompasses charity in the form of 

wealth and physical aid. If a muslim is not in a position to help a needy 

person then this is an excellent way of gaining reward equal to actually 

helping them. A Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 6800, advises that 

the one who inspires someone else towards good will be rewarded as if 

they performed the good action themself. If one cannot aid someone in 

difficulty or inspire another to fulfill this task they can at least encourage 

others to supplicate for the one in need. Supplication for an absent person 

causes the Angels to pray for the supplicator. This has been advised in a 

Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 1534. This mentality can 

inspire the group to visit the needy person which provides them with 

emotional support. This has a powerful psychological impact and provides 

them with a new mode of strength when dealing with their hardship. The 

important thing to note is that when one mentions the situation of a needy 



 

person their intention must be to aid them in their hour of need. It should 

never be for the sake of passing time and making them a target of ridicule. 

 

 

The second way to gain blessings is when one converses about anything 

lawful that will provide benefit to someone in this world or the next. This 

aspect includes advising others to do good and refrain from evil in every 

aspect of their life. 

 

  

The third aspect mentioned in this verse involves conversing with others 

with a constructive mindset which brings people together in a positive way 

instead of possessing a destructive mindset which causes divisions within 

society. If a person cannot bring people together in a loving way then the 

minimum they can do is not cause divisions amongst them. Even this is 

recorded as a good deed when done for the pleasure of Allah, the Exalted. 

This has been indicated in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 2518. 

 

  

In fact, a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 4919, advises that 

reconciling between two opposing muslims for the pleasure of Allah, the 

Exalted, is superior to voluntary prayer and fasting. Every good thing found 

within society was the outcome of this pious attitude such as the 

construction of schools, hospitals and Mosques.  

 

 

But it is important to note, that a muslim will only obtain the great reward 

mentioned in this verse when they perform the righteous deeds for the 



 

pleasure of Allah, the Exalted. Each person will be rewarded based on their 

intention not just their physical action. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in 

Sahih Bukhari, number 1. The insincere muslim will find that on Judgment 

Day they will be told to gain their reward from those who they acted for 

which will not be possible. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Jami At 

Tirmidhi, number 3154. 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

“…Indeed, We know what they conceal and what they declare.” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is All Knowing as nothing escapes His knowledge 

whether in the Heavens or the Earth whether visible or not. The knowledge 

of Allah, the Exalted, has no limit, it has no beginning and no end and it is 

innate meaning, no one gave it to Him. Every creation which possesses 

knowledge has been granted it by none other than Allah, the Exalted. The 

knowledge of the creation is limited and has a beginning. Allah, the 

Exalted, is fully aware of one's outer and inner beings at all time.  

 

 

The muslim who understands this divine name will refrain from sins both 

outward and inward rightfully believing Allah, the Exalted, knows all this 

and will hold them accountable for their actions. In addition, they will not 

stress about worldly issues understanding that Allah, the Exalted, is fully 

aware of them and will respond to them at the right time.  

 

 

A muslim should act on this divine name by striving to gain and act on 

useful knowledge both worldly and religious which is the path of piety. This 

is the true inheritor of the Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, which has 

been indicated in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 223. 

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verses 77-79 
 

 

 

 

 

“Does man not consider that We created him from a [mere] sperm-drop - 

then at once he is a clear adversary? 

And he presents for Us an example and forgets his [own] creation. He 

says, "Who will give life to bones while they are disintegrated?" 

Say, "He will give them life who produced them the first time; and He is, of 

all creation, Knowing."” 



 

“Does man not consider that We created him from a [mere] sperm-

drop - then at once he is a clear adversary?” 

 

 

Remembering the origins of mankind prevents pride. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 265, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned that a person who 

possesses even an atom’s worth of pride in their heart will not enter 

Paradise. He clarified that pride is when a person rejects the truth and 

looks down on others.  

  

 

No amount of good deeds will benefit someone who possesses pride. This 

is quite obvious when one observes the Devil and how his countless years 

of worship did not benefit him when he became proud. In fact, the following 

verse clearly connects pride with disbelief so a muslim must avoid this evil 

characteristic at all costs. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 34: 

 

 

“And [mention] when We said to the angels, "Prostrate before Adam"; so 

they prostrated, except for Iblees. He refused and was arrogant and 

became of the disbelievers.” 

 

 



 

The proud is the one who rejects the truth when it is presented to them 

simply because it did not come from them and as it challenges their desires 

and mentality. The proud person also believes they are superior to others 

even though they are unaware of their own ultimate end and the ultimate 

end of others. This is plain ignorance. In reality, it is foolish to be proud of 

anything seeing as Allah, the Exalted, created and granted everything a 

person owns. Even the righteous deeds one performs are only due to the 

inspiration, knowledge and strength granted by Allah, the Exalted. 

Therefore, being proud of something which does not innately belong to 

them is plain foolishness. This is just like a person who becomes proud 

over a mansion they do not even own or live in.  

 

 

This is the reason why pride belongs to Allah, the Exalted, as He alone is 

the Creator and innate Owner of all things. The one who challenges Allah, 

the Exalted, in pride will be thrown into Hell. This has been confirmed in a 

Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 4090. 

 

 

A muslim should instead follow in the footsteps of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, and adopt humility. The 

humble truly recognise that all the good they possess and all the evil they 

are protected from comes from no one except Allah, the Exalted. 

Therefore, humility is more fitting for a person than pride. A person should 

not be fooled into believing humility leads to disgrace as no one has been 

more honoured than the humble servants of Allah, the Exalted. In fact, the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, has 

guaranteed an increase in status for the one who adopts humility for the 

sake of Allah, the Exalted, in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 

2029.  

 



 

“Does man not consider that We created him from a [mere] sperm-

drop - then at once he is a clear adversary?” 

 

 

It is important for muslims especially, in this day and age to understand the 

difference between those who discuss certain topics which may be 

considered controversial in order to genuinely benefit people through a 

positive change and those who simply discuss these issues in order to 

attract the attention of others. Those who desire a positive change in 

society will always show respect and good character towards others 

especially, to those they are challenging through their words. They never 

result to vulgar language or actions in order to declare their point of view. 

They instead study and understand the subject they are debating about 

without misinterpreting or falsifying information in order to support their 

point of view. Their criticism is always constructive and their genuine and 

sincere intention to improve the society is shown through their behaviour 

and words. These are the people who muslims should pay attention to as if 

they are correct it will improve society for everyone. But if their viewpoint is 

wrong they will accept the truth when it is made clear to them by others. 

But those who behave opposite to this correct attitude, whether they are 

found in the media or anywhere else, should simply be ignored as they do 

not desire to improve the lives of people. They are starved for attention and 

like an infant act out in order to attract some attention from others. Muslims 

should not circulate and pass on videos or other content which are linked to 

people like this as they are playing right into their hands and giving them 

the attention they so badly desire. Debating with these people is a 

complete waste of time because of their evil intention and behaviour. 

Muslims should instead place their efforts in other useful places which 

benefit them and others in both worlds. 

 



 

“Does man not consider that We created him from a [mere] sperm-

drop - then at once he is a clear adversary?” 

 

 

The Holy Quran teaches mankind that certain people are so drowned in the 

material world no advice will penetrate their veiled hearts. The Holy Quran 

describes how this group of people possesses hearts harder than rocks. 

Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 74: 

 

 

“Then your hearts became hardened after that, being like stones or even 

harder…” 

 

 

At this point those who desire to spread the word of Islam should separate 

from this type of person and instead concentrate on others. But it is 

important to note, even in this case a muslim should always demonstrate 

good character towards the sinful as they can repent at anytime. Chapter 

25 Al Furqan, verse  63: 

 

 

“…and when the ignorant address them [harshly], they say [words of] 

peace.” 

 

 

Similarly, in another verse of the Holy Quran Allah, the Exalted, advises 

that when a limit is reached it is best to separate and leave the stubborn 



 

and misguided people to their false beliefs. A day will undoubtedly come 

when Allah, the Exalted, will inform mankind who was rightly guided and 

who was lost in darkness. Chapter 28 Al Qasas, verse 55: 

 

 

“And when they hear ill speech, they turn away from it and say, "For us are 

our deeds, and for you are your deeds. Peace will be upon you; we seek 

not the ignorant."” 

 

 

Muslims should never get depressed and confused when their good advice 

does not affect others. In some cases, these people are drowned in sins to 

such an extent their heart becomes veiled. This veil prevents the good 

advice affecting them in a positive way. A Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, 

number 4244, explains how a sin causes a black spot to be etched onto the 

spiritual heart. The more one sins the more their spiritual heart becomes 

engrossed by this darkness. Chapter 83 Al Mutaffifin, verse 14: 

 

 

“No! Rather, the stain has covered their hearts of that which they were 

earning.” 

 

 

This is similar to another verse where Allah, the Exalted, declares that their 

ears, eyes and hearts have been veiled from the truth and they therefore 

cannot be guided to the truth. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 7: 

 



 

 

“Allah has set a seal upon their hearts and upon their hearing, and over 

their vision is a veil…” 

 

 

The fault does not lie with the message of Islam but in the hearts of the 

misguided. Just like the fault lies in the eyes of a blind person and not the 

bright Sun. Unfortunately, this stubborn attitude has become a widespread 

problem within society. Some of these people believe in Islam yet have 

closed their hearts and minds to the teachings of the Holy Quran and 

Hadiths of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him. They refuse to accept any good advice which would benefit them in 

both worlds.  

 

 

Those who choose to spread the word of Islam should understand that 

there are two types of mind-sets people can adopt. The first is when 

someone makes their mind up beforehand about an issue and then 

searches and accepts only those things which support their predetermined 

belief. Whereas, the correct attitude is to live with an open mind by 

searching and accepting strong evidence regarding different issues. The 

first mentality will only cause problems from a personal level right up to a 

national level. Unfortunately, this is how some aspects of the media work. 

They predetermine the information they would like to publish, find bits of 

weak supporting evidence and then blow it out of proportion for the world to 

see. Those spreading the word of Islam should avoid the first type of 

people and instead concentrate on inviting the second group towards the 

truth.  

 



 

“Does man not consider that We created him from a [mere] sperm-

drop - then at once he is a clear adversary? And he presents for Us an 

example and forgets his [own] creation. He says, "Who will give life to 

bones while they are disintegrated?" Say, "He will give them life who 

produced them the first time; and He is, of all creation, Knowing."” 

 

 

When Allah, the Exalted, created mankind from nothing and spread them 

over the world, then resurrecting them from dust and bones will be easier 

for Him. In addition, the fact that Allah, the Exalted, is All Knowing indicates 

that He knows exactly what bone or dust particle belongs to which person 

thereby ensuring no mistakes will occur when the resurrection occurs. So, 

Allah, the Exalted, possesses both the ability and knowledge to enact the 

resurrection of mankind therefore, rejecting its possibility is simply absurd. 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is Al Khaliq, which means the Creator, Al Baari which 

means the Maker and Al Musawwir which means the Fashioner.  

 

 

The Creator is the One who brings something into existence. In reality, 

there is no Creator except Allah, the Exalted, as He is the only One who 

creates without any aid from another. On other hand, an inventor only 

invents things through the aid of Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 37 As Saffat, 

verse 96: 

 

 

“While Allah created you and that which you do?" 



 

 

 

The Maker is the One who arranges all of the creation and prepares them 

for receiving the forms He has chosen for them which is linked to the next 

divine name mentioned earlier namely, the Fashioner.  

 

 

The Creator makes things manifest. The Maker chooses their shape, 

appearance, and time of creation. The Fashioner fashions the creation 

according to His divine will.  

 

 

After understanding these divine names a muslim must trust Allah, the 

Exalted, in all situations. If Allah, the Exalted, created and manages the 

entire universe He is more than capable in sorting out a person's problems. 

In addition, these names indicate that Allah, the Exalted, is the One who 

creates and chooses all things. So a muslim should not challenge the 

choice of Allah, the Exalted, as this leads to nothing except disappointment. 

It is therefore better to submit obediently and patiently await relief knowing 

that Allah, the Exalted, only decrees the best for His servants even if this 

wisdom is not obvious to them. As a muslim is short sighted it is better to 

trust in the Creator whose wisdom has no limits. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, 

verse 216: 

 

 

“…But perhaps you hate a thing and it is good for you; and perhaps you 

love a thing and it is bad for you. And Allah knows, while you know not.”  



 

“…and He is, of all creation, Knowing.” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is All Knowing as nothing escapes His knowledge 

whether in the Heavens or the Earth whether visible or not. The knowledge 

of Allah, the Exalted, has no limit, it has no beginning and no end and it is 

innate meaning, no one gave it to Him. Every creation which possesses 

knowledge has been granted it by none other than Allah, the Exalted. The 

knowledge of the creation is limited and has a beginning. Allah, the 

Exalted, is fully aware of one's outer and inner beings at all time.  

 

 

The muslim who understands this divine name will refrain from sins both 

outward and inward rightfully believing Allah, the Exalted, knows all this 

and will hold them accountable for their actions. In addition, they will not 

stress about worldly issues understanding that Allah, the Exalted, is fully 

aware of them and will respond to them at the right time.  

 

 

A muslim should act on this divine name by striving to gain and act on 

useful knowledge both worldly and religious which is the path of piety. This 

is the true inheritor of the Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, which has 

been indicated in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 223. 

 



 

Chapter 36 – Yaseen, Verses 80-83 of 83 
 

 

 

 

 

 

“[It is] He who made for you from the green tree, fire, and then from it you 

ignite. 

Is not He who created the heavens and the earth Able to create the likes of 

them? Yes, [it is so]; and He is the Knowing Creator. 

His command is only when He intends a thing that He says to it, "Be," and 

it is. 

So glory be to the One in whose hand is the realm of all things, and to Him 

you will be returned.” 



 

“[It is] He who made for you from the green tree, fire, and then from it 

you ignite.” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is the One who is infinitely bountiful and bestows favours 

and blessings without recompense or external cause. He gives generously 

without being asked.  

 

 

The muslim who understands this divine name will always seek bounty and 

blessings from Allah, the Exalted, as they know the Bestower loves to be 

asked. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 

3571. But it is important to note, the one who seeks bounty from the 

Bestower should know it is not gained through His disobedience. Any 

worldly blessings obtained through the disobedience of Allah, the Exalted, 

will only become a burden for its possessor in both worlds. A muslim 

should instead strive to obtain beneficial blessings from the Bestower by 

fulfilling His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing 

destiny with patience. When a muslim truly understands that all blessings 

have been given by the Bestower they will show true gratitude to Him. This 

is when one uses all the blessings they possess according to the pleasure 

of Allah, the Exalted. This leads to an increase in blessings. Chapter 14 

Ibrahim, verse 7: 

 

 

“And [remember] when your Lord proclaimed, 'If you are grateful, I will 

surely increase you [in favor]…” 

 

 



 

A muslim should act on this divine name by bestowing the blessings they 

have been given to others for the pleasure of Allah, the Exalted. The one 

who gives to others will be given more than they could have ever imagined. 

Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 245: 

 

 

“Who is it that would loan Allah a goodly loan so He may multiply it for him 

many times over? And it is Allah who withholds and grants abundance, and 

to Him you will be returned.” 



 

“Is not He who created the heavens and the earth Able to create the 

likes of them? Yes, [it is so]; and He is the Knowing Creator.” 

 

 

When Allah, the Exalted, created mankind from nothing and spread them 

over the world, then resurrecting them from dust and bones will be easier 

for Him. In addition, the fact that Allah, the Exalted, is All Knowing indicates 

that He knows exactly what bone or dust particle belongs to which person 

thereby ensuring no mistakes will occur when the resurrection occurs. So, 

Allah, the Exalted, possesses both the ability and knowledge to enact the 

resurrection of mankind therefore, rejecting its possibility is simply absurd. 

 

 

Logically speaking, the Day of Judgement is something which must occur. 

If one observes the universe they will notice many examples of balance. 

For example, the Earth is at a perfect and balanced distance from the Sun. 

If the Earth was slightly closer or further away from the Sun it would not be 

inhabitable. Similarly, the water cycle, which involves the evaporation of 

water from the ocean into the atmosphere which is then condensed in order 

to produce rain, is perfectly balanced so that the creation can continue 

living on Earth. The ground was created in a balanced way so that the 

weak branches and shoots of seeds can penetrate through it in order to 

provide crops for the creation yet the same ground is tough enough to 

withstand heavy buildings being built on top of it. There are many such 

examples that not only clearly indicate a Creator but also balance. But 

there is one major thing in this world which is clearly unbalanced namely, 

the actions of mankind. One often observes oppressive and tyrannical 

people who escape punishment in this world. Conversely, there are 

countless people who are oppressed by others and face other difficulties 

yet do not receive their full reward for their patience. Many Muslims who 

sincerely obey Allah, the Exalted, often face many difficulties in this world 



 

and only receive a small share in reward whereas those who openly 

disobey Allah, the Exalted, enjoy the luxuries of this world and only face 

some problems. Just like Allah, the Exalted, has set up a balance in all His 

creations the reward and punishment of actions must also be balanced. But 

this obviously does not occur in this world so therefore it must occur in 

another time namely, the Day of Recompense i.e. the Day of Judgment.  

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, could reward and punish fully in this world. But one of 

the wisdoms behind not fully punishing in this world is that Allah, the 

Exalted, gives opportunity after opportunity to them so that they sincerely 

repent and correct their behaviour. He does not fully reward Muslims in this 

world as this world is not Paradise. In addition, believing in the unseen 

namely, the full reward waiting for a Muslim in the next world, is an 

important aspect of faith. In fact belief in the unseen is what makes faith 

special. Believing in something which can be perceived through the five 

senses, such as receiving full reward in this world, would not be so special.  

 

 

Having fear of full punishment and hope in receiving full reward in the 

hereafter will encourage one to abstain from sins and perform righteous 

deeds. 

 

 

In order for the Day of Recompense to commence this material world must 

end. This is because punishment and reward can only be given once 

everyone’s actions terminate. Therefore, the Day of Recompense cannot 

take place until the actions of people have been concluded. This indicates 

that the material world must end, sooner or later.  



 

 

 

When one reflects on this discussion it will strengthen their faith in the Day 

of Judgement thereby encouraging them to prepare for it by fulfilling the 

commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His prohibitions and by 

facing destiny with patience according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him.          

 

 

 

 

  



 

“…He is the Knowing Creator.” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is All Knowing as nothing escapes His knowledge 

whether in the Heavens or the Earth whether visible or not. The knowledge 

of Allah, the Exalted, has no limit, it has no beginning and no end and it is 

innate meaning, no one gave it to Him. Every creation which possesses 

knowledge has been granted it by none other than Allah, the Exalted. The 

knowledge of the creation is limited and has a beginning. Allah, the 

Exalted, is fully aware of one's outer and inner beings at all time.  

 

 

The muslim who understands this divine name will refrain from sins both 

outward and inward rightfully believing Allah, the Exalted, knows all this 

and will hold them accountable for their actions. In addition, they will not 

stress about worldly issues understanding that Allah, the Exalted, is fully 

aware of them and will respond to them at the right time.  

 

 

A muslim should act on this divine name by striving to gain and act on 

useful knowledge both worldly and religious which is the path of piety. This 

is the true inheritor of the Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, which has 

been indicated in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 223. 

 



 

“His command is only when He intends a thing that He says to it, 

"Be," and it is. So exalted is He in whose hand is the realm of all 

things…” 

 

 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, indicated 

the infinite and absolute power and authority of Allah, the Exalted, in a 

Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2516. This Hadith advises that 

the entire creation cannot benefit a person if Allah, the Exalted, did not 

desire them to do so. Similarly, the entire creation together could not harm 

someone if Allah, the Exalted, did not desire them to. This means only what 

Allah, the Exalted, decides happens within the universe. It is important to 

note, that this advice does not indicate one should abandon using means, 

such as medicine, but it means that one can use the means as they have 

been created by none other than Allah, the Exalted, but they must 

understand that Allah, the Exalted, is the only One who decides the 

outcome of all things. For example, they are many sick people who take 

medicine and recover from their illness. But they are others who take 

medicine and do not recover. This indicates that another factor decides the 

end result namely, the will of Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 9 At Tawbah, 

verse 51: 

 

 

“Say, "Never will we be struck except by what Allah has decreed for us…” 

 

 

The one who understands this knows that anything that affected them 

could not have been avoided. And those things which missed them could 

never have been obtained. 



 

 

 

It is important to note, that whatever the end result even if it is against a 

person's desire they should remain patient and truly believe Allah, the 

Exalted, has chosen the best for them even if they do not observe the 

wisdom behind the outcome. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 216: 

 

 

“…But perhaps you hate a thing and it is good for you; and perhaps you 

love a thing and it is bad for you. And Allah knows, while you know not.” 

 

 

When one truly understands this truth they stop relying on the creation 

knowing they cannot innately harm or benefit them. Instead, they turn to 

Allah, the Exalted, seeking His support and protection through sincere 

obedience by fulfilling His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and 

by facing destiny with patience. This leads a muslim to trusting in Allah, the 

Exalted. It also encourages one to only fear Allah, the Exalted, as they 

know the creation cannot harm them without the will of Allah, the Exalted.  

 

 

Recognising that all things which occur within one’s life and the universe 

originate from Allah, the Exalted, is a part of understanding the Oneness of 

Allah, the Exalted. This is a topic which has no end and goes beyond only 

superficially believing that there is none worthy of worship except Allah, the 

Exalted. When this is fixed in one's heart then they only hope in Allah, the 

Exalted, knowing He is the only One who can help them. They will only 

submit and obey Allah, the Exalted, in all aspects of their life. In reality, a 

person only obeys another in order to receive protection from harm or gain 



 

some benefit. Only Allah, the Exalted, can grant this therefore only He 

deserves to be obeyed and worshipped. If anyone chooses the obedience 

of another over the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, this shows they believe 

that this other can bring them some sort of benefit or protect them from 

harm. This is a sign of the weakness of their faith. The source of all things 

which occur is Allah, the Exalted, so muslims should only obey Him. 

Chapter 35 Fatir, verse 2: 

 

 

“Whatever Allah grants to people of mercy - none can withhold it; and 

whatever He withholds - none can release it thereafter…” 

 

 

It is important to note, that obeying a person which encourages the 

obedience of Allah, the Exalted, in reality is obeying Allah, the Exalted. For 

example, obeying the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him. Chapter 4 An Nisa, verse 80: 

 

 

“He who obeys the Messenger has obeyed Allah…” 



 

“So exalted is He…” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is the One who is sanctified and free of all possible flaws 

and deficiencies and the One who deserves to be described with every 

attribute of perfection.  

 

 

A muslim should plead to Allah, the Exalted, to sanctify and purify them of 

all their sins and bestow them with attributes He loves. A muslim should 

therefore actively purify their body from sins. Purify themselves from 

following evil desires. Purify their wealth by not seeking it from doubtful or 

unlawful sources. Purify their minds from heedlessness of the divine law. 

Purify their intention so they only act for the pleasure of Allah, the Exalted, 

even in worldly deeds as these are recorded as good deeds for example, 

providing for one's family in a lawful manner. This is confirmed in a Hadith 

found in Sahih Bukhari, Number 4006. 

 



 

“So exalted is He in whose hand is the realm of all things…” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is the One who possesses all sovereignty which is free 

of all defects. It is a sovereignty which has no beginning, no end, no 

reduction and no limit. Allah, the Exalted, has complete and total control 

over the creation through management and judgment without any 

limitations, partners or helpers. The King cannot be hindered or prevented 

from carrying out His will. 

 

 

By accepting Allah, the Exalted, as the only King a muslim indirectly 

accepts their servanthood to Him. Therefore, they must fulfil all His 

commands and avoid all His prohibitions. A true servant never questions 

the wise decisions of the King and instead submits with full trust to His 

choices knowing that the wise King only decrees the best for His servant. 

Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 216: 

 

 

“…But perhaps you hate a thing and it is good for you; and perhaps you 

love a thing and it is bad for you. And Allah knows, while you know not.” 

 

 

When a muslim recognises Allah, the Exalted, as the King they will not turn 

to another when seeking help and instead only seek His support through 

sincere obedience to Him. They will always remember if they obey the King 

He will protect them from the creation. But if they obey the creation over 

Allah, the Exalted, the creation will not be able to protect them from the 



 

punishment of the only King. This is indicated in a Hadith of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, found in Sunan 

Abu Dawud, number 2625. He declared that there is no obedience to the 

creation if it leads to the disobedience of the Creator.  

 

 

A muslim should adopt this characteristic according to their status by 

purifying their inner spiritual king namely, the spiritual heart through acting 

on the knowledge found within the Holy Quran and the traditions of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. This will 

cause their servants meaning, their bodily limbs, to obey their spiritual heart 

in acts of righteousness. The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, has advised in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, 

number 4094, that if the spiritual heart is pure the rest of the body will be 

pure but if the spiritual heart is corrupt the whole body will become corrupt. 

One should not become a slave of their evil desires and instead become a 

true king which controls their desires according to the teachings of Islam.  

 

 

Whoever perfects this will be given a spiritual kingdom in both worlds. The 

ultimate destination of the one who fulfils the rights of the King by 

perfecting servanthood has been mentioned in the Holy Quran. They will be 

granted a high station in the presence of the only Omnipotent King. 

Chapter 54 Al Qamar, verse 55: 

 

 

“In a seat of honour near a Sovereign, Perfect in Ability.” 



 

“…and to Him you will be returned.” 

 

 

The trumpet blast will lead to the death of the creation. This has been 

confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 7381. The 

important thing to learn is that this is a call which no one can or will 

reject responding to. It will lead to the resurrection and final judgment. 

Therefore, muslims should respond to the call of Allah, the Exalted, 

through the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, through sincere obedience by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the 

Exalted, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with 

patience according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him. Chapter 8 An Anfal, verse 24: 

 

  

“O you who have believed, respond to Allah and to the Messenger when 

he calls you to that which gives you life…” 

 

 

Whoever responds to this call in this world will find the final call easy to 

endure and respond to. Whereas, the one who lives heedless to the call 

of Allah, the Exalted, in this world will not find peace in it and they will be 

forced to answer the call of the trumpet which will be a great burden for 

them to endure and respond to. A person can only ignore the call of 

Allah, the Exalted, for so long as the final call will occur, sooner or later, 

and no one will be able to avoid or ignore it. If this is inevitable it makes 

sense that one respond to it now, today, instead of living in 

heedlessness. If one hears the trumpet blast while heedless no action or 

regret will benefit them and what comes after for this person will be even 

more terrifying.  

 



 

“…and to Him you will be returned.” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 7232, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that people will 

be resurrected on Judgment Day in the same state they died on Earth. 

 

  

This means that if a person dies on good they will be resurrected on 

good. But if they die on evil they will be raised in an evil way.  

 

 

A muslim should not live in heedlessness by believing just because they 

have faith in Islam it guarantees they will die and therefore be raised in a 

good state on Judgment Day. If they persist on the disobedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, and then die in this state without sincerely repenting 

then they will be raised in an evil way. It does not take a scholar to 

determine what will happen to this person on Judgment Day.  

 

 

From this Hadith one can understand that the way they will die will be in 

the same state they have lived. Meaning, if they lived in the obedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, by sincerely fulfilling His commands, refraining from 

His prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience according to the 

traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, then they will die in a good state and therefore be raised in a good 

state which includes being raised with the righteous as they practically 

followed in their footsteps. This has been indicated in a Hadith found in 

Sahih Bukhari, number 3688. 

 



 

 

A muslim should therefore not walk the path to Hell by disobeying Allah, 

the Exalted, and believe that they will somehow be raised with the pious 

and end up in Paradise.  

 



 

“…and to Him you will be returned.” 

 

 

One must prepare for their final return by using the blessings they have 

been granted in ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. 

 

 

In reality, in most cases nothing in this material world in itself is good or 

bad, such as wealth. What makes a thing good or bad is the way it is used. 

It is important to understand that the very purpose of everything which was 

created by Allah, the Exalted, was for it to be used correctly according to 

the teachings of Islam. When something is not used correctly it in reality 

becomes useless. For example, wealth is useful in both worlds when it is 

used correctly such as being spent on the necessities of a person and their 

dependents. But it can become useless and even a curse for its bearer if it 

is not used correctly, such as being hoarded or spent on sinful things. 

Simply hoarding wealth causes wealth to lose value. How can paper and 

metal coins one tucks away be useful? In this respect, there is no 

difference between a blank piece of paper and a note of money. It is only 

useful when it is used correctly.  

 

 

So if a Muslim desires all their worldly possessions to become a blessing 

for them in both worlds all they have to do is use them correctly according 

to the teachings found in the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. But if they use 

them incorrectly then the same blessing will become a burden and curse 

for them in both worlds. It is as simple as that.  

 



 

“…and to Him you will be returned.” 

 

 

One must prepare for their final return by using the blessings they have 

been granted in ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. One can adopt the 

correct attitude when they understand the purpose of these blessings. 

 

 

Every worldly blessing a Muslim possesses is only a means which 

should aid them in reaching the hereafter safely. It is not an end in itself. 

For example, wealth is a means one should use in order to obey Allah, 

the Exalted, by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, fulfilling 

their necessities and the necessities of their dependents. It is not an end 

or an ultimate goal in itself.  

 

 

This not only aids a Muslim in maintaining their focus on the hereafter 

but it also aids them whenever they lose worldly blessings. When a 

Muslim treats each worldly blessing, such as a child, as a means to 

please Allah, the Exalted, and reach the hereafter safely then losing it 

will not have such a detrimental impact on them. They may become sad, 

which is an acceptable emotion, but they will not become grieved which 

leads to impatience and other mental problems, such as depression. 

This is because they firmly believe the worldly blessing they possessed 

was only a means so losing it does not cause a loss in the ultimate goal 

namely, Paradise, the loss of which is disastrous. Therefore, still 

possessing and concentrating on the ultimate goal will prevent them 

from becoming grieved.  

 

 



 

In addition, they will understand that just like the thing they lost was only 

a means they firmly believe they will be provided with another means to 

reach and fulfil their ultimate goal by Allah, the Exalted. This will also 

prevent them from grieving. Whereas, the one who believes their worldly 

blessing is the end instead of a means will experience severe grief when 

losing it as their whole purpose and objective has been lost. This grief 

will lead to depression and other mental issues.  

 

 

To conclude, Muslims should treat each blessing they possess as a 

means to reach the hereafter safely not as an end in itself. This is how 

one can possess things without being possessed by them. This is how 

they can keep worldly things in their hands and not in their hearts.  

 

 

 

 

 

All praise is due to Allah, Lord of the worlds and may peace and 

blessings be upon His final Messenger, Muhammad, his noble Family 

and Companions. 
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